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ABSTRACT
QUATERNARY SEISMIC STRATIGRAPHY OF THE INNER SHELF AND COASTAL 
ZONE, SOUTHERN DELMARVA PENINSULA, VIRGINIA
Anthony M. Foyle 
Old Dominion University, 1994 
Director: Dr. G.F. Oertel
The Pleistocene stratigraphic record beneath the Virginia inner shelf is largely 
unknown. On the adjacent lower Atlantic Coastal Plain of southeastern Virginia, the 
Pleistocene record consists of seven stacked transgressive sequences, while on the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula, a series of three transgressive to highstand sequences are 
developed. Reconstruction of the mid-Atlantic basin margin response to high-frequency 
Quaternary glacioeustasy is limited by this sparse record of late transgressive through early 
regressive deposition. Knowledge of high-frequency depositional sequence architecture, 
developed under conditions of low subsidence (to net uplift) and low sediment input, is 
also incomplete. The Atlantic inner shelf and coastal zone, adjacent to the modem 
Chesapeake Bay mouth, is an ideal site at which to examine the relationship between the 
onshore and offshore stratigraphic records as a means of resolving problematic lower 
Coastal Plain stratigraphy. It is also an ideal site for examining the variability in sequence 
architecture and seismic facies development that occurs when paleogeographic changes 
significantly affect regional inner shelf physiography.
In this study, approximately 1000 km of high-resolution, seismic reflection data 
were collected over a 2000 km2 region of the inner shelf and coastal zone. A sequence 
stratigraphic interpretation of the 30 m thick (averaged) Quaternary record was made using 
seismic sequence analysis and seismic facies analysis.
Six Middle Pleistocene through Holocene depositional sequences were identified
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(Sequences VI through I, respectively). These sequences are of fourth to fifth order scale, 
and are dominated by transgressive systems tract development; maximum sequence 
thickness is 40 m. Vertical changes in Quaternary sequence architecture and component 
seismic facies are related to progressive constriction of the Pleistocene Chesapeake seaway 
by southward progradation of the Delmarva Peninsula during Pleistocene sea-level 
highstands. Sequences VI, V, and IV are bounded by fluvial erosion surfaces, and 
confined within coast-oblique trending, paleo-estuarine depressions. They have distinctly 
non-tabular geometries, and are dominated by pre-ravinement fluvial and estuarine 
deposits. Sequence IV is the most complete sequence, containing post-ravinement 
transgressive strata, and post-maximum flooding surface highstand strata.
Sequences III and II developed in paleoshelf settings that were topographically 
isolated (by the southern Delmarva Peninsula) from Piedmont-draining rivers. These 
sequences are primarily bounded by ravinement surfaces, have tabular wedge geometries, 
and are dominated by post-ravinement transgressive strata, and post-maximum flooding 
surface highstand to regressive strata, respectively. Holocene Sequence I contains 
elements of Sequences VI through II, and illustrates significant variability in sequence 
architecture along strike between the Chesapeake Bay mouth and the inner shelf region to 
the north.
The six-sequence seismic-stratigraphic record has a maximum thickness of 59 m, 
and is correlated with the three-sequence Delmarva Peninsula lithostratigraphic record. The 
disparate records necessitate a revised model for the Quaternary development of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula and Chesapeake Basin. This model recognizes six 
Pleistocene lowstand fluvial incision events, and three intervening highstand events during 
which the southern Delmarva Peninsula developed.
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The Quaternary sediments of the Atlantic inner continental shelf and coastal zone are 
represented by lithofacies that developed in response to repeating depositional and erosional 
regimes controlled by sea-level fluctuations (Riggs,1984; Riggs and Belknap, 1988). The 
resulting stratigraphic record can be incomplete, as on the North Carolina inner shelf (Hine 
and Snyder, 1985; Oertel et al„ 1991; Riggs etal., 1992; Snyder etal., 1991; Wehmilleret 
al.. 1988) and in the highstand-dominated coastal areas of Delaware (Belknap and Kraft, 
1977,1981; Demarest et al., 1981; Demarest and Leatherman, 1985; Demarest and Kraft, 
1987). The incomplete record is largely the result of multiple erosional transgressions 
(Fischer, 1961; Swift, 1968), non-deposition and erosion during lowstands, and the 
elevated basin-margin setting of the region during the Quaternary Period. Marine 
transgressions and regressions produce fluvial erosion unconformities and ravinement 
unconformities (or diastems; see discussion in Chapter 2.2) that, in areas subject to high 
frequency sea-level oscillations (such as the Quaternary strata of the inner shelf), can lead 
to large parts of stratigraphic time being represented by unconformity surfaces. Those 
unconformities that result from subaerial exposure during glacial stages (i.e., fluvial 
erosion unconformities) can represent large tracts of time on these updip margins of oceanic 
basins, compared to their distal basinal correlative surfaces. The depositional hiatuses 
represented by these surfaces may be expected to decrease in a basinward direction. The
1
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Early through Late Pleistocene Omar Formation of the Delmarva Peninsula is a classic 
example of the discontinuous marine Quaternary record, where sediment accumulation 
represents only 2 to 5 % of Pleistocene time, the remainder being accounted for by fluvial 
erosion and transgressive marine erosional unconformities (Demarest et al., 1981).
While the exact placing of the Pliocene - Quaternary boundary is still controversial, 
there is a growing tendency to assign it to the 2.48 Ma Gauss - Matuyama magneto- 
chronozone boundary (Beard et al., 1982; Morrison, 1991; Smiley et al., 1991). This 
boundary generally represents a transition from the low-frequency (5 to 10 my) sea-level 
cycles of the earlier Cenozoic to the h; h frequency (100 ka to 1 ma) glacioeustatic cycles 
of the Pliocene and Quaternary (Vail et al., 1977, Part 4; Krantz, 1990), and is 
approximately coincident with the migration of the first large Northern Hemisphere ice 
sheets into mid latitudes (Morrison, 1991; Joyce et al., 1993).
On the Atlantic Coastal Plain, the Quaternary is subdivided as follows; Holocene (0 - 
10 ka), Late Pleistocene (10 ka -130 ka), Middle Pleistocene (130 ka - 740 ka), and Early 
Pleistocene (>740 ka). The Tertiary - Quaternary boundary is generally placed at 
approximately 1.65 ma (the end of the Olduvai normal-polarity Subchronozone; see 
Cronin, 1980; Beard et al., 1982; Szabo, 1985; Riggs et al., 1992; Pazzaglia, 1993). A 
principal characteristic of the Quaternary Period is the high-frequency nature of sea-level 
oscillations (44 in the past 2.48 million years, with an average periodicity of 100,000 yrs) 
which had a direct impact on the stratigraphic signatures of both terrestrial and marine 
sedimentary records (Beard et al., 1982; Morrison, 1991). This multi-event record 
contrasts sharply with the classic idea of four Pleistocene “Ice Ages” (Wisconsinan, 
Illinoian, Kansan, and Nebraskan) and three interglacials (Sangamonian, Yarmouthian, and 
Aftonian) (Beard et al., 1982; Fillon, 1984; Smiley et al., 1991). The principal result of 
high-frequency glacio-eustasy has been the preservation of an incomplete and complex 
Quaternary stratigraphic record along the U.S. Atlantic continental margin.
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Sea-level fluctuations have been the dominant control on mid-Atlantic continental 
margin sedimentation since at least the Pliocene Epoch, with tectonics (subsidence or uplift) 
playing a minor role (Beard et al., 1982; Krantz, 1991; Ramsey, 1992). The high 
frequency sea-level oscillations of the Quaternary (104-105 year periodicity; 4th order 
cycles), more specifically the rock records that they produce, may be thought of as a high 
frequency analog to the third order cycles (106 - 107 year periodicity) of Vail’s global 
eustatic cycle chart (Vail et al., 1977, Part 4). The principles of sequence stratigraphy, 
developed initially on the basis of seismic data from the Mesozoic and Cenozoic of the Gulf 
of Mexico (2nd and 3rd order cycles; 10 to 80 my, and 1 to 10 my periodicity, respectively) 
are applicable to the Quaternary sedimentary record of high-frequency glacioeustatic cycles.
This high-resolution seismic stratigraphic study (resolution down to about one 
meter) serves as a link between the scale of the Vail model based on conventional Common 
Depth Point (CDP) seismic surveys (where resolution is usually not better than thirty 
meters) and with field based outcrop, core log and wireline log data where resolution is at 
least two orders of magnitude better (Jordan et al., 1993). Consequently, thin Quaternary 
sequences (<10 m) are seismically detectable on the same approximate order of scale that 
they are detectable in field outcrops and core sections. This in turn permits more detailed 
stratigraphic analysis, and generation of less generalized models for basin margin deposits. 
Examination of the Quaternary record on Virginia’s inner shelf will also address the 
information gap between the oil industry-studied offshore Tertiary and pre-Tertiary section, 
and the largely coastal-studied transgressive Holocene section.
The Quaternary stratigraphic record on the non-glaciated inner continental shelf of 
the mid-Atlantic Bight remains incompletely understood in comparison to that of the 
Coastal Plain, although there have been extensive physiographic and shallow structural 
studies over the past half century (reviewed in Shor and McClennen, 1988). On the
3
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Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone, a distinct gap exists in our knowledge concerning the 
link between onshore and offshore Quaternary deposits, particularly those of pre-Holocene 
age. The principal reasons for this are the lack of a regional chronostratigraphic framework 
and the frequent occurrence of unconformities and diastems which can make even local 
correlations extremely difficult. This is particularly the case for the Holocene barrier island 
system and the underlying pre- and syn-formational strata. The subaerial Coastal Plain 
record of the southern Delmarva Peninsula essentially consists of late transgressive to 
highstand outcropping deposits, with large parts of depositional sequences either absent or 
not exposed in outcrop. This pattern of preservation is common all along the coastal plain, 
from South Carolina to New Jersey. Additionally, the preserved sediments are a record of 
only the highest stands of Pleistocene sea-level. Combined with limited drillhole data, our 
understanding of depositional and erosional events, depositional architectures, types and 
frequencies of unconformities, and relative chronostratigraphic relationships is limited.
There are also problems correlating the marine-paralic deposits of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula with stratigraphic sections to the north in Maryland and Delaware, and 
with sections on the south and west sides of the Chesapeake Bay (mainly the result of 
known severe late Wisconsinan lowstand fluvial incision between these latter localities; 
Harrison et al., 1965; Meisburger, 1972; Colman et al., 1988). To understand in detail the 
role played by sea-level fluctuations in the stratigraphic evolution of the flank portions of a 
passive basin margin, it is necessary to examine the transgressive to regressive sedimentary 
deposits beneath the inner shelf. However it is in these areas, because of their 
inaccessibility and submergence, that the Quaternary geology database lags significantly 
behind that of the subaerial Coastal Plain.
Most deposition on low-sediment-supply continental shelves experiencing minimal 
subsidence to net uplift, such as the mid-Atlantic Bight, occurs during transgression and 
highstand (Vail et al., 1977; Riggs and Belknap, 1988). Regressive deposits on the
4
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Atlantic shelf tend to have more limited distributions at the mid shelf and shelf edge 
(McClennen and McMaster, 1971; Milliman et al., 1990, Davies et al., 1992; Posamentier 
et al., 1992), and occasionally stranded at the updip margins of the basin (e.g. Mixon, 
1985; Mixon et al., 1989). At least two factors are responsible for this. Firstly, rapid rates 
of relative sea-level rise during early transgression tend to leave a more intact sedimentary 
record than slow rates of relative sea-level rise (characteristic of late transgression) which 
cause more cannibalization of the pre-transgressive substrate and overlying transgressive 
paralic deposits. Rapid rates of sea-level rise associated with the early stages of 
transgression tend to result in more complete preservation of pre-transgressive and 
transgressive paralic deposits on the outer shelf (Belknap and Kraft, 1985; Kraft et al., 
1987). Shoreface erosion accompanying slower sea-level rise rates during late 
transgression and highstand cannibalizes more of the pre-transgressive substrate in inner 
shelf settings. Secondly, both transgressive and regressive deposits are likely to be 
removed by fluvial erosion during any subsequent regression.
Thome and Swift (1991b) developed a general index of stratigraphic preservation 
(Sp) to mathematically describe the variables determining preservation of continental margin 
deposits. Recognizing that a net rise in baselevel is required for stratigraphic preservation, 
the controlling variables are the long-term rate of baselevel rise (s), which can be 
approximated by the long-term average accumulation rate (a), and the amplitude (h) and 
frequency (0 of any sinusoidal components to the long-term baselevel rise rate. Sp is 
represented by the ratio, a I hf, in the general case. To quantify the preservation potential 
of highstand deposits specifically, two more variables are involved, namely basin flexural 
strength (F) and clay content (M). Substituting accumulation rate (a) with sediment input 
rate (Q), Thome and Swift (1991b) redefined Sp as the ratio, QF / hfM, where Q, F, and M 
were referred to as geohistorical variables. These authors also suggested that the scarcity
5
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of Pleistocene highstand deposits beneath the Atlantic shelf was due to a relatively low Q 
term (when compared to the frequency and magnitude of Pleistocene sea-level changes), 
which consequently reduced the value of the preservation index, Sp. In non-mathematical 
terminology, the Atlantic shelf has been subjected to multiple erosional transgressions 
(Swift, 1968) throughout the Pleistocene.
Because of the highstand nature of the depositional record, most work throughout 
the subaerial Atlantic Coastal Plain to date has focussed on the late transgressive to early 
regressive parts of Pleistocene depositional sequences. Inner shelf work has largely 
focused on the determination of cause, effect, and form of the Holocene transgressive 
deposits, with less attention being paid to the Pleistocene record (e.g. Duane et al., 1972; 
Ludwick, 1972; Shideler et al., 1972; Sheridan et al., 1974; Swift et al., 1972, 1984; 
Belknap and Kraft, 1985; Boczar-Karakiewicz and Bona, 1986; Kraft et al., 1987). 
Modem day lagoonal and estuarine settings are the most commonly targeted coastal 
environments for similar studies, where the emphasis has been on the determination of 
sedimentation rates, patterns, and processes (Moody and Van Reenan, 1967; Belknap and 
Kraft, 1985; Demarest and Leatherman, 1985; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; Kraft et al., 
1987; Finkelstein, 1988, 1992; Oertel et al., 1989a, 1989b, 1992, 1993; Nichols et al., 
1991; Fletcher et al., 1992; Riggs et al., 1992; Fletcher et al., 1993).
1.2 Statement of Problem
Unlike the inner shelf regions off the coasts of North Carolina and Maryland 
(Kerhin, 1989; Riggs et al., 1992; Toscano, 1992), the submarine Pleistocene stratigraphy 
of the southern Delmarva coastal zone and inner shelf remains largely unknown. Based on 
work in the Chesapeake Bay (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon. 1988; 
Colman et al., 1988, 1990) and on the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Mixon, 1985). the
6
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Quaternary stratigraphic development of the area is believed to be genetically related to that 
of the Cape May peninsula and inner shelf where there has been limited stratigraphic study 
to date (Knebel and Circe, 1988; Ashley et al., 1991; Wellner et al., 1993a). The 
stratigraphic signature of the Virginia inner shelf should therefore be very different from 
that of the North Carolina inner shelf where Pleistocene Epoch lowstand events caused 
multiple reoccupations of “anchored” shore-normal trending small fluvial valleys (Hine and 
Snyder, 1985; Riggs and Belknap, 1988; Riggs et al., 1992). Our knowledge of the 
geometry and facies associations of the sedimentary package above the most recent 
lowstand surface (the antecedent topography of the modem Holocene barrier system) is 
biased towards study sites located landward of the oceanic shoreline in lagoonal settings 
(e.g., Morton and Donaldson, 1973; Shideler et al., 1984; Finkelstein, 1985; Finkelstein 
and Ferland, 1987; Byrnes, 1988; Finkelstein and Kearney, 1988; Oertel et al., 1992).
Both the Pleistocene and Holocene data sets, particularly the latter, can be adversely 
affected by low coring-grid densities, the difficulty of lithologically recognizing fluvial 
erosion unconformities conclusively in cores (Demarest et al., 1981; Demarest and Kraft, 
1987), the lack of core data beyond the standard 10 m-vibracore penetrations, and 
difficulties with lateral correlation of core-based data between study sites. There is the 
added problem of misidentifying ravinement surfaces, maximum flooding surfaces, 
channel diastems, and fluvial erosion unconformities in cored sections, which can have 
severe implications for paleoenvironmental reconstructions of both Holocene and 
Pleistocene deposits. Consequently, a seismic stratigraphic approach (continuous intra- 
regional correlatable data) has significant advantages in reconstructing stratigraphic 
development.
The highstand Pleistocene record preserved on the subaerial Delmarva Peninsula 
formed during times of maximum sea-level elevation, during late transgressive to early 
regressive parts of at least three sea-level cycles (Demarest and Kraft, 1987; Mixon, 1985).
7
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It is therefore a very incomplete depositional record of Pleistocene sea-level cyclicity. 
Comparison of this record with the offshore record will provide important information on 
the response of a passive margin sediment prism to major fluctuations in sea-level under 
conditions of low sediment supply, and low rates of subsidence to net uplift The offshore 
record may be expected to record the earlier-transgressive and, potentially, later-regressive 
events of at least three sea-level cycles. Local Pleistocene marine environmental 
reconstructions to date probably suffer from a shortage of suitable drillhole and vibracore 
data. The coastal Holocene section is also subject to misinterpretation because of low 
coring densities on this part of the U.S. coastline compared, for example, to the extensively 
studied estuarine and lagoonal settings adjacent to Delaware Bay (e.g. Belknap and Kraft, 
1985; Knebel et al., 1988). Lithostratigraphic analysis under such conditions leads to the 
potential for erroneous interpretations and correlations, as lithologically similar sediments 
of very different ages may lie vertically and laterally adjacent to each other. Controversy on 
the dating and paleoenvironmental reconstructions of the southern Delmarva Peninsula 
deposits (Demarest and Leatherman, 1985; Mixon, 1985) may be resolved by development 
of a new model based on seismic delineation and correlation of distinct 
chronostratigraphically significant unconformities and unconformity-bounded depositional 
sequences offshore.
It is thus important to determine a stratigraphic framework for inner shelf 
Quaternary deposits, particularly for pre-transgressive Holocene deposits which have 
largely been ignored to date. Due to the frequent lack of significant lithologic change 
associated with marine unconformities as observed in cores (Demarest et al., 1981; 
Demarest and Kraft, 1987; Suter, 1987), the existing outcrop and drillhole based three- 
cycle stratigraphic model for the subaerial record of the southern Delmarva Peninsula 
(Mixon, 1985) is probably inaccurate. It is important to define the morphology of 
unconformities within the section, because from this, their formative mechanisms or
8
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controlling geologic processes can be predicted, and depositional settings for the 
intervening sediments can be generated, or modified from the Mixon (1985) model. 
Walker and Eyles (1991) suggested that while sequences and depositional systems have 
been extensively studied in the rock record, the topography, origin and timing of the 
bounding unconformities have not. Since erosional surfaces can record as much time as 
the intervening sediments in any given stratigraphic section, their identification and 
characterization (e.g. whether ravinement or fluvial erosion) is crucial to an understanding 
of the actual preserved record, particularly at the scale of Quaternary events. The 
delineation of sequence and sequence boundary geometries, the numbers and types of 
unconformities, and the types of fill between these surfaces, will permit reconstruction of 
paleoenvironments and paleogeography for the Quaternary section. This framework is 
necessary to build an accurate integrated stratigraphic model for this part of Virginia’s 
coastal zone and inner shelf.
This study will apply seismic and sequence stratigraphic techniques to the analysis 
of the paralic-marine Quaternary record on the updip edge of a major oceanic basin using 
high-resolution reflection seismic profile data. This high resolution study (with resolution 
on the order of 1 m) will resolve distinct seismic facies and depositional geometries that can 
potentially be correlated with core and outcrop data from the Coastal Plain. Mapping of 
major reflectors (caused by unconformities) and interpretation of seismic unit character and 
configuration will permit, (1) determination of the minimum number of sea-level cycles to 
have affected the area, (2) reconstruction of sequence geometries and depositional 
environments, (3) determination of unconformity morphology and formative mechanisms 
and (4), identification of the role played by sea-level fluctuations on the preservability and 
character of a Quaternary sediment prism. The vertical separation between fluvial erosion 
and ravinement unconformities will provide quantitative information on the preservability 
and development of specific depositional environments, the characteristics of
9
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transgressions (erosional to depositional), and the degree of drainage basin development 
for various stages during the Quaternary development of this portion of the Atlantic inner 
shelf.
Standard geological field work methodology relies on the use of distinct mappable 
lithologic units, i.e. formations, as a tool for basin reconstruction. These lithostratigraphic 
units are potentially time-transgressive, because of facies changes across a depositional 
basin or basin-margin. Seismic and sequence stratigraphic methodology uses distinct 
stratal discontinuities (stratal surfaces and unconformities) and seismic sequences to 
reconstruct stratigraphic development in terms of a time-history of deposition controlled by 
relative sea-level changes; seismic stratigraphic units (depositional sequences) are 
allostratigraphic units and tend not to be time-transgressive. On the Atlantic Coastal Plain, 
the Quaternary record has traditionally been subdivided into allostratigraphic units (field- 
defined alloformations and allomembers); these allostratigraphic units are bounded by 
unconformity surfaces, whose basinward extensions should be detectable on seismic 
profiles and interpretable in terms of sequence stratigraphy. The Atlantic Coastal Plain and 
adjacent inner shelf therefore serves as an ideal setting for the onshore-offshore correlation 
of lithostratigraphic and seismic-stratigraphic units, because of the unconformity surfaces 
common to both settings.
1.3 Goals and Objectives
The principal goals of this study are to (1) develop a time-based framework of 
events (tied to the 8180  curve) for the coastal and inner shelf Quaternary section through
the identification of chronostratigraphically significant unconformities, (2) attempt to 
resolve the stratigraphic complexity associated with these ancient paralic-marine deposits,
10
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(3) determine the response of an evolving shelf sedimentary prism to multiple fluctuations 
in sea-level on a part of the continental shelf that has seen a progressive decrease in the 
influence of a major Cenozoic depocenter (the Chesapeake Basin) through the Pleistocene, 
and (4) reconcile the offshore seismic stratigraphic record with the subaerially preserved 
onshore record. In order to meet these goals, the following objectives were established:
(1) Determine the minimum number of transgressive and regressive events that 
are recorded beneath the lagoon and inner shelf by determining the prevalence of 
fluvial erosion and ravinement surfaces.
(2) Determine the extent and character of the Quaternary transgressive and 
regressive record, using geometry, thickness, and internal architecture of 
unconformity-bounded depositional sequences.
(3) Use sequence geometries and unconformity morphology to determine the 
preservability and occurrence of specific depositional systems.
(4) Identify the types of seismic facies developed within depositional sequences 
on an estuary-fronted shelf.
(5) Identify major vertical and lateral trends in stratigraphic structure that are 
indicative of major changes in regional paleogeography.
(6) Determine the signature of major highstand mega-spit progradation, and 
subsequent lowstand drainage basin development, on the seismic stratigraphic 
record.
(7) Correlate chronostratigraphically-significant shelf seismic surfaces with 
erosional surfaces mapped in the subsurface of the southern Delmarva Peninsula
(8) Determine whether lowstand-incised fluvial paleochannels show evidence of 
more than one lowstand reoccupation event
(9) Determine the extent of tide-dominated inlet reactivation of antecedent 
paleofluvial drainage systems.
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1 .4  Research Hypotheses
The general goals listed above are driven by, and can be restated in terms of, 
specific research hypotheses. These hypotheses can be tested to quantify the effects of 
high-frequency sea-level fluctuations on the development of a basin margin sediment prism 
under conditions of low subsidence to net uplift, coupled with low sediment input rates. 
The number of sequence boundaries (usually fluvial erosion surfaces) found will indicate 
the minimum number of lowstand events. The number of transgressive ravinement 
surfaces, representing the retreat paths of ancient shorefaces (that formed during marine 
transgressive events) will indicate the minimum number of transgressive events that 
affected this part of the Atlantic inner shelf. Seismic reflectors indicative of major marine 
transgressive and regressive events can be used to impose relative chronostratigraphic 
control on the inner shelf Quaternary section. The specific hypotheses to be tested are:
Null Hypothesis I
The indicators of marine transgressions and regressions (fluvial erosion surfaces, 
ravinement surfaces, and the geometries of intervening depositional units) are not preserved 
in the post-Pliocene stratigraphic record of the southern Delmarva Peninsula coastal zone 
and inner shelf.
Alternative Hypothesis I
The Quaternary stratigraphic section contains a partial to complete record of multiple post- 
Pliocene marine transgressions and regressions in the form of seismically detectable 
unconformities and depositional units that pass beneath, or accrete against, the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula.
If Alternative Hypothesis I is accepted, then the following hypotheses may be tested:
Null Hypothesis IA
Unconformities under the lagoon and inner shelf are not correlative with allostratigraphic 
boundaries under, and subaerially exposed ancient shorelines on, the southern Delmarva
12
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Peninsula.
Alternative Hypothesis 1A
Seismically detectable ravinement surfaces can be correlated with dated ancient shorelines 
on the peninsula, or with subsurface ravinements or depositional breaks potentially 
identifiable in boreholes. Lowstand fluvial erosion surfaces within the peninsular section 
can be correlated with offshore reflector surfaces associated with lowstand unconformities.
Null Hypothesis IB
Spatial relationships between unconformities, their morphologic expressions, and 
intervening seismic facies characteristics, cannot be used to reconstruct ancient inner shelf 
conditions at the time of their formation.
Alternative Hypothesis IB
Spatial relationships between unconformities, morphologic expression of the 
unconformities, and intervening seismic facies development may be used to reconstruct 
paleo inner shelf conditions at the time of their formation.
Null Hypothesis IC
The framework of seismically observed unconformities, intervening sequences and seismic 
facies, cannot be correlated with peninsular stratigraphy.
Alternative Hypothesis IC
The Quaternary stratigraphic development of the Virginia inner shelf and southern 
Delmarva Peninsula can be reconstructed, and a relative time framework developed, from 
the record of preserved transgressive to regressive deposits, their vertical and horizontal 
dimensions (geometries), and the relations of detected unconformities to surface and 
subsurface features on the peninsula.
1.5 Area of Investigation
The Delmarva Peninsula is that part of the Atlantic Coastal Plain province that 
extends southward from the Fall Zone (the basinward limit of outcropping pre-Cretaceous 
strata) in northern Delaware and Maryland, to the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay (Figs 1.1,
13
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1.2). The peninsula consists of a core of outcropping Tertiary strata (in Maryland and 
Delaware), which is flanked to the north, south, and east by subaerial Pleistocene and 
Holocene deposits. The peninsula separates the Chesapeake Bay to the west from 
Delaware Bay and the Atlantic Ocean to the east, and occupies an area of approximately 
17000 square kilometers. The southern (Virginia) part of the peninsula averages 24 km 
wide by 105 km long, with a total area of approximately 2500 square kilometers. Inner 
shelf bathymetric charts (USGS/NOS NJ 18-2, 1972; NOS 18-5, 1975; USGS NJ 18-8, 
1984) illustrate that the shoreface profile is considerably steeper and deeper offshore of the 
Maryland and Delaware Tertiary headland than it is off the Virginia Pleistocene-cored 
megaspit complex.
The study area lies on, and seaward of, the eastern flank of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula, extending approximately from the Chesapeake Bay mouth (37° 00’ N; 76° 00’ 
W) to Quinby Inlet (37° 28' N; 75° 40' W). The seaward limits lie 14 to 25 km seaward 
of the oceanic coastline, approximately coincident with the 20 m bathymetric contour on the 
inner shelf (Plates 1, 2; Figs 1.3, 1.4). The shore-parallel and shore-normal dimensions 
are 50 km by 40 km respectively, resulting in an overall area of approximately 2000 square 
kilometers. Approximately one third of this area is occupied by the modem Holocene 
barrier lagoon and 7 barrier islands, with the NE-SW trending oceanic shoreline lying 
approximately 5 to 12 km seaward of the lagoon’s mainland shoreline. In contrast to other 
lagoonal systems along the Atlantic coast, the Virginia system receives freshwater runoff 
from small streams that have limited drainage areas. Headwaters are usually located within 
4 km of the lagoonal mainland shoreline. The maximum subaerial elevation on the 
peninsula is approximately 19 m (west of the study area), while maximum elevation on the 
islands is approximately 3 m. In the vertical dimension, maximum useful seismic 
penetration is on the order of 0.1 km (100 m).
14
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Figure 1.1: Location map of the study area within the mid-Atlantic region.
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Figure 1.2: Regional geological setting of the study area on the mid-Atlantic Bight.
Figure shows major Cenozoic-Mesozoic structural features and outcrop 
belts (generalized). Modified from Ward (1985), Bayer and Milici (1989), 
Mixon et al. (1989), Ramsey (1992), and Pazzaglia (1993).
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Figure 1.3: Detailed locality map of the southern Delmarva Peninsula coastal zone
showing geographic locations referred to in text.
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Figure 1.4: Detailed locality map of the southern Delmarva Peninsula coastal zone
showing waterways referred to in text.
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1.6 Oceanographic and Geological Setting
The study area is located seaward of the main axis of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula, which is part of a large barrier headland located between the Delaware Bay and 
Chesapeake Bay estuaries (Fig. 1.1). These estuaries have watershed areas of 32,060 and 
164,188 square kilometers respectively (Knebel et al., 1988; LMER, 1992). The 
Chesapeake Bay watershed is dominated by the 70,000 km2 catchment basin of the 
Susquehanna River (Mixon, 1985). Present freshwater discharge into these two estuaries 
totals to approximately 85 km 3 per year, and suspended sediment input is on the order of 
3.8 x 109 kg per year, of which approximately 90 to 95% is trapped within the estuaries 
and not released to the inner shelf (Meade, 1969; Riggs and Belknap, 1988). However, 
fine-grained suspended sediments from the Chesapeake Bay may reach the lagoons within 
the Virginia barrier island system (Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987). Backbarrier lagoonal 
sedimentation rates average between 0.1 and 2 mm per year (Oertel et al., 1989), while 
long term shelf sedimentation rates during the Quaternary average about 0.04 mm per year 
(Emery and Uchupi, 1972).
The study area lies on the northern flank of the Chesapeake Bay estuary mouth, and 
thus adjacent to the largest estuary in the U.S. The coastal zone and bay mouth areas 
adjacent to the Chesapeake Bay are currently undergoing marine transgression. During 
transgression, significant amounts of sandy material are supplied to the bay mouth area and 
accumulate in spit platforms and bay-entrance shoals. The upper Chesapeake Bay appears 
to have reached short-term, local-highstand conditions (probably anthropogenically 
induced), where sediment supply exceeds relative sea-level rise (sediment volume exceeds 
accommodation space). This has resulted in the development of a bay-head, or estuary- 
head, delta at the mouth of the Susquehanna River near Havre de Grace, Maryland. In
19
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sequence stratigraphic terminology, development of such a bay-head delta under conditions 
of (localized) sea-level rise or stillstand is the product of a “normal” regression, where 
sediment flux exceeds the rate of (positive) change of accommodation space (Posamentier 
et al., 1992; see discussion in Chapter 2.2). This association of a transgressive bay mouth 
region and a local-highstand bayhead region is similar to the case for the mesotidal Gironde 
estuary (Allen and Posamentier, 1993).
The Chesapeake Bay is currently accumulating clays through sandy gravels 
(dominantly clays and sandy silts) that are fluvially-sourced (e.g. bayhead deltas and 
muddy tidal flats) and inner shelf- and shoreface-sourced (e.g. bay-mouth shoals and spits; 
Colman et al., 1988). Offshore, sea floor sediments are dominated by Holocene and 
Pleistocene medium- to fine-grained detrital quartz and feldspar sands (Emery and Uchupi, 
1972; Milliman et al., 1972; Swift et al., 1986). Littoral drift is dominantly southward 
(Swift et al., 1972; Rice and Leatherman, 1983; Colman et al., 1988), and data from Cedar 
and Parramore islands (Byrne et al., 1974; Finkelstein, 1986) suggest that a maximum of 
0.5 x 106 m3 of sand is delivered to the Chesapeake baymouth shoal complex annually. 
The resultant bathymetry (USGS NJ 18-8, 1984; Plate 2) shows that the 10 m and 
shallower isobaths (in particular) converge with the shoreline in a northward direction, 
between Fishermans Island and Assateague Island. Shoreface profile gradients therefore 
deepen and steepen northward, which is probably related to sand starvation induced by 
sediment trapping at Assateague Island, and sediment accumulation in the form of an 
estuarine shoal retreat massif (Swift et al., 1977, 1981) on the north flank of the 
Chesapeake Bay entrance. Aerial photographs from Metompkin Island, just south of 
Assateague Island (Finkelstein, 1986), show a sand-starved foreshore with outcropping 
lagoonal deposits. Similar outcrops occur on Parramore, Cobb, Wreck, and Smith Islands 
(Newman and Munsart, 1968). The semidiurnal tidal range is approximately 1.3 m, and 
mean annual breaker height is 0.55 m (Finkelstein, 1988). The coastline is therefore
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classified as mixed forcing- low mesotidal (Hayes, 1979; Belknap and Kraft, 1985).
Tidal inlets of the low-profile barrier island system are tide dominated with well 
developed ebb-tidal deltas (Demarest and Leatherman, 1985; NOAA charts 12221 & 
12210; Plate 2). The wide lagoons of the study area have a larger percentage of tidal flat 
and a smaller percentage of marsh cover than the narrower lagoons to the north of 
Parramore Island. At high tide, lagoonal area consists of approximately 25% marsh, and 
75% open water. At low tide, exposed tidal flats occupy a significant area, on the order of 
approximately 30% of lagoonal area. The “drumstick'’ type barrier islands (Hayes, 1979) 
average 7.1 km in length and 0.71 km in width. Intervening stable tidal inlets average 730 
m in width and attain depths of 30 m. Ebb-tidal deltas associated with inlets generally lose 
their bathymetric expression seaward of the 6 m isobath (within 5 km of the shoreline). 
Two major tidal inlets, Great Machipongo and Sand Shoal, appear to be volumetrically the 
principal conduits for tidal exchange between the lagoonal basin and the coastal ocean. 
Both possess large ebb tidal deltas that cause seaward deflections of shallow bathymetric 
contours (Plate 2). Maximum thalweg depths of these two inlets far exceed those of the 
more numerous smaller tidal inlets, and efficient tidal exchange is effected through a well- 
developed lowstand-inherited trellis-dendritic channel network incised into the lagoon 
floor. Magothy Bay in the southern part of the study area serves as a third conduit. 
Together, these three inlets appear to drain three marsh- or mudflat- separated lagoonal 
subbasins that have developed in antecedent topographic lows (Foyle and Oertel, 1992; 
Oertel etal., 1992).
This storm-dominated shelf region ( Swift, 1975; Swift et al., 1981; Niedoroda et 
al., 1985) on the Mid Atlantic Bight has a width of approximately 90 to 100 kilometers, 
and the majority of sediment transport is effected by infrequent (3 to 5 per year) major 
northeasterly storms (Vincent et al., 1981). However, tidal current velocities adjacent to 
barrier inlets are sufficient to move large volumes of sediment to produce scoured inlet
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throats up to 30 m deep (NOAA Chart 12221; 1989). Bathymetric contours are sub­
parallel to the coast (away from inlets) down to the 10 m isobath. At depths greater than 
ten meters, bathymetric contour lines are influenced by shoreface-attached sand ridge 
orientations (oblique to the coastline and opening to the north; USGS Chincoteague Map; 
Swift et al., 1972; Swift, 1975; Plate 2).
The current relative sea-level rise rate on this part of the Atlantic coastline is 
approximately 3.5 mm per year (1 to 1.5 mm/yr eustatic, 1.2 mm/yr tectonic subsidence; 
Holdahl and Morrison, 1974; Braatz and Aubrey, 1987; Leatherman, 1987; Donoghue, 
1990). Average Holocene sea-level rise rates were estimated at approximately 2 mm per 
year (Belknap and Kraft, 1977). Data presented by Colman et al. (1992) indicate that the 
Holocene relative sea-level rise rate for the Chesapeake Bay has averaged 6 mm per year, 
while Nichols et al. (1991) suggested that the relative sea-level rise rate in the James River 
estuary was approximately 1.5 to 2.3 mm per year during the past 6000 years. 
Historically, the oceanic shoreline is retreating at rates of 3 to 15 meters per year (local data 
for Smith Island; Finkelstein, 1986). Rice and Leatherman (1983) calculated that the 
Virginia barrier islands have been migrating landward at an average rate of 5.4 meters per 
year over the past half century. The northern ends of the islands tend to be accretional 
while southern ends are erosional. Dolan et al. (1979) calculated historical shoreline retreat 
rates of up to 10 meters per year. At the southern terminus of the Delmarva Peninsula, 
Fishermans Island prograded southward and increased in area at an average rate of almost 
11 acres per year between 1852 and 1968 (Rice and Leatherman, 1983). The Holocene 
submarine spit complex on the northern side of the Chesapeake Bay mouth has prograded 
southward approximately 12 km during the late Holocene (Field and Duane, 1976; Colman 
et al., 1990).
The study area is part of the Atlantic Coastal Plain, and is located within the 
Salisbury Embayment (Fig. 1.2) whose fill is composed of post-Jurassic sediments that
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rest on top of a pre-Mesozoic crystalline basement (Olsson et al., 1988). Depth to 
metamorphic basement ranges from approximately 750 m beneath Norfolk to 
approximately 1500 m at the northern edge of the study area, and deepens to approximately 
2000 m in the southeast (Cushing et al., 1973; Olsson et al., 1988; Pazzaglia, 1993). The 
Chesapeake Basin is an informal term applied to describe this late Pliocene and Quaternary 
depocenter. During Quaternary glacioeustatic highstands and lowstands, the Chesapeake 
Basin was alternatively represented by a large coastal estuarine seaway, and by a large 
fluvial drainage basin fed by major Piedmont-draining streams (the Susquehanna, 
Patuxent, Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and James Rivers). Along the southern edge of 
the study area, USGS CDP seismic reflection records show that the base of the Cenozoic 
section lies at depths of 200 to 500 meters, increasing offshore (Bayer, 1987a,b; Bayer and 
Milici, 1987; Milici and Bayer, 1987; Bayer and Milici, 1989); the base of the Quaternary 
section is not resolved in these records.
The Coastal Plain and Chesapeake Basin are bounded by the Fall Line and 
Piedmont province to the west, and by the buried pre-Cretaceous Baltimore Canyon 
Trough to the east The southern Delmarva Peninsula and associated barrier island system 
represent the seaward limit of subaerial exposure of the Atlantic Coastal Plain, and lie 
approximately 150 km east of the Fall Line, and approximately 100 km from the NE-SW 
trending Baltimore Canyon Trough and overlying shelf break. The unconsolidated to semi­
consolidated post-Cretaceous gravels, sands, and clays of the Coastal Plain thicken 
eastward into the Baltimore Canyon Trough. Generally, the lower part of the Coastal Plain 
section consists of late Jurassic to Cretaceous (Neocomian) continental deposits of fluvial 
origin. Post-Albian through Eocene deposits are represented by paralic to outer shelf 
depositional environments that reflect an overall gradual rise in sea level during this period 
(Olsson et al., 1988; Poag, 1985).
Quaternary deposits consist of stacked continental and inner shelf sediments that
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developed repeatedly as shorelines moved in and out across the continental shelf in 
response to high frequency sea-level oscillations (see Chapter 3). The most recent 
Holocene transgression is forcing the landward migration of paralic and inner shelf 
depositional environments across a previously subaerial coastal plain (Kraft, 1971; 
Demarest and Kraft, 1987; Fletcher et al., 1992).
1.7 Rationale
The study area provides a unique site for study of the interaction between sea-level 
fluctuations and stratigraphic evolution on a passive continental margin where subsidence 
and uplift movements, and sedimentation rates, have been relatively low (Holdahl and 
Morrison, 1974; Dillon and Oldale, 1978; Blackwelder, 1980). Cronin (1980) and 
Ramsey (1992) proposed that Tertiary uplift rates for the region ranged between 10 and 30 
mm per thousand years. Fluvial watersheds draining into the Mid Atlantic Bight are 
relatively small (compared to the Gulf of Mexico, which is fed by the Mississippi river 
system that drains approximately sixty percent of the U.S. interior and has built up a 4000 
m thick Quaternary section off southwest Louisiana; Woodbury et al., 1973). However, 
during Pleistocene lowstand events, up to six major Piedmont streams had to traverse the 
section of exposed Coastal Plain now partly occupied by the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
Preliminary data from the study area (Foyle and Oertel, 1992) and the adjacent 
Coastal Plain suggest that the shelf Quaternary section offshore Virginia records rates of 
increase of accommodation space that exceeded sediment supply (during transgressions). 
The result is a thin Quaternary section that rarely exceeds 30 m in thickness, except in 
localized areas (fluvial paleovalleys). The section is dominated by thin transgressive 
sequences, with less preservation of highstand deposits. The study area thus provides an 
analog condition to the sequence stratigraphic models which were developed using data
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from basins with high subsidence and (or) sedimentation rates such as the Cretaceous 
Western Interior Seaway and the Tertiary and Quaternary sections of the Gulf of Mexico 
(Berryhill Jr, 1987a,b; Suter, 1987). Also of relevance is the lack of data covering 
offshore late Cenozoic stratigraphy, largely the result of limited drillhole data and lack of 
resolution in conventional digitally-stacked CDP reflection seismic surveys.
The high-frequency sea-level oscillations of the Quaternary and the suspected 
limited thickness of the Quaternary stratigraphic section make the area suitable for detailed 
examination of the updip margins of a major ocean basin. The study site is located near a 
major late Wisconsinan filled shelf valley (Harrison et al., 1965; Colman and Hobbs, 1987; 
Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988) which has been tentatively traced, on the 
basis of seafloor geomorphology and topography, seaward towards the Norfolk canyon 
(Swift et al., 1972). Older fluvially incised shelf valleys are believed to be present north of 
the late Wisconsinan system (Mixon, 1985). This inner shelf setting has been affected by 
the progressive southward deflection and capture of major fluvial drainage axes (the 
ancestral Susquehanna, Patuxent, Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and James Rivers) that 
repeatedly crossed the region during Pleistocene lowstand events, and by the progressive 
migration into the area of a large spit during successive highstands (apparent coastal 
progradation). High-resolution seismic analysis provides the opportunity to study the 
interactions between sea-level change, sediment supply, and erosional and depositional 
processes in this potentially compressed stratigraphic record of Quaternary events. This 
updip margin record should partially record the multiple sea-level fluctuations that occurred 
during the Quaternary, and reveal the architectures of depositional sequences preserved as a 
result of these events. The low-sediment supply conditions also provide a useful analog to 
the widely studied deltaic-dominated sequences of the Louisiana - Alabama - Florida 
Quaternary section where fluvial input was significant (Suter, 1987; Kindinger, 1988; 
Donoghue, 1992).
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The study site links the dominantly late transgressive to highstand deposits of the 
subaerial Coastal Plain (and southern Delmarva Peninsula) and the expected early 
transgressive to early regressive record on the inner shelf. The incompletely preserved 
Coastal Plain record may be better understood once these other key parts of the record have 
been recognized offshore. The suspected thin Quaternary veneer over Tertiary deposits, 
suggested by Shideler et al. (1984) and Mixon (1985), makes the subsurface Quaternary 
shelf record accessible and suited to seismic stratigraphic study which is capable of 
providing more continuous geological data from depths beyond the reach of vibracores.
1.8  Scope
In subsequent parts of this dissertation. Chapter 2 presents a review of previous 
stratigraphic work on the Atlantic continental shelf, and an overview of sequence 
stratigraphic concepts pertinent to this study. Chapter 3 reviews the current state of 
knowledge concerning the physiography and stratigraphy of the lower Atlantic Coastal 
Plain, that has developed principally since the early work of Cooke (1930). The late 
Tertiary and Pleistocene allostratigraphy of southeastern Virginia and the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula are individually described. The latter part of Chapter 3 presents the 
currently accepted, but problematic, chronology for the development of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula; this chronologic framework is based on uranium-series dates, 
aminostratigraphic model dates, and topographic and geomorphic evidence.
Chapter 4 describes the Geopulse™ seismic profiling system used in this study. 
Chapter 4 also presents a review of the operating principles and general assumptions of the 
reflection-seismic profiling method, and discusses the various factors that determine the 
quality and interpretability of the collected data. Chapter 5 presents the field and laboratory 
methodology used in the project, from initial survey design to record interpretation.
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Chapter 6 is the results section, wherein the results are presented in three parts. 
Chapter 6.1, seismic sequence analysis, describes the seismic record of ten identified 
unconformities and ten intervening seismic units in terms of their acoustic characteristics, 
areal distributions, and geometries. Chapter 6.2 applies a sequence stratigraphic 
interpretation to the unconformities and seismic units identified in Chapter 6.1. Six 
depositional sequences are thus identified and described, and the ten unconformities are 
described in terms of their formative mechanisms (e.g. ravinements and fluvial erosion 
surfaces). Chapter 6.3, seismic facies analysis, describes the shelf six-sequence record in 
terms of eleven identified seismic facies that occur within one or more of the six 
depositional sequences, permitting application of a depositional environment framework.
The discussion in Chapter 7 presents a sequence stratigraphic summary of the shelf 
Quaternary record within the context of published lithostratigraphy and the study area’s 
geologic setting adjacent to a major late Cenozoic paleoestuary (Chapter 7.1). The offshore 
sequence stratigraphic record is tied to the southern Delmarva Peninsula lithostratigraphic 
record in Chapter 7.2, using both unconformity characteristics and the internal 
characteristics of depositional sequences to aid correlation with the lithostratigraphy. In 
Chapter 7.3, the Colman and Mixon model for the stratigraphic development of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula is evaluated in terms of the six-sequence shelf record. A 
revised model for the development of the Delmarva Peninsula and Chesapeake Basin is 
then presented; this model is driven by the shelf sequence stratigraphic record and remains 
to be ground-truthed with subaerial Coastal Plain lithostratigraphy. The shelf sequence 
stratigraphic record is then tentatively correlated with the deep-ocean oxygen isotope record 
of interglacial and glacial intervals to impose a relative chronology of highstand and 
lowstand depositional and erosional events. The final part of Chapter 7 discusses the 
results of this study from the broader perspective of regional shelf stratigraphy, with 
reference to the decreasing influence of a major estuarine embayment on inner shelf
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sequence geometries and facies development.
Chapter 8 presents the final summary and conclusions of this dissertation. 
Suggestions are presented for future related research to resolve problematic Atlantic Coastal 
Plain stratigraphy, and to further our understanding of the fine-scaled organization 
developed within high-frequency, glacioeustatically driven, thin marine depositional 
sequences.
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CHAPTER 2 
Related Studies and Concepts
2.1 Previous Work on the Southern Mid-Atlantic Bight Inner Shelf
Stratigraphic studies in the vicinity of the southern Delmarva Peninsula have
followed several different routes. A major part of the research in the past decade has 
focussed on the identificauon of lowstand surfaces beneath the Chesapeake Bay, and on the 
reconstruction of ancient fluvial drainage systems of the Susquehanna River and its 
tributaries. On the subaerial Coastal Plain of southeastern Virginia, the main aims have 
been to delineate aquifers, reconstruct late Cenozoic stratigraphy, determine sediment 
provenance, and determine relative chronology and regional correlations with the Atlantic 
Coastal Plain. A continuing trend in current research in the area has been to document the 
rates and patterns of Holocene sediment accumulation in the Chesapeake Bay, its tributary 
estuaries, and in the coastal lagoons of the Delmarva Peninsula and False Cape areas. The 
search for minable seabed sand deposits for beach nourishment projects has also driven 
shallow stratigraphic work on the inner shelf and in the baymouth.
Previous work on the Holocene section in the study area has largely focussed on 
the identification and distribution of Holocene paralic-marine lithostratigraphic units in 
lagoonal settings (Newman and Munsart, 1968; Morton and Donaldson, 1973; Finkelstein, 
1986,1988,1992; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; Finkelstein and Kearney, 1988; Oertel et 
al., 1992). The principal goals have been to reconstruct the stratigraphic evolution of the 
Holocene barrier island system using vibracore sedimentological, palynological, and
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micropaleontological datasets, within the context of previously-established and newer 
morphostratigraphic models (Lucke, 1934; Halsey, 1979; Oertel et al., 1992). 
Consequently, study sites tend to be located between the mainland shoreline (the leading 
edge of the Holocene transgression) and the upper shoreface on the oceanic side of the 
modem barrier island chain. Due to vibracore penetration limits, most stratigraphic 
reconstructions are limited to depths shallower than 12 m below mean sea level (MSL). 
Recent work by Oertel et al. (1992) has questioned the applicability of established lagoonal 
evolution models (Lucke, 1934) which proposed that Holocene lagoons contained thick 
sequences of fluvial to lagoonal sediments that accumulated as the lagoons evolved 
systematically from open-water to closed-water systems. In conjunction with similar 
studies in Delaware (Kraft, 1971; Belknap and Kraft, 1985), it is now believed that the 
lagoons of the southern Delmarva Peninsula contain a much thinner Holocene transgressive 
section with a geometry that is determined by the characteristics of the late Wisconsinan 
lowstand surface (an irregular topography) which forms the base of the section (Halsey, 
1979; Foyle and Oertel, 1992; Oertel et al., 1992). The resulting implication is that these 
lagoons formed by flooding of low-lying depressions and fluvial valleys during 
transgression, as suggested by the morphostratigraphic models of McGee (1890) and Hoyt 
(1967). Individual barrier islands are believed to be migrating landward along interfluve 
highs, over which the Holocene lagoonal deposits are thinnest
Seismic profiling studies by Shideler et al. (1984) and Foyle and Oertel (1992) 
attempted to resolve Holocene and pre-Holocene stratigraphy over the inner shoreface and 
in the lagoons south of Cobb Bay. Three stratigraphic “sequences’ (late Tertiary, 
Pleistocene, and Holocene) were recognized by Shideler et al. (1984) using core data in 
conjunction with a low-density seismic grid. Poor quality records, particularly over the 
shoreface, made identification of basal Holocene and Pleistocene unconformities difficult. 
Consequently, conclusions on Holocene and Pleistocene sediment thicknesses, and on the
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topographic expression of the basal Holocene and Pleistocene unconformities are probably 
inaccurate. Foyle and Oertel (1992) undertook a more detailed seismic stratigraphic study 
to identify major transgressive and regressive events within the Quaternary section flanking 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula. They identified a late Pleistocene lowstand surface that 
represented the Quaternary-Tertiary unconformity in this area. This unconformity 
possessed relief of up to 50 m associated with areas of fluvial channel incision. The largest 
of these channels is correlative with the Eastville paleochannel of the Susquehanna river, 
identified by Mixon (1985) beneath the Delmarva Peninsula, and with the SR-9 
unconformity of this study. Within the 20 to 70 m thick Quaternary section, they also 
identified a younger major transgressive event of late Pleistocene age, represented by a 
low-relief eastward dipping ravinement surface which was believed to correlate with the 
base of the Joynes Neck Sand (see Chapter 3.3; Mixon, 1985). Reconstruction of the 
topographic expression of the basal Holocene surface proved difficult due to the abundance 
of buried tidal inlet and lagoonal channels on the shoreface. These tended to overprint the 
original late Wisconsinan lowstand fluvial erosion surface, and made even short-distance 
channel correlations difficult. However, Foyle and Oertel (1992) suggested that the 
thickness of the Holocene section within the lagoon was much less than previously 
believed (Finkelstein, 1986; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; Shideler et al., 1984; 
Finkelstein, 1992) and was strongly controlled by antecedent pre-transgressive 
topography.
The mid to outer shelf on this part of the mid-Atlantic Bight has most recently been 
studied to determine potential petroleum resources within Mesozoic and Cenozoic strata in 
the Baltimore Canyon Trough (Bayer and Milici, 1989). A regional common depth point 
(CDP) digital seismic survey grid (40 km x 200 km grid spacing) extends from New Jersey 
to North Carolina and reaches to within 30 km of the Delmarva Peninsula. Resolution on 
the upper parts of these seismic lines is not better than 50 m. However, lines 11 and 28 in
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this grid extend into the eastern and southern margins of the present study area. Due to the 
lack of fme-scale resolution associated with CDP records, neither the base of the 
Quaternary section, nor structure within the Quaternary, was resolved (Bayer, 1987a, 
1987b; Milici and Bayer, 1987).
Work on the shoreface and inner shelf has also been limited. Berquist and Hobbs 
(1989) undertook a heavy mineral resource study in the area between Chincoteague Island 
and the Chesapeake Bay mouth. Mineralogic analysis was performed on grab and 
vibracore samples, while sidescan sonar and several 3.5 kHz reflection seismic profiles 
were used for inter-site correlations. Approximately 5 to 10 km seaward of Hog and Smith 
islands (Fig. 1.3), they concluded that Holocene deposits averaged 4 m in thickness, and 
were underlain by Pleistocene and Tertiary sediments. At the Smith Island site, the near­
surface section consisted of 1 to 2 m of silty clay that was overlain by 2 m of upward 
coarsening fine-grained sand. These two units may represent Holocene back-barrier 
deposits and Holocene shoreface sands, respectively. Finkelstein (1992) similarly reported 
a 1 m thick sand unit resting on Holocene lagoonal muds at the 6 m isobath off northern 
Smith Island. Williams (1987) undertook a similar study on the south side of the 
Chesapeake Bay, off Cape Henry, and identified a probable late Wisconsinan fluvial 
erosion surface that defined the base of minable sand deposits. Swift et al. (1972), Swift 
(1975), and Swift et al. (1977) traced the estuarine retreat path of the Chesapeake Bay 
mouth from near the Norfolk Canyon to the baymouth, on the basis of subtle bathymetric 
variations.
Shideler et al. (1972), in a seismic study of the Virginia inner shelf south of Cape 
Henry, identified four post-Miocene “sequences” with a total average thickness of 27 m 
(Fig. 2.5). They identified a discontinuous Holocene (Unit D) sand sheet, 14C-dated at 
less than 5000 yrs B.P., which varied in thickness from 0 to 9 m (average of 3 m) beneath 
a ridge and swale seafloor topography. This unit was separated from the Pleistocene
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Figure 2.5: Stratigraphic columns from the New Jersey, Maryland and southern
Virginia inner shelves. Regional unconformities indicated. Based on 
Shideler et al. (1972), Swift et al. (1977), Kerhin (1989), Ashley et al. 
(1991), Toscano (1992), Toscano and York (1992), and Wellner et al. 
(1993a).
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section by a Holocene ravinement surface (their Reflector 3). Holocene backstep wedge 
(barrier lagoon) deposits were not observed. Beneath the ravinement surface, they 
encountered late Wisconsinan regressive paralic-neritic muds (Unit C) which were 14C 
dated at 25,700 - 20,400 yrs B.P. (late stage 3 to early stage 2). Unit C is important 
because a similar seismic facies has been found beneath the Holocene ravinement on the 
Maryland inner shelf (Unit Q2 of Toscano, 1992), and beneath the inner shelf of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula (this study). The Unit C sequence of Shideler et al. (1972) is 
separated by a disconformity (Reflector 2) from pre-Wisconsinan to early Wisconsinan 
regressive? fine-grained muddy sands (Unit B) that were >4C dated as having been 
deposited at least 37,000 yrs B.P. (stage 3, or older). Toscano (1992) implied that the >4C 
dates obtained from the pre-Holocene section at this site, and at certain other sites along the 
Atlantic coast, represent apparent dates that were obtained from samples contaminated with 
younger material. Therefore the Unit C strata (Shideler et al., 1972) may be as old as stage 
5a or 5c, and correlative with the late stage 5 regressive mud sequence (upper Unit Q2) of 
the Maryland inner shelf (Toscano, 1992). Proximal sandier equivalents of this upper Q2 
mud sequence on the southern Delmarva Peninsula are the strata of the Wachapreague 
Formation (see Chapter 3.3). Thus Reflector 2 of Shideler et al. (1972) may represent the 
fluvial unconformity associated with the stage 6 lowstand.
Harrison et al. (1965) and Meisburger (1972) studied the Chesapeake Bay entrance 
using subbottom echo profiles and 98 borings along the line of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge 
Tunnel. Harrison et al. (1965) identified a late Wisconsinan lowstand surface and 
associated fluvial channel incisions, created by the ancestral Susquehanna River and its 
tributaries (York and James Rivers). The deepest of these channels was located just 
southwest of Fishermans Island, with a thalweg depth of approximately -50 m MSL (Fig. 
7 of Harrison et al., 1965). Probable miscorrelation of this late Wisconsinan surface with
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an older lowstand surface previously identified in the upper part of the Chesapeake Bay 
(Hack, 1957) led to the erroneous suggestion of significant uplift in the baymouth area over 
the past 18,000 yrs (averaged uplift rate of 2.88 mm per year). Alternatively, Harrison et 
al. (1965) may have overlooked the fact that channel thalweg depths need not necessarily 
have a continuous negative slope in a downstream direction, a possibility also suggested by 
Colman et al. (1990). The late Wisconsinan unconformity was observed to cut into pre- 
Yorktown elastics (Eastover ? Formation) of Miocene age. Pliocene deposits were absent 
in borings along the line of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel. However, Berquist (1986) 
identified the Pliocene Yorktown Formation along the transect in a reinterpretation of the 
original well logs. Colman and Hobbs (1987) suggested that localized subcrops of the late 
Pliocene Chowan River Formation also occur beneath the bay mouth. Harrison et al. 
(1965) noted a distinctive difference in degree of consolidation between the Tertiary and 
Quaternary sections. This effect enabled Harrison et al. (1965), and later workers, to 
identify the top-Tertiary unconformity as a prominent seismic reflection.
Meisburger (1972) studied sand resources in the Chesapeake Bay entrance using 
shallow vibracores, bridge tunnel borings, and shallow seismic reflection profiles. 
Incorporating some of the data of Harrison et al. (1965), Meisburger (1972) constructed a 
lithofacies cross-section of the baymouth. The Miocene section was separated from the 
overlying Holocene section by an irregular erosion surface, presumably the late 
Wisconsinan lowstand surface (Fig. 4, in Meisburger (1972)). However, on the north side 
of the baymouth, fluvial sands and gravels were detected, and inferred to be deposits of pre­
late Wisconsinan age.
Both of these early projects (Harrison et al., 1965; Meisburger, 1972) recognized 
the absence of Pliocene deposits beneath the baymouth, the limited and localized 
preservation of suspected Pleistocene deposits, and the thick lithologically variable 
Holocene section resting on a deeply incised late Wisconsinan lowstand surface.
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Since the mid 1980s, there have been additional seismic stratigraphic studies in the 
baymouth area and throughout the whole Chesapeake Bay that have focussed on late 
Pleistocene to Recent stratigraphy (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; 
Colman et al, 1988, 1990, 1992). The work of Colman et al. (1988) focussed on the 
baymouth Holocene section that rests on the buried late Wisconsinan lowstand fluvial 
surface. They expanded on the observations and interpretations of Harrison et al. (1965) 
and Meisburger (1972) to propose a spit progradation model to account for the widespread 
late Holocene sand shoals that were observed north of the Chesapeake Channel (the “A 
unit” of Meisburger, 1972). This southward-prograding submarine spit and shoal complex 
has forced the modem tidal-scoured channel to occupy a location approximately 12 km 
downdrift (southward) of the parent late Wisconsinan Cape Charles paleochannel (located 
beneath Fishermans Island). The Holocene sediments were subdivided into a lower fluvial 
and restricted estuarine facies (units B through E of Meisburger, 1972) and an overlying 
baymouth to marine fine-grained sand facies of the submarine spit (the “A unit” of 
Meisburger, 1972). This overall coarsening-upward transgressive marine sequence was 
observed to show many similarities to the standard coastal-paralic transgressive sequences 
proposed by Kraft (1971), Kraft and Chrzastowski (1985), and Kraft et al. (1987).
The other works focussed on the identification and reconstruction of late 
Pleistocene drainage networks and Holocene sediment thicknesses throughout the whole 
Chesapeake Bay. On the basis of 2600 km of shallow-penetration high-resolution seismic 
data, Colman and Mixon (1988) and Colman et al. (1990) delineated three lowstand 
fluvially-incised surfaces, the youngest of which was the late Wisconsinan network, 
incised during Oxygen isotope stage 2, approximately 18,000 yrs B.P. Due to a lack of 
data seaward of the baymouth, the seaward extension of the late Wisconsinan Cape Charles 
fluvial paleochannel still remains undefined, though it is generally assumed to trend in a 
southeastward to south-southeastward direction. The two older channel systems beneath
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the bay have had their axes correlated with Mixon’s (1985) Middle Pleistocene Exmore and 
Eastville paleovalleys known from boreholes on the Southern Delmarva Peninsula. These 
channels have also been tentatively assigned a southeastward trend on the seaward side of 
the Delmarva Peninsula, due to a lack of seismic coverage on the inner shelf prior to this 
study. Colman et al. (1990) observed that Pleistocene paleovalleys of the Susquehanna 
River have not been clearly identified beneath the modem shelf. The paleovalleys have 
been tentatively assigned incision ages of 270 or 430 ka (Oxygen isotope stage 8 or 12) and 
150 ka (Oxygen isotope stage 6), respectively (Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 
1990; see Chapter 3.4). The axes of each of the three systems had widths of 2 to 6 km and 
thalweg-rim relief of 30 to 50 m. Each valley fill was interpreted to consist of two seismic 
facies - a lower facies of strong discontinuous irregular reflections, and an upper facies of 
weak continuous gently-dipping long smooth reflectors. These seismic facies are believed 
to represent fluvial and estuarine lithologic facies respectively, based on correlation with 
borehole-identified channel fill sequences on the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Mixon, 
1985). In the Chesapeake Bay. there has been significant channel reoccupation and cross­
cutting during successive lowstands, particularly in the upper reaches. This characteristic 
was forced by the spatial restrictions imposed by the relatively narrow coast-parallel 
lowland in which the various precursors of the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay 
developed.
The inner bay has been studied to define transgressive fill sequences resulting from 
at least three lowstand to highstand transitions, in a confined lowland setting. The resulting 
seismic signature is a succession of stacked lowstand surfaces whose interfluve areas either 
truncate older interfluves, or are separated vertically from them by only a few meters of 
transgressive sediments. The southern Delmarva Peninsula coastal area of this study 
allows analysis of transgressive sequences under less spatially confined conditions where 
estuarine axes are free to diverge from their antecedent fluvial precursors. The Holocene
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sand shoals at the mouth of the modem Chesapeake Bay, and the occurrence of the modem 
tidal channel 12 km to the south of its lowstand precursor, is the modem analog.
Various studies (reviewed in Colman et al., 1990) have identified paleochannels 
beneath the tributaries and bay margin areas of the Chesapeake Bay. The majority of the 
channels have been assigned Ulinoian ages (Oxygen isotope stage 10, or older), but there is 
still uncertainty on the correlations of these channels with the known lowstand drainage 
configurations within the bay. The main reason for this is probably the prevalence of 
reoccupation and cross-cutting in this restricted lowland area.
Since the first documentation of infilled Pleistocene paleovalleys beneath the 
Chesapeake Bay (Ryan, 1953; Hack, 1957), the numerous subsurface trends identified by 
various workers since then suggest that there may have been more than the three lowstand 
surfaces customarily believed present in the area (see Figure 2, in Colman et al., 1990). 
Hansen (1966) identified a 61 m deep channel in the subsurface near Salisbury, 
southeastern Delaware, which he believed was of Illinoian age. This buried Pleistocene 
channel occurs north of the Exmore and Eastville channels, and has not been satisfactorily 
incorporated into the stratigraphy of the Delmarva Peninsula Because of the prevalence of 
fluvial reoccupation in this narrow lowland basin during successive lowstands, the number 
of large consequent feeder tributaries, and the lack of seismic data in crucial bay margin 
areas, separation of different-aged lowstand surfaces can be difficult, and alternative 
interpretations to those of Colman and Mixon (1988) and Colman et al. (1990) are possible 
(see Chapter 7). Additionally, the presumably restricted marine setting of the bay area 
during Pleistocene transgressive and highstand conditions would not have favored the 
development of ravinement unconformities, and none have been identified to date. This 
apparent lack of ravinement surfaces in the inner-bay records makes identification of 
specific transgressive sections and individual lowstand drainage configurations that much 
more difficult because of limited vertical thicknesses outside of channel axes. Colman et al.
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(1990; their Fig. 8) show the complexity of the three identified lowstand surfaces, and the 
incomplete detailing of the Eastville system along the eastern margin of the bay. This gap 
in the dataset leaves room for alternative paleogeographic reconstructions of the Eastville 
drainage network.
On a regional scale, the Mid Atlantic Bight has become a field laboratory for 
studying the fine-scaled response of the Coastal Plain to high-frequency sea-level 
controlled variations in sediment supply (versus accommodation space) during the 
Quaternary. Development of oxygen isotope chronology has led to the quest for correlation 
of the deep sea record of glacial events with the occurrence and geometry of basin margin 
deposits. Seismic stratigraphic studies have focussed on the New Jersey, Delaware, 
Maryland, and North Carolina shelves which contain a complex Holocene record of 
stranded shorelines and estuarine retreat paths, and a Pleistocene record of repetitive paralic- 
marine clastic sequences. The New Jersey shelf contains a record of regressive deltaic 
sequences on the outer and mid shelf that have been studied most recently by Milliman et 
al. (1990) and Davies et al. (1992). These depositional wedges (10 - 50 m thick) were 
largely deposited between the late Wisconsinan (stage 2) glacial lowstand and the Holocene 
(stage 1) transgression, in response to temporally variable sediment supply. The mid shelf 
delta wedge is bounded to the east by the Fortune shore (Dillon and Oldale, 1978), believed 
to have been formed 10 to 12 ka when sea-level was at approximately -60 m MSL. Late 
stage 2 glacial advances on the continental U.S. controlled fluvial sediment supply to the 
shelf via the Hudson River. The lower bounding unconformity to both of these deltaic 
wedges, their R reflector, is interpreted to represent the stage 2 lowstand surface, but is as 
yet untied with inner shelf and shoreface seismic records. However, it is probably 
correlative with the R2 reflector of Ashley et al. (1991) and Wellner et al. (1993a) on the 
shoreface seaward of Bamegat Inlet.
On the inner New Jersey shelf, Ashley et al. (1991) and Wellner et al. (1993a,
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1993b) identified the sole representative of a volumetrically significant stage 3 transgressive 
to highstand deposit on the Mid Atlantic Bight (Fig. 2.5). At a depth of -16 to -26 m MSL 
beneath the modem upper shoreface, they identified a mid-Wisconsinan (55 to 60 ka) 
barrier sequence and associated backbarrier and inner shelf facies. The barrier sequence 
was suggested to have developed during the stage 3 highstand when sea-level was at an 
elevation of -20 m MSL. They also identified a stage 4 (59 to 74 ka) lowstand fluvial 
unconformity, a surface not previously found on the subaerial or submerged Atlantic 
Coastal Plain. During stage 4, sea-level was at least 50 m lower than present (Toscano,
1992), and subsequent erosion and (or) reoccupation during stage 2 has probably been the 
cause of its lack of detection elsewhere on the Atlantic shelf. Also, the lower magnitude of 
the stage 4 drop (compared to the interglacial drops of stages 2 and 6, for example) may not 
have left an easily detectable high-relief unconformity on the inner shelf, which may also be 
responsible for its lack of detection. An alternative fit may be possible between the seismic 
data of Ashley et al. (1991) and the deep-ocean oxygen isotope record. It is possible that 
the lower bounding unconformity of their barrier sequence, the R1 reflector, was 
misinterpreted as a stage 4 lowstand surface, and may in fact represent a stage 5 stadial sea- 
level drop. If this is the case, then their mid Wisconsinan barrier may correlate with lower 
parts of the regressive Wachapreague Formation of the Delmarva Peninsula, and other late 
stage 5 deposits along the margin of the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Poquoson Member of the 
Tabb Formation in Virginia; see Chapter 3). Their acoustically transparent seismic facies 
that represents shallow inner shelf and barrier shoreface deposits may thus be proximal 
facies correlatives of Toscano’s (1992) upper unit Q2, a regressive late stage 5 mud deposit 
on the inner shelf, and with the Shideler et al. (1972) Unit C regressive mud sequence of 
the southern Virginia inner shelf (Fig. 2.5). The fact that R1 incises into stage 5e deposits 
of the Cape May Formation does not repudiate this alternative interpretation.
The Maryland shelf lies seaward of a major Tertiary-cored Quaternary headland (the
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northern Delmarva Peninsula of Maryland and Delaware). This shelf area thus developed 
over a large pre-Quatemary high-order interfluve and may be expected to possess a thin 
shelf Quaternary section (similar to that of North Carolina). This is in contrast to the 
Virginia shelf which was located proximal to major fluvial drainageways (the Susquehanna 
system). On the Maryland inner shelf, the Quaternary section generally does not exceed 12 
m in thickness (Kerhin, 1989; Toscano, 1992). Toscano (1992) examined the stage 5 post- 
highstand depositional record on the Maryland inner shelf to develop early Wisconsinan 
paleoenvironmental reconstructions. The base of the Quaternary section is marked by a late 
Pliocene erosional surface, tentatively dated at 2.4 ma, that marked the onset of late 
Pliocene glaciation (Fig. 2.5). The associated Ml reflector varies in depth from -21 to -35 
m (MSL). The M2 unconformity on the Maryland shelf, interpreted to have been incised 
during the stage 6 lowstand of -130 m MSL, is correlative with the Eastville surface 
beneath the Chesapeake Bay and Virginia inner shelf, and probably with the northern 
paleovalley of the Delaware River (Knebel and Circe, 1988; see below). Between the M2 
and M l unconformities, a multiple-event record of transgressive shelf sands was suggested 
to be stage 7 to stage 13 (and possibly older) in age. The lower Q2 unit of Toscano 
(1992), which lies above the M2 surface, contains stage 5e sandy shelf deposits correlative 
with the Cape May and Nassawadox (Butlers Bluff Member) Formations of New Jersey 
and Virginia, respectively. The muddy upper Q2 unit (in conformable contact with the 
lower Q2 unit) represents highstand deposition on a muddy shelf during stages 5a through 
5d when sea-levels varied from 0 to -15 m MSL. Toscano (1992) proposed that the upper 
Q2 unit was a distal facies equivalent of the Wachapreague Formation (including the 
Mockhom “barrier’) of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, and of Unit C of Shideler et al. 
(1972) on the southern Virginia inner shelf. Unit Q2 is unconformably overlain by the M3 
reflector, formed during the late Wisconsinan stage 2 lowstand, which implies that stages 3 
and 4 are not preserved on the Maryland inner shelf. Toscano (1992) suggested that the
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stage 3 highstand reached elevations of -28 m MSL, which is slightly deeper than the -20 m 
MSL elevation reported by Ashley et al. (1991) and Wellner et al. (1993a). In contrast to 
the New Jersey mid and outer shelf, the Maryland inner shelf possesses a thin, 
discontinuous record of backbarrier (backstep wedge) deposits, which is also the case for 
the North Carolina and Delaware inner shelves (Belknap and Kraft, 1985; Hine and 
Snyder, 1985; Milliman et al., 1990; Davies et al., 1992).
The bathymetry and Quaternary stratigraphy within the Delaware estuary, and on 
adjacent areas of the inner shelf seaward of Cape May, possess genetic similarities with the 
Chesapeake Bay - southern Delmarva Peninsula region (Moody and Van Reenan, 1967; 
Twitchell et al., 1977; Knebel and Circe, 1988; Foyle and Oertel, 1992; Fletcher et al., 
1993; Foyle and Oertel, 1993). Both regions have been subjected to Holocene 
modification associated with the ongoing stage 1 transgression. Both estuaries possess a 
bathymetry partly inherited from a stage 2 lowstand topography, and have well-developed 
southward-prograding shoal complexes downdrift of Pleistocene barrier spits (Cape May 
and Nassawadox Formations, respectively) that partially restrict the estuary mouths. Most 
recently, Knebel and Circe (1988) identified two lowstand surfaces in the lower reaches of 
the Delaware estuary that were interpreted to have formed during stage 2 and stage 10 (or 
older) lowstands. Paleochannels associated with the younger surface are displaced 
southward of the older paleochannel system. Like most other lowstand channel systems on 
the inner parts of the mid-Atlantic Bight, thalweg depths for these channels do not exceed - 
80 m MSL. Separating the two lowstand surfaces at the mouth of the Delaware estuary, 
the stage 5e Cape May Formation (Ashley et al., 1991; Toscano, 1992; Wellner et al., 
1993a) consisting of transgressive to highstand deposits, has a similar geomorphic 
expression to the Nassawadox Formation of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Quaternary 
thicknesses reach an observed maximum of 39 m, above paleochannels in the basal 
lowstand surface.
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As in the case of the Chesapeake Bay paleochannel systems, seismic facies 
indicative of transgressive fluvial (short, strong, discontinuous reflectors) and estuarine 
(weakly layered, gently dipping long reflectors) lithologies are present in the valley fill. 
Southward prograding strata, related to the active Holocene Cape May shoal complex, cap 
the valley fill of the late Wisconsinan channel (Fig. 8, in Knebel and Circe, 1988). The 
large time gap between the stage 10 (or older) pre-Sangamonian northern drainage axis and 
its stage 5e late transgressive to highstand Cape May Formation cap, indicates that the 
paleovalley fill of the northern channel accumulated over a period of approximately 250 ka. 
This appears unlikely, as there is no evidence for stage 8 or 6 lowstand incisions or 
reoccupations within this valley fill sequence. It is therefore feasible that this northern 
paleovalley is a stage 6 (150 ka) feature, similar to the Eastville paleovalley beneath the 
Chesapeake Bay (see also Toscano, 1992), and incised just prior to emplacement of the 
Cape May Formation.
The North Carolina shelf, in comparison to other parts of the Mid Atlantic Bight, 
does not possess major fluvial drainage systems along its landward margin. Hine and 
Snyder (1985) observed that the North Carolina inner shelf (south of Cape Lookout) has a 
discontinuous and thin Quaternary sedimentary prism. Most sediment tends to occur 
within ancient cross-shelf fluvial channels of significantly smaller size than those associated 
with the Hudson Bay, Delaware Bay, and Chesapeake Bay estuaries. Landward of the 
modem shoreface, a thick Quaternary section (up to 60 m) is still preserved in the 
Albemarle Embayment (a Mesozoic structural feature similar to the Salisbury Embayment; 
see Chapter 3.2). Riggs et al. (1992) note that there is seismic evidence of 18 Quaternary 
sea-level highstands partially preserved in a 60 m thick Quaternary section in Roanoke 
Sound north of Cape Hatteras, of which seven have been encountered in drillholes 
onshore. Each of the seven sequences is believed to represent a major interglacial 
transgression of the North Carolina shelf that occurred between stage 29 (approx. 1.5 my
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B.P.) and late stage 5, or stage 3. Four sequences of Middle Pleistocene and younger age 
(<740 ka, stage 20) are probably correlative with similar post-stage 20 deposits to the 
north. A representative of stage 7 is notably absent, which has implications for the 
projected age of the Accomack Member (Omar Formation) in Virginia. This may be 
considered further circumstantial evidence (see also Chapter 3.4; Colman and Mixon,
1988) that the Accomack Member is older than its generally accepted stage 7 age.
2 .2  Overview of Pertinent Seismic and Sequence Stratigraphic Concepts
Seismic stratigraphy, and its more recent outgrowth, sequence stratigraphy, serve 
as predictive tools to identify, correlate, and impose chronostratigraphic order on the 
depositional record (Payton, 1977; Vail, 1987; Posamentier and Vail, 1988; Van Wagoner 
et al., 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Boyd et al., 1989; Miall, 1991,1992; Mitchum and 
Van Wagoner, 1991; Posamentier et al., 1992; Weimer, 1992; Posamentier and Weimer,
1993). The methodology relies on the premise that marine transgressions and regressions 
induce landward and basinward migrations of the coastline that alter sediment 
accommodation space. Transgressions and regressions induce development of marine and 
fluvial unconformities whose recognition is fundamental to sequence stratigraphic 
interpretation. Variations in accommodation space, coupled with sediment supply 
variability and basin margin physiography, primarily determine the three-dimensional 
geometries and facies components of the sediment volumes (depositional sequences) that 
accumulate. The methodology serves as a fundamental tool in the chronostratigraphic 
reconstruction of any marine basin setting, but it is particularly well developed for passive- 
margin basins.
The Vail Model (Vail et al., 1977; Vail, 1987), and the Galloway Model (Galloway,
1989) are two sequence stratigraphic approaches used to model a basin’s depositional
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history. The Vail model recognizes depositional sequences defined by fluvial or marine 
erosion surfaces; Vail sequences are therefore allostratigraphic units. The Galloway model 
recognizes genetic stratigraphic sequences, which are regressive depositional units 
consisting of strata that record basin-margin outbuilding and basin filling events. These 
genetic stratigraphic sequences are bounded above and below by maximum flooding 
surfaces, which are discussed below in the context of the Vail model. The Galloway model 
has been applied principally to the Paleogene fill of the Gulf of Mexico basin, and to large 
lacustrine sequences (Galloway, 1989; Xue and Galloway, 1993). Both models are 
reviewed by Van Wagoner et al.(1990) and Swift et al. (1991b).
The Vail model was felt to be more applicable to this seismic stratigraphic study of 
the Atlantic inner shelf for several reasons. Firstly, the Quaternary stratigraphy of the 
lower Atlantic Coastal Plain is defined in terms of allostratigraphic units (Gary et al., 1972; 
Salvador, 1987) that are bounded by transgressive marine erosional surfaces (ravinements) 
and fluvial unconformity surfaces, both of which form the backbone of the Vail model. 
Secondly, well-developed fluvial erosion surfaces (see discussion below, and Chapter 6.2) 
are seismically obvious and prevalent in the submerged coastal and inner shelf record on 
this low-sediment-supply Atlantic continental margin Quaternary section (e.g. Colman and 
Mixon, 1988; Colman et al, 1990; Foyle and Oertel, 1992). Thirdly, these high-relief 
fluvial erosion surfaces are easier to identify and follow on seismic reflection data than the 
lower-relief flooding surfaces of the Galloway model. Lastly, the dominance of 
transgressive, rather than regressive, stratigraphy on the non-deltaic Atlantic inner 
continental margin (e.g. Peebles et al., 1984; Johnson et al., 1987, 1993) makes the 
section less suited to interpretation using the depositional outbuilding episodes favored by 
the Galloway model.
Swift et al. (1991b) and Thome and Swift (1991b) developed a regime-based, semi- 
quantitative model of continental margin sedimentation in which they questioned the finer
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details and assumptions of the Vail and Galloway models. They described geometric 
systems tracts that are definable on the basis of geometry, which contrasts with the Vail 
model where systems tracts are defined principally on the basis of lithology. Thome and 
Swift (1991b) also pointed out the significance of pre-ravinement back-step (back-barrier) 
wedge deposits, not considered by the Vail model, that become important components of 
the transgressive systems tract as developed on barrier and (or) embayed coastlines. These 
back-step wedge deposits are observable on high-resolution seismic records of Quaternary 
marine deposits.
The Thome and Swift (1991b) regime model describes sequence architecture as 
being controlled by “geohistorical” variables. Using these variables, sequence 
architectures can be interpreted in terms of regime condition, and in terms of the directions 
and rates of regime-condition change. The variables are identified as the rate and direction 
of sea-level change (R), sediment input rate (Q), sediment grain-size (M), and the rate of 
sediment transport (D). The product of Q and M is the regime expression for effective 
sediment supply, while the product of R and D is the regime expression for effective 
accommodation potential (Thorne and Swift, 1991b). These variables were used to 
describe an accommodation to supply ratio, ¥, where ¥ is approximated by the ratio of RD 
to QM, and can be applied to several scales of continental margin sedimentation; the 
application of this regime ratio to the inner shelf is pertinent to this study. Where ¥ > 1, the 
regime is said to be R-dependent and accommodation-dominated, autochthonous 
sedimentation dominates, and rivers at the coastal zone function as estuaries. Where ¥ < 1, 
the shelf regime is said to be Q-dependent and supply-dominated, allochthonous 
sedimentation dominates and rivers at the coastal zone function as deltas (Swift and 
Thome, 1991; Thome and Swift, 1991b). Generally, regressive shelves are characterized 
by values of ¥ less than unity, while transgressive shelves possess ¥ values greater than 
unity.
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The back-step wedge geometric systems tract of Thome and Swift (1991b) 
describes deposits of the transgressive systems tract in more detail than the Vail (1987) 
model, and has been applied to description of the Holocene transgressive systems tract on 
the Atlantic shelf. The back-step wedge geometric systems tract consists of two 
generalized depositional systems, the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge, and the back-step 
shelf wedge, which are separated from each other by the transgressive ravinement (Thome 
and Swift, 1991b). Both components of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract are 
well developed beneath the inner shelf of this study (see Chapters 6 and 7). This geometric 
systems tract terminology can also be used to describe the subaerial Quaternary 
lithostratigraphic record on the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Chapter 3.2). Subsequent 
discussion in Chapters 7 and 8 indicates that the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge component, 
consisting of estuarine and lagoonal depositional systems, comprises (volumetrically) most 
of the Quaternary record on this part of the Atlantic inner shelf. Also developed in the shelf 
record are coastal and inner shelf deposits of the offlap wedge geometric systems tract 
(Thome and Swift, 1991b). On basin margins, the offlap wedge geometric systems tract 
occurs as a rising sea-level strand plain and inner shelf succession that builds seaward over 
the maximum flooding surface (the boundary between the transgressive and highstand 
systems tracts in the Vail model; see below). The offlap wedge in basin margin areas also 
includes falling sea-level shelf and strand plain deposits, that accumulate above the 
regressive ravinement. The offlap wedge geometric systems tract is ultimately capped by 
the upper sequence boundary, which takes the form of a fluvial erosion surface in fully 
developed. Type 1, depositional sequences.
On seismic records, two types of surfaces are imaged; unconformities, or 
depositional discontinuities (fluvial, ravinement, maximum-flooding, and local-diastem 
types) and stratal (or depositional) surfaces. Fluvial erosion surfaces, created by fluvial 
entrenchment and subaerial weathering, develop at time scales of 104 to 105 years, or
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more, and may thus be termed unconformities in both the classical sense (Gary et al., 
1972), and in the sense of sequence stratigraphy (Nummedal and Swift, 1987; Vail, 1987; 
Van Wagoner et al., 1987, 1988). On continental margins, fluvial erosion surfaces are 
generated principally during sea-level fall, lowstand, and the early part of sea-level rise. In 
this dissertation, they are referred to as unconformities.
The transgressive ravinement surface, because it is a marine unconformity, is 
considered a diastem, representing a much smaller interval of time (Demarest and Kraft, 
1987; Nummedal and Swift, 1987). It does not represent a regional boundary between 
time-stratigraphic units (as is the case for the fluvial erosion unconformity), unless it forms 
the sequence boundary by removing the underlying fluvial erosion surface. During the 
Quaternary, ravinements were created principally during marine transgression of the 
continental shelf accompanying glacioeustatic rise, but they can also form during regression 
(regressive ravinements; see discussion below). Ravinements are associated with hiatii on 
the order of 101 to 103 years duration in the Quaternary record, and are referred to as 
diastems rather than unconformities. At shorter temporal scales (10° to 102 years), 
erosional surfaces created by laterally-migrating tidal inlet thalwegs, and at deflation zones 
between shoreface and shelf sand ridges, are also referred to as diastems (e.g. the inlet 
scour diastem and the channel-base diastem; Nummedal and Swift, 1987; Swift et al., 
1991a).
Because the ravinement is not associated with subaerial erosion processes, 
sequence stratigraphers assign it diastem, rather than unconformity, status (e.g. Belknap 
and Kraft, 1985; Van Wagoner et al., 1990). However, in this dissertation, the ravinement 
surface, and other small-hiatus erosional surfaces, are informally referred to as 
unconformities. This assignment becomes useful where ravinements are observed to form 
basal sequence boundaries. In such cases, the ravinement surface, and locally the channel- 
base diastem, may represent a break in deposition of similar magnitude to that associated
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with true fluvial erosion surfaces. Like the fluvial erosion surface, time lines no longer 
cross the ravinement unconformity when it serves as the basal sequence boundary (resting 
directly on transgressive or highstand deposits of the preceding sequence). Applying the 
diastem term in such cases would prove confusing.
Fluvial and ravinement unconformities and maximum flooding surfaces develop in 
response to changes in relative sea level, and their recognition is critical to the identification 
and description of depositional sequences and their internal components (systems tracts and 
parasequences). The seismic stratigraphic method, using the Vail methodology, relies on 
the identification of fluvial unconformities (and correlative conformities) to subdivide the 
stratigraphic record into unconformity-bounded depositional sequences. Depositional 
sequences are further subdivided into systems tracts, parasequences, and seismic facies 
units (Vail et al., 1977; Vail, 1987; Van Wagoner et al., 1988). The validity of some of 
these sequence stratigraphic terms has been questioned by Weimer (1992), who favored 
use of established lithostratigraphic terms for his analysis of foreland and cratonic basins.
Depositional sequences are stratigraphic units consisting of genetically-related, 
generally conformable, strata, bounded above and below by unconformities or correlative 
conformity surfaces (Mitchum et al., 1977, Part 2, Part 6; Posamentier and Vail, 1988; Van 
Wagoner et al., 1988). They are deposited between sea-level fall inflection points on the 
eustatic curve. The classic depositional sequence is a third order sequence (Vail, 1987; 
Swift et al., 1991b; Posamentier and Weimer, 1993). The base and top of the sequence are 
defined by fluvial erosion surfaces, or by correlative conformities in the basinward 
direction. Within the sequence, a transgressive ravinement is located above, and is 
separated from, the fluvial unconformity, while higher in the sequence, a maximum 
flooding surface is developed. Kidwell (1993) noted that such classic sequences tend to 
develop under conditions of “moderate” subsidence (101 - 102 cm/103 yr). In low- 
subsidence settings (<10i cm/103 yr), the sequence is thinner and may be bounded by
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ravinement surfaces rather than by fluvial unconformities. These upper and lower 
ravinement sequence boundaries may remove the maximum flooding and fluvial 
unconformity surfaces, respectively, so that the sequence may record only transgressive 
(post-ravinement) deposition. However, subsidence rate alone does not determine 
sequence geometry; equally critical are the sea-level change rate, the frequency of sea-level 
change, sediment supply, basin margin physiography, and how these three factors interact 
with subsidence rate.
Depositional sequence boundaries are marked by coastal onlap, and a basinward 
shift of coastal onlap and facies (compared to the immediately underlying sequence). 
Sequences occur as two types, referred to as Type 1 and Type 2, that form through distinct 
interactions of eustasy, basin subsidence, and sediment supply (Van Wagoner et al., 1988,
1990). The Type 1 sequence is of particular relevance to this study area, where the 
stratigraphic record has evolved in response to major fluctuations in sea level (± 100 m) 
that occurred approximately every 105 years (4th order scale). Type 1 sequences are the 
regional to global-scale depositional product of a major marine transgression and 
subsequent regression, where relative sea-level change is on the order of 102 meters (i.e. 
generally involving a sea-level fall to at least the shelf edge). Depositional sequences 
consequently accumulate during a finite time period that is limited by ages of the distal 
correlative conformities of sequence-bounding unconformities. Because the development 
of low-order depositional sequences, formed over time scales of at least 10® yr, is believed 
to be controlled by global sea-level changes and basin-elevation changes, the use of seismic 
stratigraphy permits the application of a chronostratigraphic framework on both regional 
and global scales (Payton, 1977; Vail, 1987). Smaller-scale sequences (formed on time 
scales of less than 106 yr) that are typically observed on high-resolution reflection seismic 
profiles are more likely to be strongly affected by local variations in sediment supply and
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tectonics, and need not necessarily be of global extent (e.g. Gulf coast versus Atlantic coast 
Quaternary sequences).
The seismic stratigraphic method is a valuable tool for basin and hydrocarbon 
exploration, for which it was originally developed. Seismic stratigraphic interpretation, 
assuming sufficient resolution, is independent of spatial and temporal scales (Thorne,
1992). It has therefore been applied to thick Mesozoic stratigraphic units that developed on 
time scales of 106 to 109 years (Vail et al., 1977), to thin Quaternary sequences that 
developed on time scales of 105 years (Kindinger, 1988; Boyd et al., 1989; Anderson et 
al., 1992), to extremely thin Holocene sequences that developed on time scales of 10-2 
years (Posamentier et al., 1992). High-resolution shallow-penetration reflection seismic 
profile data from coastal and shelf settings is well suited to seismic stratigraphic analysis of 
glacioeustatically-controlled Quaternary depositional sequences that are commonly 
developed and accessible in these settings. Such data is becoming increasingly important in 
the stratigraphic analysis of repetitive cyclic transgressive and regressive sequences found 
on continental margins (Beard et al., 1982; Kindinger, 1988; Posamentier et al., 1992; 
Allen and Posamentier, 1993).
Critical to the seismic stratigraphic method is the assumption that seismic reflections 
(which are caused by acoustic impedance contrasts) are associated with either stratal 
(depositional) surfaces, or with geologic discontinuities (diastems and unconformities). 
Reflections associated with the former are geologic approximations to time lines, or time 
surfaces, and represent changes in depositional conditions, or very minor hiatuses resulting 
from non-deposition or short-term erosion. Reflections associated with geologic 
discontinuities are also time lines, or time surfaces in three dimensions, at geologic lime 
scales (Brown and Fisher, 1977; Bally, 1987; Vail, 1987). Thus, seismic reflections at 
stratal surfaces, at the resolution scale of the seismic system in use, represent paleo-
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depositional surfaces. On basin margin dip-oriented seismic sections, these reflectors can 
cross lithofacies boundaries (see Thorne et al., 1991, their Fig. 8 of the Campanian 
Mesaverde Formation; Weimer, 1992). Rock formations, fundamental mappable 
lithostratigraphic units, are typically identified and mapped in the field as lithostratigraphic 
units; seismic time-line reflectors frequently cross formation boundaries (Vail, 1987). 
Where rock formations are mapped in the field as allostratigraphic (i.e. unconformity- 
bounded) units, as on the Atlantic Coastal Plain, alloformation boundaries and 
unconformity-caused seismic reflectors are coincident. Because facies boundaries are less 
abrupt than lithologic boundaries at the resolution scale of seismic reflection data, they are 
not represented by distinct, time-line orthogonal, seismic reflections. This is believed to be 
because facies transitions are gradual, tend to show interfingering contacts, and because 
major portions of facies boundaries are parallel to stratal, or time, surfaces. When facies 
changes are encountered on seismic records, they are generally represented by a gradual 
lateral change in the acoustic characteristics (amplitude, continuity, spacing) of strata- 
parallel reflectors, as time lines and reflectors pass into different facies.
Because of the lack of fme-scale resolution (less than 30 m) in conventional CDP 
seismic data, it has been recognized that seismic reflections associated with stratal surfaces 
need not necessarily parallel time-lines (Vail et al., 1977, Part 5; Bally, 1987). Thome
(1992) has critically questioned the validity of the fundamental seismic stratigraphic 
assumption that a reflection is a time line. Thome (1992) illustrates how a series of en- 
echelon sand intervals may result in a seismic reflection that traverses time lines at acute 
angles. Because of the higher resolution (± 1 m) obtained in high-resolution reflection 
seismic profiling, reflectors inferred to be stratal surfaces probably agree very closely with 
the time-equivalence assumption, with the obvious exception of centimeter-scale-thickness 
strata. High-resolution seismic data may therefore be used to resolve stratigraphic units at 
the (thick) bed, formation, or alloformation scale.
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Reflections resulting from unconformity surfaces are geologically-synchronous 
time lines (Vail, 1987), but the interval of time represented by the reflection varies because 
basin-margin and distal portions of fluvial and marine erosional unconformities can 
represent hiatuses ranging from 10° to 105 years in high-frequency glacioeustatically- 
controlled Quaternary depositional sequences. Reflections resulting from geologic 
discontinuities truncate underlying time lines, and are base lapped (onlap or downlap) by 
overlying time lines.
Type 1 subaerial unconformities form via subaerial erosion, weathering, and fluvial 
entrenchment of land surfaces located above sea level. As fluvial erosion, at all scales, is 
an important process during sea-level lowstand, subaerial unconformities may be more 
specifically related to their formative process and thus labelled as fluvial erosion surfaces. 
Quaternary-aged fluvial erosion surfaces, observed beneath the Atlantic inner continental 
shelf, were incised during periods of lowered sea levels associated with glacial maxima. 
Fluvial erosion surfaces may begin incising the coastal plain and shelf surface as sea level 
starts to fall, and continue incising until grade is achieved, or until sea-level rises again and 
induces deposition on top of the unconformity. Models by Schumm (1993) indicate that 
fluvial valleys may either alter sinuosity, incise, or aggrade on inner shelf areas during sea- 
level fall. They also have the capability to compensate for drop in baselevel by changing 
their hydraulic radii, or channel roughness (the R and n terms in the Manning Equation; 
Rouse, 1946). Thorne and Swift (1991b) have described the degree of development of a 
fluvial erosion surface during sea-level fall as being controlled by variability in the regime 
ratio, ¥. They indicated that inter-regional development of the fluvial erosion surface 
during sea-level fall occurs only when the accommodation/supply ratio, ¥, decreases.
Stream aggradation or incision is governed by the relative gradients of the coastal 
plain and inner shelf (Schumm, 1993). Basinward retreat of the shoreline results in the 
expansion of established drainage basins, and the creation of new, smaller drainage basins
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on the emerging shelf surface as fluvial systems develop and respond to the drop in 
baselevel (Schumm, 1993). Basin margin physiography can also be important in that it can 
control the development and location of incised valleys. Fluvial valleys beneath modem 
shelves have been observed to exceed a hundred meters in depth, and attain widths of tens 
of kilometers (Posamentier and Vail, 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Oertel et al., 1991). 
The relief developed on the subaerial unconformity (fluvial erosion surface) is related to 
drainage basin size, slope of the emerging subaerial landscape, regional geology, time 
available for fluvial incision, and the magnitude of sea-level fall (Demarest and Leatherman, 
1985; Van Wagoner et al., 1990). The hiatus associated with the fluvial erosion surface 
generally decreases in a basinward direction where the surface ultimately becomes a 
conformity surface.
The concept of the ravinement surface was first defined by Stamp (1921), and 
described further by Swift (1968). The ravinement was perceived to have resulted from 
erosional retreat of a shoreface during a marine transgression. The principal causative force 
in landward shoreface migration and ravinement generation is the action of a wave orbital 
field, associated littoral currents, and wind-driven and tidal currents, on the shoreface. The 
ravinement may therefore be thought of as a “wave ravinement” in the sense of Allen and 
Posamentier (1993) in that it is cut principally by erosion induced by the wave orbital field, 
with a lesser input from tidal currents. The transgressive ravinement surface (see 
discussion below on transgressive surfaces) forms at the base of the shoreface during 
marine transgression (Fischer, 1961; Swift, 1968; Swift and Thome, 1991). It represents 
the retreat path left by the landward-migrating shoreface, a process that occurs when the 
accommodation:supply ratio, ¥, is greater than unity, and the rate of change of ¥ is 
positive. On barrier coastlines, lagoonal deposition landward of, and stratigraphically 
beneath, the ravinement may be contemporaneous with inner shelf sedimentation above the 
ravinement (the “transgressive marine sand sheet” of Swift, 1968). The ravinement
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surface represents the first significant marine flooding event across the shelf, and defines 
the base of the transgressive marine section (Van Wagoner et al., 1988), or the base of the 
back-step shelf wedge (Thome and Swift, 1991b). On barrier coastlines, the ravinement is 
underlain by transgressive paralic deposits that rest directly on the antecedent fluvial 
unconformity (Demarest et al., 1981; Belknap and Kraft, 1985). These are the back-barrier 
wedge deposits that make up the lower component of the back-step wedge geometric 
systems tract (Thome and Swift, 1991b)
In estuary mouth regions, strong tidal currents may scour the seabed and create a 
variable-relief erosional surface, or ravinement surface (Demarest and Kraft, 1987), within 
the baymouth area that migrates landward in response to sea-level rise. This transgressive 
erosional surface has been referred to as the “tidal ravinement” by Allen and Posamentier
(1993), to distinguish it from a wave ravinement that is created on an oceanic shoreface 
setting. The surface develops in a bay mouth setting where tidal forces dominate over 
wave orbital forces; however, in wave-dominated estuaries, wave forcing may be 
important. The tidal ravinement may be expected to have a more restricted occurrence in 
the coast-parallel direction due to its direct association with evolving estuaries. The relief 
developed on a tidal ravinement surface will generally be greater than that associated with a 
wave ravinement, particularly in strike-oriented sections. Relief will be dependent on tidal 
regime (e.g. microtidal versus macrotidal), estuarine tidal prism, estuary mouth width, 
littoral sediment supply, and also on wave climate. Conceptually, the surface is created by 
a migrating tidal-scour trench at the estuary mouth, such as the Chesapeake Channel in the 
modem Chesapeake Bay mouth. Lateral and landward migration of the scour trench 
permits the tidal ravinement surface to be downlapped and onlapped by estuary-mouth 
sands being shed off adjacent shoals and estuary-margin spits. The downlapping 
characteristic, in particular, helps distinguish the tidal ravinement surface from the wave 
ravinement surface.
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The tidal ravinement will move landward with continued transgression as the 
estuary mouth moves landward. Because of its association with tidal scouring, the tidal 
ravinement may be expected to occur at greater depths than the simultaneously-forming 
wave ravinement located further offshore and up- and down-coast. Within a complete 
transgressive paleovalley fill succession, therefore, the tidal ravinement will be overlain by 
the wave ravinement, and will merge with, or be truncated by, the latter on paleoestuary 
flanks. On barrier coastlines with small embayments (tidal inlets), an analogous tidal 
ravinement surface develops at tidal inlets where it has been referred to as the inlet-scour 
diastem by Swift et al. (1991a). This analogous surface is created within the tidal inlet 
throat by periodically-reversing tidal currents (which may be reinforced by the wave 
regime) that may attain velocities of 2 m/s (6.5 km/hr).
In subsequent chapters, use of the term ravinement without a qualifier will refer to 
the wave ravinement. When discussing the tidal ravinement, the “tidal” qualifier will be 
used.
Within transgressive paleovalley fill successions on the updip areas of basin 
margins, the three transgressive surfaces described above (the sequence-bounding fluvial 
unconformity, tidal ravinement, and wave ravinement) may potentially be preserved in 
vertical succession. Within the lower part of the incised-valley fill, a fourth transgressive, 
or flooding, surface may be preserved. This surface marks the boundary between fluvial 
deposits and overlying transgressive estuarine deposits. The subjacent fluvial deposits are 
expected to be transgressive in origin (having backfilled the paleovalley during 
transgression). However, fluvial deposits may also have accumulated during sea-level fall 
due to alluvial aggradation, as suggested by Allen and Posamentier (1993) for fluvial 
deposits in the lower parts of the Gironde estuary fill succession. This estuarine 
transgressive surface, also referred to as a tidal flooding surface (Allen and Posamentier,
1993), or a bay ravinement diastem (Nummedal and Swift, 1987), represents the retreat
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path of a landward migrating bayline that migrated upstream within a paleoestuary in 
response to transgression (Posamentier et al., 1988). The estuarine transgressive surface is 
the estuarine equivalent of the oceanic shoreface ravinement that develops on high-energy, 
open, oceanic coasts. It separates submerged alluvial plain strata from overlying 
transgressive estuarine deposits. Where alluvial plain strata did not accumulate, or were 
subsequently removed by the erosional estuarine transgressive surface, the latter merges 
with the fluvially-incised sequence boundary.
The landward-migrating bayline separates a shrinking alluvial plain from an 
expanding estuarine plain during transgression. It has been defined as the demarcation line 
between fluvial and paralic or delta plain environments (Posamentier et al., 1988; Miall,
1991), and as the point of onlap of bay or estuarine facies onto underlying fluvial facies 
(Allen and Posamentier, 1993; Anderson et al., 1992). Posamentier and Vail (1988), 
Posamentier et al. (1988), and Anderson et al. (1992) suggest that the bayline marks 
baselevel encroachment into a flooding paleovalley during transgression, a concept that has 
been critically refuted by Miall (1991). The trailing estuarine transgressive surface is 
significant because it delineates the boundary between fluvial and estuarine or bay 
depositional environments, and marks the first major paralic-marine flooding event into an 
evolving paleovalley fill sequence.
Within transgressive coastal systems on barrier coastlines, the equivalent of an 
estuarine transgressive surface is also developed, but may be collapsed onto the fluvial 
erosion surface because intervening fluvial deposits will be minimally developed. The 
fluvial erosion surface, not severely modified by the estuarine (lagoonal) transgressive 
surface, serves as the transgressive surface at the base of the back-barrier wedge (see 
discussion below). Consequently, lagoonal strata (the coastal-system equivalents of 
estuarine strata) will generally appear, at the resolution scale of reflection-seismic profiling 
systems, to rest directly on the fluvial erosion surface. Adjacent to small antecedent
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paleovalleys, very restricted occurrences of fluvial deposits (confined within channel 
thalwegs) may enable identification of the fluvial-lagoonal depositional system contact (the 
estuarine, or lagoonal, transgressive surface).
The maximum flooding, or downlap, surface separates the highstand deposits of 
the upper part of a depositional sequence from transgressive deposits beneath; it can 
potentially define the lower sequence boundary in low-subsidence, low-sediment-supply, 
high-energy shelf settings. It marks the change from transgressive systems tract to 
highstand systems tract conditions (Vail, 1987; see below). In the Thome and Swift 
(1991b) regime model, the maximum flooding surface is ideally an isochronous boundary 
that marks a change of regime from one where ¥ is greater than unity (transgressive 
systems tract) to one where ¥  is less than unity (highstand systems tract). The surface thus 
indicates the start of a phase of basin-margin development where accommodation, or the 
rate of change of accommodation, has been exceeded by sediment supply. It is also the 
surface used to define the boundaries of genetic stratigraphic sequences in the Galloway 
model (Galloway, 1989). The maximum flooding surface begins to develop once the 
transgressive shoreline has reached its maximum landward position. However, the hiatus 
associated with the maximum flooding surface increases in a basinward direction (Thorne 
and Swift, 1991b). Transgressive (retrogradational) strata beneath the maximum Hooding 
surface are overlain by aggradational to progradational strata that occur above the maximum 
flooding surface. Seismic reflectors downlap onto the maximum flooding surface, and, on 
the updip margins of a basin, may be equated with prograding strand plain and prograding 
shoreface depositional environments. These highstand deposits have a low preservation 
potential (Thome and Swift. 1991b) on low sediment supply basin margins, due to later 
erosion by fluvial and transgressive ravinement unconformities.
The maximum flooding surface has traditionally been thought to become 
conformable on the inner shelf, becoming unresolvable within coastal plain strata (Vail,
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1987). Further offshore, it may lie within thin shale successions (Nummedal and Swift, 
1987). The difficulty of resolving the maximum flooding surface in coastal plain settings is 
probably a function of the low resolving power of conventional seismic data. The high- 
resolution data of this study has the capability to image the extreme basin margin parts of 
maximum flooding surfaces, where they may be expected to show evidence of erosion 
(Chapter 6.2). Swift (pers comm.) indicated that the maximum flooding surface must be a 
diastem at the updip limits of its occurrence, because the effects of waves and currents still 
act on the seabed even if sediment supply is reduced during highstand.
The updip regions of the maximum flooding surface will ultimately be buried by 
downlapping highstand coastal deposits, that may aggrade and prograde seaward over it. 
Sediment supply will exceed bypass potential (the ability of the coastal system to bypass 
sediment away from the coastal zone) under these latest transgressive to highstand 
conditions, and a rising sea level strand plain may develop. As sea level subsequently 
stabilizes and starts to fall again, a falling sea level strandplain develops if sediment supply 
is sufficient These two scenarios drive a “normal” marine regression (Posamentier et al., 
1992). Under these conditions of “normal” marine regression (Posamentier et al., 1992), 
sediment supply (S) and accommodation (A) interact so that during latest transgression to 
highstand, AS/At is greater than AA/At, where both AS/At and AA/At are greater than or 
equal to zero. The coastal zone will aggrade and subsequently prograde seaward over the 
maximum flooding surface as the sea-level rise rate decreases towards highstand. When 
sea-level ultimately starts to fall, a regressive ravinement surface may start to incise as wave 
base is lowered. Under these late highstand to early regression, “forced” regression 
conditions, AS/At will be greater than or equal to zero when AA/At is less than zero, or 
AS/At will be less than zero when AA/At is much less than zero (Posamentier et al.. 1992). 
The maximum flooding surface can ultimately be removed by the regressive ravinement 
(Dominguez and Wanless, 1991; Swift et al., 1991a; Posamentier et al., 1992) which steps
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downward and basinward in response to sea-level fall. The likelihood of maximum 
flooding surface removal by the regressive ravinement is greatest offshore, beyond the 
reach of earlier highstand coastal progradation.
Fluvial erosion surfaces and transgressive ravinement unconformities almost 
exclusively define the boundaries of depositional sequences. Depending on the rate and 
magnitude of sea-level fall and subsequent rise, fluvial input, sediment supply, climate, and 
oceanic processes, depositional sequences may be bounded solely by fluvial 
unconformities or by ravinement unconformities, or may possess a ravinement basal 
unconformity with a capping fluvial erosion surface, or vice versa.
Depositional sequences are, in most cases, floored by a transgressive surface that 
marks the boundary between the underlying sequence and the transgressive systems tract of 
the sequence under consideration. In the Thome and Swift (1991b) regime model, the 
transgressive surface separates the highstand systems tract of the preceding sequence 
(where ¥ is less than unity) from an overlying systems tract where ¥  is greater than unity; 
the transgressive surface is the lowermost surface within a sequence that is overlain by 
back-stepping parasequences. The term “transgressive surface” may apply to a number of 
erosional surfaces, depending on geographic location and the completeness of the overlying 
depositional sequence. When more than one transgressive erosional surface is preserved in 
vertical section, the lowermost surface overlain by back-stepping parasequences is treated 
as the transgressive surface (Thome and Swift, 1991b). The transgressive surface is thus 
defined by the fluvial erosion surface when the back-step wedge geometric systems tract is 
well-developed. However, the fluvial erosion surface may be truncated by the 
transgressive ravinement on the shelf, in which case the ravinement surface serves as the 
transgressive surface; in this case, the back-barrier wedge depositional system is absent 
from the sequence (Thome and Swift, 1991b).
On embayed coastlines, the transgressive surface can be any one of four erosional
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surfaces (in areas landward of the oceanic coastline). Within estuaries, the transgressive 
surface may be marked by the fluvial erosion surface, the bay ravinement (estuarine 
transgressive surface), or by the tidal ravinement surface if upper- to middle-estuary 
deposits are not preserved. Just seaward of the estuary mouth, the wave ravinement is 
developed; the wave ravinement may ultimately truncate the underlying estuarine 
transgressive surface and tidal ravinement surface, and thereby serve as the transgressive 
surface and the basal unconformity to the sequence. On barrier coasts, the transgressive 
surface is represented by the fluvial erosion surface behind the barrier island chain, and is 
overlain by back-barrier wedge deposits. On the seaward side of the barrier islands, the 
transgressive surface is marked by the ravinement surface, and ultimately be the distal- 
correlative marine erosion surface, or by the fluvial erosion surface if it has not been 
truncated (as discussed above). Minor diastems such as the inlet channel-base diastem may 
locally serve as the transgressive surface where it truncates the fluvial erosion surface at 
inlet throats.
In the Vail model, low-order depositional sequences (Vail et al., 1977; Vail, 1987; 
Van Wagoner et al., 1987) are customarily divided into systems tracts, where a systems 
tract is a “linkage of contemporaneous depositional systems” (e.g. fluvial, estuarine, 
deltaic, and lagoonal depositional systems). However, in the Vail model, systems tracts 
are usually subdivided into parasequencc sets and parasequences (shallowing-upward 
depositional units bounded by flooding surfaces); seismic resolution is generally not 
sufficient to resolve the component depositional systems. Depositional systems are three- 
dimensional assemblages of process-related lithofacies (Brown and Fisher, 1977), and are 
frequently bounded by source diastems (see Chapter 6.3; Swift et al., 1991a). This high- 
resolution reflection-seismic study will focus on the updip, usually thin, portions of 
transgressive and highstand systems tracts. It is expected that component depositional 
systems, and possibly the seismic equivalents of lithofacies, will be detectable on the
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seismic data.
Systems tracts are classified as lowstand systems tracts, transgressive systems 
tracts, and highstand systems tracts, and help define the depositional sequence in terms of 
relative sea-level change conditions (i.e. rising, constant, or falling). Each systems tract is 
associated with a particular part of the eustatic curve (Posamentier and Vail, 1988). On 
basin margin settings, such as the Atlantic Coastal Plain, the transgressive and highstand 
systems tracts, rather than the lowstand systems tract, are more likely to be developed. This 
is because basin flanks are not flooded until the later stages of transgression, and have 
limited potential for sediment accumulation during lowstand. The lowstand systems tract 
preferentially develops at lower stratigraphic and elevation positions, usually on the 
continental slope and rise during major sea-level falls (Vail, 1987; Posamentier et al.,
1992). However, fluvial sands and gravels in updip parts of lowstand incised-valley 
thalwegs have been interpreted to belong to the lowstand systems tract (Allen and 
Posamentier, 1993).
On basin margin settings, the base of a sequence, whether defined by a fluvial 
erosion surface or by a ravinement unconformity, is marked by back-stepping transgressive 
coastal or marine deposits of the transgressive systems tract. These deposits onlap the 
lower sequence boundary in the landward direction. The upper part of a sequence, 
represented by the upper transgressive systems tract and the highstand systems tract (back- 
step wedge geometric systems tract and offlap wedge geometric systems tract, respectively) 
may be missing, depending on the degree of incision by the overlying sequence boundary. 
The preservation potential of highstand systems tract deposits may generally be expected to 
be poor because of erosion during subsequent regressions and transgressions. To identify 
depositional sequence boundaries, patterns of onlap, downlap (both types of base lap), 
toplap and truncation, will be used to describe reflector termination patterns at the 
boundaries (see Chapter 5). The first three relationships are associated with non-
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depositional hiatuses, while the latter is associated with a variable-duration erosional hiatus 
(Mitchum et al., 1977, Parts 2,11; Vail, 1987; Van Wagoner et al., 1987).
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CHAPTER 3 
Atlantic Coastal Plain Stratigraphy
3.1 Lower Coastal Plain Physiography
A prominent characteristic of the surface morphology of the Delmarva Peninsula, 
and southeastern Virginia generally, is the presence of arcuate to linear coast-subparallel 
scarps and terraces that extend from Delaware to the southern terminus of the Delmarva 
Peninsula and into southern Hampton Roads (Mixon, 1985; Johnson et al., 1987; Darby 
and Evans, 1992). The seawardmost Lower Coastal Plain (landward margin defined by 
the Surry scarp; Colquhoun et al., 1991) occupies most of southeastern Virginia and ranges 
in elevation from sea-level to approximately 29 m MSL (Fig. 3.6). The outcrop tract of 
Quaternary strata principally occurs to the east of the Surry scarp. These scarps and 
terraces had an important control on original depositional geometries, and now determine 
the modem areal distributions and landward limits of Quaternary and late Tertiary deposits 
throughout southeastern Virginia (Fig. 3.6). Similar ancient topographic features occur 
along the South Atlantic Bight and Gulf of Mexico (Hoyt and Hails, 1967; Colquhoun et 
al., 1991; Donoghue and Tanner, 1992), and on the middle and outer shelf (Dillon and 
Oldale, 1978; Davies et al., 1992).
On the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, scarps and terraces decrease in elevation and age 
towards the modem coastline; the oldest and highest are Pliocene or older in age (e.g. 
Donoghue and Tanner, 1992). Early work along the Atlantic coast (Cooke, 1930; Hoyt 
and Hails, 1967) identified these scarps as shorelines, and used their respective elevations
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Figure 3.6: Surficial geology and topographic features of eastern and southeastern
Virginia, including the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Based on published 
data presented in Mixon et al. (1982,1989), Peebles et al. (1984), Johnson 
et al. (1987), Colquhoun et al. (1991), Darby and Evans (1992). Virginia 
sample localities of Mixon et al. (1982) and Mixon (1985) as follows; (3) 
Mathews Field, (4) T ’s Comer, (5) Parksley, (6) Scarborough Neck, (7) 
Bell Neck, (8) Cape Center, (10) New Light Pit, (11) Womack Pit, (12) 
Mears Comer, (14) Norris Bridge, (W-l) Wachapreague Formation type 
section. Topographic features south and west of Chesapeake Bay mouth 
are; SyS = Surry Scarp, SkS = Suffolk Scarp, HnS = Hazelton Scarp, HyS 
= Hickory Scarp, FR = Fentress Rise, OR = Oceana Ridge, PR = Pungo 
Ridge. Topographic features on southern Delmarva Peninsula are; ARS = 
Ames Ridge Shoreline, BNS = Bell Neck Shoreline, CnS = Cheriton 
Scarp, KeS = Kiptopeke Scarp, MgS = Mappsburg Scarp MnS = 
Metompkin Scarp, PeS = Pungoteague Scarp.
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and states of preservation to regionally correlate the boundaries of specific lithostratigraphic 
units (alloformations) that were exposed on the Coastal Plain. Johnson et al. (1987) 
suggested that the scarps of southeastern Virginia were cut by shore erosion, while 
intervening terraces represented emergent plains formed under stream, estuarine, and bay 
environments. By analogy, the scarps on the eastern side of the Delmarva Peninsula 
represent ancient oceanic stillstand shorelines of maximum transgression, fronted by 
stranded shorefaces or strand plains. Terraces on the bay side of the Delmarva Peninsula 
are thought to represent ancient lagoonal and estuarine floors of the Chesapeake Bay 
(Mixon, 1985). McCartan et al. (1982), Ward (1985) and Riggs and Belknap (1988) have 
suggested that factors such as uplift, subsidence, gentle regional warping, or an over­
reliance on U - Th dates can easily lead to scarp miscorrelation on a regional scale. Riggs 
and Belknap (1988) report that recent studies along the Atlantic coastline provide evidence 
of Pleistocene shoreline reoccupations, modification of older terraces, and large hiatuses in 
the coastal record. These factors, coupled with the close vertical and lateral associations of 
scarps along the Delmarva Peninsula, place limitations on the accuracy of scarp correlation 
along the length of the southern Delmarva Peninsula and across into southern Hampton 
Roads. Late Wisconsinan fluvial incision hinders correlation of Tertiary deposits across 
the baymouth. Consequently, correlation of deposits on the southern Delmarva Peninsula 
with those on the west and south sides of the Chesapeake Bay is still inconclusive. For 
this reason, the stratigraphy of the southern Delmarva Peninsula is discussed separately in 
Section 3.3.
3.2 Stratigraphy of Southeastern Virginia
The study area overlies the eastern part of the Salisbury Embayment, which has 
been a major structural depression on the Atlantic continental margin since the Mesozoic.
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The Salisbury Embayment is a western extension of the hinge zone of the Baltimore 
Canyon Trough (Olsson et al., 1988). It underlies most of southeastern Virginia, 
Maryland, and Delaware, lying to the east by the Fall Zone (Fig. 1.2). It is floored by 
probable Jurassic marine to non-marine sediments (Olsson et al., 1988). To the north and 
south, it is bounded by the South New Jersey Arch and the Norfolk Arch, which separate it 
from the Raritan and Albemarle Embayments, respectively (Ward, 1985). Coastal Plain 
outcrops within the Salisbury Embayment are dominated by Pliocene and Quaternary strata 
(Mixon et al., 1989; Ramsey, 1992). Pliocene deposits crop out on that part of the Coastal 
Plain to the west of the Surry scarp (and its associated reentrants), and in the core of the 
Delmarva Peninsula in Delaware and Maryland (Ramsey, 1992). Quaternary strata crop 
out between the Surry scarp and the modern coastline. Along with the adjacent 
embayments to the north and south along the Atlantic Coastal Plain, this shallow Mesozoic 
basin has been subjected to frequent marine transgressions and regressions during the late 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic. The Pliocene section alone has a record of at least five 
transgressive events onto the Coastal Plain areas of Virginia and North Carolina (Krantz, 
1991). Much of the sedimentary record consists of thin onlapping and offlapping clastic 
marine sequences and remnant nearshore facies (Ward, 1985; Ramsey, 1992) that now 
constitute a sediment wedge that thickens eastward from the Fall Zone. These 
unconformity-bounded transgressive units are bounded to the west by scarps which mark 
the respective landward limit of the associated transgressive shorefaces (Krantz, 1991). 
Thick sequences of deltaic and fluvial sediments arc absent from the late Cenozoic record 
(Ward, 1985).
The Cretaceous and Cenozoic fill of the Salisbury Embayment is composed of 
unconsolidated and semi-consolidated elastics of marine and fluvial origin whose 
depocenters show a progressive southward migration with time (Mixon, 1985; Ward, 
1985; Krantz, 1991; Pazzaglia, 1993). The late Tertiary transgressive marine strata tend to
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be thin and tabular in form, and possess sections that fine upward from pebbly and gravelly 
bases (Johnson et al., 1987). The Quaternary strata have more undulatory bases with 
evidence of fluvial incision, and were deposited in fluvial through inner shelf 
environments.
In southeastern Virginia, the late Cenozoic deposits can be divided into the late 
Miocene and Pliocene upper Chesapeake Group (consisting of the late Miocene Eastover, 
and the Pliocene Yorktown, Chowan River, and Bacons Castle Formations), the 
Pleistocene Columbia Group, and undifferentiated Holocene deposits. Figure 3.7 
illustrates the stratigraphic column and chronology for the Coastal Plain of southeastern 
Virginia, based on published data, and a generalized, dip-oriented, cross-section from the 
York-James Peninsula. Sequence stratigraphic inferences are made, based on the 
characteristics of alloformation boundaries, and the stacking pattern of depositional 
environments.
3.2.1 Tertiary Allostratigraphy
The principal marine depocenters of the late Miocene Eastover Formation (upper 
Chesapeake Group) and the unconformably overlying early Pliocene Yorktown Formation 
were in southeastern Virginia. Both formations thin northward beneath the Delmarva 
Peninsula, where their maximum subcrop elevation is at -7 m MSL (Peebles et al., 1984; 
Mixon, 1985; Ward, 1985; Olsson et al.. 1988; Krantz, 1990). Both formations dip to the 
southeast at up to 1.5 m / km (Mixon, 1985).
The Yorktown deposits are believed partly correlative with the fluvial to marginal- 
marine lower Beaverdam Formation in Delaware (Ramsey, 1992; Pazzaglia, 1993). The 
Yorktown marine sediments (4.8-2.5 ma; Krantz, 1991) record three transgressive events 
and represent the last major phase of marine deposition in the Salisbury Embayment
68
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Figure 3.7: Stratigraphic column and chronology for the Coastal Plain of southeastern
Virginia (a), and stratigraphic cross-section of the York-James Peninsula 
(b). Based on published data presented in Oaks and Coch (1973), Ward 
and Blackwelder (1980), Mixon et al. (1982, 1989), Wehmiller and 
Belknap (1982), Peebles et al. (1984), Szabo (1985), Johnson et al. (1987,
1993), Colman and Mixon (1988), and Krantz (1990, 1991). Sequence 
stratigraphic assignments based on the characteristics of alloformation 
boundaries and stacking pattern of depositional environments. Stratigraphic 
cross-section of the York-James Peninsula shows characteristic downward- 
and seaward-stepping nature of Pleistocene allostratigraphic units (from 
Johnson et al., 1993).
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(Cronin et al., 1981; Ramsey, 1992). At the height of Yorktown transgression, sea-level 
was 35 to 40 m above present (Krantz, 1991). To the west and south of the Chesapeake 
Bay, the Yorktown Formation consists of four members (Johnson et al., 1987; Krantz, 
1990, 1991; Ramsey, 1992). The poorly sorted, shelly sand of the basal Sunken Meadow 
Member rests unconformably on the Eastover Formation, the unconformity having been cut 
by a marine regression followed by transgression; the contact between the two is overlain 
by a coarse pebbly gravel lag. The unconformably overlying Rushmere Member also has a 
coarse sandy and pebbly lower contact that may be interpreted as a transgressive lag 
associated with a ravinement. The Rushmere Member was deposited under marine shallow 
shelf and offshore bar (sic) conditions associated with maximum transgression of the 
Yorktown seas (Johnson et al., 1987, 1993). This member has a gradational contact with 
the overlying Morgans Beach Member, which is a very fine-grained sandy clay that was 
deposited landward of the offshore bars (sic) of the Rushmere Member (Johnson et al., 
1987,1993). The uppermost Moore House Member was deposited during renewed marine 
transgression onto the Virginia Coastal Plain. Its erosional contact with the Morgarts 
Beach Member may also be interpreted as a ravinement surface. This shelly and bioclastic 
sand is capped by brackish-water mollusc-bearing horizons near Williamsburg (Johnson et 
al., 1987), perhaps suggesting highstand aggradation and progradation.
In Accomack County on the southern Delmarva Peninsula, Mixon (1985) 
subdivided the Yorktown Formation into three members (see Fig. 3.9 below). The lower 
shelly sand member is a 12 m thick unit (observed thickness) of shelly glauconitic quartzitic 
sands of nearshore shelf origin that constitutes the base of the Yorktown Formation. This 
has a gradational contact with the overlying Tunnels Mill Member, which is a clayey silty 
fine to coarse pebbly sand of 18 m observed thickness. The Tunnels Mill Member was 
deposited in a brackish-water to marginal marine setting representing a change from 
prodelta and delta front to distributary mouth bar depositional environments. The upper
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shelly sand member consists of shelly glauconitic quartz sands containing large bivalves 
from a delta and fringing offshore bar depositional environment (Mixon, 1985); maximum 
observed thickness is 15 m. The correlation of this Yorktown succession with that on the 
other side of the Chesapeake Bay is uncertain. However, Mixon (1985) suggested that the 
Tunnels Mill Member was partly correlative with the Morgarts Beach Member.
The marine sediments of the unconformably overlying late Pliocene Chowan River 
Formation (2.5-1.9 ma; Krantz, 1991) are best developed in northeastern North Carolina, 
but are believed to extend beneath southern Hampton Roads and the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Krantz, 1990). These interbedded silty fine sands, 
clayey silts, and biofragmental sands (Johnson et al., 1987) were deposited during a 
transgression when maximum sea level attained +15 m MSL. Thicknesses range from less 
than 1 m just east of the Suffolk scarp to at least 17 m further east. This formation is 
unconformably overlain by the Late Pliocene Bacons Castle and Pleistocene Shirley and 
Tabb formations in southeastern Virginia, and thins northward beneath the Delmarva 
Peninsula where it is represented by marginal marine deposits. It is believed to be partly 
correlative with the fluvial to marginal-marine Beaverdam Formation further north in 
Delaware (Olsson et al., 1988). The main depocenter of the latest Pliocene Bacons Castle 
Formation (1.9-1.6 ma; Krantz, 1991) was in southeastern Virginia, and apparently to the 
west of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, where consequently it is not expected to occur. 
This generally non-fossiliferous formation unconformably overlies the Yorktown 
Formation. The basal unconformity is marked by major fluvial incision, with 30 m of 
relief locally (Krantz, 1991). Maximum highstand associated with the transgressive 
Bacons Castle Formation was 40 m above present, and deposition was dominantly in a 
fluvial to estuarine and tidal flat setting (Krantz, 1991; Ramsey, 1992). Localized fluvial 
deposits occur adjacent to the Fall Line. The formation is believed to be correlative with the 
upper Beaverdam Formation of Delaware, and has been interpreted to represent the
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transition from the dominantly marine depositional environments of the Tertiary to the 
fluvial, paralic, and marginal-marine depositional environments of the Quaternary (Johnson 
et al., 1987).
3.2.2 Pleistocene Allostratigraphy
The Pleistocene stratigraphy of southeastern Virginia has been examined in detail by 
Oaks and Coch (1973), Peebles et al. (1984), Mixon et al. (1982), Mixon (1985), Johnson 
et al. (1987, 1993), Mixon et al. (1989), and Colquhoun et al. (1991). The following 
section is a synopsis of pertinent points relative to this research, with an applied sequence 
stratigraphic interpretation.
The Pleistocene strata in southern Hampton Roads occur as a thin veneer (30 m, or 
less) over, and rest unconformably on, late Pliocene and older deposits, the two sections 
being separated by a stepped dual-origin, time-transgressive, composite Tertiary- 
Quaternary unconformity (Fig. 3.7). This corrugated unconformity was cut during 
successive Pleistocene lowstand events, and subsequent transgressions that modified the 
subaerial surface by shoreface erosion of the submerging landscape. At the height of 
repeated transgressions, the landward limit of each transgressive alloformation was 
generally marked by a shoreline scarp cut by the upper shoreface. Within each 
alloformation, a ravinement unconformity was overlain by a tabular to wedge-shaped 
transgressive marine unit that pinched out at the scarp and older deposits updip. The 
ravinement was underlain by fluvial-estuarine through barrier deposits that rested on a 
fluvial erosion surface. Thus, each allostratigraphic unit may be described as a back-step 
wedge geometric systems tract, using the terminology of the Thome and Swift (1991b) 
regime model. Each back-step wedge is variably incised by similar, seaward-displaced, 
younger overlying allostratigraphic units to the east (Peebles et al., 1984). The resulting
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wedge-shaped depositional architectures reflect the multiple marine transgressive-regressive 
events that occurred in southeastern Virginia during the Pleistocene. Marine transgressive 
events achieved successively lower highstand elevations, and consequently younger scarps 
step downward and eastward towards the modem coastline. Each transgressive unit 
(alloformation or allomember) possesses a coarsening-upward fabric, from generally 
pebbly, gravelly, or bouldery basal sands to upper clayey sands and sandy silts. The basal 
contacts of each of the transgressive units are undulatory, with coarse fluvial deposit-filled 
paleochannels capped with paralic to nearshore marine clays, silts and sands. In the 
Shirley and Tabb formations, discussed below, Peebles et al. (1984) noted that 
discontinuous sheets of coarser pebbly sands truncated the channel fill deposits. These 
horizons may be interpreted as marine transgressive lag deposits that developed as the 
shoreface moved westward during transgression.
The Pleistocene deposits of the southeastern Virginia Coastal Plain (in the southern 
Hampton Roads area) are, in order of decreasing age and distance from the modem oceanic 
coastline, the Windsor, Charles City, Chuckatuck, Shirley, and Tabb formations (Figs 3.6, 
3.7). These formations crop out between the Surry scarp and modem coastline. All 
formations, except the Tabb Formation, crop out between the Surry and Suffolk scarps. 
The Tabb Formation crops out between the Suffolk scarp and the modem coastline (Mixon 
et al., 1989; Fig. 3.6).
The late Pliocene to early Pleistocene Surry scarp defines, for the most pan, the 
western limit of Pleistocene outcrop on the lower Atlantic Coastal Plain, and has a toe 
elevation of approximately 29 m. This scarp, and its fluvial-estuarine valley re-entrants, 
demarcate the seawardmost occurrence of Tertiary outcrop, and the landwardmost 
occurrence of Quaternary paralic-estuarine outcrop. This scarp is incised into the Pliocene 
Bacons Castle Formation (Johnson et al., 1987, 1993), and its associated seaward tread 
(altitude 26 - 29 m) is underlain by the early Pleistocene open bay deposits of the Windsor
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Formation (1.6-1.0 ma; Krantz, 1991). The Windsor Formation consists of fluvial, 
lagoonal and marine facies east of the Surry scarp, and of fluvial and estuarine facies along 
re-entrants of the paleoshoreline associated with piedmont-draining rivers (Johnson et al., 
1987; Colquhoun et al., 1991). The Windsor Formation varies in thickness from 0 m at 
the Surry scarp to more than 12 m where paleochannels form the base of the unit.
The Early Pleistocene Charles City Formation crops out between two small-relief 
scarps (the Ruthville and Lee Hall; toe elevations of 24 and 18.5 m, respectively) located 
seaward of the Windsor Formation. The formation’s upper surface occurs at an elevation 
of 22 to 24 m, and thickness ranges from 0 to 21 m, with maximum thickness associated 
with paleochannels. It is locally incised into the Windsor Formation and older formations, 
with fluvial-estuarine facies present along river terraces, and bay facies present along the 
seaward facing terrace.
Seaward of the Charles City Formation, and bounded to the east by the Suffolk 
scarp (and locally by the lower-relief Hazleton scarp; toe elevation of 14 m), the middle? 
Pleistocene Chuckatuck Formation occurs in patchy outcrop; upper surface elevations range 
from 15 to 18 m. It varies in thickness from 0 to 8 m, with maximum thicknesses again 
being located over paleochannels in the base of the formation. According to Johnson et al. 
(1987), this formation is barren of dateable material and definitive fossils. They also note 
that barrier and nearshore marine facies were probably developed to the east, but have since 
been eroded by subsequent transgressions.
The Shirley Formation occurs seaward of, and topographically below, the 
Chuckatuck Formation. It crops out predominantly beneath fluvial terraces with elevations 
of 11 to 13 m. It ranges in thickness from 0 m at the Kingsmill scarp to more than 24 m 
over paleochannels (Peebles et al., 1984; Johnson et al., 1987; Figs 3.6, 3.7). Along the 
eastern part of its outcrop belt, barrier facies of the “Smithfield barrier” occur (Johnson et 
al., 1987), whose seaward-sloping flanks are truncated by the Suffolk scarp. Similar to
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the other formations landward of the Suffolk scarp, the Shirley Formation possesses fluvial- 
estuarine deposits along fluvial terraces, and paralic-marine deposits along its coast-parallel 
outcrop belt. Mixon et al. (1982) obtained a uranium-series coral date of 184,000 ± 
20,000 yrs B.P. from strata along the lower Rappahannock River (Norris Bridge locality 
14; Fig. 3.6) that are believed correlative with the Shirley Formation. These dated 
Rappahannock beds (altitude +2 m MSL) are interpreted to be correlative with the 
Accomack Member of the Omar Formation on the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Mixon et 
al., 1982).
East of the Suffolk scarp (toe elevation of approximately 8 m), the upper 
Pleistocene Tabb Formation subcrops or crops out over most of the Coastal Plain between 
the Suffolk scarp and the modem coastline. The formation consists of the Sedgefield, 
Lynnhaven, and Poquoson (allo)members, in order of decreasing age. Highs associated 
with the Sedgefield Member form the Fentress Rise and Oceana Ridge topographic trends. 
The Lynnhaven Member forms the core of the Pungo Ridge, while the Poquoson Member 
makes up the Dawley’s Comer Ridge (Peebles et al., 1984; Mixon et al., 1989; Darby and 
Evans, 1992). The Hickory scarp marks the seaward edge of the Fentress Rise and the 
seaward limit of outcrop for most of the Sedgefield Member.
The top of the Sedgefield Member occurs at an elevation of 6 to 9 m along the toe of 
the Suffolk scarp, and along the Fentress Rise just west of the Hickory scarp (Fig. 3.7). 
Its maximum thickness is 18 m, and maximum sea level at the time of deposition was 
probably +10 to +12 m MSL (Mixon et al., 1982). Thicknesses vary from 0 m at the 
Suffolk scarp to 18 m over paleochannels at the base of the unit Mixon et al. (1982) have 
dated the Sedgefield Member on the Fentress Rise at 73,000 ± 4000 and 79,000 ± 5000 
(average 71,000 ± 7000) yrs B.P. (Localities 10 and 12; Fig. 3.6). Evidence presented by 
Mixon et al. (1982) suggests that these oxygen isotope stage 5a dates are too young, by 
“several tens of thousands of years". The Sedgefield Member is thus possibly 95,000 ±
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5000 yrs B.P., and probably associated with the stage 5e highstand. The formation 
represents an ancestral Chesapeake Bay deposit (Johnson et al., 1987). In apparent 
agreement with this, Colquhoun et al. (1991) suggest that it is correlative with the 
Nassawadox Formation and Joynes Neck Sand on the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
Unconformably resting on top of the Sedgefield Member, the Lynnhaven Member 
of the Tabb Formation (elevation of 3 to 3.6 m) occurs over a much larger outcrop area. 
Basal paleochannels locally incise into the Sedgefield Member, and thickness ranges from 0 
to 6 m. According to Johnson et al. (1987), the Lynnhaven Member was deposited in 
ancestral Chesapeake Bay fluvial, estuarine, and barrier coastline environments. Mixon et 
al. (1982) suggested that deposition may have occurred during the stage 5c transgression, 
or 62,000 ± 2000 yrs B.P. (Locality 11; Fig. 3.6). The formation appears to onlap the 
flanks of the Sedgefield-cored Fentress Rise (Peebles et al., 1984; their Fig. 5).
The Poquoson Member occurs seaward of the Pungo Ridge and forms the mainland 
shore to the Holocene lagoons of Back Bay. It also occurs as areally restricted outcrops 
along stream valleys between the Pungo Ridge and the Hickory scarp. The outcrop belt is 
truncated by the modem oceanic shoreline from Rudee Inlet northward. The Poquoson 
Member occurs at an elevation of 0 to 3.6 m, and ranges from 0 to 4.5 m in thickness. Its 
ridge and swale topography is being inundated by the Holocene transgression and onlapped 
by fringe marshes (Johnson et al., 1987). The Poquoson Member represents a coastal 
sequence of regressive beach ridges and fluvial point bar deposits that were deposited 
during the late Pleistocene at least 50,000 yrs B.P. (Johnson et al., 1987). Mixon et al. 
(1982) suggest that at least part of the Poquoson was deposited during the stage 5a 
highstand.
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3.3 Stratigraphy of the Southern Delmarva Peninsula
The late Cenozoic stratigraphy and geomorphology of the highstand-dominated 
southern Delmarva Peninsula was studied by Mixon (1985) and Demarest and Leatherman 
(1985). Sinnott and Tibbitts (1968) and Cushing et al. (1973) studied groundwater 
resources on the peninsula, and focused on the identification and delineation of Cretaceous 
through Quaternary aquifers. Hess (1977) published basic drill-hole lithologic logs for all 
holes drilled by the U.S.G.S. on the southern Delmarva Peninsula between 1970 and 
1976. Mixon (1985) attempted to reconstruct the stratigraphy and geomorphology of upper 
Cenozoic deposits on the Virginia portion of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, while 
Owens and Denny (1979) have worked on areas to the north. The Mixon (1985) work 
represents the most comprehensive study to date on the Quaternary deposits of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula, and provides the lithostratigraphic reference section to this seismic 
stratigraphic study. Demarest and Leatherman (1985) identified five Pleistocene 
transgressive coastal systems in southeastern Delaware. They attempted to correlate the 
associated dated Pleistocene shorelines (scarps) with subaerial scarps 200 km southward 
on the southern Delmarva Peninsula. However, because of limited core control, 
subparallel trends of stranded shoreline scarps, and likelihood of subtle along-strike 
truncations, definitive correlations between Delaware and Virginia are very difficult. It is 
therefore notable that Demarest and Leatherman (1985) assigned different ages to the 
peninsular transgressive deposits than Mixon (1985), Colman and Mixon (1988) and 
Colman et al. (1990). The key problem in linking northern and southern Delmarva 
shoreline scarps lies in the area to the west of Metompkin, Cedar, and Wallops islands, 
where shoreline trends converge at acute angles, and it is difficult to resolve spatial 
relations and contacts so that the potenual for miscorrelation of scarps is high. The seismic 
reflection studies in the Chesapeake Bay (Colman and Mixon, 1988; and Colman et al.,
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1990) have been correlated with the peninsular stratigraphy to establish a chronologic 
framework for the lowstand surfaces beneath the bay. Well data used by Sinnott and 
Tibbitts (1968) and Mixon (1985) provide some important point-source information on 
depths to the Quaternary - Tertiary contact, and may be used in partially ground-truthing 
some of the seismic stratigraphic interpretations of this study.
The southern Delmarva Peninsula, in the vicinity of the study area, consists of a 
number of terraces (Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 1989) that are similar to, but more closely 
spaced than, those of southern Hampton Roads (Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.8). The narrow (2.5 to 7 
km wide) axis of the peninsula has interfluve elevations that range from 10.5 to 18 m. This 
central axis consists of northern and southern regions that correspond to the outcrop belts 
of the Pleistocene Omar Formation and Nassawadox Formation (Butlers Bluff Member), 
respectively (Fig. 3.8). Fluvial incision of the southern sector is not as marked as that of 
the northern sector, a feature related to the younger age of the Nassawadox outcrop belt.
The central axis is flanked to the east and west by younger northeast-southwest 
trending low-elevation terraces and associated bounding scarps (Fig. 3.8). The central axis 
is immediately bounded to the east by the Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp (toe elevation: 7-8 
m), and by the younger Mappsburg scarp (toe elevation: 4.5 m). It is bounded to the west 
by the Cheriton scarp (toe elevation: 9 m) and the younger Pungoteague scarp (toe 
elevation: 4.5 m). The Kiptopeke-Metompkin and Mappsburg flanking scarps mark the 
landward (western) limits of outcrop of the Late Pleistocene Joynes Neck Sand and 
Wachapreague Formation, respectively (Fig. 3.8). The Cheriton scarp marks the landward 
(eastern) limits of outcrop of the Occohannock Member of the Nassawadox Formation. 
The Mappsburg scarp (to the east) and the Pungoteague scarp, or modem bay shoreline (to 
the west) define the seaward limits of outcrop of the Joynes Neck Sand and Occohannock 
Member (Nassawadox Formation), respectively. Seaward of the Mappsburg and 
Pungoteague scarps, terraces sloping to sea level and bay level are floored by the
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Figure 3.8: Topographic map of the southern Delmarva Peninsula showing major
shoreline scarps and outcrop tracts of Middle and Late Pleistocene 
stratigraphic units. Stratigraphic units in bold; AM, Accomack Member, 
Omar Formation (Accomack barrier spit); BBM, Butlers Bluff Member, 
Nassawadox Formation (Nassawadox barrier spit); OM, Occohannock 
Member, Nassawadox Formation; JNS, Joynes Neck Sand; KIF, Kent 
Island Formation; WF, Wachapreague Formation. Scarps labelled in italics; 
PeS, Pungoteague scarp; MnS, Metompkin scarp; MgS, Mappsburg scarp; 
CnS, Cheriton scarp; KeS, Kiptopeke scarp. Lagoonal marsh areas not 
shown. Central axis and highest-elevation parts of the peninsula trend NNE- 
SSW between the Pungoteague and Metompkin scarps south- 
southwestward between the Cheriton and Kiptopeke scarps. The Kiptopeke- 
Metompkin and Cheriton scarps are believed coeval, as also are the 
Mappsburg and Pungoteague scarps. The western deflection of the 
Metompkin Scarp at the latitude of northern Parramore Island marks the 
Ames Ridge shoreline which defines the southern limit of the Omar 
Formation outcrop belt Based on Mixon (1985) and Mixon et al. (1989).
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Wachapreague Formation and the Kent Island Formation, respectively. On the eastern side 
of the peninsula, the Wachapreague Formation abuts the lagoonal mainland shoreline. This 
contact is relatively straight in the south, but shows coast-oblique estuarine re-entrants 
associated with the Machipongo River at Bell and Upshur Necks. Ridge and swale 
topography (with relief of up to 3 m; lengths of up to 19 km; widths of 0.2 to 1 km) 
associated with the upper surface of the Wachapreague Formation is partly buried by 
Holocene marsh development, and is analogous to the case of the Poquoson Member (Tabb 
Formation) of southern Hampton Roads (Fig. 3.6). The Holocene barrier lagoon is 
dominated by marshes, tidal flats, and tidal channels.
The Mixon (1985) study of the late Cenozoic deposits of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula constitutes the most comprehensive stratigraphic study of this seawardmost 
exposure of the subaerial Atlantic Coastal Plain. The following abbreviated discussion on 
stratigraphy relies, for the most part, on data presented by Mixon (1985). Figure 3.9 
illustrates the currently accepted stratigraphic column and chronology for the eastern flank 
of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Also shown is a sequence stratigraphic interpretation 
of this section, based on the relief characteristics of alloformation boundaries, and the 
stacking pattern of depositional environments.
3.3.1 Tertiary Allostratigraphy
The late Miocene Eastover and Pliocene Yorktown formations have been identified 
beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula. These two formations reflect a transition from 
transgressive shallow-marine deposits (Eastover Formation) to shallow marine and deltaic 
deposits of the Yorktown Formation. The Cobham Bay Member of the Eastover 
Formation was encountered in boreholes outside the study area (near Crisfield, MD.) at 
depths of -3 to -12 m MSL. This silty and shelly pebbly quartz sand was also encountered
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Figure 3.9: Stratigraphic column and chronology for the eastern side of the southern
Delmarva Peninsula. Based on data presented in Ward and Blackwelder 
(1980), Mixon et al. (1982), Wehmiller and Belknap (1982), Mixon 
(1985), Szabo (1985), Colman and Mixon (1988), Mixon et al. (1989), and 
Krantz (1990). Sequence stratigraphic assignments based on the 
characteristics of alloformation boundaries and stacking patterns of 
depositional environments. Lowstand unconformities (fluvial erosion 
surfaces) represent significant breaks in deposition. Dipping, wavy- 
crenulated, lines denote ravinements.
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near Eastville (east of the study area), where its contact with the overlying Yorktown 
Formation was tentatively placed at -42 m MSL (Mixon, 1985). The Yorktown Formation 
unconformably overlies the Eastover Formation, and has been subdivided into three 
members beneath the peninsula. The Yorktown Formation occurs everywhere in the 
subsurface. Maximum elevation ranges from -2 m MSL in northern Accomack County to - 
6 m MSL south of the town of Cape Charles (southern Northampton County). The late 
Pliocene Chowan River and Bacons Castle formations, identified in southern Hampton 
Roads, have not been described from the subsurface of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. 
The Chowan River Formation should be present as isolated subcrops, based on its 
suspected depositional basin geometry (Krantz, 1990). The depositional basin of the latest 
Pliocene Bacons Castle Formation did not extend beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula 
(Krantz, 1991). However, since sea level at its time of deposition may have been at +40 m 
MSL, correlative units may have been deposited beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula. 
Mixon (1985) found post-Yorktown Pliocene deposits in the subsurface west of the 
Cheriton scarp, just north of Eastville on the bay side of the peninsula. However, 
significant erosional relief on the upper surface of the Yorktown Formation suggests that 
Pleistocene lowstand events removed most of these later Pliocene formations (if originally 
deposited) beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
3.3.2 Pleistocene Allostratigraphy
The Pleistocene stratigraphy of the southern Delmarva Peninsula consists of, from 
oldest to youngest, the Omar Formation (Accomack Member), the Nassawadox Formation 
(Stumptown, Butlers Bluff, and Occohannock Members), the Joynes Neck Sand, the 
Wachapreague Formation, the Kent Island Formation, and unnamed Holocene deposits 
(Fig. 3.9). The Omar Formation (Accomack Member) and the Nassawadox Formation
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(Butlers Bluff Member) are bounded by the Metompkin-Kiptopeke, Mappsburg, 
Pungoteague, and Cheriton scarps on the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Fig. 3.8). These 
formations form the northern and southern parts of the peninsula’s central axis, 
respectively. The Joynes Neck Sand crops out east of the Metompkin-Kiptopeke scarp and 
is believed to be correlative with the Occohannock Member (Nassawadox Formation) that 
occurs west of the Cheriton scarp on the Bay side of the peninsula. The Wachapreague 
Formation crops out east of the Mappsburg scarp and is believed to be correlative with the 
Kent Island Formation that occurs west of the Pungoteague scarp. The southern Delmarva 
Peninsula therefore consists of axial deposits that become younger southward, flanked by 
two successively younger scarp-bounded transgressive and (or) regressive units that step 
down to both the Atlantic Ocean and the Chesapeake Bay.
The Omar Formation represents the oldest Pleistocene deposits that crop out (or 
have been identified in subcrop) on the southern Delmarva Peninsula. It extends from 
Delaware and Maryland into southern Accomack County as a 5 to 8 km wide southwest 
trending linear outcrop belt that disappears into the subsurface south of the Ames Ridge 
shoreline, at the latitude of northern Parramore Island (37° 35.5’). Detailed stratigraphic 
analysis of the Omar Formation in Delaware and Maryland has revealed that it consists of at 
least four stacked transgressive paralic sequences, the oldest of which may exceed 1.6 my 
in age (Owens and Denny, 1979; Belknap and Wehmiller, 1980; Demarest et al., 1981; 
Demarest and Leatherman, 1985; Demarest and Kraft, 1987). In Accomack County, 
coarse clean sands and gravels, possibly correlative with the Omar type section in 
Delaware, have been assigned to the Accomack Member of the Omar Formation (Mixon et 
al., 1982; Mixon, 1985). The Accomack Member, informally known as the Accomack 
barrier spit, reaches 24 m in thickness along the central axis, but thins to the east and west 
where it is overlain by younger Pleistocene deposits. The elevation of its upper surface 
ranges from 11.5 to 15 m, locally attaining 18 m (Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 1989). Sea
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level at the time of deposition was +12 to +15 m MSL (Mixon, 1985). It is a dominantly 
transgressive sequence of coarse clean sands and gravels deposited in high-energy barrier 
and nearshore shelf environments, with minor fine-grained sands, muds and peats 
deposited under lagoonal and estuarine conditions. The unit consists of seven 
interfingering and overlapping facies (Mixon, 1985). In an east-west cross section of 
northern Accomack County (Fig. 16, of Mixon, 1985), these facies define a transgressive 
coarsening-upward barrier sequence. In north-south sections along the eastern side of the 
peninsula, a different facies succession defines an apparent regressive barrier, or strand 
plain, sequence that resulted from southward progradation of the Accomack barrier spit. 
The Accomack Member is believed to be correlative with the Shirley Formation on the west 
side of the Chesapeake Bay (Mixon et al., 1982,1989; Wehmiller et al., 1988). However, 
Mixon (1985) suggests that the transgression associated with deposition of the Accomack 
Member was responsible for incision of the Suffolk scarp on the west side of the 
Chesapeake Bay. Since the Suffolk scarp defines the eastern limit of outcrop of the Shirley 
Formation, this would question the accepted correlation of the Shirley Formation with the 
Accomack Member.
The Accomack Member is floored by a buried fluvial erosion surface, marking its 
contact with the Yorktown Formation. The lower bounding unconformity possesses 
approximately 20 m of relief (Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 1989) associated with a 
northwest-southeast trending topographic low. This low has been identified as a former 
paleochannel of the Susquehanna River (Exmore paleochannel of Mixon, 1985; Colman 
and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1990) that was incised during a lowstand event prior to 
transgressive and highstand deposition of the Accomack barrier spit. This paleochannel 
traverses the northern part of the study area. Its fluvial-estuarine fill consists of basal 
pebbly to bouldery coarse sands and overlying compact clays and silts (Mixon, 1985).
A marine regression subsequent to deposition of the Accomack barrier spit resulted
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in significant subaerial erosion that incised the Eastville paleochannel of the Susquehanna 
River (Shideler et al., 1984; Mixon, 1985; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 
1990). This high-order lowstand fluvial axis traverses the peninsula approximately 20 km 
south of the Exmore paleochannel, and south of the tip of the Accomack barrier spit. 
Paleogeographic models (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et 
al., 1990; see Fig. 7.75) suggest that in Eastville time, the ancestral Susquehanna did not 
reoccupy the Exmore paleochannel because the latter was infilled during the pre-Eastville 
transgression and highstand associated with deposition of the Accomack barrier spit.
Following Eastville lowstand incision into the Accomack, Yorktown and Eastover 
strata, the subsequent transgression and highstand (sea-level at +10.5 m MSL) was 
accompanied by deposition of the Nassawadox Formation (Fig. 3.8). The high-elevation 
parts of this formation (the Butlers Bluff Member; elevation +10.5 m MSL) occur as a 
long, linear, 3 to 5 km wide northeast-southwest trending outcrop belt in Northampton 
County (the southern portion of the central axis). According to Mixon (1985), the 
Nassawadox Formation accreted against the southern end of the Accomack Member to the 
north. The two are separated by an ancient east-west trending shoreline (Accomack spit 
terminus) referred to as the Ames Ridge shoreline. The 6 to 60 m thick Nassawadox 
Formation consists of three members, all but one of which crop out on the central and 
western parts of the peninsula. The lowermost Stumptown Member represents a 
transgressive fluvial to estuarine fill within the Eastville paleovalley and its associated 
tributaries. It thins onto topographic highs (interfluves) and is expected to possess extreme 
variability in along-strike thicknesses. In boreholes on the southern Delmarva Peninsula, 
the Stumptown Member occurs at or below modem mean sea level, and has not been found 
in outcrop. Maximum observed thicknesses on the peninsula attain 43 m, while 
thicknesses in excess of 50 m are indicated offshore (Foyle and Oertel, 1992). At its type 
section (Mixon, 1985), the 43 m thick Stumptown Member is subdivided, from top to
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bottom, into a freshwater-influenced, estuarine, muddy fine sand; a restricted estuarine clay 
and silt (units C and B, respectively); and a lower unit (up to 10 m thick) of fluvial gravelly 
sand and sandy gravel (unit A).
The Butlers Bluff Member, informally known as the Nassawadox barrier spit, 
overlies the Stumptown Member. Its upper surface attains an elevation of +10.5 m MSL, 
and maximum observed thicknesses reach 18 m. The Butlers Bluff Member is genetically 
similar to, but younger than, the barrier spit facies of the Accomack Member. It accreted to 
the southern terminus of the Accomack barrier spit during a post-Eastville transgression 
and highstand. The Butlers Bluff Member crops out between the Cheriton and Metompkin- 
Kiptopeke scarps along the central axis of the peninsula. It presumably thins rapidly and 
extends westward and eastward as subcrop beneath younger Pleistocene deposits, and 
ultimately beneath the Chesapeake Bay and Atlantic inner shelf. It is believed (partly) 
correlative with the Sedgefield Member of the Tabb Formation (Mixon et al., 1989).
The contact between the muddy upper parts of the Stumptown Member and the 
overlying clean southward-dipping cross-bedded sands and gravels of the Butlers Bluff 
Member varies from apparently abrupt and conformable, to disconformable (Mixon, 1985). 
Where disconformable, the base of the Butlers Bluff Member is marked by a pebbly sand 
up to 0.6 m in thickness; this probable transgressive lag deposit may have resulted from 
landward shoreface migration during transgression. If this is the case, the Stumptown - 
Butlers Bluff contact should also be marked by a ravinement surface in a basinward 
direction. The presence of this ravinement in the offshore record would also suggest that a 
well-developed oceanic shoreface, at the western side of the Chesapeake Bay, was 
subsequently shielded by late transgressive to early regressive Nassawadox spit 
progradation. The stratigraphic signature of such a process would be very different to that 
resulting from modem spit progradation processes at the Chesapeake Bay mouth, where 
the oceanic shoreface still lies seaward of the subaqueous spit axis. At the Chesapeake Bay
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mouth, the Holocene spit is migrating southward over a lowstand topography, that has 
been partly re-incised by estuarine processes, and is not separated from earlier 
transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits by a wave ravinement; the spit will ultimately be 
truncated by the wave ravinement, not overlie it, if Holocene sea-level rise continues. 
Mixon (1985) suggested that the Butlers Bluff Member was deposited in water depths of 
less than 10 m under nearshore shelf conditions. Based on the thickness of the deposit (18 
m), deposition probably accompanied late transgression rather than highstand, in order for 
accommodation space to maintain equilibrium with sediment input.
The Occohannock Member (2 to 6 m thick) of the Nassawadox Formation occurs 
bayward of the Cheriton scarp, and represents the stratigraphically youngest unit of the 
Nassawadox Formation (Fig. 3.8). Its upper surface occurs at elevations of 5.5 to 9 m 
MSL. The Occohannock Member occurs at lower elevations than the top-Butlers Bluff as it 
has been incised into the flanks of the latter (Mixon, 1985). It rests disconformably on the 
Accomack and Butlers Bluff Members, the contact probably resulting from transgressive 
shoreface incision. The lower elevation of the Occohannock Member compared to the 
Butlers Bluff Member may indicate that it was deposited during a stillstand or minor 
transgressive event in an overall post-Butlers Bluff regression (Mixon, 1985). The 
Occohannock Member consists of massive, horizontally-bedded, fine-grained, clayey to 
silty, partly crossbedded sands, and has a thin (less than 30 cm thick) basal pebbly sand 
that may be of transgressive origin. Gravelly sands in the top 1.5 m may be regressive in 
origin (Mixon, 1985). The exact relationship of this member to the rest of the peninsular 
deposits is still uncertain. It has been correlated with the Sedgefield Member of the Tabb 
Formation to the south and west (Mixon et al., 1982,1989) which occurs beneath terraces 
of similar elevation (6 to 9 m).
The Joynes Neck Sand (0 to 9 m observed thickness) flanks and overlies the Omar 
and Nassawadox Formations along the eastern side of the peninsula. It is separated from
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the two barrier spit sequences by the Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp and crops out at an 
elevation of 7 to 8 m. The unit possesses a coarse sandy gravel and gravelly sand basal 
lithology that grades upward to heavy mineral-containing cross laminated sands. It is best 
developed in outcrop in Accomack County north of the latitude of northern Parramore 
Island, and in Northampton County south of the latitude of the town of Oyster. Between 
these areas, its outcrop belt has been truncated by the Mappsburg scarp and associated 
younger deposits. However, the Joynes Neck Sand is expected to occur in the subsurface 
offshore. Though exact relationships are uncertain, the unit is believed to be an inner shelf 
correlative of the barrier-protected bay deposits of the Occohannock Member on the 
western side of the peninsula (Mixon, 1985). It is consequently believed correlative with 
the Sedgefield Member of the Tabb Formation in southeastern Virginia (Mixon et al., 
1989).
The Wachapreague Formation (0 to 12 m observed thickness) unconformably 
overlies the Joynes Neck Sand and Butlers Bluff Member on the east side of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula. Its landward limit of outcrop is defined by the Mappsburg scarp (toe 
elevation: 4.5 m), and was deposited when sea-level was +4.5 to +6 m MSL. The 
Wachapreague Formation dips beneath the Holocene lagoonal flats and marshes within 4 
km of the Mappsburg scarp. It is a coarsening-upward sequence of clayey fine sands 
(inner shelf environment) grading upward to medium and coarse grained gravelly sands 
(Mixon et al., 1989). Analysis of core logs presented by Hess (1977) and Mixon (1985) 
reveals that the Wachapreague Formation contains a thin gravel horizon that may indicate 
the presence of a ravinement unconformity. Pollen, mollusk, and ostracode assemblages 
indicate deposition during a cooling climatic period (Mixon, 1985). This coarsening- 
upward section with surficial sand ridges and swales (Fowling Point, Bell and Upshur 
Necks, Mockhom Island) has been interpreted to be a regressive beach ridge to deltaic 
sequence. North of Wachapreague (borehole W -l; Mixon, 1985), the formation rests
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unconformably on the Yorktown Formation. This association suggests that the Mappsburg 
scarp and associated shoreface erosively removed post-Yorktown Pleistocene deposits at 
this and other (borehole T-16, near Capeville; Mixon, 1985) localities. Such erosion was 
probably most severe where top-Yorktown topographic highs occurred, or along steeper 
and deeper parts o f the basal-Wachapreague shoreface. Borehole W -l (Mixon, 1985) 
indicates that the base of the Wachapreague lies at a depth of -10 m MSL approximately 
2600 m east of the Mappsburg scarp, suggesting that it does possess a significant 
nearshore gradient (0.007). The Wachapreague Formation is believed correlative with the 
Lynnhaven and Poquoson Members of the Tabb Formation (Mixon et al., 1989). The 
outcrop tract of the Wachapreague Formation is approximately along strike with the 
geomorphically similar regressive beach ridge complex of the Poquoson Member to the 
south.
The poorly exposed Kent Island Formation on the western side of the peninsula is 
the bay-facing equivalent of the ocean-facing Wachapreague Formation. Its outcrop belt 
lies to the west of the Pungoteague scarp. The formation unconformably overlies the 
Eastover and Yorktown Formations, and the Accomack Member of the Omar Formation, in 
the northern part of its outcrop belt. The southern part appears to conformably overlie 
shelly sands of the Butlers Bluff and Occohannock Members of the Nassawadox 
Formation (Mixon, 1985). The latitudinal differences in contact characteristics have posed 
a problem in the correlation of the Kent Island Formation with its supposed correlative, the 
Wachapreague Formation, and in determining the timing of the sea-level event(s) associated 
with its deposition; this matter is discussed further in Chapter 7. Kent Island Formation 
surface elevations range from sea-level along the bay shoreline to 4.5 m at the toe of the 
Pungoteague scarp. Thickness ranges from 0 m at the scarp, to 12 m at its type section on 
Kent Island (Mixon, 1985). On the northern part of the peninsula, the Kent Island 
Formation is characterized by long narrow sand ridges of probable regressive origin,
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similar to the ridge complex of the Wachapreague Formation. The base of the unit contains 
very coarse gravelly sands, which may be transgressive lag deposits. Upper parts of the 
formation consist of poorly sorted silty fine to medium sands, with local peat horizons. 
The southern part of the outcrop belt lacks a lag deposit base, and the unit overall is finer 
grained and better sorted than to the north. Owens and Denny (1979) suggested that the 
Kent Island Formation ranges from late Sangamonian to mid Wisconsinan in age (i.e. early 
stage 5 to stage 3). Crucial to their interpretation was a peat 14C date of 30,000 ± 1000 yrs 
B.P., found in what was thought to be the Kent Island Formation. Such a date is at the 
limits of 14C accuracy and, if true, would be one of the few dates from this part of the 
Middle Atlantic bight that suggests stage 3 deposits at such a high elevation (see also 
Finkelstein and Kearney, 1988; Colman et al., 1989; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; 
Toscano, 1989; Finkelstein, 1992). The general consensus is that the Kent Island 
Formation is a late stage 5 deposit that is correlative with the Wachapreague Formation, and 
with the Lynnhaven and Poquoson Members of the Tabb Formation (Mixon, 1985; Mixon 
et al., 1989). However, it has also been suggested by Mixon (1985) that the unit may be 
early stage 5, while Toscano (1992) suggests it may be correlative with the Joynes Neck 
Sand (stage 5e?).
Onlapping the Wachapreague Formation on the southern Delmarva Peninsula, a 
Holocene transgressive lagoonal, dominantly fine-grained, sequence is accumulating 
between the mainland and barrier shorelines (Morton and Donaldson, 1973; Shideler et al., 
1984; Demarest and Kraft, 1987; Finkelstein, 1988,1992; Finkelstein and Keamey, 1988; 
Oertel et al., 1989a, 1989b; Oertel et al., 1992). The changing system is in dynamic 
equilibrium with rising sea-level, variability in sediment supply, and other physical factors. 
A changing tidal prism coupled with aggradation and progradation of tidal flats and 
marshes has resulted in locally severe downcutting by large high-order tidal channels. 
Seismic reflection records illustrate that in more protected areas of the modem lagoons,
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antecedent fluvial channels are undergoing lateral and vertical aggradation (Shideler et al., 
1984; Foyle and Oertel, 1992). These antecedent channels are also developing smaller 
thalweg cross-sectional areas as their flanks and adjacent interfluves flood in response to 
marine transgression. Pleistocene antecedent topography significantly influenced the 
stratigraphic and morphodynamic evolution of these, and other, Holocene lagoons on the 
Atlantic coast (Morton and Donaldson, 1973; Halsey, 1979; Belknap and Kraft, 1985; 
Shideler et al., 1984; Demarest and Kraft, 1987; Finkelstein, 1988, 1992; Finkelstein and 
Keamey, 1988; Knebel et al., 1988; Oertel et al., 1989a, 1989b, 1992). The lagoons have 
therefore followed a different developmental path than that presented by Lucke (1934), and 
thickness of the Holocene lagoonal sequence is consequently much thinner and more 
lithologically variable than previously believed (due, in part, to partitioning of the lagoon 
into different high- and low-energy subenvironments).
Just south of the study area, at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay, the stage 2 
lowstand surface and associated late stage 2 to stage 1 fluvial to estuary-mouth spit fill has 
been identified (Harrison et al., 1965; Meisburger, 1972; Colman and Hobbs, 1987; 
Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988,1990,1992; Foyle and Oertel, 1992). The 
north side of the present baymouth served as the conduit for the stage 2 Cape Charles 
paleochannel of the Susquehanna River. The northern interfluve of this paleovalley 
constitutes the base of the Holocene section adjacent to the southern Delmarva Peninsula. 
Contours on this stage 2 lowstand surface range from -45 m MSL beneath the Cape 
Charles paleochannel, south of Fishermans Island, to an average of less than -10 m MSL 
beneath the Holocene barrier lagoons. The valley fill sequence of the Cape Charles 
paleovalley represents a recent equivalent of the Stumptown Member of the Nassawadox 
Formation, and shows a similar dual fluvial-estuarine seismic facies succession. The upper 
part of the valley fill consists of recent to modem submarine shoals and spit deposits that 
are prograding southward and southwestward from the north side of the baymouth
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(Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman et al., 1988). These deposits appear to be genetically 
similar to the Butlers Bluff Member of the Nassawadox Formation. The submarine spit 
complex has forced the southward migration of the Bay mouth tidal channel from its 
original fluvial valley location beneath Fishermans Island to its present location 12 to 14 km 
to the south (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Fig. 6, of Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et 
al., 1988). The stratigraphic signature of the Cape Charles paleochannel transgressive fill 
is wider (currently 14 km) than its older analogs (Eastville and Exmore paleochannels) 
which show evidence of only minor migration, and have widths of approximately 7 km 
beneath the peninsula (Foyle and Oertel, 1992). Continuous inclined seismic reflectors 
within the submerged spit sequence (bay-mouth sand of Colman et al., 1988) approach the 
seabed, indicating that the top of the barrier spit must have formed at some time after sea- 
level achieved an elevation equal to the elevation of the top of the spit. Consequently, the 
spit sequence formed in the time interval between present, and when sea-level was 10 m 
lower than present. Fitting this requirement to the numerous local and regional sea-level 
curves (Harrison et al., 1965; Dillon and Oldale, 1978; Blackwelder, 1980; Nichols et al., 
1991; Colman et al., 1992) necessitates that the barrier spit formed in the past 6000 yrs. 
Colman et al. (1988) proposed that the barrier spit is less than 3000 yrs old, at which time 
sea-level was at -5 m MSL.
Analysis of published seismic records (Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 
1988) and those of this study reveals that the base of this prograding submarine spit is not a 
smooth and flat (ravinement) surface. This implies that the spit is not prograding over an 
oceanic lower shoreface or ravinement, which is the mechanism implied by the classic 
barrier island/spit formation model proposed by Gilbert (1885); at the Chesapeake Bay 
mouth, the oceanic ravinement has not yet reached the prograding spit sequence. 
However, the Gilbert (1885) mechanism does appear to have applied to the development of 
the Pleistocene Accomack and Nassawadox barrier spits to the north, which appear to be
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resting on ravinements (see discussion in Chapter 7).
3.4 Chronologic Framework for the southern Delmarva Peninsula
The Quaternary chronostratigraphic framework of the Delmarva Peninsula and 
southeastern Virginia is controversial, as is correlation of the two areas. Reconstruction of 
the sequence of events that led to deposition of the Pleistocene alloformations in the area is 
dependent upon resolving the record of multiple sea-level fluctuations that deposited thin 
lithologically similar facies and sequences at generally similar elevations. The stratigraphic 
record is therefore very difficult to reconstruct without very detailed surface mapping, 
critically placed drillholes, and critically located radiometric dates from suitable samples 
within cored sections. Published maps (e.g. Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 1989) do not 
illustrate in sufficient detail the contact relationships between shoreline scarps that is 
absolutely necessary for event reconstruction. Some scarp intersections, such as the 
Metompkin - Ames Ridge case, are insufficiently defined to evaluate whether they are 
approximately coeval, or whether a major hiatus separates the two scarps. The assumption 
that the Kiptopeke and Metompkin scarps are the same age (because they are on the same 
trend, have similar toe elevations, and are believed to form the base of the Joynes Neck 
Sand) has alternative interpretations (e.g. two transgressive events rather than one, with 
coincidental shoreline trends and elevations). Similarly, the Mappsburg scarp, suggested 
by Mixon (1985) to represent a stillstand or minor fluctuation in sea-level, is an impressive 
topographic feature which suggests that it may have been incised during a major 
transgression. Its association with the immediately overlying regressive Wachapreague 
Formation is problematic and raises the question of whether the lower part of the 
Wachapreague Formation is in fact transgressive rather than regressive in origin. 
Topographic maps from the western side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, within the
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outcrop tract of the Kent Island Formation, suggest that fossil shoreline scarps may be 
more pervasive than published stratigraphic interpretations suggest (G.H. Johnson, pers. 
comm). These fossil shoreline trends are suggested on the topographic maps by subtle 
contour “bundling” (see discussion in Section 7.2).
A major problem with the chronology of the Quaternary strata of southeastern 
Virginia is the lack of congruence between alternative dating methods for the older parts of 
the section. For the Pleistocene, uranium-series (U-series) and amino-acid racemization 
(AAR) techniques are the most widely used methods to determine absolute and relative 
dates. However, the shortage of coral samples for U-series work, and molluscs for amino- 
acid enantiomeric (D-alloisoleucine / L-isoleucine) ratio work, has resulted in a low sample- 
density of dated materials with which to develop the chronologic development of the 
region. The U-series and amino-acid dates often conflict with each other and also with 
biostratigraphic zonation schemes. The latter scheme has limited use in the Quaternary 
section because of the relatively slow rates of life-form evolution compared with the more 
rapid changes in Quaternary sea-levels and associated depositional environments (Belknap 
and Wehmiller, 1980).
Dating of latest Pleistocene and Holocene sediments relies on I4C techniques, the 
model dates of which are accurate up to about 30,000 ka (5.5 half-lives). Contamination of 
samples with modem carbon can significantly reduce the calculated sample ages (Butzer, 
1983; Rosholt et al., 1991). Since the majority of Holocene studies have been done on 
relatively recent lagoonal sediments (less than 10 m thick) located between the oceanic 
shoreface and the Pleistocene deposits of the adjacent Coastal Plain, only late Holocene 
(less than 6 ka) deposits are well-constrained in terms of depth-age associations. The inner 
shelf serves as the sampling ground for earlier Holocene sediments, but such sampling has 
been more limited. Belknap and Wehmiller (1980) stated that the Coastal Plain of 
Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia lacks a record of deposition for the period between early
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stage 1 and the beginning of stage 5, because of non-deposition in the region. Stratigraphic 
studies in southeastern Virginia (Peebles et al., 1984; Mixon, 1985; Johnson et al., 1987; 
Mixon et al., 1989) likewise record a lack of stage 3 and 4 deposits. Toscano (1992) noted 
that stage 3 deposits were absent from the Maryland inner shelf, while the stage 4 record 
(sea-level elevation at -50 m MSL) is likely to have been overprinted by the more severe 
lowstand of stage 2. However, seaward of the central New Jersey coastline, Ashley et al.
(1991) and Wellner et al. (1993a) have suggested the presence of stage 3 (sea-level at -20 
m MSL) barrier deposits in the subsurface resting on stage 5e deposits of the Cape May 
Formation.
Uranium-series and amino-acid racemization data indicate that the Accomack 
Member of the Omar Formation is the oldest Quaternary unit in the immediate vicinity of 
the study area (Mixon et al., 1982; Szabo, 1985; Wehmiller et al., 1988). In southern 
Accomack County, its lower part consists of the fluvial and estuarine fill of the Exmore 
paleovalley of the Susquehanna River (Colman and Mixon, 1988). This channel is 
believed to have been incised during a lowstand immediately preceding the transgression 
and highstand associated with development of the Accomack barrier spit (and therefore at 
least stage 8 in age). Though probably extending into the study area in the subsurface, the 
Accomack barrier spit has played an important role in the late Pleistocene evolution of the 
Chesapeake Bay area. According to Mixon (1985), the Accomack barrier spit prograded 
southward from subsurface Tertiary highs in Delaware and Maryland into the Chesapeake 
Bay lowland. Colman and Mixon (1988) suggest that this event occurred during a major 
(interglacial) transgression during either stage 7 or 11 (200,000 or 400,000 yrs B.P.). 
Olsson et al. (1988) concur with an age of 200 ka for the Accomack barrier spit, and for the 
(supposedly) correlative Shirley Formation on the west side of the Chesapeake Bay. The 
southern tip of this barrier spit reached as far south as the latitude of northern Parramore 
Island (Section 3.3). The spit terminus extended less than 5 km south of the underlying
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NNW-SSE trending Exmore paleochannel.
A major conflict exists between amino-acid and U-series dates derived from coral 
and quahog (Mercenaria) samples within the Accomack barrier spit and its correlative 
deposits (Shirley Formation) on the western side of the Chesapeake Bay. U-series and U- 
trend dates indicate ages of 184 ± 20 ka (230ih) and 210 ± 80 ka, respectively, for a coral- 
containing horizon within the Shirley Formation at the mouth of the Rappahannock River 
(Norris Bridge locality 14; Szabo, 1985; Mixon et al., 1982,1989; Fig. 3.6). These dates 
imply deposition of the Shirley Formation, and its Accomack barrier spit correlative, during 
a stage 7 interglacial. However, a coral sample at similar elevation (+2 m MSL) from 
within the Accomack Member in northern Accomack County (Mathews Field locality 3), 
yielded a 230jh date of 341 +210 -80 ka, which suggests deposition during stage 9 or 11. 
This date is believed unreliably large, because of contamination by 230Th (Szabo, 1985; 
Mixon et al., 1982,1989). However, the 234U/238U ratio is identical to the Norris Bridge 
sample (locality 14), which has led Mixon et al. (1982) and Szabo (1985) to consider the 
sample to be age-equivalent with the Norris Bridge sample (184-210 ka). The preference 
for the stage 7 age indirectly implies that there is a good degree of faith in the correlation of 
the Shirley Formation with the Accomack Member (Omar Formation) on the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula. Mixon et al. (1982) obtained Mercenaria samples from borrow pits 
and borehole washings on the Delmarva Peninsula that they believed came from the 
Accomack Member (localities 4 - 7). Though mollusk shells are considered less reliable in 
terms of U-series dates than coral samples, these four samples yielded 230Th dales ranging 
from 113 to 128 ka. These apparently anomalously young dates may in fact have been 
obtained from post-Accomack strata, or may have been Accomack-derived but 
contaminated post-mortem with 230Th. The sample site locations and uncertain sample 
depths (Mixon et al., 1982) are such that the shell material may conceivably have come
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from the Kent Island and Wachapreague Formations, or from the Occohannock Member 
and Joynes Neck Sand. At the Norris Bridge locality (14) on the west side of the bay, 
Mixon et al. (1982) obtained a 230Xh date of 139 ± 10 ka from a Mercenaria at the same 
horizon as the 230Xh dated 184 ± 20 ka coral. Here, the 45 ka anomaly may have been 
caused by post-mortem uranium absorption by the Mercenaria, rather than by stratigraphic 
error, as the samples were obtained from a cliff section.
Dates derived from amino-acid racemization also conflict with the radiometric dates 
from the Accomack Member. Racemization dates are generally older. Wehmiller and 
Belknap (1982) used a non-linear kinetic model to determine ages of Mercenaria shells 
based on D/L ratios and predicted thermal histories. Samples from the Shirley Formation at 
Norris Bridge (locality 14) and Mathews Field (locality 3) both yielded model dates of 600 - 
800 ka (Wehmiller and Belknap, 1982). Though very different from the radiometric dates, 
they are at least consistent, which should be expected if the locality sections are indeed 
correlative. Normal magnetic polarity for the containing sediments led Wehmiller and 
Belknap (1982) to suggest a post-Matuyama age (730 ka, stage 19, or younger) for the 
Accomack Member at the Mathews Field locality 3, and to interpret the previously 
published U-series dates (Mixon et al., 1982; Szabo, 1985) as minima. Szabo (1985) 
suggested that the Wehmiller and Belknap (1982) amino-acid model date was anomalously 
high, which could have been caused by some unidentified diagenetic process, or by an 
(unlikely) anomalous thermal history (Wehmiller and Belknap, 1982). Recent workers 
(Colman and Mixon, 1988) have presented circumstantial evidence to suggest that the 
Accomack barrier spit is in fact older than the 184 ± 20 ka (stage 7) date, possibly as old as 
stage 11 (400 ka). In northern Accomack County, Belknap and Wehmiller (1980) obtained 
D/L Leucine model ages ranging from 500 to 900 ka ( T’s Comer locality 4, of Mixon et 
al., 1982). U-series analysis on adjacent shells yielded dates of approximately 120 ka 
(stage 5e) to greater than 220 ka (stage 7). Ostracode assemblages within the Omar
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Formation at these sites suggest an age of less than 400 ka (Mixon et al., 1982). Further 
north, at two localities along the Delaware coast, the Omar Formation yielded D/L model 
dates of 1 my, and 120 to 130 ka. For unaccountably young D/L ages, Wehmiller et al. 
(1988) noted that shell diagenetic alteration, even within parts of the same shell, may 
produce lower D/L values. Recent work by Wehmiller et al. (1988) re-evaluated the 
aminostratigraphic data from the Delmarva Peninsula (Mathews Field locality 3) and the 
western side of the Chesapeake Bay (Norris Bridge locality 14) sites. They concluded that 
both sample intervals belonged to their aminozone lid (approximately 500 ka). This 
suggests that the Accomack Member and Shirley formations are stage 13 or stage 11 in age.
The implications of the variability in and between D/L and U-series dates presents 
two alternatives. Either the D/L kinetic models are as yet not well enough defined, in 
which case the U-series dates are probably more credible, or, the Accomack Member of the 
Omar Formation on the southern Delmarva Peninsula represents more than one highstand 
deposit. The Omar Formation in Delaware is known to consist of at least four welded 
transgressive barrier sequences that range in age from greater than 1.5 my to 75 ka 
(Demarest et al, 1981; Demarest and Kraft, 1987). Each of these transgressive barrier 
sequences, with locally preserved associated lagoonal deposits, accreted against an older, 
more landward, transgressive barrier deposit, with or without preserved intervening 
regressive deposits. The four successively younger barrier-lagoonal sequences within the 
Omar Formation step downward and seaward to the modem Holocene barrier-lagoon 
sequence. Entire 4th to 5th order depositional sequences are thus represented by latest 
transgressive to early regressive deposits; sequence boundaries are defined by regressive 
ravinement unconformities, with minimal preservation of lowstand fluvial erosion surfaces. 
The composite origin of the Omar Formation suggests that the Accomack Member on the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula may thus consist of up to three welded barrier spits, 
representing the distal along-strike, down-drift, extensions of the Dumpling Neck, White
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Neck (1 to 1.5 ma), and Cedar Neck (900 to 700 ka) barriers. However, along-strike 
topographic expression of a multiple barrier-spit accretion mechanism for the Accomack 
Member is lacking. This lack of topographic evidence could conceivably be the product of 
age and subaerial modification. Demarest and Leatherman (1985) used landscape 
topographic characteristics and shoreline scarp trends to suggest that the Kiptopeke- 
Metompkin scarp was incised approximately 600 ka. This implies that the Accomack 
barrier spit was deposited prior to 600 ka, and is therefore significantly older than U-series 
data indicate, and closer in age to amino-acid model dates.
A stage 6 lowstand (190 to 130 ka) resulted in incision of the Eastville paleochannel 
of the Susquehanna River into the exposed surface of the continental shelf and Coastal 
Plain when sea-level fell to -130 m MSL (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Mixon, 1985; Colman 
and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1990; Toscano, 1992). Its fluvial and estuarine fill 
comprises the lowermost of three units of member rank within the Nassawadox Formadon. 
Compared with the Accomack Member, the age assignment for the lower two members of 
the Nassawadox Formation is reasonably well constrained. The Eastville paleovalley 
fluvial-estuarine fill (Stumptown Member) accumulated during the transgression following 
the stage 6 lowstand. It is therefore confined in age to late stage 6 to early stage 5e (approx. 
130 to 145 ka).
About the time of peak highstand (125 ka), the Nassawadox barrier spit (Butlers 
Bluff Member) prograded southward into the Chesapeake Embayment and over the 
Stumptown Member valley fill (Mixon, 1985; Colman and Mixon, 1988). The late 
transgressive to highstand Butlers Bluff Member is believed to be associated with the 5e 
highstand when sea level reached at least +6 m MSL (Mixon, 1985; Szabo, 1985; Toscano, 
1992; Toscano and York, 1992). Its correlative on the New Jersey coastal zone is the Cape 
May Formation, and it may be correlative with the Bethany Barrier on the Delaware coast 
(Toscano, 1992). However, a quahog (Mercenaria) sample from the Nassawadox
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Formation near Cape Center (locality 8; Mixon et al., 1982) yielded a 230Th date of 61 ± 4 
ka (Fig. 4). This date is anomalously young but may be linked to the generally less reliable 
ages that quahog shells may yield (Mixon et al., 1982). This date is very similar to coral 
and quahog dates from the Tabb Formation (Sedgefield Member; localities 10 - 12 of 
Mixon et al., 1982) on the Fentress rise in southern Hampton Roads which cluster between
60.000 and 80,000 yrs B.P. (average; 71,000 ± 7000 yrs B.P.). Quahog samples from 
Delmarva Peninsula (localities 6 and 7 of Mixon et al.,1982) provided 230Th ages of
122.000 ± 10,000 and 128,000 ± 1000 yrs B.P., and may have come from the Butlers 
Bluff Member (borehole washings, actual sample depth unknown).
The Occohannock Member of the Nassawadox Formation is believed to have been 
deposited contemporaneously with the Nassawadox barrier spit in a protected bay setting, 
or during a minor transgression following the 5e highstand (Mixon, 1985), possibly the 5c 
or 5a interstadials. These deposits on the western side of the peninsula are thus either 
correlative with the Butlers Bluff Member, or with the marginally younger transgressive 
inner shelf deposits of the Joynes Neck Sand on the eastern side of the peninsula. 
Published dates and biostratigraphic correlations are lacking. The latter correlation is 
favored (Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 1982,1989). To the south, the Occohannock Member 
has been correlated with the Sedgefield Member of the Tabb Formation which has an 
average 230Jh date of 71,000 ± 7000 yrs B.P. (Mixon et al., 1982, 1989). The data 
therefore suggest that the Occohannock Member and its oceanic correlative, the Joynes 
Neck Sand, are transgressive deposits formed probably during mid to late stage 5. A 
complication to this scenario is the suggestion by Mixon et al. (1982) that the Sedgefield 
Member’s average date may be anomalously young (due to a possible non-closed 
radioisotope system) and may in fact be nearer to 95 ka (stage 5c) or 125 ka (stage 5e) in 
age. This, however, would present a problem when trying to fit the stage 5e Butlers Bluff
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Member to the deep sea isotope record because it would call for two transgressive 
events/deposits within the same 5e transgressive to highstand period.
The Wachapreague Formation and its correlative, the Kent Island Formation, are 
believed to be stage 5a deposits correlative with the Poquoson Member (Tabb Formation) 
in southern Hampton Roads (Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 1982,1989). On the Delmarva 
Peninsula, the Wachapreague Formation is presently being inundated by the Holocene 
transgression. This field association indicates an absence of stage 3 (29 to 54 ka) and 4 (59 
to 74 ka) deposits along the Delmarva coast, which is to be expected because the stage 3 
maximum highstand reached a maximum elevation of -20 m MSL along the Atlantic margin 
(Ashley et al., 1991; Toscano, 1992; Wellner et al., 1993a). A quahog from the 
Wachapreague Formation at Bell Neck (locality 7; of Mixon et al., 1982; Fig. 3.6) yielded 
a 230Th date of 128,000 ± 1000 yrs B.P., which indicates a stage 5e age. As the sample 
was washed from a borehole, its stratigraphic position is not definitively known, and it 
may have come from the Nassawadox Formation. A 14C date of > 33 ka (and therefore 
inconclusive) was obtained from a bivalve within the upper Wachapreague Formation at 
Bell Neck (locality 7, sample elevation -3.6 to -5 m MSL; Mixon, 1985). From the same 
sample interval, a D/L Leucine ratio of 0.284 yielded a model date of 82,000 yrs B.P., 
which lies within stage 5a (Fig. 8 of Wehmiller and Belknap, 1982; Mixon, 1985). 
Toscano (1992) presented a stage 5 amino-acid age determination for the Wachapreague 
Formation at Bell Neck.
Following deposition of the regressive stage 5a Wachapreague Formation, sea-level 
continued to drop during stage 4. Because maximum sea-level during the following stage 3 
highstand did not reach as high as present (Sancetta et al., 1973; Bloom, 1983; Ashley et 
al., 1991, Wellner et al., 1993), evidence of stage 3 transgressive and highstand deposits 
are not found on the southern Delmarva Peninsula. However, stage 3 deposits may be 
present on the inner shelf seaward of the -20 m MSL contour on top of Wachapreague-
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correlative strata. Beneath upper shoreface at Bamegat Inlet, New Jersey, a stage 3 barrier 
system has been reported at depths ranging from -16 to -26 m MSL (Ashley et al., 1991; 
Wellner et al., 1993).
In the Mockhorn Island - Smith Island area, considerable controversy exists on 
whether Mockhorn Island, a 12 km long marsh-flanked sandy ridge, is actually a stranded 
late Wisconsinan (late stage 3) transgressive barrier (Finkelstein, 1986; Finkelstein and 
Ferland, 1987; Finkelstein and Kearney, 1988; Finkelstein, 1992), or whether it is part of 
the early Wisconsinan (stage 5) regressive beach ridge sequence of the Wachapreague 
Formation (Mixon et al., 1982,1989; Mixon, 1985; Colman et al., 1989; Toscano, 1989, 
1992). I4C data from peat horizons (depths less than -4.5 m MSL) within lagoonal strata 
of this supposed transgressive barrier-lagoonal sequence have yielded dates ranging from 
23.34 to 33.94 ka. However, these dates do not show a consistent increase in age with 
depth (Finkelstein, 1986; Finkelstein and Keamey, 1988; Finkelstein, 1992). The dates 
suggest a late stage 3 age bracket for this transgressive sequence, even though sea-levels 
were falling during this time (based on deep-sea oxygen isotope records). Sea-levels 
during stage 3 are believed not to have exceeded an elevation of -20 m MSL, and maximum 
sea-levels occurred during the earlier part of stage 3 (55 to 60 ka) (Sancetta et al., 1973; 
Bloom, 1983; Colman et al., 1989; Ashley et al., 1991a, 1991b; Wellner et al., 1993). 
This poses a major problem in assigning this barrier sequence, which occurs at present 
mean sea-level, to the late Wisconsinan. The consensus of recent workers (Colman et al., 
1989; Toscano, 1989,1992) is that these deposits are more than likely stage 5 in age, and 
that the late Wisconsinan 14C dates of Finkelstein and Keamey (1988) and Finkelstein
(1992) were obtained from isotopically dead material that was contaminated with modem 
carbon.
The Cape Charles paleochannel represents the late Wisconsinan pathway of an 
ancestral Susquehanna River that was incised during the major glacioeustatic lowstand of
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stage 2 (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988,1990). 
The late Wisconsinan paleovalley of the James River has been identified along the southern 
margin of the bay, and on the inner shelf seaward of False Cape (Harrison et al., 1965; 
Meisburger, 1972; Swift et al, 1977). Both of these paleovalley systems were incised in 
response to a Wisconsinan drop in sea level that culminated in a sea-level lowstand of -90 
m to -130 m MSL approximately 18 ka (Dillon and Oldale, 1978; Fader, 1987; Fairbanks, 
1989; Posamentier et al., 1992). Maximum thalweg depths of the Cape Charles 
paleovalley do not exceed 60 m (Harrison et al., 1965; Meisburger, 1972; Colman et al. 
1992). Few dated samples have been obtained from within the bay mouth, presumably 
because of the great depth to the fluvial-estuarine transition zone within the paleovalley fill 
where suitable dating material may be found. Harrison et al. (1965) obtained 14C dates 
along the line of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel. Dates range from 11,590 ± 150 
years to 8,135 ± 160 years, for “peat overlain by marine sand” horizons at depths ranging 
from -26.2 m to -21 m MSL, respectively. Meisburger (1972) presented an anomalously 
old date of 11,500 ±1,200 years B.P. from fresh to brackish water strata (his Unit B; the 
channel fill seismic facies of Colman et al., 1988) at depths of -14 to -15 m MSL 
(apparently on a late-Wisconsinan interfluve high).
On the topographically higher late Wisconsinan high-order interfluve on the north 
side of the Cape Charles paleovalley (and modem baymouth), the Holocene section is 
necessarily younger and thinner than that observed in the baymouth (Shideler et al., 1984; 
Foyle and Oertel 1992; Oertel et al., 1992). Absolute dates have been obtained from !4C 
data, and relative dating schemes have used superposition of depositional environments, 
lithosome identification, and pollen assemblages (Morton and Donaldson, 1973; Oertel et 
al., 1992). Late Holocene sea-level curves for the lagoons have been presented by 
Newman and Munsart (1968), Finkelstein and Ferland (1987), and van de Plassche
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(1990). These curves tend to be in agreement with similar 14C curves for the Chesapeake 
Bay (Nichols et al., 1991; Colman et al., 1992) and Delaware Estuary (Kraft et al., 1987; 
Fletcher et al., 1993). Integration of Holocene sea-level curves with the Holocene 
stratigraphic section indicates that most of the higher-elevation Fill within the modem 
lagoons has accumulated within the past 3000 yrs, when large tracts of low order 
interfluves were first inundated. Low-elevation areas, e.g. antecedent fluvial channels, 
probably started filling since approximately 8000 yrs B.P. Numerous 14C dates have been 
performed on “basal peats” and these dates must therefore be interpreted cautiously because 
of a common lack of distinction between salt and freshwater peats, the variability in 
stratigraphic occurrence of the latter, and the potential for contamination with modem 
carbon (Colman et al., 1989; Toscano, 1989). Holocene >4C dates (from basal peats and 
brackish salt marsh horizons) from backbarrier lagoonal deposits of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula generally range up to approximately 2200 yrs in age, for samples taken at depths 
of -0.5 to -3 m MSL, landward of Smith and Metompkin Islands (Finkelstein, 1986; 
Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; Finkelstein and Kearney, 1988; Finkelstein, 1992). 
Thickest Holocene sections occur at the margins of antecedent fluvial channels (Shideler et 
al., 1984; Foyle and Oertel, 1992) that have evolved into backbarrier tidal creeks and 
channels in response to marine transgression. In the Assawoman Island lagoon, 
Finkelstein (1986) obtained 14C dates of 3580 yrs, or less, for strata at depths ranging 
from -4 to -6 m MSL. Numerous published stratigraphic sections suggest that the modem 
lagoonal sequence has accumulated on stranded Pleistocene shorefaces (Mockhorn and 
Wachapreague shorefaces) with implied thicknesses commonly reaching ten meters or more 
(Finkelstein, 1986; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; Finkelstein and Kearney, 1988; 
Finkelstein, 1992). These thicknesses are in conflict with Holocene sequence thicknesses 
suggested by Foyle and Oertel (1992) and Oertel et al. (1992, 1993), and with seismic
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records from the lagoon and inner shelf of this study. The latter works recognize that the 
lagoonal section possesses much more variability in sediment thickness and lithology, 
factors that were controlled by the topographic effect of a submerging, fluvially incised, 
antecedent landscape.
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CHAPTER 4 
Reflection Seismic Profiling Method
4.1 Synopsis
Marine reflection seismic profiling is a geophysical technique used to remotely 
gather information on subsurface geologic structure and stratigraphy using reflected 
acoustic energy. A discussion on the history of development of the technique is provided 
by Hersey (1963), Moore (1969), Sieck and Self (1977), and Savit (1983). Data collected 
during reflection seismic profiling records the variation of acoustic properties within the 
earth, the effect of time and distance on the outgoing and returning acoustic pulse, and the 
time-thickness between reflection events. An acoustic source (boomer plate, electric spark, 
explosion) trailing behind a survey vessel emits regularly-timed downward-directed 
acoustic (seismic) pulses. These pulses penetrate the water column and underlying 
sediments and are then partly reflected off acoustic interfaces back towards the surface and 
partly dissipated due to frictional and absorptive losses within the earth. The reflected 
acoustic energy is detected by an array of pressure-sensitive detectors (hydrophones) 
trailing behind the survey vessel alongside the acoustic source. The signal is then 
transmitted onboard for processing, storage on magnetic tape, and graphic display on a 
distance (abscissa) - time (ordinate) plot. The distance - time plot is subsequently used to 
determine depths to reflectors and thicknesses of seismic units. This is accomplished using 
separate acoustic velocities for the water and sediment columns (1500 m/s and 1700 m/s, 
respectively), or by using an “averaged” velocity of 1600 m/s for the water and sediment
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columns combined. The method relies on changes in physical parameters within and 
between strata. In the case of reflection seismic profiling, these physical parameters are 
bulk density, grain size, lithology, acoustic velocity, elastic and shear modulii, and 
porosity (Griffiths and King, 1981; Hamilton, 1970, 1972, 1980, 1985; Hamilton and 
Bachman, 1982; Orsi and Dunn, 1991). Variation in these parameters affects the acoustic 
properties of the strata concerned. The principal requirement to distinguish strata is that 
there is sufficient contrast in acoustic properties between adjacent strata. Wavelength of the 
outgoing acoustic pulse, the relative thicknesses of the individual stratal units (compared to 
pulse wavelength), instrumental sensitivity, distance of strata from the detector, and the 
presence or absence of multiples are additional controlling factors that determine detection 
and resolution capabilities. Interpretation of this remotely-sensed data can be very 
subjective. Because it is a remote sensing technique, lithologic facies and stratal 
lithologies, per se, cannot be definitively identified without some form of direct sampling 
(coring, drilling, outcrop correlation).
4.2 Acoustic Wave Type, Causes of Reflections
The seismic reflection method depends on differences and contrasts in sediment 
density and velocity to detect subtle acoustic variability in the horizontal dimension (which 
can identify seismic facies) and more distinct acoustic discontinuities in the vertical 
dimension (which can locate stratal and unconformity surfaces) within the earth. Seismic 
reflection systems are designed to generate vertical or near-vertical downward-propagating 
acoustic pulses, but the detectable acoustic discontinuities may have orientations varying 
from horizontal to near-vertical (e.g. bedding planes, faults). Seismic energy is transmitted 
by two types of elastic waves; body waves and surface waves (Beck, 1981). Elastic body 
waves occur as either compressional primary waves (P waves) or as slower secondary or
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shear waves (S waves). P waves are utilized by the seismic reflection method and typically 
have velocities on the order of 200 to 8500 m/s. Shear waves, which may be generated via 
P to S wave-conversion within the sediment column, are not transmitted through the water 
column, and are therefore not detected during reflection seismic profiling. Signal 
wavelengths used in high resolution reflection seismic profiling (usable frequency range: 
70 Hz - 15 kHz; probable velocity range 1500 m/s - 1700 m/s) are on the order of 21.5 to 
0.1 m (this study), while conventional Common Depth Point (CDP) seismic surveys often 
use wavelengths of 30 to 300 m (Sheriff, 1977).
Passage of a P wave through sediments induces longitudinal stresses (like a sound 
wave in air) via uniaxial compression (Dobrin, 1976; Clay and Medwin, 1977; McQuillin et
al., 1979; Beck, 1981; Griffiths and King, 1981; Hamilton and Bachman, 1982). The
velocity of the P wave in sediment is governed by elastic properties, which are quantified
by the bulk modulus (K) and the rigidity modulus (|i). The relationship is given by:
Vp=V (X /p) ( 1)
=  V (K + 4/3 p)/p
where; Vp is P wave velocity (ranges from 200 m/s to 8500 m/s)
p is bulk density of the sediment 
X is the Axial Modulus of Elasticity
K is the Bulk Modulus of Elasticity, or, the incompressibility (1 / P)
where P is Compressibility 
(I is the Shear or Rigidity Modulus
When the medium lacks rigidity (the capability to transmit shear, or S, waves), as is the 
case for the water column, p. is equal to zero, and Equation 1 becomes:
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Vp= V (K/p) (2)
=  V (1 /p p )
where; Vp increases with pressure, temperature, and salinity and ranges 
from 1500 to 1520 m/s for seawater at depths of up to 100 m 
(Clay and Medwin, 1977; Pickard and Emery, 1982)
Vp in sediments is therefore seen to be a function of density (p), the two elastic constants
K and X, and the rigidity constant |i. For unconsolidated sediments, the variability in Vp
is due to mineral compressibility and bond rigidity (Sylwester, 1983). Vp may be expected 
to vary horizontally and vertically within the earth due to variation in physical lithology and 
variation in the degree of fluid saturation of sedimentary strata. Vp therefore depends on 
sediment porosity and density, and also on pore fluid density. The value of Vp for a 
particular sediment layer, or group of sediment layers, determines the acoustic impedance 
(Z) of those strata. The Acoustic Impedance (Z) for porous strata is defined as the product 
of bulk density and P wave velocity (Gregory, 1977):
Z =[pi<|> + Ps (M>)]Vp (3)
where; [ Pi 0 + ps (1-0)] is bulk density 
P! is pore fluid density 
ps is grain density 
0 is fractional porosity
Vp is P wave velocity (determined by porosity, and grain and 
pore-fluid velocities)
Z increases with increasing P wave velocity, wet bulk density of the sediment (inversely 
related to porosity), and grain size. Typical Z values range from 2 x 105 to 4 x 105
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g/cm2sec, for wet bulk densities of 1.3 to 2.1 g/cm3, respectively. Corresponding values 
for Vp range from 1520 to 1850 m/s. The density range given above is representative of 
typical siliciclastic continental shelf deposits (Hamilton, 1970; Hamilton and Bachman, 
1982). The relationships between specific values of Z, and grain size, wet bulk density, 
and P wave velocity, are illustrated in Table 4.1. Different strata will possess different
values of acoustic impedance, depending on p, X, K, and p. Changes in V p in the vertical
dimension (within sedimentary strata) may be gradual, or abrupt The latter abrupt changes 
tend to occur at stratal surfaces (e.g. bedding planes) and at surfaces of discontinuity 
(unconformities). Abrupt changes in Vp may also occur within a stratal unit at a water- 
table, or at a gas-water contact (which may or may not parallel bedding). Because Z is 
determined by p and V p, Z is expected to change abruptly at stratal surfaces and at surfaces
of discontinuity where there are density and velocity changes.
Reflections of acoustic energy (which cause seismic reflectors) occur at interfaces 
where the values of acoustic impedance (Z) of two adjacent horizons change significantly 
over a short vertical distance. Reflection of acoustic energy therefore requires an acoustic 
impedance contrast between two adjacent horizons (e.g. mud and sand; seawater and 
sediments). The amount of acoustic energy reflected back towards the source-detector 
array will depend on the magnitude of this acoustic impedance contrast and on the angle of 
incidence of the propagating acoustic wave (which determines the reflection coefficient R; 
see below). In reflection seismic profiling, transmitted and reflected acoustic waves arc 
assumed to be moving in near-vertical to vertical paths. However, this is not the case when 
surveying in shallow water to detect the seabed and shallow reflectors. Under these 
conditions, the source-detector spacing, relative to the depth of the reflector, becomes of 
critical concern, and corrections of time-to-depth calculations are usually required. For an 
incident acoustic wave within 15° of normal to an impedance contrast boundary, and
i l l
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Table 4.1: Relationships between representative values of acoustic impedance (Z), and
sediment saturated bulk density (rho), grainsize (phi units), and acoustic P wave velocity 
(Vp). Values representative of typical seafloor surficial sediments in shelf, slope and rise 
settings. Data is derived from Hamilton (1970, 1972, 1980, 1985), Hamilton and 
Bachman (1982), and Orsi and Dunn (1991) under standard conditions (23 degrees 
centigrade, 1 atmosphere pressure).
s a t u r a t e d
bulk
d e n s i t y
( g m / c m A3)
g ra in  
s iz e  (phi)
P  wave 
v e lo c i ty  
Vp (m /s)
(x 1 0 A2 c m /se c )
A c o u s t i c
Im p ed an ce
~2 1.3 8 .5 1 5 2 0
Z
( X  10A5)
- 3 1.9 4 .3 1 6 2 0
g /c m A2 s e c - 4 2.1 2 .5 1 8 5 0
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possessing an amplitude of incident energy (A;), the Rayleigh reflection coefficient (R) is 
approximated by (Sheriff, 1977):
R = (Ar /  Aj) (4)
= (P2VP2 - PiVpi)/(p2Vp2 + piVpi)
= {Z2 - Z l) l ( Z 2 + Z x)
where; Pi, P2 is bulk density of upper and lower horizons, respectively 
Vpi, VP2 is P wave velocity of upper and lower horizons, respectively 
Aj, Ar is amplitude of incident and reflected energy, respectively 
Zj, Z2 is acoustic impedance of upper and lower horizons, respectively
Values of dimensionless R, at normal incidence, range from -1 for the sea-air interface, to 
0.01 for a weak subseabed reflector, to 0.2 for a strong subseabed reflector, to 0.33 for the 
average watercolumn-sediment interface; hard seabeds may have an R value of 0.67 
(Sheriff, 1975; Sylwester, 1983). Negative R values (e.g. -1 at the sea-air interface) occur 
when the incident acoustic wave is travelling in the higher impedance medium (e.g. water), 
and is reflected at an interface with a lower impedance medium (e.g. air). Within 
sediments, the reflection coefficient has a larger dependence on the velocity contrast across 
the interface, while the density effect tends to be smaller (Dobrin, 1976; Sylwester, 1983). 
At large depths (> 103 meters), Z values may be relatively small because most strata tend to 
approach similar bulk densities (Badley, 1985). Reflection coefficients will 
correspondingly decrease with depth. R is independent of signal frequency under 
conditions of normal or near-normal incidence. However, R varies markedly and non-
linearly with the angle of incidence. R is high at the critical angle, 0C, and is maximized 
when 0j is maximized at 90° (Sheriff, 1975; see Eqn. 8 below).
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Acoustic energy that is not reflected (1-R) is refracted and continues travelling 
downward as transmitted energy to be reflected off successively deeper acoustic interfaces, 
or until all energy is dissipated. Reflected energy at the seabed (and at any subsurface 
acoustic interface) is subject to acoustic energy loss. For loss at the seabed, this is referred 
to as Bottom Loss (BL; Hamilton, 1970) where:
For typical continental shelf sediments, Bottom Loss ranges from 7.8 to 12.1 dB, and is 
inversely related to grain size (<])), reflection coefficient (R), and acoustic impedance (Z).
The general relationships between the above acoustic parameters (Vp, Z, R, BL) and 
physical properties of the sediment (density, grain size, porosity) are illustrated in Fig.
An acoustic wave incident at a surface separating two horizons of differing 
impedance will be reflected and refracted (transmitted downward into the lower medium) at 
a shallower angle, depending on the angle of incidence. Generally, the larger the angle of 
incidence (measured from a line normal to the surface of acousdc impedance contrast), the 
smaller the component of refracted (transmitted) energy and the larger the component of 
reflected energy. The relationship is determined by Snell’s Law, where:
BL (dB) = -20 log R (5)
4.10.
Sin 0i / Vpl = Sin 02/ Vp2 (6)
where; Vpi is the velocity in the upper medium 
Vp2 is the velocity in the lower medium
01 is the angle of incidence, measured from a line normal to the interface
02 is the angle of refraction, measured from a line normal to the interface
V P2 >  V p i
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Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration showing relationships between sediment physical 
properties (bulk density, porosity, grainsize) and acoustic P wave 
parameters (velocity, impedance, reflection coefficient, bottom loss). 
Relationships are non-linear in all cases. Values are representative of 
shallow-buried continental shelf deposits. Data is derived and adapted from 
Hamilton (1970, 1972, 1980, 1985), Hamilton and Bachman (1982), Orsi 
and Dunn (1991) under standard conditions (23 degrees centigrade, 1 
atmosphere pressure).
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When Sin 02 is equal to 1, the refracted ray in the lower medium is travelling parallel to, 
and beneath, the acoustic interface (Griffiths and King, 1981; Moore, 1969). Then:
Sin 0i /  Vpl = 1 / VP2, and (7)
Sin 0C = Vpi / Vp2 (8)
where; 0C is referred to as the Critical Angle
Acoustic waves incident on the acoustic interface at angles greater than 0C are totally 
reflected, and any deeper acoustic interfaces remain undetected. At angles of incidence less 
than 0C, the acoustic energy is partly reflected (dependent on the reflection coefficient) and 
partly transmitted to deeper horizons where it, in turn, is reflected back to the surface.
4.3 P Wave Velocities
In the oceanic environment, acoustic P wave velocity, Vp, is governed by the wave 
equation (Vp = frequency x wavelength) and is independent of frequency. Acoustic waves 
are consequently non dispersive. Because Vp is independent of frequency, altering the 
frequency range of the outgoing acoustic pulse does not affect time-to-depth conversions 
(see Section 4.5.1).
P-wave velocities used in this study’s time-to-depth conversions are 1500 m/s and 
1700 m/s for water and sediments, respectively. In the upper 100 m of the oceanic water 
column in mid latitudes, Vp ranges from 1500 to 1520 m/s (Pickard and Emery, 1982) and
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is governed by water column elasticity (K) and density (p), as shown in Equation 2. At
shallow depths, temperature, and to a much smaller extent, pressure and salinity, are the 
factors that cause variation in acoustic velocity. Typically, Vp increases at the rate of 4 m/s 
per degree Centigrade rise in temperature, 1.8 m/s per 100m increase in water depth, and 
1.5 m/s per unit increase in salinity (Pickard and Emery, 1982).
Vp for unlithified sediments is generally assumed to range from 1500 m/s to 1700 
m/s. Occasionally, low-density grain-packing and presence of gas bubbles in near-surface 
sediments can reduce Vp to values that are less than those for the overlying water column 
(Levin, 1962). Though many workers use a velocity of 1500 m/s for sediments to simplify 
time-to-depth conversions (Meisburger, 1972; Shideler et al., 1984; Berryhill, 1987a; 
Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Knebel and Circe, 1988; Colman et al., 1990; Evans et al., 
1992; Davies et al., 1992), values approaching 1700 m/s are probably more accurate and 
have been applied to unconsolidated continental shelf sediments on a global basis (e.g. 
Darigo and Osborne, 1986). Recent studies on the relationship between sediment physical 
properties and acoustic interval velocity have been conducted by Hamilton (1970, 1972, 
1980,1985) and Orsi and Dunn (1991) on surface sediments from the Pacific and Atlantic 
basins. Normally-packed seafloor sediments possess lithology-dependent variations in 
porosity, density, and grain size, that control the acoustic velocity of those sediments. 
Hamilton (1985) developed a relationship between velocity and depth for near-surface fine 
grained sediments of the shelf, slope, and rise of the form:
Vp= 1.505+ 0.712 h (9)
where; the first term is in km/s, and the second term is in km.
Applying this equation to the coarser deposits of the Virginia inner shelf produces a Vp
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value ranging between 1505 and 1576 m/s, from the seabed to a depth of 100 m below the 
seabed. Hamilton and Bachman (1982) conducted lab analyses on silty clays through 
coarse sands from the upper 30 cm of shelf and slope deposits and found Vp to range from 
1517 to 1836 m/s. Generally, sandy lithologies possess larger grain sizes, higher wet bulk 
densities, lower porosities, and higher acoustic velocities than clayey deposits. Vp velocity
values for the Barents Sea dataset (Orsi and Dunn, 1991) ranged from approximately 1500
m/s for clay deposits to approximately 1730 m/s for sand deposits, all samples being 
obtained from the top 10 cm of the seabed (Orsi and Dunn, 1991). Sand-silt-clay and silty 
clay deposits, the most common lithologies encountered at the Barents Sea site, possessed 
average acoustic velocities of 1575 m/s and 1510 m/s, respectively. Hamilton (1970) and 
Hamilton and Bachman (1982) obtained Vp values ranging from 1520 to 1850 m/s for 
clays through fine sands obtained from continental shelf and slope sites. The above 
velocity values are presented in a standardized form (23° C, 1 atmosphere pressure) that 
results in these values being smaller than true in-place velocities.
Therefore the 1700 m/s P wave sediment velocity used in this study is believed to 
represent a reasonable value for marine sediments under non-standard P-T conditions 
(burial up to 100 m, with P > 1 atmosphere and T < 23° C). Vp will increase with depth
because of increasing elasticity and decreasing porosity largely induced by compaction 
(repacking) associated with burial, by lithification, and by clay mineral diagenesis and 
authigenic mineral growth (e.g. glauconite).
4.4 Modification of the Acoustic Pulse
Seismic data collected as part of this study generally have vertical penetration limits 
on the order of 125 ms (two-way-travel-time), or 100 m (one-way-depth, using a Vp of
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1600 m/s). As Quaternary strata do not occur at depths in excess of 80 m, this penetration 
limit has not adversely affected research aims. A decrease in record quality due to shallow 
gas accumulation, and a decrease in fine-scale resolution and reflector real-amplitude with 
increasing depth may be observed. These latter effects are induced by the physics of 
acoustic signal propagation through the earth (“earth filtering”). Image deterioration with 
depth is the result of (1) propagation loss, (2) scattering and reverberation, and (3), 
diffractions and sideswipe.
Propagation loss refers to the loss in signal energy as the acoustic waves propagate 
through the earth, and it has several causes; losses due to geometrical spreading, 
absorption, and P to S wave conversion (Sheriff, 1975; Hamilton, 1980). Geometrical 
spreading (spherical divergence) causes the energy of the signal to decrease as the square of 
the distance from the acoustic source, as the spherical wave-front enlarges causing a 
decrease in the energy per unit area arriving at any point. The relationship is given by:
E = Eo / 4rcr2 (10)
where; E is energy per unit area arriving at any point 
Eo is initial energy of the wave at the source 
r is radial distance from the source
and homogeneous earth conditions (constant velocity medium) apply
Energy per unit area therefore decreases as r-2, and since the energy of the wave (E) is 
proportional to the amplitude squared, amplitude decreases as r-i (Sheriff, 1975). 
Therefore the signal amplitude for deeper reflectors will decrease with depth to the 
reflector. Layering in the earth (non-homogeneous conditions) will cause a more rapid 
decline in the decrease of energy and amplitude. This is because abrupt or gradual 
increases in V p cause ray path curvature so that the rate of expansion of wave-front area
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increases at a faster rate than the square of the distance from the acoustic source.
Absorption losses are a function of the properties of the medium, distance from the 
source, and signal wavelength or frequency (McQuillin et al., 1979). The absorption 
losses are due to friction and heat generation caused by imperfect elasticity. The absorption
coefficient (a) is the proportion of energy lost on travelling a distance of one wavelength,
and typically ranges from 0.25 to 0.75 dB per wavelength, in the frequency ranges used in 
marine reflection seismic profiling (102 to 104 Hz). Higher frequency signals possess 
more wavelengths per unit distance and are therefore subject to greater absorption losses. 
The earth thus acts as a low-pass filter that tends to remove, via absorption, the higher 
frequency components of the original source signal (“earth filtering”). The amplitude 
spectrum of the original acoustic pulse is therefore modified by passage through the earth 
so that there is a progressive shift of the amplitude spectrum peak towards the lower 
frequencies, with consequent widening of the pulse (Kleyn, 1983; ORE, 1988). 
Reflections from deeper horizons are consequently the result of reflection of the lower
frequency components of the original seismic pulse. The absorption coefficient (a) can 
also be expressed in per-meter terms (Hamilton, 1972,1980; Clay and Medwin, 1977), as:
a  = k f (11)
where; k is a fractional constant, measured in dB/m/kHz 
f is acoustic signal frequency, in kHz
Values of a  generally increase with frequency, and range from 0.1 to 4.0 dB/m for
unlithified marine sediments (Hamilton, 1980). The constant (k) is non-linearly 
proportional to porosity and grain size, and has a maximum value at a porosity of 55% and
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a grain size of 62.5 microns. In the ORE Geopulse™ system used in this study, the 
absorption losses in the shallow depths penetrated are negligible (ORE manual, 1985). 
However, the frequency dependence of absorption losses can be observed by comparison 
of graphic records that were band-pass filtered at 750 to 2000 Hz and at 1000 to 2000 Hz. 
The latter records show considerably weaker reflections from depths in excess of 75 m, 
when compared with the 750 - 2000 versions because of the absence of the lower 
frequency (750 to 1000 Hz) components.
P to S wave conversion (mode conversion) occurs at larger angles of acoustic wave 
incidence (greater than 20°) that do not meet the near-normal incidence assumption 
(Sheriff, 1977; Kleyn, 1983). Such conversion is another source of loss of P wave 
energy. However, because Boomer Plate - Hydrophone Streamer spacing during surveys 
was approximately 4 m (a relatively close spacing), wide-angle P wave reflections from 
deep reflectors were not detected by the hydrophones. Consequently, loss of P wave 
energy via mode conversion associated with these wide angle reflections was insignificant 
because the wide-angle P wave reflections were not being detected in the first place. Wide- 
angle P wave reflection off the shallow seabed and shallow acoustic interfaces may have 
produced S waves. However, because S waves require rigidity in their transmission media
(Rigidity Modulus \i > 0), they are not transmitted through the water column (Eqns 1, 2)
and do not affect the seismic record.
Propagation losses will have an important control on the penetration and resolution 
of the reflection profiling method. Depth penetration is maximized when the source 
acoustic pulse is of a low frequency. Higher energy settings at the source plate (e.g. 300 
joules) result in an outgoing acoustic pulse with a lower carrier frequency, and 
consequently higher penetration depth capabilities. However, lower frequency pulses will 
have lower resolution capabilities (since resolution is a function of wavelength), but will
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also be less susceptible to absorption losses. Lower energy settings at the source plate 
(e.g. 175 joules) will result in an outgoing acoustic pulse that has a higher carrier 
frequency, greater resolution capabilities, and lower penetration capabilities (more 
susceptible to the per-wavelength absorption losses). Thus, absorption losses will be 
higher for signals generated with lower joule settings, and should be less obvious at higher 
joule settings. Amplification of reflected signals by the Geopulse system’s gain banks 
tends to counteract, to some extent, the penetration limitations at lower energy settings.
Scattering also contributes to seismic pulse energy loss, and results from particles 
or small-scale inhomogeneities, with length scales of much less than a wavelength. These 
inhomogeneities may occur in the water and sediment columns, and may be caused by fish, 
isolated boulders on the seabed, gas bubbles, or scattering at a rough reflector. The 
scattered energy is re-radiated in all directions, and that going back towards the hydrophone 
array is called backscatter. Backscatter causes a) volume reverberation, arising from 
inhomogeneities distributed through all or part of the medium, and b) surface reverberation, 
caused by backscattering from an acoustically rough surface such as a gravelly or rippled 
seabed. Scattering and reverberations will decrease the clarity (signal to noise ratio) of the 
records.
Diffractions can be a contributor to graphic record complexity, and result from point 
sources that are on the order of a seismic wavelength in size, such as sand waves, buried 
boulders, and ship wrecks (Sylwester, 1983). Diffractions occur when energy is reflected 
back along the outgoing acoustic wave path, regardless of the angle of incidence. This 
results in creation of an inverted (ie. convex-up) hyperbola on the graphic record as the 
profiling survey passes over the point source (see McQuillin et al., 1979, their Fig. 1/8). 
Sideswipe results from features outside the vertical plane of the profile track (McQuillin et 
al., 1979) such as walls of narrow tidal channels, submerged promontories, and navigation 
buoys (see Sylwester, 1983, his Fig. 10). Sideswipe also results in a curved reflection
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event, similar to a diffraction, as the profiling survey passes the source. Profiling in 
narrow tidal channels may result in a laterally-continuous reflection that arises from 
acoustic reflection off an adjacent steep channel flank. Examples of diffractions and 
sideswipe were not observed on the graphic records of this study, with the exception of a 
possible sideswipe on Line 10*, waypoint 414. Good Boomer Plate pulse directivity (ie. a 
narrow cone of acoustic disturbance) essentially eliminates sideswipe and diffraction effects 
on data collected with the Geopulse system of this study.
4,5 Factors Affecting Record Interpretation
Various factors affect the interpretation of any particular graphic record and the 
ability to ascribe geological significance to particular seismic reflections. These factors are 
discussed below.
4.5.1 Time-to-Depth Conversion, Water and Reflector Depth, and Reflector Dip
Water depth (and reflector depth) will affect interpretation of the distance - time 
printed record, and the depth-converted data obtained therefrom because reflections from 
shallow interfaces do not necessarily follow near-normal incidence-reflection paths. 
Generally, time-to-depth conversions employ the equation:
D = (VpT) / 2 (12)
where; D is depth to reflector
Vp is the “averaged” velocity for sediments and water (1600 m/s)
T is two-way-travel-time to reflector obtained from the graphic record
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This equation works well for normal and near-normal incidence of the acoustic pulse, and 
similar water- and sediment-column time-thicknesses. However, in shallow water and for 
shallow reflectors, equation 12 must be modified to account for oblique incidence so that 
reflector depths are not over-predicted. Unless the Boomer Plate and Hydrophone 
Streamer are moved side by side at a spacing of one meter or less, the assumption of near­
vertical incidence and reflection no longer holds, particularly for shallow reflectors.
In this study, an “Oblique-Path Geometric Correction” was applied to the time-to- 
depth conversion equation (Fig. 4.11). This correction removed much of the error 
resulting from the near-vertical-incidence assumption for shallow reflectors when the 
standard 4 m Boomer Plate - Hydrophone Streamer was used. The modified time-to-depth 
conversion equation for sub-seabed reflectors thus becomes:
Dr = [V  [(T / 2)2 - ({X / 2} / Vpw)2]] x [[ (Tw / T) x Vpw]+[(TS / T) x Vp*]] (13)
where; Dr is one-way-depth to sub-seabed reflector in m 
T is total two-way-travel-time in ms, from graphic record (Ts + Tw)
X is the Boomer Plate - Hydrophone Streamer spacing in ms 
Tw is two-way-travel-time through water, from graphic record 
Ts is two-way-travel-time through sediments, from graphic record 
Vpw is velocity of P wave through water (1500 m/s)
Vps is velocity of P wave through sediments (1700 m/s)
The modified time-to-depth conversion equation generally resulted in the subtraction of 0.1 
to 2.0 m from reflector depths calculated using Equation 12 (Appendix A). To calculate 
depth-to-seabed, a similar equation was used, that also allowed for oblique acoustic wave 
incidence (Fig. 4.11). Calculated depths using Equation 14 also resulted in the subtraction 
of 0.1 to 2.0 m from reflector depths calculated using Equation 12.
Dw = [V  [(Tw / 2)2 - ({X / 2} / Vpw)2]] x Vpw (14)
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram illustrating terms used in Equations 13 and 14 to 
determine depth (in meters) to primary reflectors. Tw is two-way-travel­
time (twtt) through water. T is twtt to reflector, incorporating a Tw 
component, and a Ts (twtt through sediments) component. X is the 
boomer plate - hydrophone streamer spacing in milliseconds. Vpw and 
Vps are P wave velocities through water and sediment columns, 
respectively.
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where Dw is one-way-depth to base of water column in m 
and other terms are as defined in Equation 13
At large reflector depths, the impinging signal will be near-normal to the seabed 
causing large reflection coefficients. Non-normal incidence results in a modified reflection 
coefficient that may be larger or smaller than that for normal incidence. It also causes mode 
conversion of P waves into S waves and consequent loss of P wave energy. Sudden 
changes in water depth over short horizontal distances have the potential to create false 
subbottom structure and relief on the graphic record due to the velocity contrast between the 
water column and sediments (1500 m/s and 1700 m/s, respectively). As shown in Fig. 
4.12, velocity pull-up effects can result from rapid changes in water depth at tidal inlets and 
at the margins of tidal channels. Rapid shallowing of the seabed can lead to immediately- 
underlying flat reflectors on the distance-time graphic record showing shallower depths 
when plotted on distance-depth plots after time-to-depth conversion. For the water depths 
encountered in this study, “rapid” relief changes are on the order of 25 m or less.
On graphic records, the angles of near-vertical incidence and reflection at a 
horizontal acoustic interface are equal and symmetrical, about a line normal to that surface. 
The hydrophones thus detect a reflection event that is midway between, and beneath, the 
boomer plate and hydrophone streamer. For a dipping interface, the interface-normal is no 
longer vertical, and the hydrophone streamer consequently detects a reflection event that 
originates updip of the boomer plate - hydrophone streamer position (Fig. 4.13). Due to 
this geometry of incident and reflected ray paths on a dipping reflector, the true slope of a 
geologic interface will be smaller than the apparent slope of its associated reflection that is 
printed on the graphic record, especially for slopes greater than 15° (McQuillin et al.,
1979). The relationship between true slope (%) and the apparent slope (8) portrayed by the
graphic record is given by:
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Sin x = Tan 8 ( 1 5 )
where; x is angle of true slope 
5 is angle of apparent slope
4.5.2 Multiples
Multiples, referred to as secondary or non-real reflectors, are a common artifact of 
the reflection seismic method. Multiple generation accompanying seismic pulse 
propagation is responsible for a significant component of seismic pulse propagation loss. 
In conventional digital seismic CDP surveys, multiples can be partly filtered from the 
printed record using various digital techniques. In high resolution analog reflection seismic 
profiling, multiples cannot be successfully removed; they commonly interfere with 
stratigraphic and structural interpretations because they mask real (primary) reflectors. 
Multiples are caused by signal reflecting three or more times between two or more acousuc 
impedance boundaries before returning to the hydrophone array, unlike primary reflectors 
which result from a single acoustic reflection at a single acoustic interface (McQuillin et al., 
1979; Kleyn, 1983; Sheriff and Geldart, 1985). Multiple types are illustrated in Figs 4.14 
and 4.15. They can be classified into 1st to n* order short-path and long-path multiples, of 
“w”, peg leg, or reverberation travel-path type. Multiples produced by three reflections 
(the minimum number of reflections required for multiple generation) are referred to as first 
order multiples (Kleyn, 1983; Fig. 4.15). order multiples result from (2n+l) 
reflections from two or more acoustic interfaces.
Short-path multiples occur in close spatial association with real (primary) reflectors, 
on the distance - time graphic record. They are therefore generally not distinguishable as 
separate reflectors, and occur as a lengthening (thickening) of the primary reflector. This
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of velocity pull-up effect in areas of rapid change in water 
depth, (a) illustrates the distance-time graphic record produced by a survey 
across the true geology shown in (b). Velocity pull-up found in shallow- 
water areas where a thicker sediment column (with higher P wave 
velocities) results in a shorter two-way-travel-time (twtt) and one-way-depth 
(owd) to any subsurface reflector.
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Figure 4.13: Schematic illustration of shallow apparent reflector dips created by
incidence and reflection at a dipping acoustic interface. Direction of survey 
vessel movement is into, or out of, the plane of the paper, with boomer 
plate and hydrophone-streamer located astern and on either side of the 
survey vessel’s center line. A reflected acoustic wave detected at the 
hydrophone streamer originates at a point up-dip of the boomer plate - 
hydrophone streamer half-distance (which corresponds with the survey 
vessel’s center-line). Data is plotted for a point mid way between the 
boomer plate and hydrophone streamer, causing an apparent shallower 
occurrence of the reflector.
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of multiple types generally encountered on the Virginia inner
shelf using the GeopulseTM  high-resolution reflection-seismic profiling 
system. (A): actual seismic record (Line 23, waypoint 7) obtained 7.5 km 
seaward of Myrtle Island. (B): interpretation of multiples displayed on 
original record. Acoustic paths #1 and #6 generate real (primary) reflection 
events, the seabed and reflector A, respectively. Acoustic paths #2 and #3 
produce long-path first-order and second-order peg-leg multiples of 
reflector A, respectively. Acoustic paths #4 and #5 produce “w” type long- 
path first-order and second-order seabed multiples, respectively. Internal 
multiples not apparent on this section.
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of multiple types frequently encountered in reflection-seismic 
profiling. (A): Long Path Multiples. 1= “w” type First order seabed 
multiple. 2= ”w” type first order internal multiple. 3= “peg-leg” first order 
multiple. 4= “w” type third order seabed multiple. 5= “w” type third order 
internal multiple. 6= “peg-leg” second order internal / seabed multiple. (B): 
Short Path Multiples. 7= ”peg-leg” first order internal multiple. 8= “peg- 
leg” fourth order internal multiple. 9= reverberatory fourth order seabed 
multiple. Modified from McQuillin (1979) and Kleyn (1983).
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latter effect reduces vertical resolution. Short-path multiples are generally of the peg-leg 
type (Fig. 4.15), which result from reflection off of closely spaced acoustic interfaces 
adjacent to the acoustic interface of interest (McQuillin et al., 1979; Kleyn, 1983). In 
shallow-water surveying (depth less than 2 m), Hydrophone Streamer - Boomer Plate 
spacing is large relative to water depth, and reverberatory short-path multiples of the seabed 
can occur (Fig. 4.15). This multiple type is thought to be responsible for occasional very 
poor record quality for data collected over shallow tidal flats within the lagoons (Fig. 
4.16).
Long-path multiples are the most obvious multiple type encountered in this high- 
resolution reflection seismic profiling study (Fig. 4.14). These multiples occur as distinct 
events (reflections) that may overprint and mask true primary reflectors. Their travel times 
are longer than those of the associated primary reflection (e.g. the seabed), usually by an 
amount equal to the time-thickness of the water column or intervening strata. Since 
multiples are events that have undergone more than one reflection (the case for real 
reflectors), their amplitudes are proportional to the product of the reflection coefficients (R) 
for each of the acoustic interfaces off of which they bounce. Since reflection coefficients 
are small for most interfaces (Section 4.2), only the largest impedance contrasts (e.g. 
seabed, air-sea interface) will generate multiples strong enough to be recognized as distinct 
reflectors (Sheriff and Geldart, 1985), and low-order multiples will be more prevalent than 
high-order varieties because they are less susceptible to propagation losses. For this 
reason, the most common long-path multiple in this study is that arising from signal 
bouncing between the sea surface and seabed. Consequently, on a distance - time graphic 
record, one or more of these seabed multiples, separated by a time interval equal to the time- 
thickness of the water column, are superimposed on the real record. Amplitude of seabed 
multiples falls off rapidly with increasing multiple order. Harder seabeds (higher R values; 
e.g. 0.67) generate stronger seabed multiples on the graphic record, and may produce first
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of reverberatory seabed multiples frequently encountered when 
profiling over shallow lagoonal tidal flats. Diagram obtained from Seismic 
Line 11, waypoints 4-5, crossing Mittigy Channel within Cobb Bay. 
Horizontal bars mark 10 ms two-way-travel-time (8.5 m one-way-depth) 
increments. Vertical lines on left and right margins of diagram are 
approximately 425 m apart. Refer to Fig. 15 for schematic illustration of 
the mode of formation of this type of multiple.
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through third order multiples. Profiling in calm seas favored enhancement of multiple 
amplitude on the graphic records. The strength (amplitude) of the first order multiple, and 
the number of higher order varieties, therefore provides some indication of bottom 
hardness and sea state. Berryhill (1987a) noted a correlation between strong seabed 
multiples and sandy seabeds, presumably resulting from the large R values (e.g. 0.67; see 
Section 4.2) of the latter. Internal long-path peg-leg multiples result from acoustic signal 
bouncing between subseabed acoustic interfaces; only the first order variety are usually 
apparent on the graphic records.
The seismic records collected during this study generally possessed well-developed 
first-order seabed multiples that had apparent amplitudes as large as the real seabed 
reflector. This is partly caused by amplitude enhancement provided by time-variable-gain 
(TVG; see Section 5.1.4). Second-order multiples are best developed in areas where the 
seabed is believed to be hard (e.g. on Lines 1 and 5; Fig. 4.15). These second order 
multiple reflections are noticeably weaker (of lower amplitude) than the true seabed due to 
larger propagation losses associated with their longer travel paths. Long-path first and 
second order peg-leg multiples are most visually obvious adjacent to sudden relief changes 
at subsurface acoustic interfaces, for example adjacent to buried paleochannels (Fig. 4.14).
While multiples cannot be removed from the analog data of this study (because this 
would result in loss of real reflection data also), they can be made more obvious to the 
interpreter using the Swell Filter device on the 5210A Receiver. This will permit the 
interpreter to selectively ignore the multiple reflections during interpretation.
The Swell Filter device on the 5210A Receiver serves to remove sinusoidal 
waveforms from seabed and subseabed reflectors. The sinusoidal characteristic is induced 
by vertical movement of the acoustic source plate in rough water caused by waves and 
swell. Use of the Swell Filter will result in a graphic record that represents primary 
reflectors in their true aspect, without sinusoidal modification due to sea state. Therefore
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smooth reflectors will appear smooth, not wavy. A by-product of this processing feature is 
that seabed multiples receive an enhanced sinusoidal modification, in contrast to vertically 
adjacent primary reflectors above and below that retain their true non-sinusoidal aspect 
(Fig. 4.17). This probably occurs because the swell filter sampling process results in 
addition of in-phase multiple signal during each sweep. It is also noticeable that the 
amplitude of the swell distortion on the second and third order seabed multiples is doubled 
and tripled, respectively. This occurrence of non-smoothed seabed multiples, 
accompanying activation of the swell filter, makes them more obvious to the interpreter so 
that they can be ignored during visual interpretation.
A sloping seabed along the line of survey also permits easier recognition of seabed 
multiples because multiple dip is accentuated. For first order multiples, the change in depth 
to the seabed multiple is double the change in depth to the seabed, for any increase in depth 
along the line of survey. This effect is induced because the travel-path length for the 
multiple reflection is twice that for the primary reflection. Additionally, the seabed 
multiples appear to be less distinct when the printed graphic record has been high- 
frequency band-pass filtered (e.g. 1000 to 3000 Hz), eventhough the reflection coefficient 
(R) is known to be independent of frequency (Section 4.2). This probably occurs because 
the longer travel paths of long-path multiples result in greater loss of high frequency 
components via absorption (Section 4.4), compared to the travel paths of the shallow 
primary reflectors with which they are interlayered on the graphic record.
4.5.3 Signal Penetration, Horizontal and Vertical Resolution
Penetration of the outgoing seismic pulse is frequency-dependent. Low-energy 
seismic pulses penetrate deeper, while high-energy pulses penetrate to shallower depths but 
provide better resolution. Usable seismic data is limited to the upper approximately 100 m
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Figure 4.17: Illustration of the effect of applying Swell Filter to seismic reflection data.
Record at bottom represents original field-collected data. The sinusoidal 
distortion associated with the seabed and all subsurface reflectors is due to 
vertical displacement of the boomer plate and hydrophone streamer as they 
pass through wave crests and troughs. Distortion is enhanced for the 
strong first order “w” type seabed multiple and the first order “peg-leg” 
multiple due to their longer travel times (compared with the primary, or real, 
events). Record at top shows the same data replayed in the laboratory with 
Swell Filter (T=30 seconds) applied. Note that sinusoidal distortion has 
been removed from primary, or real, reflectors, while multiples retain a 
sinusoidal distortion. Due to the sampling frequency of the Swell Filter, the 
graphic record has been shifted vertically downward by 7.5 ms on the 
filtered record. Water depth is approximately 11 m. Data obtained from 
Seismic Line 1, waypoint 18, east of Myrtle Island (Plate 1). Horizontal 
bars represent 10 ms two-way-travel-time (8.5 m one-way-depth) 
increments. Records cover a horizontal distance of approximately 750 m. 
Dipping reflector midway down record is SR-9 surface. Horizontal 
reflector located approximately 10 ms below seabed (more visible on 
filtered record) is the R-4 surface.
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one-way-depth (owd), or 125 ms two-way-travel-time (twtt). Penetration limits of the 
Geopulse Boomer system are determined by the frequency of the outgoing acoustic pulse 
(which is controlled by the energy applied to the boomer plate) and by sediment lithology. 
Both of these factors determine absorption losses (Section 4.4) which limit the penetration 
capabilities of the acoustic pulses. The Geopulse system can supply various energy levels 
to the boomer plate, ranging from 105 to 455 Joules. Larger Joule settings (e.g. 350 J) 
permit deeper penetration of the signal than lower Joule settings (e.g. 105 J) because the 
acoustic pulse frequency-band (and carrier frequency) is displaced towards lower 
frequencies for the former. As referred to in Section 4.4, lower frequency seismic pulses 
are capable of deeper penetration because they are less affected by absorption. Maximum 
penetration is therefore achieved using higher Joule settings at the boomer plate. At the 350 
J setting, the carrier frequency is 4000 Hz, while the lower 105 J setting has a carrier 
frequency of 6500 Hz (ORE, 1985).
Depth of acoustic pulse penetration is inversely related to sediment grain size, 
increasing with decreasing grain size (ORE, 1985). This is presumably due to less 
scattering and lower R values associated with finer grain sizes which permits better 
transmission. The direction of the outgoing pulse (pulse directivity) is also important. 
When the outgoing pulse is oriented normal to the seabed, potential penetration is 
maximized. Under rough sea state conditions, waves and swell affect boomer plate 
orientation so that not all of the acoustic energy is necessarily directed at the seabed.
Vertical resolution refers to the ability of the seismic pulses to detect the upper and 
lower boundaries of seismic units, and maximum values are obtained at the expense of 
penetration. This is largely because of the inverse relation between energy level (J) and 
frequency of the outgoing seismic pulse, and the positive relation between pulse frequency 
and pulse absorption. Resolution is also dependent on the shape and length of the outgoing 
seismic pulse (or source wavelet; Reynolds, 1990). Therefore, use of lower frequency
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seismic pulses to achieve good penetration is accompanied by poorer vertical resolution, 
and vice versa. For example, using a Receiver band-pass filter setting of 20 - 200 Hz 
results in a graphic record with deep penetration, but with thick interfering reflectors 
(caused by the large pulse wavelength). However, vertical resolution at this band-pass 
setting is too coarse for use in this study of thin Quaternary sequences (Fig. 4.18). Using 
the band-pass filter to remove frequencies below 500 Hz results in a graphic record that 
exhibits good vertical resolution but more limited penetration. Also, for any given graphic 
record, deeper parts of the record possess less resolution than shallower parts. This occurs 
because reflections from deeper levels result from incident acoustic energy that has lost its 
higher frequency components due to absorption. In this study, the best graphic records 
were obtained using seismic signals band-pass filtered between 750 and 3000 Hz, or 
between 1000 and 3000 Hz. The latter frequency range provided a good balance between 
resolution (± 1 m) and penetration (± 100 m) for this study of thin Quaternary sequences.
Since seismic pulse velocity (Vp) increases with depth (Badley, 1985), a given time 
interval on the graphic record (the Y dimension) will represent increasingly large stratal 
thicknesses. This means that resolution is reduced because a greater real thickness has to 
be fit into similar time increments on the graphic record. Resolution also decreases with 
depth because of the generally decreasing magnitudes of acoustic impedance contrast 
(Section 4.2; Badley, 1985) as sediment densities become more uniform because of 
dewatering, diagenesis, repacking, and cementation. Consequently, subtle lithologic 
contacts recognizable at shallow depths may not be detectable at depth. This creates the 
illusion that stratigraphy becomes simpler with depth.
For a sedimentary unit to be resolvable, it must produce a reflection from both its 
upper and lower surfaces. These reflections must then be distinguishable as two separate 
events on the graphic records. Assuming there is sufficient acoustic impedance contrast, 
the unit must be greater or equal in thickness to the half-wavelength of the impinging
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Figure 4.18: Illustration of the effect of varying the bandpass frequency range used in 
field recording or laboratory playback of seismic reflection data. Record on 
left shows record printed in the frequency range of 150-1000 Hz. Note 
lack of fine-scale resolution due to large acoustic wave wavelength 
compared to impedance boundary spacing in sediments. Each black 
positive peak probably results from die interference of several acoustic 
impedance boundaries. Record on right shows same data played back in 
the frequency range of 1000-3000 Hz. Note that internal sediment structure 
becomes more visible as higher frequency acoustic waves detect impedance 
boundaries individually. Note that the first-order “w” type long-path 
seabed multiple is more obvious on the higher frequency record at right. 
Horizontal bars represent 25 ms two-way-travel-time increments. Water 
depth is approximately 19 m. Data from Seismic Line 28, waypoint 24.9, 
30 km seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth.
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seismic pulse. If the unit is between a half-wavelength and a quarter-wavelength in 
thickness, constructive interference occurs, and the two non-interfering reflectors will 
merge to form a single strong reflector that represents the unit. At thicknesses less than a 
quarter-wavelength, the amplitude of this single reflector decreases. At a unit thickness of 
less than a thirtieth of a wavelength, a reflector will no longer be produced due to 
destructive interference from the top and base of the unit (Sylwester, 1983; Badley, 1985). 
In this latter case, the unit may constructively interfere with adjacent thin units to cause a 
reflection. This effect can result in a series of closely spaced reflectors that do not 
correspond, on a one to one basis, with the number of geological interfaces present. Also, 
a single reflector may result from many constructively interfering interfaces. It is also 
possible that such thin units will not constructively interfere with each other. In this case, a 
succession of thin units may appear as a reflector-free homogeneous non-stratified zone on 
the graphic record.
The theoretical threshold of resolution (of two reflection events) has been discussed 
by Widess (1973). For the strict case of vertical incidence at a high-velocity layer 
sandwiched between two lower- and equal-velocity layers, resolution of a thin bed that 
exceeds one eighth-wavelength in time-thickness is possible. However, because of noise 
(which broadens the seismic wavelet), non-vertical incidence, and the general increase of 
velocity with depth, this theoretical limit is rarely achieved.
The graphic records used in this study were generated using frequencies band-pass 
filtered between either 750 and 3000 Hz, or between 1000 and 3000 Hz. Using a sediment 
velocity (Vp) of 1700 m/s, a representative acoustic frequency of 1000 Hz, and the wave 
equation, the records are capable of resolving the boundaries of individual strata that exceed 
0.85 m (ie., one half wavelength) in thickness, which would appear on the graphic records 
as units greater than, or equal to, 1 ms in time-thickness. Thinner strata are subject to 
detection, but constructive interference prevents distinction of top and base of the units (ie.
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the units are not resolvable). These strata, which will be represented by a single reflector 
because of constructive interference, may be detectable if they are thicker than 
approximately 0.06 m (one thirtieth of the wavelength). However, the surface area of the 
stylii on the graphic recorder’s stylus belt controls the minimum reflector thickness that 
may be printed on the graphic records. At best, the stylus tips are needle points, but with 
usage they become blunter so that minimum “pixel” size on the record may occupy an area 
of 0.25 ms x 0.25 ms. This means that units less than 0.25 ms in two-way-travel-time 
thickness (less than 0.02 m thick) cannot be accurately converted to real thickness because 
of the fixed minimum pixel size.
The absolute (theoretical) limit of vertical resolution must be determined by the 
pulse length of the outgoing acoustic pulse. Since the pulse length in high-resolution 
reflection seismic profiling is so small, the practical limits to resolution are always 
determined by the wavelength of the propagating acoustic wave, as oudined above. For the 
Geopulse System, the optimal signal pulse length is on the order of 75 microseconds. 
Acoustic interfaces at a time spacing of less than 75 microseconds (two-way-travel-time) 
therefore cannot be resolved individually.
Horizontal resolution refers to resolution capabilities in the horizontal dimension, 
and is of relevance when trying to quantify roughness at an acoustic interface (e.g. 
presence of sand waves, small-scale unconformity relief). A seismic reflection does not 
originate from specific points along an acoustic interface, but from specific “patches” 
whose circular areas are dependent on reflector depth and acoustic pulse quarter- 
wavelength (Sheriff, 1977; Sylwester, 1983). Downward propagating acoustic wavefronts 
cause an acoustic disturbance to a circular region on any acoustic interface they encounter. 
This circular region increases in area due to passage of the spherically-spreading acoustic 
wave front. The area at an acoustic interface that gives rise to the reflection is referred to as 
the First Fresnel Zone (Kleyn, 1983; Sylwester, 1983). The width, or diameter, (W) of
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the Fresnel Zone is given by (Kleyn, 1983; Sylwester, 1983):
W = V (2DX + 0.25X2) (16)
where; W is width of first Fresnel Zone
D is depth to reflector
X is wavelength of acoustic wave
For example, a seabed at 10 m depth that is hit by a 1000 Hz acoustic pulse will have a 
Fresnel Zone width of approximately 5.9 m. Therefore, surface irregularities that are less 
than 5.9 m in width will not be detectable from the graphic records. The larger the depth of 
the interface, and the larger the predominant acoustic pulse frequency, the lower the 
horizontal resolution. A reflector at 100 m depth will have a first Fresnel Zone width 
approximately 18 m. This decrease in horizontal resolution with depth is another factor that 
creates the apparent simplification of stratigraphy with depth. Buried tidal creeks and 
channels at large depths will therefore be borderline resolvable, particularly the smaller 
varieties.
4.5.4 Noise
Noise is an important component of both the graphic records and the acoustic data 
that is detected and stored on magnetic tape. Noise serves to reduce the quality of seismic 
records, hinders the application of geological significance to the graphic record, and 
adversely affects resolution and detection capabilities. A major aim of field recording was 
to increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the data being recorded. This was achieved 
through selective band-pass filtering, proper grounding of equipment, setup of Boomer 
Plate and Hydrophone Streamer array, isolation of electrical and acoustic cables,
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maintaining constant survey vessel velocity, and profiling under calm sea-state conditions. 
However, the latter condition permitted the development of stronger first and second order 
seabed multiples. Continuous background ambient noise is always present because of 
distant oceanic storms (peak at 1.6 Hz, absent above 100 Hz), wind and wave activity, and 
earthquake activity (dominant frequencies below 100 Hz), all of which create acoustic 
disturbances that can be detected by the hydrophone array (Evenden et al., 1970; Clay and 
Medwin, 1977). Other sources of noise are power line hum (60 Hz), ship noise at engine 
rpm harmonics, propeller cavitation, air bubbles from the wake (which also absorb 
energy), and equipment self-noise.
Hydrophone element design generally prevents detection of noise caused by jerky 
hydrophone array motion. Hydrophone elements are coupled with the water column by 
being encased in kerosene. The elements are also constructed to possess acceleration- 
cancelling characteristics in the horizontal direction to minimize the effects of jerky 
hydrophone streamer motion. In addition, they have a better sensitivity to acoustic waves 
approaching from a direction normal to the towing axis. Thus, hydrophones are less 
susceptible to acoustic noise arriving from a direction parallel to the streamer axis, such as 
ship noise (Bemi, 1983; Sylwester, 1983).
Band-pass filtering, in the range used in this study removed much of the low 
frequency (< 750 Hz) noise from the graphic records. Application of time-variable-gain 
(TVG) by the 5210A Receiver during field surveys also improved the SNR of the acoustic 
data detected. SNR was also improved because the twenty hydrophone elements of the 
hydrophone streamer feed into a single channel for transmission to the 5210A Receiver. 
This had an adverse effect on noise detection. In theory, inexact signal addition and 
destructive interference led to noise attenuation when the individual hydrophone elements 
were summed. This was particularly applicable to ship noise propagating parallel to the 
long axis of the hydrophone streamer, because the noise arriving at element #20 was
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probably out of phase with signal already detected at element #1. SNR is known to 
increase as Vn, where n is the number of hydrophones in the streamer (McQuillin et al., 
1979; Sengbush, 1983). Therefore the SNR of the twenty-element hydrophone streamer 
was approximately 4.5 times better than that of a single-element streamer.
4.5.5 Gas
Thermally immature biogenic gas, formed during early diagenesis, has been 
identified within shallow marine Quaternary strata in widespread geographic locations, 
from the Gulf of Mexico to the Adriatic Sea (Stefanon, 1981, 1985; Stefanon et al., 1981; 
Darigo and Osborne, 1986; Anderson and Bryant, 1989,1990; Hart and Hamilton, 1993). 
The presence of biogenic gas bubbles within sedimentary strata reduces the clarity and 
resolution capabilities of the reflection seismic profiling method, primarily because gas 
bubbles and microbubbles are strong scatterers of acoustic energy due to impedance 
contrasts with adjacent water-saturated sediments. Occasionally, gas accumulation can 
enhance the acoustic visibility of real reflectors that otherwise may not be detectable 
because acoustic impedance contrasts may be strengthened. In the study area, most gas 
occurs within late oxygen isotope stage 2 through Holocene strata, at depths of less than 40 
m. Gas accumulations have been observed over buried Holocene interfluves and in the 
lower parts of transgressive incised-valley fills. The presence of this gas has a major effect 
on the geoacoustic properties of the enclosing sediments. Gas presence in the latest 
Pleistocene to Holocene section is probably linked to the deposition and accumulation of 
organic-rich sediments associated with fluvial, lagoonal, and estuarine depositional 
environments subsequent to the stage 2 lowstand. Thick marsh peat accumulations can 
result from prolific growth of Spartina, Phragmites, and other fresh and salt water plants in 
fluvial and paralic (lagoonal) settings. Upon burial, such plant detritus is subject to
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microbial and chemical degradation, and may ultimately become source material for 
hydrocarbons. At shallow sediment-column depths, organic decomposition takes place in 
the presence of oxygen and, at greater depths, in the presence of sulphate. At greater 
depths in the sediment column (greater than 10 m), plant material breakdown is achieved 
through anaerobic bacterial methanogenesis, which is responsible for the generation of 
biogenic gas (Anderson and Bryant, 1989,1990).
The repetitive nature of paralic-marine environments within the Virginia Coastal 
Plain Quaternary section provides multiple potential source areas for biogenic gas. 
Evidence for gas seeps was not observed in the study area. Gas-related acoustic anomalies 
may be detected as wipe out zones, acoustic windows, reflector terminations, acoustically 
turbid zones, regions of velocity pull-down, and zones of multiple reverberations (Fig. 
4.19; Stefanon, 1985; Anderson and Bryant, 1989, 1990, their Fig. 2). Quantitative 
relationships between gas saturation, lithology, sound velocity, and anomaly type are 
extremely scarce in the literature. However, Anderson and Bryant (1990) noted that values 
of Vp are generally reduced by 15% to 50% or more in gas-charged sediments, and may 
result in reflector phase reversal at the top of the gas charged zone.
In the study area, a common acoustic anomaly was multiple reverberation, or 
“ringing”. This was observed in shallow water areas (Fig. 4.16), where the effect may 
have been enhanced by gas presence. The most frequently expressed acoustic anomaly 
was the acoustically turbid zone, caused by acoustic scattering (Fig. 4.19). The turbid 
zone was usually capped by a strong reflector (the top of the gas front) due to a strong 
reflection coefficient that may in part be determined by lithology change at the gas no-gas 
contact. The turbid zones are usually associated with terminated primary (and multiple) 
reflectors on either side. The velocity pull-down effect (caused by overlying low-Vp gas 
charged strata) was not observed. While gas may originate in fine-grained lagoonal and 
estuarine sediments, it may migrate updip to become trapped in porous permeable sandy
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Figure 4.19: Illustration of acoustic effects induced by the presence of biogenic gas in 
strata from the Virginia inner shelf. Diagram obtained from Seismic Line 4, 
waypoint 34, seaward of Cobb Island.
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strata (reservoirs). This appears to have been the case for rising gas fronts within stage 2 
through stage 1 fluvial paleovalley fills in the Cape Charles Paleovalley. These fronts do 
not necessarily parallel bedding within the channel fill. The source of this gas may have 
been peat and organic-rich strata flooring these paleochannels. In summary, gas charged 
strata in the study area were dominantly represented by a strong upper reflector associated 
with an underlying acoustically turbid zone. Acoustic absorption and scattering in these 
areas made stratigraphic resolution poor to non-existent (Fig. 4.19).
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The principal aims of reflection seismic profile survey design are to obtain 
continuous data coverage over the specified survey area at a grid density and penetration 
capability sufficient to detect and delineate the geologic and stratigraphic features of 
interest. Transect lines must intersect frequently so that “reflector closing” can be used as a 
test of accurate reflector tracing during subsequent interpretation. Since monetary costs for 
seismic surveying were on a per-diem basis, survey coverage was designed to meet a 
balance between maximizing total trackline length and total area covered.
To test the hypotheses and meet the objectives of this research (see Chapter 1.3 and
1.4), it was necessary to obtain seismic reflection profiles from the barrier lagoons and
inner shelf areas at a grid density applicable to the scale of the problem. Research into the 
stratigraphy of the area prior to survey design provided useful insights on the scale and 
orientation of the seismic grid to be used. Published data from the southern Dclmarva 
Peninsula (borehole logs) and the Chesapeake Bay (seismic profile data) reveals the 
presence of meandering wide (approximately 4 km) and deep (up to -60 m MSL) 
paleovalley features in the subsurface. Data from other parts of the U.S. continental 
shelves indicates that lowstand fluvial valleys in shelf settings commonly have similar
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dimensions. Present morphology of the barrier lagoonal system indicates that most inlet 
and major tidal channel features are on the scale of 102 to 103 m in width. To detect and 
accurately delineate coeval and different-aged high-relief features of these dimensions, as 
well as lower-relief planar marine erosional surfaces, a survey grid density of 
approximately 3.5 km x 5.5 km was chosen (see below).
Acquisition of all seven components of the Geopulse System (see Section 5.1.2) 
was completed by Spring 1989. During Spring and Summer, 1989, sea trials of the 
system were conducted in the Chesapeake Bay mouth and in the general area between 
Willoughby Spit (Norfolk) and Fort Monroe (Hampton). Data was collected to determine 
optimal Boomer Plate - Hydrophone Streamer spacing and positioning (astern of the survey 
vessel), to determine optimal acoustic pulse firing rates and power levels for good sub­
bottom penetration and resolution, and to provide familiarity with system operation and fine 
tuning.
During November 1989, initial reconnaissance lines were collected over the inner 
shoreface (Lines 1 through 4). In conjunction with approximately 40 km of reflection 
seismic profiles collected by Shideler et al. (1984) in the barrier lagoons south of Cobb 
Bay, and a knowledge of the regional Quaternary stratigraphy, a detailed seismic grid was 
designed to adequately cover the study area. For ease of interpretation (geometrically), and 
maximization of the area coverable per kilometer of trackline, mutually orthogonal trackline 
orientations (square to rectangular grid) were determined the most suitable. The regional 
stratigraphy and reconnaissance lines suggested that the dominant structural and 
topographic trends were oriented NE-SW and NW-SE, while bathymetric contours 
generally trended NE-SW. To obtain representative dip and strike seismic profile 
(geologic) sections, an attempt was made to orient tracklines along either of these two 
orientations. This attempt proved most successful in the offshore area, and least successful 
in the barrier lagoons where water depth and navigability were the principal controlling
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factors on trackline orientation and spacing. Offshore, a grid size of 3.5 km x 5.5 km was 
decided upon, in order to obtain maximum areal coverage per unit length of trackline. In 
the lagoons, tracklines were often located in tidal creeks and channels, and a rectangular 
grid could not be maintained. When surveying in tidal channels, an effort was made to 
survey along channel flanks, rather than channel axes, so that shallow stratigraphy could be 
detected. Over tidal flats, surveying periods were usually restricted to time intervals 
surrounding high tide, particularly for the shallower flats.
Approximately 1000 line kilometers of reflection seismic data were collected over 
the 2000 km2 study area between November 1989 and August 1992 (Fig. 5.20; Plate 1). 
Seismic lines in the offshore area were collected during seven 15 to 30 hour cruises aboard 
the R.V. Linwood Holton, the Oceanography Department’s 18 m research vessel based at 
Little Creek Naval Amphibious Base, Norfolk. Minimum operational water depth for 
surveying on this vessel was approximately 4 m but dependent on sea state. Data from the 
lagoons was collected during ten 4 to 8 hour cruises aboard the R.V. Inselwerker, the ODU 
Barrier Island Program’s 7 m coastal research vessel based at ODU’s Barrier Island Field 
Station, Oyster, on the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Minimum operational depth for 
surveying on this vessel was approximately 0.8 m. In addition to the 1000 line kilometers 
of collected data, approximately 90 km of single channel reflection seismic data (inclusive 
of the 40 km used in initial reconnaissance), collected by Shideler et al. (1984), was 
reinterpreted in this study.
Profile lines 3,28, and 34 of this study intersect several seismic profile tracklines 
collected by Colman and Hobbs (1987) and Colman et al. (1988) from the baymouth area 
that were used in their analysis of stage 2 to stage 1 channel-fill deposits of the Cape 
Charles Paleochannel. Their lines have in turn been correlated with bridge tunnel boring 
data presented by Harrison et al. (1965) and Meisburger (1972). Consequently, in the bay 
mouth area, a late Wisconsinan lowstand (stage 2) surface has been defined. Profile lines
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Figure 5.20: Location map of the study area showing geophysical survey track lines 
collected during this study. Dashed tracklines refer to the approximately 90 
kms of data collected by Shideler et al. (1984). For a more detailed 
trackline plot, with shotpoint locations, see Plate 1.
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3, 28, and 34 of this study also revealed the presence of this late Wisconsinan fluvial 
erosion surface in the southern part of the study area. The established age of this 
unconformity surface thus provides ground-truthing to the age interpretation for the 
correlative SR-3 reflector of this study, and to the inferred relative ages of overlying and 
underlying strata. Profile line 38 of this study intersects seismic line 28 collected by the 
USGS as part of a geophysical investigation into the geology of the U.S. Atlantic 
continental margin (Bayer, 1987a; Bayer and Milici, 1989). However, Quaternary strata 
were not resolved in the USGS CDP records. Profile lines 1, 3, and 28, also cross part of 
the study area of Berquist and Hobbs (1989) who used limited 3.5 kHz subbottom profiles 
data in their analysis of heavy mineral accumulation on the Virginia inner shelf.
The scarcity of profile data linking the inner shelf tracklines with those of the 
lagoons was the result of adverse surveying conditions encountered at inlet mouths. This 
was due to extensive shoaling and swell set-up associated with large ebb-tidal deltas, and 
made surveying in these areas risky. The development of thick ebb-tidal delta sequences 
adjacent to inlet throat areas has also removed most of the late Pleistocene record, 
preventing definitive offshore-lagoonal seismic stratigraphic correlation.
5.1.2 Instrumentation
Continuous reflection seismic profile data was collected using a single-channel 
Ferranti-ORE Geopulse™ high-resolution subbottom profiling system. The system is 
operated from a survey vessel capable of carrying one or two operators (in addition to the 
vessel’s crew) and approximately 450 lbs of equipment. The Geopulse System-™ 
consisted of a 5420A Power Supply unit, a 5813A catamaran-mounted Acoustic Source, a 
5210A Receiver, a 7.5 m long 5110 20-element Hydrophone Streamer, a Marantz PMD
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430™  dual-channel tape recorder, and two electrosensitive graphic recorders (a single­
channel 16-tone Adtek SR8000, or a dual-channel 16-tone EPC 3200). The system was 
powered either by ship circuits, or by two (1 kW, 2.8 kW) isolated gas-powered 
generators. The link-up of the system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.21. Field and 
laboratory layouts are illustrated in Figs 5.22 and 5.23.
5.1.3 Operational Summary
The Power Supply unit was powered by ship circuits or by an O n a n T M  2800 watt 
gas-powered generator. All other (electronic) components of the system were powered by 
a smaller Onan™ 1000 watt gas-powered generator. A voltage of 4000 volts, built up 
across internal transformers, was capable of supplying various pre-set amounts of energy 
to the catamaran-mounted 5813A Acoustic Source (Boomer Plate). Internal switches in the 
Power Supply unit permitted energy output to be set at 105,175,280, 350, or 455 joules. 
Upon triggering by the graphic recorder, at a rate of up to six pulses per second (pps), 
electrical energy was rapidly discharged through the internal coil of the Boomer Plate. The 
resulting internal magnetic field caused rapid repulsion of an internal aluminum plate, 
causing the acoustic pulse. Rapid return of the aluminum plate in time for the next energy 
pulse was assured by rapid decay of the induced magnetic field and a retum-spring within 
the Boomer Plate (Sylwester, 1983, his Fig. 24).
The submerged 7.5 m long, 3 cm diameter, 20-element linear 5110 Hydrophone 
Streamer was used to detect reflected acoustic waves returning from the bottom and sub­
bottom. Resultant electrical voltages induced by the 20 internal piezoelectric hydrophone 
elements were then sent, unamplified, to the 5210A Receiver. The Receiver then split this 
signal and sent one copy to the Marantz PMD 430 tape recorder for storage on magnetic
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Figure 5.21: Schematic link-up of the Geopulse™ Reflection Seismic Profiling System 
used in this study. Loran-C positioning data was manually marked on 
records. All sequencing events are ultimately controlled by the sweep-per- 
second rate at the Adtek SR8000 or EPC 3200 graphic recorders.
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Figure 5.22: Schematic link-up of the Geopulse™ Reflection Seismic Profiling System
during field operation. Numbered dials referred to in text
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Figure 5.23: Schematic link-up of the Geopulse™ Reflection Seismic Profiling System
during laboratory playback.
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tape. A second signal copy was sent to the Adtek SR8000 and (or) EPC 3200 graphic 
recorders) for printing. This step resulted in a real-time cross-sectional (geologic) view of 
the line of transect. This printed copy was usually the product of acoustic signals that were 
amplified, gain-modified, band-pass filtered, and swell filtered by the 5210A Receiver 
prior to sending to the printer(s). During field surveys, therefore, seismic data was 
collected on magnetic tapes simultaneously with graphic records. Storage on magnetic tape 
permitted post-survey laboratory processing.
5.1.4 Operational Details and Equipment Layout
All system components, with the exception of the Boomer Plate and Hydrophone 
Streamer, were located on deck. The Boomer Plate and Hydrophone Streamer were towed 
from 10 to 25 m astern of the survey vessel on either side of the wake, attached either to the 
right and left transom comers of the survey vessel, or to lightweight stem booms, 
respectively. During shallow inshore and lagoonal surveying, the 7 m Inselwerker with 
175 HP outboard motor served as the survey vessel. The Boomer Plate and Hydrophone 
Streamer were towed side by side, approximately 4 m apart, and 10 m astern. On the inner 
shelf and shoreface, the 18 m Linwood Holton served as the work platform. Due to the 
potential for larger wake and ship noise levels, the Boomer Plate and Hydrophone Streamer 
were towed side by side, approximately 4 m apart, but approximately 25 m astern. In 
theory, the 4 m spacing, centered on the boat wake, would lead to selective and enhanced 
attenuation of first order seabed multiples in the turbulent bubbly water of the wake. This 
occurs because the multiple’s second reflection (off the sea-air interface) must be located 
midway between the boomer plate source and the hydrophone streamer, i.e., in the wake 
bubble zone. Similarly, the boat wake will help reduce the sea-air interface reflection 
coefficient for any third order multiple that may be developed. Acoustic waves associated
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with primary (real) reflections would be minimally affected by wake attenuation. A side-by- 
side towing arrangement also, in theory, enabled the Hydrophone Streamer to better detect 
primary reflections. This would occur because acoustic wavefronts resulting from primary 
reflections would be approaching the streamer at an angle normal to its long axis. Real 
reflections are therefore not subjected to out-of-phase signal addition that might occur if the 
streamer was towed in-line with the Boomer Plate. Out-of-phase signal addition at the 20 
hydrophone elements within the streamer is partly responsible for loss of boat-noise 
coherence during surveys. During sudden changes in course, passage of the Boomer Plate 
through the wake resulted in significant loss of acoustic energy due to absorption by boat 
exhaust gas bubbles, and tilting of the Boomer Plate into non-horizontal orientations. This 
event resulted in loss of acoustic return on the graphic recorder, this was represented by 
vertical blank streaks, up to 2 mm wide, extending from the top to the bottom of the record. 
This phenomenon was also noted to occur when traversing recent wakes created by other 
vessels.
During surveys, the 38 cm-diameter catamaran-mounted Boomer Plate was located 
approximately 10 cm below the air-sea interface. This permitted good coupling between 
the rubber diaphragm-covered plate and the water column, a necessity for good pulse (and 
therefore graphic record) quality. To maintain submergence of the Boomer Plate, survey 
vessel speed ordinarily could not exceed 7 to 9 km/hr (4 to 5 knots). At speeds higher 
than 9 km/hr (5 knots), the Boomer Plate would intermittently plane on the water surface, 
which resulted in loss of acoustic energy to the atmosphere, increased acoustic noise, and 
deterioration of record quality. Most surveys were conducted at speeds of 7.5 km/hr (4 
knots), or at slower speeds when sea state was poorer, and when running against the tide. 
Low speeds also helped reduce ship noise and streamer “self noise” created by passage of 
the streamer through the water. Speeds of up to 9 km/hr (5 knots) could occasionally be 
achieved, without significant loss of record quality, when running downwind, or with the
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tide. In order to maintain the 7.5 m Hydrophone Streamer in a stretched configuration 
parallel to the direction of travel, a 7.5 m long line with an oblong float attached at the end 
was used as a sea anchor.
On deck, the 2800 W and 1000 W generators were located away from the other 
components of the Geopulse profiling system to reduce noise contamination. Power cables 
from the system components were also kept isolated from the Hydrophone Streamer cable 
and inter-component signal cables. Generators had to be refuelled approximately every 5 
hours, during which time profiling was temporarily (2 to 3 minutes) halted. Profiling was 
also temporarily halted every 12-20 hours when the 65 m-Iong rolls of Graphic Recorder 
paper had to be changed. The Geopulse Power Supply unit was powered exclusively by 
either ship circuits (R.V. Linwood Holton), or by the isolated 2800 W generator (R.V. 
Inselwerker). The remaining onboard system components were also either powered by 
ship circuits (R.V. Linwood Holton), or by the smaller 1000 W generator (R.V. 
Inselwerker). System components were protected by a surge suppressor in case of 
generator malfunction. All equipment was carefully grounded, the electronics being 
grounded to a separate sea ground than the Power Supply unit.
During the course of fieldwork, two graphic recorders were used. Profile lines 1 
through 21 were collected on 21.5 cm-wide electrosensitive paper from a single-channel 
Adtek SR8000 Graphic Recorder. This recorder subsequently became unreliably 
intermittent in operation, and was replaced by a dual-channel EPC 3200 Graphic Recorder 
for profile lines 23 through 44. This recorder was capable of printing single or duplicate 
(split screen) records simultaneously on its 50 cm wide electrosensitive paper. When 
functioning, the SR 8000 was occasionally used in tandem with the EPC 3200 recorder 
during field recording and laboratory playback of the more recent lines. Some of the early 
lines were also played back in the laboratory on the EPC 3200. Stylus sweep rates on the 
graphic recorders determined the vertical exaggeration (VE) of the printed records.
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The Adtek SR8000 was set at a sweep rate of ten sweeps per second during field 
surveying. This resulted in the 21.5 cm width of the chart paper representing 100 ms two­
way-travel-time (twtt), or approximately 80 m one-way-depth (owd). Horizontal lines 
spaced at 10 ms intervals on the chart paper therefore divided the record into incremental 
layers of approximately 8 m in thickness. Chart speed was typically 100 lines / inch. A 
representative graphic record VE may be calculated using waypoints 32 and 33, from Line 
38. One centimeter of chart length corresponds to approximately 84.6 m of field coverage 
(dependent on vessel speed). Resultant vertical exaggeration (VE) based on a 100 lines / 
inch chart speed and sweep rate of 10 sweeps /  second was on the order of 22.7 for the 
Adtek SR8000 graphic record. Some records were obtained at chart speeds of 200 lines / 
inch and larger or smaller vessel speeds, which obviously changed VE.
Chart speed and sweep rate for the EPC 3200 were typically set at 200 lines per 
inch, and 4 sweeps per second, respectively. The 50 cm width of the chart paper therefore 
represented 250 ms two-way-travel-time (twtt), or approximately 200 m one-way-depth 
(owd). Horizontal lines spaced at 25 ms intervals divided the record into incremental layers 
of approximately 20 m in thickness. Chart speeds of 200 lines / inch resulted in 1 cm of 
chart representing approximately 86 m of field coverage (Line 38; waypoints 32-33; Plate
1). Resultant VE for the EPC 3200 was on the order of 21.5. For dual-channel (split 
screen) printing, the VE is decreased by 50%, and actual VE will again be dependent on 
ship speed and the lines / inch chart speed setting chosen. Therefore graphic records could 
be generated on either printer with similar VE values. The majority of records had VE 
values in the range of 20 to 25, with the exception of lines run very slowly in lagoonal 
areas (e.g. Line 42; Plate 1).
The seismic data collected by Shideler et al. (1984) was in the format of 30.5 cm- 
wide two-tone black and white photocopies. Record quality was generally not as good as 
the data collected during this study. The vertical scale of the data rolls (in terms of
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milliseconds per cm) was similar to the EPC 3200 records of this study. The data rolls 
were marked with 0 ms and 100 ms horizontal time-lines.
Reflection seismic data (key pulse, reflected pulses, and noise) was stored on 
magnetic tape while simultaneously being printed at the graphic recorder. Eighty six very 
high quality metal tapes (90 or 100 minute Maxell™ MX, or MX-S) were used for data 
storage. Data that was replayed in the laboratory was observed to be of similar quality to 
that printed real-time during surveying.
During surveying, a 280 joule or 175 joule setting was used in the Power Supply 
unit. The majority of surveys were run at the 175 J setting (Appendix B) which provided a 
good balance between penetration and resolution. Because the carrier frequency and 
frequency range at the 175 J setting is higher than at the 280 J setting (ORE, 1988), better 
resolution was possible at the lower power level because of the shorter associated 
wavelengths. Acoustic pulse (key) firing rates were controlled by the scan rate at the 
Graphic Recorder and by the Key Divider dial (dial #10; Fig. 5.22) on the Receiver. The 
Graphic Recorder may be considered the master component of the Geopulse System. The 
timing mechanism within the Graphic Recorder determined the acoustic pulse Firing rate 
and event sequencing for the whole system. The Receiver’s Key Divider dial was 
necessary because of a 720 W (J per second) power limitation at the Boomer Plate. At a 
175 J setting, the maximum firing rate was 4 pulses per second; at 280 J, the maximum rate 
was 2 pulses per second. When the Adtek SR8000 Graphic Recorder was in use, the 10 
sweeps per second sweep rate was stepped down by the Key Divider dial on the Receiver 
(dial #10; Fig. 5.22) so that the firing rate did not exceed Boomer Plate design 
specifications. Offshore, a firing rate of 4 pulses per second was usually used. Under 
certain weather conditions, a rate of 2 pulses per second appeared to produce a better 
record. In the lagoons, shallow water appeared to favor firing rates of 1 or 2 pulses / 
second. These rates presumably prevented saturation of the water column by peg-leg
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multiple reflections that appeared more prevalent at higher firing rates (Fig. 4.16). Some 
early reconnaissance lines shot at rates of 4 pulses per second (not presented here) showed 
severe multiple “ringing*’ within the sediment column which severely hindered geologic 
interpretation. Later seismic surveys (lines 23 through 44; Plate 1) used the EPC 3200 
Graphic Recorder as the system master, with the Adtek SR8000 either disconnected, or 
slave-connected to the EPC 3200 to provide backup printing. Scan rates of 4 pulses per 
second were usually not stepped down by the Receiver’s Key Divider dial, unless a firing 
rate of 2 pulses per second resulted in better quality records, a 280 J power setting was in 
use, or a split-screen record was being produced.
Prior to acoustic signal from the Hydrophone Streamer being simultaneously 
printed at the graphic recorder(s) and stored on magnetic tape, it first passed through the 
5210A Receiver. The Receiver performed several modifications (amplification, band-pass 
filtering, swell filtering) to the unamplified acoustic signal arriving from the linear 
Hydrophone Streamer. Raw reflection data arriving at the Receiver’s Hydrophone Input 
Jack (jack #17; Fig. 5.22) was first amplified. Use of the Input Amplifier to apply Input 
Gain (switch #1; Fig. 5.22) was generally not required because returning signal was of 
sufficient amplitude to be detected. However, the Intermediate Amplifier was used to apply 
Coarse Gain (dial #2; Fig. 5.22) and Fine Gain (dial #4; Fig. 5.22) in sufficient quantity to 
just prevent the Intermediate Overload LEDs from lighting (light #5; Fig. 5.22); the 
quantity required varied from cruise to cruise. Up to 40 dB of Coarse Gain and 30 dB of 
Fine Gain could be added to the returning signal, commencing 2 ms after the Key Pulse. A 
copy of the acoustic signal (with input, coarse, and fine gain applied, and all recorded 
frequencies present) was then sent to the “bottom right” channel of the Marantz PMD 430 
dual-channel tape recorder. The second channel, the “top left”, continually received key 
signal pulses from the Receiver every time the Boomer Plate fired (Fig. 5.22). To send the 
raw amplified acoustic data to the tape recorder, the Receiver’s Tape Select dial (dial #9)
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was set at the “Raw” position.
Simultaneously, the other copy of the returning acoustic data was fed through the 
low- and high-pass filters (dials #6 & #7; Fig. 5.22). These filters could reduce the 
frequency range of the data being detected from a default 20 - 15000 Hz range to any 
selected sub-range. As the frequency range of the outgoing acoustic pulse from the 
Boomer Plate was 200 - 15000 Hz, SNR was theoretically enhanced if the band-pass filters 
were set to exclude frequencies in the range 20 - 200 Hz from the returning signal. This in 
effect removed power-line hum noise (at 60 Hz) and other low frequency noise sources 
(refer to Section 4.5.4). In the field, a more restricted band-pass range, of either 750 to 
3000 Hz or 1000 to 3000 Hz was generally chosen. This filtered frequency range provided 
good quality graphic records in terms of penetration and resolution. Though avoided in 
practice, this band-pass filtered data (instead of the raw unfiltered version of the data) could 
have been sent to the tape recorder by setting the Tape Select dial (dial #9; Fig. 5.22) to 
“Filtered” instead of to “Raw”. The principal disadvantage of recording such filtered data 
was that the low-end and high-end frequencies would have been permanently lost
Time-variable-gain (TVG) was used to apply a timed gain increase to the returning 
signal to compensate for increasing signal attenuation with depth. It was applied during all 
surveys, and during all laboratory playbacks. The TVG Rate and Delay dials (dials #13 & 
#14) and the Delay Multiplier switch (switch #15; Fig. 5.22) determined the time of 
application and the rate increase of the applied gain. The start of the time-variable-gain 
(TVG) could thus be applied anywhere from 1 ms to 14 s after each acoustic pulse key 
event. During surveying, a small TVG Delay dial setting (<5 ms) was used in shallow 
water (<5 m), while a larger setting (up to 25 ms) was used in deep (20 m) water. The 
TVG Delay was usually set so that gain was not applied until just after arrival of the seabed 
return. This procedure reduced the amount of water column noise observed on the graphic 
records. The TVG Rate dial was continually monitored and adjusted with varying water
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depth, or was automatically monitored using the TVG Bottom Track dial (dial #12; Fig. 
5.22). The rate of TVG application determined how quickly gain was applied to the 
record. Maximum gain (30 dB) could be applied as soon as 14 ms after the seabed return, 
or may not have been fully applied until 3 seconds after arrival of the seabed return. 
Typically, the Rate dial was set within the range 14 - 20 ms, which allowed for maximum 
gain application to most of the sediment column of interest
During non-ideal weather conditions, the Swell Filter (dial #34; Fig. 5.22) was 
used to remove the adverse effects of sea surface swell and wave conditions on reflector 
quality. The device removed repetitive-sinusoidal apparent seabed relief caused by vertical 
displacement of the Boomer Plate in troughs and on crests during surveying. A flat seabed 
was assumed while adjusting the Swell Filter dial to select an “appropriate'’ swell period (0 
to 40 seconds). The “appropriate” swell period corresponded to the selected time value that 
resulted in printout of a flat seabed on the graphic records. During fieldwork, a swell 
period of approximately 20 to 30 seconds was found to remove swell and (or) wave effects 
during most of the non-ideal weather conditions encountered. A disadvantage of using the 
device was the potential for removal of seabed structure that may have been at similar scales 
to the surface waves and swell (eg. sand waves and megaripples). A major advantage to 
the device was its ability to make seabed multiple identification easier (see Section 4.5.2 
and Fig. 4.17).
5.1.5 Navigation Control
Ship positioning during reflection seismic profiling was accomplished using the 
Loran C radiowave navigational system for coastal waters, and occasionally, dead 
reckoning (within the lagoons). NOAA charts 12210 (1984) and 12221 (1989) were used 
as basemaps for determining trackline orientations, positional plotting (by hand) during
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surveying, and for preparing a hard-copy record of all tracklines.
Offshore, the survey vessel was navigated using waypoints entered on the Loran C 
receiver, and ship’s autopilot. Loran C fixes were read to 10-2 or 10-* microseconds 
accuracy for offshore positional fixes. The mutually orthogonal X and Y Secondaries of 
the 1960 Northeast U.S. Loran C chain were used. Observer accuracy at any specific 
geographic location was calculated using Line-of-Position Time Difference (LOP T/D) 
spacings and associated real chart distances. Observer accuracy is determined by the speed 
at which a particular T/D reading can be recorded, before the 10-1 number changes. At a 
lO-i microsecond reading accuracy, the accuracy of the X-Secondary T/D fix was therefore 
± 33 m and that for the Y-Secondary T/D fix was ± 16 m, at any position on the inner shelf 
covered by the survey area (Melton, 1986). These errors occur in addition to the absolute 
and repeatable accuracies, and the sampling-rate accuracy of the system (see below).
Absolute (navigational, or geodetic) Accuracy refers to the distance between TD 
coordinates of a location and the actual Latitude-Longitude (L/L) coordinates of that 
location. Within the study area, absolute accuracy of the Loran C net was to within 
approximately 0.1 nautical miles (185 m). This means that when navigating from Point A 
to a pre-determined final destination (Point B) using T/D LOP’s, the final position will lie 
somewhere within 185 m of Point B, not necessarily at Point B (Melton, 1986).
Repeatable Accuracy refers to the ability to return to a given location, using T/D’s 
recorded from a previous visit, without reference to L/L coordinates. Repeatable accuracy 
for the Loran C system is approximately 15 m or less (Melton, 1986). Such a high degree 
of repeatable accuracy during fieldwork permitted intersection of early profile tracklines by 
later tracklines for correlation and “reflector closing” purposes.
Numbered positional fixes were taken every 15 to 20 minutes (equivalent to 
approximately every 1000 m of trackline) and at every point of course change. The 
navigation fixes were manually marked on the graphic records, using the Receiver’s Event
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Mark button (button #11; Fig. 5.22), and a unique annotated number. Each unique number 
was also entered in the field logbook, along with the corresponding Latitude / Longitude 
(L/L) or Time Difference (T/D) coordinates, and the Time-of-Fix in Eastern Standard Time 
(Appendix B).
Due to the known radiowave velocity retardation effect induced by radiowave 
transmissions over land (land path error), random Latitude / Longitude readings were also 
taken simultaneously with the Loran C T/D readings. This allowed estimation of the Loran 
C receiver’s internal L/L to T/D conversion errors so that some of the early reconnaissance 
lines (positional fixes recorded in L/L format) could be plotted in T/D format. Errors in the 
T/D to L/L local conversion by the Loran C receiver were noted to vary systematically in 
both coast-parallel and coast-normal directions. This error in effect represents a Total Field 
Error, and incorporates absolute errors, the land path errors, and ASF errors (see Melton, 
1986) in Receiver L/L to T/D conversion. The error resulted in a receiver-displayed L/L 
position that was southeast of the true L/L position (determined by plotting T/Ds and 
reading off the corresponding L/L coordinates) by an average of 0.34’ Latitude (630 m) 
and 0.60’ Longitude (890 m) when plotted on NOAA chart 12221 (1989). Navigational 
fixes for the majority of offshore lines were recorded in T/D format. However, some early 
lines were recorded in L/L format (Appendix B). When preparing the hard-copy record of 
all tracklines, these latter navigational fixes were plotted as corrected L/L’s (i.e. Latitude, 
+0.34’; Longitude, +0.60’).
The Loran C LOP’s on charts 12221 and 12210 are not overprinted on lagoonal 
areas on the east side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Consequently navigational fixes 
in the lagoons were recorded as Loran Receiver-converted L/L coordinates. Navigational 
fixes and bearings were also taken near navigational Day Markers and distinct features that 
the survey tracklines passed adjacent to. Lagoonal tracklines subsequently plotted using 
the L/L data alone generally needed a correction factor on the order of + 0.22’ latitude; +
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0.58’ longitude, to move apparent positions off of marsh areas, for example, and back into 
tidal channels. Due to faulty lock-on of the Loran C receiver, seismic lines 31,32, and 39- 
43 used dead reckoning, course headings, distance and bearing to day markers and 
topographic or topographic features, and water depths, to determine L/L positions when 
plotting tracklines on the hard-copy record. Once plotted, L/L coordinates were read off 
the chart for each positional fix. These fixes were probably the least accurate obtained 
during field work, probably being accurate to only within 300 to 400 m.
The data collected by Shideler et al. (1984), and used in this study, did not have 
accompanying positional fixes available. Consequently an enlarged version of their Fig. 2 
was used to obtain latitude and longitude coordinates for their waypoints and tracklines. 
The location accuracy of this data, particularly in open bay areas and offshore (i.e. away 
from geographic features) is on a par with the above dead-reckoning accuracy.
5.1.6 Weather-Induced Surveying Limitations
Ideal conditions for surveying were wind speeds of less than 2 knots, and calm sea 
conditions. Adverse weather and sea state conditions imposed limitations on surveying. 
Generally, sustained winds in excess of 15 knots resulted in a sea state that caused 
haphazard Boomer Plate pulse directivity (wave and swell effect) and consequently a 
deteriorating quality of graphic record. Oceanic swell during post-storm periods also had a 
negative effect on graphic record quality. Excessive ship rolling (greater than 35°) 
exceeded the design specifications of the Geopulse Power Supply unit. This was noted to 
result in false keying and erratic Boomer Plate firing when the survey vessel was running 
normal to swell or wave direction. Consequently, certain profile tracklines offshore had to 
be slightly reoriented during surveying in rough weather to counteract this problem. Best 
signal return in poor weather conditions was observed to occur when the survey vessel was
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running downwind.
Within barrier lagoons and tidal channels, wind direction, water depth, and fetch 
length influenced record quality under less-than-ideal weather conditions. Profiling in 
narrow sheltered tidal channels and creeks was possible under conditions that would have 
forced survey abandonment if surveying offshore. Over shallow tidal flats and in open- 
water areas of the lagoons, shallow water depths hindered surveying and significantly 
reduced record quality when sustained winds were in excess of 10 knots.
5.2 Laboratory Methods
5.2.1 Field and Laboratory Records
In the laboratory, navigational data from the field logbooks was stored on computer 
using a Macintosh computer and Excel™ spreadsheet software (Appendix B). Each 
survey line was given a unique Line Number between 1 and 44, assigned in the order in 
which the lines were collected. The waypoints for each line were also given individual 
numbers (corresponding to their respective navigational fix numbers). Each survey line 
was annotated with date of survey, Joule setting used, waypoint navigational fixes (L/L or 
T/D), time of fix in Eastern Standard Time, operational comments, and magnetic tapes used 
for data storage for that particular trackline. Magnetic tapes were numbered from 2A 
through 87B, assigned in the order in which the seismic lines were collected. Survey lines 
collected by Shideleret al. (1984) were assigned numbers used by the original authors, but 
with an asterisk-superscript attached to distinguish them from the 1989-1992 data.
Field-collected seismic profiles, recorded at 750 to 2000 Hz or 1000 to 2000 Hz, 
were visually inspected to subjectively determine resolution, penetration, and noise content 
attributes. If the field record was lacking in one of these three areas, the magnetically
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recorded version was replayed in the 1000 to 2000 Hz band-pass range under different 
gain, TVG, and swell filter settings to obtain a better quality record. The link-up of the 
system during field recording and laboratory playback is illustrated in Figs 18, 19, 20). 
The laboratory procedure used in this study is illustrated as a flow diagram in Fig. 5.24.
5.2.2 Record Interpretation
Record interpretation involved the application of seismic stratigraphic interpretation 
techniques to the field-collected and laboratory-processed graphic records. This technique, 
referred to as sequence stratigraphy (Vail, 1987), permitted subdivision of graphic records 
into depositional packages (depositional sequences and systems tracts) that accumulated 
during distinct intervals of time (104 to 105 years on the southern Delmarva Peninsula) 
determined by glacioeustatic frequencies.
Assuming good penetration and resolution, and acceptable noise levels (SNR 
sufficient to permit application of geological significance to the seismic record), the 
interpretation stage of record analysis was undertaken. The reflection seismic profiles were 
treated in the same manner as geological cross sections, but with the realization that the 
vertical axis was a time, not real depth, axis. Relative time-spacings of individual 
reflections on the graphic records therefore did not necessarily correlate to similar depth 
spacings because of the effects of water depth variability and oblique angles of acoustic 
wave incidence. Because the records were treated as geological cross-sections, structural, 
topographic and stratigraphic interpretations were made using similar methodology as 
would be used for geologic sections. The interpretation procedure used was a modified 
version of the three-step method presented by Mitchum and Vail (1977; Part 7), Mitchum et 
al. (1977; Part 6) and of the seven-step seismic stratigraphic interpretation methodology of 
Vail (1987). Graphic record interpretation involved (1), seismic sequence analysis and (2),
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Figure 5.24: Flow diagram illustrating the procedure used in seismic data acquisition and 
interpretation.
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seismic facies analysis. These steps, combined with a knowledge of established regional 
geology, permit inferences to be made concerning depositional environments, lithofacies, 
relative sea level, and chronology.
5.2.3 Seismic Sequence Analysis
The objective of Seismic Sequence Analysis is to delineate depositional sequences 
and systems tracts from seismic data (graphic records) by identifying discontinuities that 
are indicated by various types of reflection terminations (Vail, 1987). The first step of data 
interpretation, seismic sequence analysis, involved identifying and picking unconformities 
on the records that were believed to have major chronostratigraphic and sequence- 
stratigraphic significance, and genetic links to established Coastal Plain stratigraphy. Since 
mapping of unconformities is the fundamental building block of “seismic sequence 
analysis” (Mitchum et al., 1977, Parts 2 and 6; Vail et al., 1977, Part 5), this step 
ultimately permitted division of the seismic stratigraphic record into unconformity bounded 
depositional sequences. In sequence stratigraphic terminology, such unconformity 
surfaces are usually either (1), fluvial erosion surfaces or (2), transgressive or regressive 
ravinement surfaces.
On basin margins, depositional sequences are potentially bounded by fluvial 
erosion surfaces or ravinement surfaces exclusively, or by any combination of these two 
(see discussion in Chapter 2.2). The stratigraphic record of depositional sequences may 
consist of a succession of stacked fluvial unconformities, a succession of stacked 
ravinement surfaces, or by an alternating succession of stacked fluvial and ravinement 
surfaces. The stacking pattern will be determined by the relative magnitudes of sea-level 
change (determines the topographic expression of subaerial landscapes during lowstand 
events), the magnitude of sediment supply (determines the erosional or depositional nature
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of transgressions and regressions), subsidence rate, and any changes in basin 
paleogeography (eg. proximity to major fluvial systems) during its stratigraphic 
development.
If the selected unconformity surfaces were continuous throughout most or all of the 
2000 km 2 study area, they were inferred to have regional significance at the scale of basin 
margin response to sea-level fluctuation and variation in regional sediment supply. The 
unconformities were thus assumed to possess similar temporal and spatial scales to the 
unconformity surfaces that define known Plio-Pleistocene alloformations on the subaerial 
Atlantic Coastal Plain (see Chapter 3.2). This requirement for regional development 
permitted, for example, distinction of local smaller scale intra-sequence channel-base 
diastems from sequence-bounding regional fluvial erosion surfaces, and of ebb-tidal-delta 
clinoform downlap form larger scale regional highstand coastal downlap. If the picked 
reflector did not have a regional distribution, this step was reiterated using an alternative 
reflector.
Picking of unconformities was accomplished via identification of reflector 
terminations against surfaces of seismic discontinuity. Unconformities were therefore 
identified by reflector truncation or toplap beneath a seismic surface, and (or) reflector 
onlap and downlap onto this same surface (Mitchum et al., 1977, Part 2; Vail, 1987; Fig. 
5.25). This procedure is based on the Seismic Sequence Analysis step of the Seismic 
Stratigraphic Interpretation method discussed by Vail (1987). This step involves:
1) marking reflector terminations, with arrows, that correspond to onlap, downlap, 
truncation, or toplap events.
2) areal delineation and classification of the seismic surfaces against which these 
seismic events occur, on a regional scale. This step is accomplished by drawing in 
the discontinuity surface against which reflectors below are truncated or toplapped, 
and against which overlying reflectors either onlap or downlap.
In this high-resolution reflection seismic study, it proved most efficient to identify
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Figure 5.25: Schematic illustration of lap relationships (reflector termination patterns) 
used in seismic stratigraphic interpretation, and referred to in text, (a) 
onlap, (b) downlap, (c) truncation, (d) toplap. The intra-sequence 
occurrence of these lap types is shown in (e) for an idealized depositional 
sequence seen in dip section. Abbreviations in bold text denote terminology 
used in text; FES= fluvial erosion surface, SB= sequence boundary, in this 
example defined by the fluvial erosion surface, RS= ravinement surface, 
MFS= maximum flooding surface. Abbreviations in normal text describe 
surfaces in terms of their relationship to subjacent and superjacent 
reflectors; TS= toplap surface, DS= downlap surface, OS= onlap surface. 
Based on Mitchum et al. (1977), and Vail (1987).
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(e) Schematic occurrence of lap types within a depositional sequence
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angular truncation, onlap, or downlap at specific sites (“seismic stratotypes”), and then to 
carry the associated unconformity (reflector) throughout the study area. This procedure 
worked best when tracing fluvial unconformities which tended to have high-amplitude 
(strong) reflections and well-developed small-scale relief. While the respective 
unconformity reflector was being carried throughout the study area, the associated 
occurrences of the expected subjacent and superjacent reflector terminations were idenufied 
and marked. Thus, in reality, steps 1 and 2 were combined, so that assumptions 
concerning the type of unconformity surface being followed aided in the detection of that 
surface and helped in the identification of reflector terminations. This methodology was 
favored because unconformities on these high resolution seismic profiles were often 
represented by a distinct seismic reflection, which is not necessarily the case with 
conventional seismic data. It was thus often easier to follow the unconformity reflector, 
while at intervals checking to ensure that subjacent and superjacent terminating reflectors 
were terminating as defined at the “seismic stratotype”. These termination points along the 
unconformity reflector were usually marked schematically (color coded) along the top 
margin of the seismic profiles, and also at the point-of-occurrence on the records, unless 
they were visually very obvious. The former was done so that subtle truncations on the 
graphic records would not become hidden by pencil marks. Definition of the unconformity 
at the “seismic stratotype” and subsequent tracing of the unconformity throughout the study 
area permitted unconformity identification in areas where truncation, toplap, onlap, or 
downlap were not visually discernible (due to poor record quality, or due to sub-parallel 
reflector aspect above and below the unconformity).
Fluvial unconformities possess significant local and regional relief by virtue of the 
fluvial-erosional and subaerial weathering processes that create them. They were best 
identified adjacent to their associated paleochannels. These locations, which served as 
good “seismic stratotypes”, permitted recognition of angular discordance (truncation)
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between the unconformity reflector and underlying strata. The overlying incised-valley fill 
facies at these sites generally onlapped or downlapped onto the unconformity reflector 
(paleochannel margins), particularly in strike section. On the low-gradient interfluves of 
subaerial erosion surfaces, the onlap, downlap, and truncation type reflector terminations 
were less distinct. On many interfluve areas, the fluvial erosion surface was actually a 
paraconformity or disconformity at the ±1 m resolution scale of the seismic profiling 
system. However, the ability to trace the unconformity as a distinct seismic reflector, and 
not having to rely on reflector termination at all points along a profile, permitted 
unconformity identification on interfluve areas and also in areas where record quality was 
poor enough to prevent termination identification. The high resolution capabilities of 
reflection seismic profiling, compared with conventional CDP surveys, permitted detection 
of localized small-scale relief (1 to 2 m) and topographic irregularities. These small scale 
irregularities were believed to be more or less unique to the seismic expression of deeper 
(older) fluvial erosion surfaces in this area. They were consequently also used to help 
identify the fluvial erosion surface reflector on interfluve areas. Larger scale relief on the 
fluvial unconformities was on the order of tens of meters per kilometer.
Ravinements may occur as either wave ravinements, incised on an oceanic or bay 
shoreface, or as tidal (or bay mouth) ravinements incised principally by tidal currents in the 
vicinity of estuary mouths (see discussion in Chapter 2.2). Since the ravinement, as 
defined by Stamp (1921), is generally assumed to develop during shoreface retreat during 
transgression, use the term ravinement without a qualifier in this paper refers to a wave 
ravinement specifically. Ravinements cut predominantly by tidal current scour in bay 
mouth settings will be referred to as tidal ravinements, to distinguish them from wave 
ravinements. Tidal ravinements may be subject to downlap by superjacent reflectors; this 
can be attributed to the generally greater local relief of this type of ravinement. The tidal 
ravinement in bay mouth settings is also likely to be buried by multidirectional prograding
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(downlapping) estuary-mouth sands sourced by littoral drift and by shore-normal and shore- 
oblique sediment transport pathways at the bay mouth; onlap in the updip direction is not 
necessarily associated with the tidal ravinement. Tidal ravinements are expected to possess 
significantly more relief (10 m/km) than wave ravinements, and have the geometry of large 
tidal scour trenches.
The transgressive (wave) ravinement surface may be expected to show significantly 
less local and regional relief than the fluvial erosion surface. As it is principally carved 
during erosional shoreface retreat by wave orbital and tidal current erosion accompanying 
sea-level rise, the ravinement may be expected to possess low dip and strike gradients, in 
comparison with the fluvial erosion surface. Local (large-scale) depressions on the 
ravinement surface, seen in strike sections particularly, may lie seaward of inter-headland 
and inter-ebb-tidal-delta areas. Because of their generally low gradients, picking 
ravinement unconformities was more difficult than was the case for fluvial unconformities 
because they were more likely to be represented by a paraconformity or a disconformity 
throughout the whole of the study area. The best means of detecting ravinements was by 
analysis of dip-oriented seismic lines where onlap of overlying reflectors (onlap reflector 
termination type; Fig. 5.25) in the landward direction, was most likely to be observed. 
Shore-parallel lines (strike sections) occasionally illustrated onlap reflector termination onto 
the ravinement. This feature was most likely to occur at the lateral margins of the local 
ravinement depressions mentioned above. Small scale and angular topographic 
irregularities as found on the fluvial erosion surface, were not observed in association with 
the ravinement surface, and in some areas permitted distinction of the ravinement from the 
fluvial erosion surface. Relief on ravinement surfaces was on the order of meters per 
kilometer.
Proximal to the shoreface or paleoshoreface, relief on the ravinement may be 
expected to be greater than in the more distal areas. In these proximal areas, the ravinement
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may be more correctly referred to as a “proto-ravinement.” It is a proto-ravinement 
because it is being formed by processes that are still above active wave base, and the record 
of which is likely to be obliterated as the shoreline and active upper shoreface migrate 
landward. The proto-ravinement may be carved by wave action in the surf zone, by tidal 
currents adjacent to inlets, and by swash erosion on subaerial parts of the beach. The 
record of these high-elevation erosional processes is removed when the toe of the shoreface 
translates landward. The proto-ravinement is overlain by ephemeral shoreface sands that 
may be associated with estuary-margin shoals, ebb tidal deltas, and shoreface-attached sand 
ridges.
5.2.4 Seismic Facies Analysis
Seismic Facies Analysis permits the identification and interpretation of seismic 
parameter variations seen on graphic records that are controlled by geologic changes in 
such factors as porosity, fluid saturation, and lithofacies (Vail, 1987). Seismic facies 
analysis was used to apply interpretations concerning lithology and depositional 
environment to the unconformity-bounded depositional sequences identified during the 
seismic sequence analysis step (Section 5.2.3). Seismic facies, or seismic facies units, are 
reflector groupings within depositional sequences that can be consistently identified and 
mapped over a given part of a study area based on the reflector attributes peculiar to that 
reflector group (Mitchum et al., 1977, Part 6).
In this analysis, a modified version of the Mitchum et al. (1977; Part 6), Mitchum 
and Vail (1977; Part 7), and Vail (1987) techniques were used. On conventional seismic 
records, reflector parameters such as reflector configuration, continuity, amplitude, 
frequency, interval velocity and external geometry may be used to define seismic facies. 
These parameters provide information that can be used to make geological inferences
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concerning bedding patterns, depositional processes, lithology, bed spacing, and ultimately 
depositional environments.
In this high-resolution study, variations in interval velocity could not be used 
because quantification of velocity fluctuation with depth could not be obtained from the 
graphic records. Similarly, reflection frequency variation between different parts of the 
graphic record could not be determined from the analog-recorded data. Reflector 
amplitude, as a tool to identify seismic facies, was used with caution because of the effects 
of gain and time-variable gain (TVG) on the records. Because gain, in quantities that 
varied during and between cruises, was applied to the recorded and printed data, “true 
amplitude’’ reflector characteristics were obscured. Therefore lithologic significance could 
not be applied to a group of reflectors based on their amplitudes alone.
Seismic facies analysis consisted of two principal components; a seismic facies 
definition step, and a geologic interpretation step. The former involved delineation of a 
consistently identifiable seismic stratigraphic unit within a depositional sequence, while the 
latter involved the application of lithologic and depositional environment significance to that 
unit. Obviously, for the latter step, a sequence stratigraphic framework was required to 
constrain the number of potential depositional environments. To identify and define 
seismic facies, the following reflector parameters were used;
1) internal reflector configuration (e.g. divergent, parallel, sub-parallel, chaotic, 
prograding clinoforms, reflection-free, etc.)
2) internal reflector continuity
3) internal reflector amplitude (relative to immediately adjacent units)
4) acoustic expression of the reflector grouping relative to adjacent seismic facies (e.g. 
opaque, transparent, noisy, etc.)
5) geometries and relief of upper and lower bounding surfaces (e.g. irregular, smooth)
6) reflector group external form (e.g. sheet, wedge, lens, mound, channelled, etc.)
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Once seismic facies were identified, probable lithologies and depositional 
environments were inferred for each of the seismic facies. This was achieved by 
integrating the seismic facies with their relative positions in a depositional sequence (ie. 
their spatial and stratigraphic relation to adjacent chronostratigraphically significant 
surfaces), and integration with a knowledge of local and regional stratigraphy. The 
interpretation process thus involved;
1) determination of seismic facies position within a depositional sequence
2) application of local and regional stratigraphic constraints
3) interpretation of depositional environment and (or) lithology
Seismic facies do not necessarily have a unique lithologic or depositional 
environment solution. For example, massive sandy deposits may appear seismically very 
similar to a massive mud unit However, using a process of elimination, specific lithologic 
and depositional environment assignments could be ruled out. Since the study area has 
been a part of a siliciclastic-dominated passive continental margin throughout the Cenozoic, 
carbonate facies were interpreted to be absent from the Quaternary record. For similar 
reasons, facies indicative of deep-water (outer shelf and slope) deposition were also 
assumed to be absent from the record. Because of the high basin-margin setting of the 
study area, lowstand systems tract deposits were interpreted to be absent. Preserved 
seismic facies in the Atlantic Coastal Plain Quaternary section are most likely to have 
accumulated in transgressive fluvial through estuarine environments, highstand to 
regressive deltaic and beach ridge environments, and transgressive shelf environments. 
The relationships between seismic facies and their correlative lithostratigraphic units are 
discussed further in Chapter 6.3.
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5.2.5 Subdivision of the Graphic Records
Using seismic sequence analysis, the graphic record was initially divided up into 
informal unconformity-bounded seismic units, labelled seismic unit A, seismic unit B, etc., 
from youngest to oldest A sequence stratigraphic interpretation was then applied to define 
unconformity-bounded depositional sequences, labelled Sequences I through VI, from 
youngest (late Holocene to modem) to oldest (Middle to Late Pleistocene). Seismic units 
were unique to specific depositional sequences. Depositional sequences were separated 
from each other by major unconformities (fluvial erosional surfaces), which were labelled 
as SR surfaces (sequence-bounding reflectors), suffixed with a roman numeral (SR-1, SR- 
3, etc.). Regionally-widespread intra-sequence unconformities (e.g. ravinements) were 
labelled as R surfaces, suffixed with a roman numeral (R-2, R-4, etc.). Each seismic 
sequence was subdivisible into a variable number of seismic facies units, labelled Seismic 
Facies 1, Seismic Facies 2, etc. Specific seismic facies could be represented by more than 
one seismic unit, and therefore could occur in more than one depositional sequence.
5.2.6 Sampling Method and Horizontal Sampling Interval
Individual unconformities (reflectors) were color-coded during interpretation. The 
reflectors were then traced continuously where possible, and inferred in areas where record 
quality was poor (due to noise, and poor penetration or resolution). Subsurface (remote) 
sampling was therefore practically continuous. The recorded sampling interval (or manual 
digitization spacing) was more variable. At horizontal intervals corresponding initially to 
the waypoint locations, two-way-travel-times (twtt’s) from sea level to sea bed and from 
sea bed to reflector were recorded. This waypoint-controlled sampling interval was found 
to be an unsuitable sampling rate. The actual 1-2 km sampling interval would have
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permitted aliasing of the data, and would have rendered subsequent reflector contour maps 
inaccurate. Consequently, sampling was undertaken at every point of change in slope for 
each reflector. This resulted in variably-spaced sample points, ranging from 500 m to 20 m 
apart. Long tracts of uniformly-dipping reflector were sampled less frequently than tracts 
showing more local topographic variability. As a result of this procedure, unconformity 
reflectors showing greater topographic relief (e.g. fluvial erosion surfaces) initially tended 
to have a larger number of sample points (per unit length of trackline) than lower-relief 
(e.g. ravinement) surfaces. However, when all unconformity reflectors were identified and 
delineated, sample points for each reflector were integrated so that each reflector data set 
had the same number of sampling points. Thus, the total number of sampling points for 
each reflector was approximately 1700. Data was stored on a Macintosh Excel™  
spreadsheet, each reflector being assigned an individual spreadsheet. In nine successive 
columns, the spreadsheet record contained trackline number, navigation fix / waypoint 
number, latitude, longitude, two-way-travel-time (twtt) through water, twtt through 
sediments, depth to reflector, water depth, and comments. The reflector depth and water 
depth columns used equations 13 and 14 respectively.
5.2.7 Reflector Closure
During the process of carrying a reflector away from a “seismic stratotype" along a 
particular trackline, reflectors were transferred to intersecting seismic lines at all points of 
intersection. This permitted transfer of the reflector across the study area using a system of 
self-closing loops (defined by trackline intersections). If a reflector did not close on itself 
on any particular loop, the step was reiterated until the reflector was observed to close. 
While reflector closure relied on tracing a reflector from one trackline to the next, the 
seismic expression of supeijacent and subjacent strata usually permitted identification of the
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reflector on adjacent tracklines prior to closure. This observation permitted use of reflector 
jump-correlation between adjacent non-intersecting lines, when, for example, correlating 
the shoreface and lagoonal records. Occasionally, a reflector carried carefully around a 
loop consisting of tracklines surveyed on different dates did not quite close. The closure 
time-difference in such cases was approximately 1 ms, or less. When the associated 
supeijacent and subjacent seismic facies units at the point of closure correlated, the reflector 
“semi-closure” was considered accurate. The lack of absolute closure was attributed to the 
effect of tidal range. A tidal range of 1.3 m permitted twtt to a reflector to differ by up to 
1.75 ms depending on whether the survey was run at high tide or low tide.
5.2.8 Depth Contour Maps
Following identification and areal delineation of all major unconformity surfaces, 
depth-contour maps were prepared to illustrate unconformity topographic characteristics 
and depositional sequence geometries. Contour maps were hand-contoured using reflector 
depth values (calculated using equation 13), obtained from the respective Macintosh 
Excel™ spreadsheets. All maps were plotted on overlays of Mercator-projected NOAA 
charts 12210 (1984) and 12221 (1989) at a scale of 1:80,000.
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CHAPTER 6
Results: Geometric, Seismic Sequence, and Seismic Facies Analysis
6 .1  Identification and Geometric Analysis of Reflectors and Seismic
U nits
This section (Section 6.1) discusses, descriptively, the seismic character and 
physical attributes of the chronostratigraphically significant reflector surfaces 
(unconformities) and intervening seismic units that were identified in this study. In Section 
6.2, unconformity morphologies and seismic unit geometries are used to describe the 
Quaternary stratigraphic record within a sequence stratigraphic framework of depositional 
sequences, and regionally-developed fluvial and marine unconformities. In Section 6.3, 
these results of seismic sequence analysis are then used in seismic facies analysis, which 
permits a detailed interpretation of sequence architectures and stratigraphic development.
Eleven chronostratigraphically significant reflector surfaces, separated by ten 
seismic units, were identified within the Quaternary stratigraphic section seaward of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula (Table 6.2). The boundary between the Quaternary and 
Tertiary sections is inferred to occur where the acoustically variable and complex upper 10 - 
70 m of the seismic stratigraphic record is replaced at depth by a more predictable and less 
acoustically variable seismic stratigraphic record. This inference is supported by published 
depth-to-Tertiary data for the area (e.g. Sinnott and Tibbitts, 1968; Mixon, 1985; Bayer, 
1987b; Bayer and Milici, 1989; Mixon et al., 1989). The Quaternary-Tertiary contact is 
represented by different erosional surfaces in different parts of the study area. Typically,
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Table 6.2: Summary table of the physical and seismic-stratigraphic characteristics of
the ten unconformity-bounded seismic units identified in the subsurface of 
the Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone. N/S in seismic subunit column 
indicates that the corresponding seismic unit was not subdivided.
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Seismic Seismic Areal Unit Internal reflector
unit subunit extent geometry characteristics
A 1800 kmA2 Landward- and seaward-thinning Long continuous, low to medium
seaward of seaward-dipping tabular unit amplitude, parallel, subhorizontal
oceanic barrier with crenulated upper surface very-gently-dipping reflectors
coastline
B6 B6: discontinuous, subhorizontal
B4 2000 kmA2 Landward- and seaward-thinning B4: small-scale clinoforms
B B3 seaward-dipping tabular unit with B3: long, large clinoforms
B2 very crenulated base and localized B2: subhorizontal, long, contin.
B1 thick elongata basal wedges B1: discontinuous, short, chaotic
C C2 2000 kmA2 Seaward-thinning and seaward- C2: Long, continuous, subhorizontal
C1 dipping tabular biconvex unit C1: mounds, downstepping-
seaward clinoforms
D N/S 165 kmA2 Coast-parallel elongate V  or Subhorizontal, long, continuous,
beneath lagoon "w" shaped wedge subparallel to converging
E N/S 2000 kmA2 Gently undulating seaward- Noisy, subparallel, horizontal to
dipping concave-up tabular layer gently-dipping, medium-amplitude
F 65 kmA2 Seaward-dipping broad 'u ' Short, dipping, discontinuous, low
N/S along eastern shaped depression-filling wedge to medium amplitude, low-infilling
edge of study
G G2 2000 kmA2 Seaward-dipping concave-up G2: noisy, short, discontinuous
G1 tabular layer G1: low amplitude, subhorizontal
H6 H6: subparallel, continuous
H5 2000 kmA2 Landward- and seaward-thinning H5:oblique-tangential clinoforms
H H4 seaward-dipping tabular unit H4: small-scale clinoforms
H3 with very crenulated base H3: long, large clinoforms
H2 and localized thick basal wedges H2: subhorizontal, long, continuous
H1 H1: discontinuous, short, chaotic
16 16: subparallel subhorizontal
15 200km/'2 Landward-thinning elongate thick l5:oblique-tangential clinoforms
1 13 beneath lagoon recumbent hemi-cyiindrical wedge 13: long large clinoforms
12 and inner 12: subhorizontal, long, continuous
11 shoreface 11: discontinuous, noisy, short
J6 J6: subparallel subhorizontal
J J3 550 kmA2 Landward-thinning elongate thick J3: long large clinoforms
J2 north of 37.10 recumbent hemi-cylindrical wedge J2: subhorizontal, continuous,noisy
J1 N Latitude J1: discontinuous, noisy, short
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Seismic Seismic Maximum Relation of unit to Relation of unit to
Unit subunit thickness upper boundary lower boundary
A 8.5 m Usually conformable, locally Onlaps and downlaps gently-
unconformable contact, with gentiy undulating low-relief R-2 surface
undulating, low- to medium-relief
SR-1 surface
B6 7 m
B4 5.5 m Low-angle and angular Onlaps and downlaps highly
B B3 21 m truncation by gently-undulating crenulated SR-3 surface
B2 7 m low-relief R-2 surface and high-
B1 6 m relief lagoonal SR-1 surface
C C2 7.5 m Angular truncation and toplap Downlaps and onlaps onto low-
C1 12m by highly-crenulated SR-3 to moderate-relief R-4 surface
surface
0 N/S 8 m Truncation by low- to moderate- Drapes depressions and onlaps
relief R-4 surface onto moderate-relief SR-5 surface
E N/S 6 m Low-angle truncation by low- Onlaps onto low-relief R-6 surface
to moderate-relief R-4 surface
Low-angle and angular- Onlaps and locally downlaps on
F N/S 9.5 m truncation by low-relief R-6 surface moderate-relief SR-7 surface
G G2 4 m Low-angle truncation by low-relief Onlaps, and drapes depressions on,
G1 5 m R-6 surface low-relief R-8 surface
H6 8 m
H5 5 m Low-angle and angular truncation Onlaps and downlaps highly




16 3m Angular truncation and toplap
15 5 m Onlaps and downlaps highly
1 13 30 m by highly-crenulated SR-9 crenulated SR-10 surface
12 11 m surface and low-relief R-8 surface
11 9.5
J6 4 m
J J3 36m Angular truncation and toplap Onlaps and downlaps highly
J2 8.5 by highly-crenulated SR-9 crenulated SR-11 surface
J1 6.5 and SR-10 surfaces
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the boundary is defined by the R-8 through SR-11 surfaces discussed below.
The identified chronostratigraphically significant reflector surfaces represent 
unconformity and apparent-conformity surfaces that may correlate with alloformation 
boundaries defined on and beneath the southern Delmarva peninsula by previous workers 
(e.g. Mixon, 1985). All but four of the identified reflector surfaces (SR-5, SR-7, SR-10, 
SR-11) are regionally widespread, in that they are well developed throughout the study area 
(over an area of at least 2000 km2; Fig. 6.26, Plate 1). All reflectors are confined within 
the Quaternary section, which ranges from 10 m to 59 m in thickness. The thickest 
accumulation of Quaternary deposits occurs 9 km east of southern Hog Island. Depths to 
these reflectors that occur at unconformities range from mean sea level (MSL) to -71 m 
MSL, with depths to individual reflectors generally increasing in an offshore direction. 
Intervening seismic units range from 7.5 m to 40 m in maximum thickness, which is 
comparable to known alloformation thicknesses on the subaerial Atlantic Coastal Plain.
In order of increasing stratigraphic depth (from top to base of section), the 
reflectors were designated as SR-1, R-2, SR-3, R-4, SR-5, R-6, SR-7, R-8, SR-9, SR- 
10, and SR-11. Intervening seismic units were labelled as units A through J. Units B, C, 
G, and H were observed to consist of two or more (stacked) acoustically distinguishable 
seismic subunits. As will be discussed in section 6.2, the “SR” prefix indicates that a 
reflector defines the upper or lower boundary of a seismic stratigraphic (depositional) 
sequence, while the “R” prefix indicates that a reflector is an intra-sequence, but regionally 
widespread, surface.
As will be apparent in the following reflector surface descriptions, and as was 
discussed in Chapter 5.2, an identified reflector does not necessarily possess acoustic 
characteristics that are unique to that individual reflector. For example, all reflectors are 
frequently represented by a peak-trough-peak positive-polarity reflection event. In such 
cases, the reflector is picked at the intervening negative-polarity “white zone” between the
187
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Figure 6.26: Diagram showing geophysical survey tracklines on the Virginia inner shelf 
and coastal zone, and locations of seismic profiles presented in Chapters 4, 
6 and 7. Locations of composite profiles (Figs 6.26-6.31) shown by 
dashed lines with bold text labels. Labelled numbers in the range 16 to 19 
refer to figures shown in Chapter 4, those in the range 33 to 69 refer to 
figures shown in Chapter 6, while those greater than 70 refer to figures 
shown in Chapter 7. C l, C2, C3, etc, refer to locations of seismic 
stratotypes for the ten unconformities illustrated in Appendix C. Refer to 
Plate 1 for detailed illustration of individual trackline and waypoint 
numbers.
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immediately superjacent and subjacent positive-polarity “black zones”. Characteristics 
such as reflector amplitude and continuity can differ for different reflectors, but can also 
differ when following an individual reflector along strike, or up or down dip. 
Consequently, relative stratigraphic positions, cross-cutting relationships, characteristics of 
intervening seismic units, and relative elevations were used in addition to acoustic character 
to identify and follow individual reflection events. A schematic illustration of the 
unconformities and intervening units is shown in Fig. 6.27. Dip- and strike-oriented 
sections of the eleven identified reflectors and ten intervening seismic units are 
schematically illustrated in Figs 6.28 - 6.31. Map views for the eleven surfaces are 
illustrated in Plates 2 through 12.
6.1.1 Reflector SR-1
SR-1 represents the shallowest real (or primaiy) reflector encountered in this study 
(Plate 2; Fig. 6.32). The reflector represents the low- to moderate-relief modem seabed, 
the upper bounding surface of the Quaternary stratigraphic section, and the upper bounding 
surface to seismic unit A. SR-1 is generally conformable on seismic unit A, but is locally 
unconformable in areas of active tidal scour, such as at tidal inlets and in the vicinity of the 
Chesapeake Bay mouth. Because of the known strong acoustic impedance contrast 
between the seawater and sediment columns (due to density and velocity contrasts; Chapter 
4), the SR-1 acoustic signature is generally in the form of a continuous high-amplitude 
(strong) peak-trough-peak positive-polarity reflection, up to 1 ms in time-thickness. This 
reflection triplet is commonly followed by a single strong reverberatory peak, and less 
frequently by one or two weaker reverberations (Figs 6.33 and 6.34). Consequently, the 
top two milliseconds (two-way-travel-time) of the graphic record data (equivalent to a 
thickness of 1.7 m) can be masked by the acoustic signature of the SR-1 reflection.
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Figure 6.27: Schematic seismic stratigraphic section for the Virginia inner shelf and 
coastal zone. Diagram illustrates unconformity surfaces and intervening 
seismic units identified on 1000 line kilometers of high-resolution seismic 
data. SR-1 represents modem seabed, and SR-11 represents the base of the 
Quaternary section. Vertical scale is variable, and all cross-cutting and 
truncational relationships are not necessarily shown. High-relief 
unconformities are shown with thick crenulated lines. Grey lines indicate 
unconformities restricted to topographic depressions. Section ranges from 
10 m to 59 m in thickness, depending on geographic location.
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Figure 6.28: Composite seismic-stratigraphic section at 37° 20’ N Latitude. Based on 
inner shelf and shoreface reflection seismic data, and on surface contour 
maps for individual reflectors (Plates 2-12). Section is coast-normal in 
orientation, extending seaward from the lagoonal mainland shoreline (just 
west of Ramshom Channel), across Outlet Bay and southern Cobb Island, 
to the eastern edge of the study area (refer to Fig. 6.26 for location). 
Section illustrates unconformity surfaces and intervening seismic units 
identified in this study. SR-7 unconformity absent from section, as is 
overlying seismic unit F. Note truncation of SR-3 surface seaward of the 
10 m isobath, and consequent absence of seismic unit B offshore.
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Figure 6.29: Composite seismic stratigraphic section at 37° 15’ N Latitude. Based on 
inner shelf and shoreface reflection seismic data, and on surface contour 
maps for individual reflectors (Plates 2-12). Section is coast-normal in 
orientation, extending seaward from the lagoonal mainland shoreline (just 
west of Mockhom Channel), across South Bay and southern Wreck Island, 
to the eastern edge of the study area (refer to Fig. 6.26 for location). 
Section illustrates all unconformity surfaces and intervening seismic units 
identified in this study. Note localized development of seismic units D and 
F, which have the smallest areal distributions of all units mapped. Also 
note extensive absence of seismic unit A offshore, and presence of a thick 
succession of seismic unit B strata just seaward of the oceanic coastline.
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Figure 6.30: Composite seismic stratigraphic section at 37° 05’ N Latitude. Based on 
inner shelf and shoreface reflection seismic data and surface contour maps 
for individual reflectors (Plates 2-12). Section is coast-normal in 
orientation, extending from seaward from the Chesapeake Bay mouth (just 
south of Fishermans Island) to the eastern edge of the study area (refer to 
Fig. 6.26 for location). Section illustrates unconformity surfaces and 
intervening seismic units identified in this study. SR-5, SR-7, and SR-11 
unconformity surfaces absent at this offshore location, as also are seismic 
units D, F, and J. Large SR-3 depressions encountered on the eastern and 
western sides of the diagram represent intersection of a single major SR-3 
depression that curves into and out of the line of section. Note development 
of a thick seismic unit A section, which at 8.5 m (west of Nautilus Shoals), 
is the thickest accumulation of unit A observed.
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Figure 6.31: Composite coast-parallel offshore seismic-stratigraphic section. Based on 
inner shelf and shoreface reflection seismic data and surface contour maps 
for individual reflectors (Plates 2-12). Section is coast-parallel in 
orientation, located 14 km offshore, extending from seaward of the 
Chesapeake Bay mouth to seaward of southern Parramore Island (refer to 
Fig. 6.26 for location). Section intersects Figs 6.28 through 6.30, and 
illustrates unconformities and intervening seismic units identified in this 
study. SR-5 and SR-7 unconformities absent at this offshore location, as 
also are seismic units D and F.
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Figure 6.32: Map view of the low- to moderate-relief SR-1 seabed surface. Refer to 
Plate 1 for additional topographic detail. Contour interval is 2 m. Modem 
marsh areas shown, and barrier oceanic shoreline is indicated by thick line 
seaward of the lagoonal mainland shoreline. Effect of ebb-tidal deltas on 
seabed topography can be seen out to the 6 m isobath. An essentially coast- 
subparallel contour pattern between the oceanic coastline and the 10 m 
isobath is replaced seaward by shore-oblique contour orientations. Note 
development of two large bathymetric embayments, defined by the 16 m 
and 18 m isobaths, seaward of northern Hog and Wreck Islands.
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Figure 6.33: Interpreted section of a swell-filtered Geopulse™ high-resolution graphic 
record (Line 23, waypoint 22) from 15 km seaward of Great Machipongo 
Inlet. Section illustrates unconformity surfaces and intervening seismic 
units identified in this study. SR-5, SR-7, and SR-10 unconformity 
surfaces absent from this portion of the shoreface, as also are seismic units 
D, F, and I. Note development of strong first order seabed “w” type 
multiple at approximately -25 m MSL, and weaker second order variety at 
approximately -40 m MSL. Depths assume acoustic velocities of 1500 m/s 
and 1700 m/s for the water and sediment columns, respectively. T indicates 
Tertiary basement. Profile location shown in Fig. 6.26.
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Figure 6.34: Interpreted section of a swell-filtered Geopulse™ high-resolution graphic 
record (Line 25, waypoint 51) from 22 km seaward of Hog Island. 
Section illustrates unconformity surfaces and intervening seismic units 
identified in this study. SR-5, SR-7, and SR-10 unconformity surfaces 
absent from this portion of the shoreface, as also are seismic units D, F, and 
I. Note development of strong first order seabed “w” type multiple (M) at 
approximately -40 m MSL, and weaker second order variety at 
approximately -60 m MSL. T indicates Tertiary basement Depths assume 
acoustic velocities of 1500 m/s and 1700 m/s for water column and 
sediment column, respectively. Profile location shown in Fig. 6.26.
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Relief on the SR-1 reflector is on the order of 0 to 6 m over lateral distances of 1 to 
8 km, induced by the presence of shoreface sand ridges (Fig. 6.32). Locally, relief may 
attain 20 m adjacent to tidal inlets and the Chesapeake Bay mouth. The reflector was 
strongest and most continuous when the seabed was horizontal to sub-horizontal in aspect, 
and when surveying conditions were good (Fig. 6.34). When surveying was undertaken 
in rough weather, and when the seabed slopes deviated from the horizontal (e.g., slopes of 
ten degrees or more at tidal inlets and in tidal channels), reflector quality was poorer and the 
reflector consequently appeared weaker and less continuous (e.g. Fig. 6.33). In areas of 
seabed scouring such as at tidal inlets, in tidal channels, and at certain locations on the inner 
shelf, the seabed return was a higher amplitude return. In these areas, coarse lag deposits 
and (or) compact muds were probably the dominant seabed lithology.
Geophysical survey trackline spacings used in this study (3.5 km x 5.5 km) would 
have produced a smoothed version of seafloor topography if they were used exclusively to 
generate bathymetric contours on Plate 2 and Fig. 6.32. The smoothing effect was offset 
by using bathymetric data from NOAA charts 12210 (1984) and 12221 (1989) in 
conjunction with the seismic data to produce a topographic map of SR-1 surface (Plate 2).
Modern seafloor bathymetry in the study area is controlled by lagoonal 
development, tidal flushing, and oceanic wave regime. Generally, the seabed (SR-1) dips 
southeastward, with an average slope of 0.35° between the lagoonal shoreline and the 20 m 
isobath (Plate 2; Fig. 6.32). However, the shoreface also shallows, at any given distance 
offshore, to the southwest in the direction of the modem bay mouth. In the along-coast 
direction, the SR-1 reflector thus dips at an average of 0.010 to the northeast. Landward of 
the oceanic barrier coastline, the floor of the modem lagoons may be considered as a 
perched (high elevation) surface shielded by the barrier island chain from the encroaching 
oceanic shoreface. The SR-1 surface ranges in elevation from 0 m MSL along the lagoonal 
mainland shoreline, to -24 m MSL offshore. In the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay mouth,
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depths of greater than -25 m MSL are associated with the outer (dredged) Chesapeake 
Channel.
Within the lagoons, large tracts of SR-1 lie within 2 m of mean sea level and are 
sub-horizontal in aspect (e.g. beneath Hog Island Bay, Outlet Bay, Cobb Bay, South Bay, 
and Magothy Bay). Deeper areas are restricted to narrow tidally-flushed creeks and larger 
tidal channels (e.g. Sand Shoal Channel, Machipongo River Channel). Local scour holes 
occur at tidal stream confluences, where the seabed may lie at -20 m MSL (e.g. at the 
confluence of Ramshom Channel and Oyster navigation channel).
Seaward of the oceanic shoreline, to a depth of -10 m MSL (4 to 10 km offshore), 
bathymetric contours are coast-parallel to coast sub-parallel in orientation, between three 
major tidal inlets (Sand Shoal Inlet, Great Machipongo Inlet, and Quinby Inlet). The slope 
for this upper part of the shoreface profile averages 0.10 to the southeast. Seaward of Sand 
Shoal, Great Machipongo, and Quinby Inlets, large asymmetric ebb-tidal deltas are present 
These deltas are represented on Plate 1 and Fig. 6.32 as significant (16 km2) seafloor 
topographic highs located seaward of the inlets. Ebb-tidal delta deposits have preferentially 
accumulated on the south sides of the inlet throats, indicating a dominant southward littoral 
drift. Significant littoral sediment transport onto the ebb-delta ramp-margin and distal 
shoals (Oertel, 1988), and tidal flushing of the inlet throats, has permitted preservation of 
an active tidal-inlet throat and ramp up to 4 km seaward of the inlet. The 8 m isobath 
defines the seaward limit of topographic expression of the modem ebb-tidal deltas.
Seaward of the 10 m isobath, the lower shoreface gradient is approximately half 
that of the upper shoreface, at 0.040. Topography on the lower shoreface is more variable 
and is influenced by the presence of shoreface-attached sand ridges (Duane et al., 1972; 
Swift et al., 1972). Inter-ridge swales are oriented at acute angles to the oceanic shoreline 
and open towards the northeast. The 20 m isobath, which approximates the seaward limit 
of the study area, converges towards the oceanic shoreline, in a northward direction, with
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increasing distance from the Chesapeake Bay mouth. This suggests that the shallower 
broader lower-gradient shoreface seaward of Fishermans and Smith Islands either formed 
by sediment deposition on the updrift side of the Chesapeake Bay mouth (shoal retreat 
massif of Swift et al., 1977), or formed as the landward-migrating Holocene shoreface 
intersected large scale (high order) antecedent highs in this area. The steeper seabed 
gradients seaward of Cobb, Hog, and Parramore islands suggest the presence of large- 
scale antecedent topographic lows, a more active wave regime, or lower sediment 
availability in the northern part of the study area.
The 18 m and 19 m bathymetric contours reveal the presence of two large seafloor 
embayments that open seaward to the east-southeast (Fig. 6.32). These embayments, 
located seaward of Quinby and Sand Shoal Inlets, have coast-parallel lengths of 5 to 10 
km, and shore-normal widths of approximately 4 to 6 km. The embayments are separated 
by seaward excursions of the 12 m and 14 m isobaths due east-southeast of Hog Island. 
While the embayments are generally arcuate in plan view, their southwest flanks (as 
defined by the 16 m isobath) are more linear, and trend southeastward to south- 
southeastward. In map view, these embayments create the illusion of a stepped and offset 
bathymetric trend, particularly obvious along the 16 m and 18 m isobaths (Plate 2).
6.1.2 Seismic Unit A
Seismic unit A is everywhere characterized by long continuous, low to medium 
amplitude, parallel to low-angle-converging, internal reflections with spacings on the order 
of one millisecond (two-way-travel-time) or less. These internal reflections vary from 
horizontal to subhorizontal in aspect over horizontal distances of 1 to 5 km. Internal 
reflections downlap onto the R-2 surface in cca^.-parallel section, and are observed to 
onlap R-2 in a landward direction. Beneath ridges on the SR-1 surface, unit A reflectors
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downlap onto the R-2 surface can be bidirectional with apparent dips to the north and south 
(Line 24, waypoints 22-25; Line 25, waypoint 48). There is a distinct absence of 
channeling features within seismic unit A. Where the SR-1 and R-2 surfaces are in close 
vertical proximity, reverberations associated with the SR-1 reflection may mask structure 
within seismic unit A. Because the SR-1 reflection may occupy up to two milliseconds 
(two-way-travel-time) on the graphic records, exact determination of unit A thickness was 
not possible in areas where the SR-1 and R-2 reflectors were separated by less than 2 ms 
two-way-travel-time (i.e. 1.7 m). Unit A was interpreted to be absent in areas where the R- 
2 surface was obviously truncated by the seabed (SR-1 surface).
Strata of seismic unit A are bounded above and below by the SR-1 and R-2 
surfaces, respectively, and are encountered at depths ranging from 0 m MSL to -27 m 
MSL. The unit is represented by a single seismic facies unit (see Section 6.3). Unit A is 
restricted in development to areas seaward of the modem oceanic (barrier) coastline, against 
which it pinches out along the length of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Strata of unit A 
vary in thickness from 0 to 8.5 m, reaching maximum thicknesses seaward of the northern 
flank of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, beneath Nautilus and Smith Island shoals (Fig. 6.30).
The geometry of seismic unit A is controlled by relief on the SR-1 and R-2 
surfaces, and by the vertical separation between these two surfaces. In dip section, seismic 
unit A has a biconvex wedge geometry (Fig. 6.28, 6.29). The unit thins in a landward 
direction at the modem oceanic shoreline, and in a seaward direction at the 20 m to 22 m 
isobaths. The lower bounding surface of this lens, the R-2 surface, is a low-relief, 
seaward-dipping, gently undulating to flat surface (Fig. 6.30). The upper boundary, the 
SR-1 surface, is a smooth crenulated seaward-dipping surface that represents modem 
seafloor bathymetry. Local relief on the order of 1 to 6 m is the result of shoal and 
shoreface sand ridge development on the SR-1 surface. In a strike section from 14 km 
offshore (Fig. 6.4), seismic unit A is capped by a very crenulated SR-1 surface, and
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floored by a relatively flat R-2 surface.
Seismic unit A is locally absent from the Quaternary section on the shoreface, 
causing the SR-1 and R-2 surfaces to intersect. This intersection is the result of 
entrenchment of the SR-1 surface downward into the R-2 surface. However, the R-2 
surface occasionally shallows as the R-2 surface deepens (Fig. 6.31). Offshore areas 
where seismic unit A is absent may be seen on the SR-1 bathymetric map (Plate 2; Fig 
6.32). In the northeast part of the study area, two 5 to 10 km long, 4 to 6 km wide, 
bathymetric embayments occur east of northern Hog Island and southern Wreck Island, 
respectively. Seismic unit A is absent within these embayments, where pre R-2 strata 
(seismic units B and C) either outcrop at, or occur very near (<1.7 m), the seabed (Figs 
6.28 - 6.31). Between, and on either side of these large embayments, thick accumulations 
(up to 8.5 m) of seismic unit A occur.
Shore-oblique trending scars on the underlying R-2 surface may be traced landward 
of the two bathymetric embayments. Within these scars, which may reach 5 km in width, 
strata of seismic unit A are not developed (within the limits of seismic resolution), and 
consequently strata of seismic units B and (or) C crop out at the seabed. Less tracklinc 
coverage and noisier graphic records in the vicinity of tidal inlets prevented identification of 
seismic unit A over ebb-tidal deltas, and over nearshore and foreshore areas seaward of 
barrier islands. In these areas, seismic unit A is inferred to pinch out against the seafloor 
on top of ebb-tidal deltas, or against barrier beach shorelines.
In the southern part of the study area, just landward of a line extending southward 
from the southern tip of the Delmarva Peninsula, seismic unit A is also absent. At this 
location, tidal current scouring in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay mouth (North 
Channel) has resulted in truncation of the R-2 surface by the SR-1 (seabed) surface. In this 
area, and in adjacent areas due east of the Bay mouth entrance where the post R-2 sediment 
cover is thin to absent, strata of seismic unit B outcrop at the seabed.
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6.1.3 Reflector R-2
Seismic reflector R-2 is a low-relief surface that is regionally widespread across the 
study area, seaward of the oceanic shoreline (Plate 3; Fig. 6.35). The reflection generally 
possesses good continuity and amplitude and is the most planar reflector surface 
encountered within the Quaternary section. However, the R-2 reflector is often 
discontinuous, indistinct (a weak, low-amplitude reflection), or acoustically invisible. The 
R-2 acoustic signature occurs as a peak-trough-peak triplet reflection, occupying a two-way- 
travel-time thickness of up to 0.8 ms. Associated reverberations are usually not developed. 
In areas where overlying seismic unit A is thinly developed (less than 2 milliseconds two- 
way-time thickness), the R-2 reflection may be lost within reverberations associated with 
the SR-1 reflection (e.g., inner line 34). Over large parts of the offshore region, the R-2 
reflector is in close vertical proximity to the underlying SR-3 reflector. Under such 
conditions, the R-2 and SR-3 reflectors interfere to produce a combined peak-trough-peak- 
trough-peak acoustic signature. The “seismic stratotype” for the R-2 surface is located on 
seismic line 23, waypoint 22 (Fig. 6.33; Appendix Cl).
The low-relief R-2 surface slopes southeastward with a dip that ranges from 0.07° 
offshore of Quinby inlet to 0.05° offshore of Smith Island. Consequently, the surface also 
plunges to the northeast with a slope of 0.01°. This mimics similar gradients on the 
overlying SR-1 surface. A narrow zone trending ESE from Sand Shoal Inlet defines a 
boundary between the more steeply dipping R-2 to the north (0.07°) and the less steeply 
dipping R-2 (0.05°) to the south. Within this zone, 15 km offshore of Sand Shoal Inlet, 
there is a sharp deflection of the 12 m through 20 m R-2 contours (Fig. 6.35; Plate 3). 
Plate 3 illustrates that a narrow NE-SW trending, non-linear, steep zone is developed on 
the R-2 surface, referred to as the “scarp” crest trend. The crest of this coast-subparallel
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Figure 6.35: Map view of the low-relief R-2 unconformity. Refer to Plate 3 for 
additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Contour interval is 2 m. Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and 
barrier oceanic shoreline is shown by thick lines seaward of the lagoonal 
mainland shoreline. Stippled areas delineate where the R-2 surface has been 
removed by SR-1 erosion, or where post R-2 sediment cover is seismically 
unresolvable (less than 1.7 m in thickness). R-2 surface is restricted to 
areas seaward of the modem oceanic coastline.
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steep zone is associated with the 16 m contour seaward of Hog and Parramore Islands, and 
with the 18 m contour south of the latitude of Wreck Island. This steep zone is marked by 
a landward step-up of the R-2 surface; this step-up ranges from 5 m in the north of the 
study area, to approximately 2 m along the southern margins of the study area. The steep 
zone is longitudinally offset seaward of Wreck Island; north of this latitude, it lies 
approximately 7 km offshore, while to the south, it lies approximately 13 km offshore.
The low-relief R-2 surface ranges in elevation from approximately 0 m MSL along 
the modem oceanic shoreline to -25 m MSL along the outer parts of the study area. It is 
separated from the SR-1 surface by seismic unit A that ranges from 0 to 8.5 m in thickness. 
Adjacent to Quinby, Machipongo and Sand Shoal inlets, contours on the R-2 surface are 
deflected seaward by ebb-tidal delta deposits. In a landward direction, the R-2 reflector 
climbs up onto the distal portions of these deltas (see Section 6.3). Lack of resolution and 
data coverage over ebb-tidal delta shoals prevented recognition of the R-2 surface in 
proximal-delta settings. The R-2 surface is inferred to occur at, or within 2 m of, the 
modem seabed (SR-1) at ebb-tidal deltas. Between inlets, the R-2 reflector asymptotically 
converges with the modem seabed, and is inferred to merge with the latter on the 
beachface. The R-2 reflector was not observed landward of the oceanic shoreline (within 
the lagoons).
Reflector R-2 is locally overlain by up to 8.5 m of shoreface sand (seismic unit A), 
with the greatest thicknesses being associated with the development of shoreface-attached 
sand ridges that rest on top of the R2 surface. In most areas offshore, the R-2 surface is 
overlain by a sandy veneer (shoreface sediment prism) that averages approximately 2 m in 
thickness. This wedge-shaped prism of post R-2 sediments (in the shore-normal direction) 
attains greater thicknesses proximal to the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and Nautilus and Smith 
Island shoals (Fig. 6.30). The planar aspect of reflector R-2 is interrupted at 5 locations 
along the length of the study area (Fig. 6.35). Seaward of Quinby Inlet, northern Hog
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Island, Great Machipongo Inlet, Sand Shoal Inlet, and the Chesapeake Bay mouth, the R-2 
surface either merges with, or is truncated by the seabed (reflector SR-1). At these 
locations, shore-oblique trending meandering zones (averaging 4.5 km in along-coast 
width) arc interpreted to be erosive areas where distal portions of the modem ebb-tidal 
deltas and underlying tidal-inlet fill are still in the process of being smoothed by the oceanic 
wave regime. The seabed within these tracts locally possesses positive relief of up to 3 
meters, compared with the immediate laterally adjacent shoreface. However, negative relief 
of 1 to 2 m also occurs.
The erosive tract associated with sand shoal inlet increases significantly in width 
along the outer edges of the study area, where it extends from the latitude of Great 
Machipongo Inlet to the latitude of northern Smith Island ( a width of 28 km). In this area, 
the SR-1 and R-2 reflectors could not be distinguished. Seabed reverberation on the 
graphic records masked the presence of up to 1 m of seismic unit A between the two 
surfaces. Close association of the SR-1 and R-2 surfaces indicates an absence of post-R-2 
sediment cover (seismic unit A), or that seismic resolution at the seabed (~ 1 m) prevented 
recognition of a post-R-2 cover that may have been up to 1 m in thickness. The erosive 
tracts in the southern part of the study area occur just south of Fishermans Island, at the 
Chesapeake Bay mouth, and approximately 20 km offshore just seaward of the 20 m 
isobath. In the former area, development of the R-2 surface is probably being hindered by 
active tidal scouring in the North Channel, Middle Ground Shoal, and Nautilus Shoal 
margin areas, as the seabed occurs at greater depths than the landward-projected depth of 
the R-2 surface. In the offshore area at the 20 m isobath, the R-2 surface has been 
truncated by the seabed, suggesting that recent (late Holocene) seafloor scour has locally 
removed the R-2 surface. Plate 3 and Fig. 6.35 illustrate that in addition to these large 
tracts where the planar R-2 surface is not developed, smaller more localized erosive areas 
(“windows” in the R-2 surface) also occur. These smaller “windows” tend to be
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associated with inter-ridge swale areas where storm-generated flows (Swift et al.,1972) 
have removed the R-2 surface.
In summary, the R-2 surface, (in a coast parallel direction), may be visualized as a 
smooth undulating surface periodically punctuated by narrower shore-oblique trending 
swathes where the R-2 surface assumes or closely mimics the morphology of the modem 
seabed. Above the smooth planar regions of the R-2 surface, a veneer of shoreface sands 
has accumulated that may reach 7.5 m in thickness when associated with shoreface-attached 
sand ridges. In the erosive areas, the R-2 surface has an irresolvable or absent seismic unit 
A sediment cover.
6.1.4 Seismic Unit B
The seismic expression of seismic unit B is more variable than that of seismic unit 
A, partly because the former consists of at least five component seismic facies units (see 
Section 6.3). The lower parts of seismic unit B are restricted to areas where topographic 
depressions, with depths attaining -50 m MSL and relief of up to 40 m, exist on the SR-3 
surface. Volumetrically, these topographic-low-infilling strata represent greater than 50% 
of the preserved record of seismic unit B. Within these topographic depressions, seismic 
unit B is represented by a thin lower subunit (subunit B l; less than 6 m thick) of very 
discontinuous, short, noisy chaotic reflections. Gas fronts extend upward (up to 10 m) 
from subunit Bl into the overlying B2 subunit causing localized loss of resolution within 
the latter. Subunit B l is unconformably overlain by a thicker (up to 7 m) package of 
reflectors (subunit B2). The internal reflectors of subunit B2 are subhorizontal, long, 
continuous, of medium amplitude, and parallel-spaced (at approximately 1 ms intervals), 
and onlap the walls of topographic depressions in strike section.
Subunit B2 is in turn overlain by subunit B3, consisting of long, continuous,
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gently dipping clinoform (sigmoid-oblique, oblique-tangential, and diverging) reflectors 
that fill the remainder of the topographic depressions, and may overlap adjacent interfluves. 
Offshore, approximately 30 km due east of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, subunit B3 
consists of a lower part resting directly on B l strata. This lower part contains reflectors 
that downlap the B3/B1 contact (apparent dip of 1.3° NW). Upper B3 at this locality is 
separated from lower B3 by a toplap surface (at -33 to -38 m MSL) onto which upper B3 
downlaps (maximum apparent clinoform dip of 0.9° SE). This results in subunit B3 
showing a herringbone internal reflector pattern that is not observed elsewhere within unit 
B; at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay, for example, subunit B3 is represented by 
southward-prograding clinoforms that reach maximum depths of -36 m MSL. The dipping 
clinoform reflector package of subunit B3 may reach 21 m in thickness, and commonly 
onlap and downlap the SR-3 surface within topographic depressions and over adjacent 
interfluves. Subunit B3 also partially to totally truncates the two underlying subunits, so 
they only have a patchy distribution within the topographic depressions on the SR-3 
surface. Subunits Bl and B2 are most likely to be encountered in the southern part of the 
study area, in and adjacent to a large high-relief east-west trending depression on the SR-3 
surface (Fig. 6.36).
Seaward of the modern barrier island chain, the uppermost sections of SR-3 
depressions are filled with smaller-scale, long, continuous, subhorizontal to gently 
dipping, high-amplitude reflectors of subunit B4. Subunit B4 is best developed in the 
immediate vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, above the major east-west trending 
topographic low developed on the SR-3 surface (referred to above). Maximum thickness 
of subunit B4 reaches 5.5 m. Beneath the modem lagoon, strata of seismic unit B accrete 
laterally and vertically within small topographic depressions. On topographic highs 
beneath the lagoons, unit B contains vertically stacked horizontal reflectors (subunit B6), 
with the unit being capped by the SR-1 reflector (modem lagoon floor). These subunit B6
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strata are probable along-strike temporal equivalents of subunits B2 through B4
On topographic highs offshore, seismic unit B (subunit B6) is usually thin. The 
basal reflection, the SR-3 surface, often interferes acoustically with the capping R-2 
reflection so that seismic characteristics of unit B cannot be distinguished. Ten to 12 km 
offshore, approximately 300 km2 of seismic unit B has been removed from the Quaternary 
section, due to erosion of a large-scale (high order) SR-3 topographic high by the R-2 
surface (Fig. 6.36). On landward parts of these two large-scale topographic highs, seismic 
unit B is a thin package of short noisy, discontinuous, variable-amplitude, variably- 
oriented reflections (subunit B6) overlying a crenulated SR-3 surface with small-scale 
meandering topographic depressions. Occasionally, unit B infill within these small 
topographic depressions is seismically opaque, and does not resemble the subunit Bl - B3 
fill of larger topographic depressions.
Seismic unit B is developed in areas seaward of the modem lagoonal mainland 
shoreline, occurring at depths ranging from 0 m MSL to -50 m MSL. The unit is bounded 
at its base by the SR-3 surface, and is capped by either the SR-1 or the R-2 surfaces. 
Beneath the modem lagoon, seismic unit B is bounded above and below by the SR-1 and 
SR-3 surfaces, respectively. Offshore, seismic unit B is bounded above and below by the 
R-2 and SR-3 surfaces, respectively. At inter-ridge swales developed on the SR-1 surface, 
the SR-1 surface caps the unit. Strata of seismic unit B vary in thickness from 0 to 40 m, 
reaching maximum thicknesses seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and adjacent to 
tidal inlets along the barrier coast to the northeast (Figs 6.31,6.36). At two locations, 10 
to 12 km seaward of the oceanic shoreline, strata of seismic unit B have been removed by 
erosion associated with the R-2 unconformity. At these two locations, seaward of Smith 
Island and northern Cobb Island, Seismic unit B has been removed over a total area of 
approximately 300 km2.
The geometry of seismic unit B is determined by relief on the SR-1 and SR-3
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Figure 6.36: Map view of the high-relief SR-3 unconformity. Refer to Plate 4 
for additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Contour interval is 4 m. Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and 
barrier oceanic shoreline is shown by thick lines seaward of the lagoonal 
mainland shoreline. Stippled areas delineate where the SR-3 surface has 
been removed by R-2 erosion, and locally by SR-1 erosion. SR-3 surface 
is developed throughout study area.
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surfaces beneath the lagoon, and by relief on the R-2 and SR-3 surfaces in offshore regions 
of the study area. Seismic unit B possesses a very irregular geometry, in comparison to 
immediately superjacent and subjacent units. The base of unit B, defined by the generally 
seaward-dipping SR-3 surface, possesses high relief (up to 30 m over a horizontal distance 
of 2 km) and is deeply entrenched into underlying strata (Figs 6.28 - 6.31). The upper 
boundary of the unit, defined by the R-2 or SR-1 surfaces, has less relief than the basal 
boundary. Depending on geographic location, this upper boundary may be the irregular 
high-relief SR-1 surface (within the modem lagoon; at inter-ridge swales on the shoreface), 
or the seaward-dipping low-relief R-2 surface (seaward of the modem barrier island chain).
Seismic unit B is well developed beneath the modem lagoon, where it varies 
between 0 and 12 m in thickness (Figs 6.28,6.29). Along modem lagoonal tidal channels, 
unit B is often removed by tidal current scour. At the Chesapeake Bay mouth, the unit 
attains thicknesses in excess of 35 m. In the seaward parts of the study area, the unit is 
largely confined to topographic depressions on the SR-3 surface (due to erosional 
truncation by the R-2 surface). On offshore strike sections, the unit thus appears as a 
series of “u” and “v” shaped wedges spaced at 2 to 12 km intervals (Fig. 6.31). Between 
wedges, thin areally-restricted lenses (subunit B6; less than 1 m thick) may be locally 
preserved beneath the R-2 surface.
6.1.5 Reflector SR-3
Reflector SR-3 is a high-relief regionally widespread reflector identified beneath the 
lagoons and inner shelf of the study area (Plate 4; Fig. 6.36). It is separated from reflector 
R-2 by strata of seismic unit B (Figs 6.33,6.34). In contrast to reflectors SR-1 and R-2, it 
possesses significantly more relief. The SR-3 surface has a varied acoustic signature, 
generally occurring as a peak-trough-peak, positive-polarity, low- to high-amplitude,
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continuous to discontinuous, reflection that possesses significant (50 m) local relief. The 
reflector occasionally occurs as a discondnuous low-amplitude trough-peak or peak-trough- 
peak event at the bases and sides of topographic depressions that locally make the reflector 
difficult to distinguish on graphic records. In the southern part of the study area, a major 
east-west trending SR-3 topographic depression is partially masked by a first-order seabed 
multiple. In this area, as well as at other localides throughout the study area, the SR-3 
reflection may also be hidden by biogenic gas. The “seismic stratotype” for the SR-3 
surface is located on seismic line 35, waypoint 59 (Appendix C2).
The SR-3 reflector slopes southeastward from 0 m MSL at the mainland margin of 
the Holocene lagoonal system to approximately -30 m MSL at a distance of 28 km offshore 
of the modem oceanic shoreline. Maximum depths are associated with a shore-oblique 
trending linear depression encountered in the southern part of the study area, where depths 
of -50 m MSL are achieved seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth (Figs 6.30, 6.31,
6.36). The principal characteristic of the SR-3 surface is its degree of dissection and local 
relief. Narrow linear depressions on SR-3 trend in a shore-oblique direction and generally 
become deeper offshore. In the southern part of the study area (Chesapeake Bay mouth to 
Myrtle Island), these linear depressions feed into a wide east-west trending depression 
seaward of the bay mouth where the maximum depths to SR-3 are observed. In the central 
part of the study area (Myrtle to Cobb Islands), a wide linear “swathe’Mike depression 
trends east-southeastward, and appears to truncate the updip reaches of the south-trending 
linear depressions of the southern region (Fig. 6.36). In the northern region (north of 
Cobb Island), a dendritic pattern of linear depressions trends offshore in a southeasterly 
(landward of the barrier island chain) and subsequently an east-northeasterly (seaward of 
the barrier island chain) direction.
Seaward of the modem barrier island chain, linear depressions in the SR-3 surface 
illustrate a dendritic pattern and have a dominantly shore-oblique to shore-normal trend.
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Landward of the barrier chain, the linear depressions possess a trellis-dendritic pattern that 
mimic modem lagoonal bathymetry (Fig. 6.36). Depressions show a preference for a 
shore-parallel orientation along the landward edge of the modern lagoon. Within the 
lagoon, and west of South Bay, the SR-3 surface shallows to 0 m MSL, and is inferred to 
become subaerially exposed along a narrow linear belt extending from Sand Shoal Channel 
southward to Smith Island Bay (along the line of the Mockhom Barrier trend of Finkelstein 
and Kearney, 1988).
Beneath the modem lagoon, topography on the SR-3 surface largely mimics that of 
the modem lagoonal floor (SR-1 surface). However it possesses more relief than the SR-1 
surface, and linear depressions on the SR-3 surface tend to be wider than the associated 
stratigraphically higher linear depressions on the SR-1 surface. Lack of seismic coverage 
over large shallow-water areas of the lagoon (e.g. Hog Island Bay, South Bay), and in the 
immediate vicinity of barrier islands prevented accurate delineation of the SR-3 surface in 
these areas. However, available vibracore data permitted partial delineation of topography 
in these poorly-sampled areas (Plate 4). At tidal channel confluences within the lagoon 
(e.g. the Ramshom Channel-Oyster Navigation Channel confluence) and in the deeper 
parts of Sand Shoal, Great Machipongo and Ship Shoal channels, modem tidal scour (SR- 
1 surface) has incised into, and locally removed, the SR-3 surface.
Beneath the modem lagoon, in the southern Magothy Bay, Smith Island Inlet, and 
Fishermans Island areas, topography on the SR-3 surface is less closely related to the 
modern seabed (SR-1) topography than is the case further north (Figs 6.32, 6.36). 
Significant relief (35 m) on the SR-3 surface beneath Fishermans Island is not reflected in 
the topography of the overlying seabed (SR-1 surface). A south-southeast trending SR-3 
linear depression (defined by the -8 m MSL contour) is present beneath Smith Island Inlet, 
but lacks even a subdued expression at the overlying seabed (SR-1 surface).
Seaward of the modem barrier island chain, the SR-3 surface consists of an
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alternating (north-to-south) succession of large-scale high-order NW-SE trending 
topographic highs and intervening shore-normal to shore-oblique trending large-scale 
topographic lows (the linear topographic depressions referred to above). Smaller shore- 
oblique to shore-subparallel elongate low-order depressions branch off the larger linear 
depressions and incise into the NW-SE trending large scale topographic highs (Plate 4; Fig.
6.36).
The large-scale topographic highs are most apparent 10 to 12 km seaward of the 
barrier islands. There, the SR-3 surface has been erosively truncated by the overlying R-2 
surface. The two largest areas (125 km2 and 180 km2) of SR-3 removal occur 10 to 12 km 
seaward of Smith Island and northern Cobb Island, respectively. These eroded highs 
define the seaward extensions of two associated large scale topographic highs that extend 
seaward from the Magothy Bay - Mockhom Bay divide and Fowling Point areas, 
respectively. These large-scale topographic highs appear to have played an important role 
in the development and positioning of the SR-3 topographic lows. These topographic 
highs have also influenced the topography on the overlying SR-1 (modem seabed) surface. 
The result has been the development of two probable tidal-drainage divides that trend 
southeastward across the modem lagoons in the South Bay (Magothy Bay - Mockhom Bay 
divide) and Outlet Bay (Machipongo - Ramshom divide) areas, respectively.
The southern large-scale topographic high extends from the Magothy Bay - 
Mockhom Bay divide area southeastward and offshore for at least 37 km. It serves as the 
topographic high that separates N-S trending linear topographic lows of the southern region 
from the E-W trending linear topographic low of the central region. The regional slope for 
this large-scale topographic high is 0.04° to the southeast. Superimposed upon this 
topographic high, smaller NE-SW trending lower-order highs are developed that serve to 
localize the development and orientations of associated intervening smaller shore-oblique 
SR-3 linear depressions (Plate 4; Fig. 6.36).
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The northern large-scale topographic high extends 40 km seaward of the lagoon’s 
mainland shoreline. It extends east-southeastward from Fowling Point, beneath Cobb 
Island, and subsequently east-northeastward offshore (Plate 4). Its dip is 0.03° ESE. It 
also has smaller scale NE-SW trending topographic highs superimposed upon it that 
control orientation of associated smaller linear depressions that incise into it. This is most 
apparent beneath Outlet Bay and Ramshom Bay (Fig. 6.36). The northern topographic 
high separates the E-W trending topographic lows of the central region from the east to east- 
northeast trending topographic lows of the northern region.
In addition to the two large-scale topographic trends, smaller topographic highs are 
also present. These smaller highs are illustrated on Plate 4 and Fig. 6.36, where erosional 
truncation by the R2 reflector occurs at their distal ends. A small topographic high, 
trending approximately E-W in the northernmost part of the study area, separates two shore- 
normal oriented linear depressions that extend offshore from beneath northern Hog Island, 
and southern Parramore Island, respectively.
Large parts of the SR-3 surface are erosively truncated by the R2 reflector offshore, 
and locally by the SR-1 reflector within the lagoons. However, the SR-1 reflector also 
truncates the SR-3 reflector along the eastern edges of the study area. The largest of these 
seabed outcrops (20 km2) occurs 18.5 km east of New Inlet. Smaller erosional patches (< 
6 km2) occur within the two large (125 km2 and 180 km2) R2-truncated regions located 20 
km seaward of Smith Island and Great Machipongo Inlet (Plate 4; Fig. 6.36).
6.1.6 Seismic Unit C
Seismic unit C possesses internal reflector characteristics that resemble those of 
seismic unit A and lower seismic unit B. Based on seismic characteristics, the unit may be 
subdivided into subunit C2, located landward of and beneath the modem barrier island
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chain, and subunit C l, located beneath the shoreface and inner shelf (Figs 6.28,6.29).
The generally thicker subunit C2 has significant variability in reflection 
characteristics (compared to the offshore element). Thicknesses of 12 m are achieved 
landward of Cobb Island (Fig. 6.28). C2 is characterized by onlapping and downlapping 
“mound” structures (in dip and strike section) that possess internal parallel-curved and low- 
angle-convergent internal reflections that have 0.5 to 1 ms spacings. Prograding 
sigmoidal, oblique to oblique-tangential, concave-up clinoforms (apparent dip of 3° SW), 
and thin (less than 5 m) horizons of parallel gently-dipping reflectors, are also developed 
(Fig. 6.37). Reflections are generally continuous, and of medium to high amplitude over 
horizontal distances of 2 km, or less. Broad low-relief channelling or scouring (indicated 
by internal reflector truncations), commonly defines the base of the unit in inshore areas. 
Generally, the mound, low-relief channel, and prograding clinoform structures are best 
developed in dip section, but are also observed in strike section beneath Hog Island Bay, 
Ramshom Channel, and South Bay. The extreme landward parts of the inshore element in 
the southern part of the study area are characterized by short, low-continuity, high- 
amplitude, occasionally landward-onlapping, low-relief, seaward-downlapping, mound 
reflection patterns, and by seaward-prograding clinoforms.
Offshore, seismic unit C (subunit C l) has an acoustic signature that resembles that 
of seismic unit A (Figs 6.33, 6.34). It is unconformably capped by the high-relief SR-3 
and low-relief R-2 surfaces and achieves a maximum thickness of 7.5 m. The basal- 
bounding R-4 reflector is flatter in aspect than it is to the west beneath the Holocene 
lagoon, and has a different physical origin (see Section 6.2, 6.3). Reflectors within 
seismic subunit Cl are generally long, continuous and sub-horizontal to gently dipping, at 
horizontal scales of 1 to 6 km. These gently-dipping reflectors downlap (at acute angles) 
the R-4 surface in southward and eastward directions. A broad low-relief R-4 topographic 
high along the northern flank of the study area (Fig. 6.38) is onlapped by internal
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Figure 6.37: Interpreted section of a high-resolution graphic record (Line 9*; waypoint 
357) from South Bay, 4 km landward of Wreck Island. Record illustrates 
unconformity surfaces and intervening seismic units identified in this study. 
R-2, R-6, SR-7, SR-10, and SR-11 unconformity surfaces absent 
from this portion of the barrier lagoon, as also are seismic units A, E, G, 
and I. Note absence of first order seabed multiples, and close spatial 
association of direct return and seabed return. Seismic unit C is represented 
by the inshore subunit C l, with characteristic oblique-tangential reflector 
patterns (see text for discussion). Depths assume acoustic velocities of 
1500 m/s and 1700 m/s for water column and sediment column, 
respectively. T indicates Tertiary basement. Profile location shown in Fig. 
6.26. Arrows indicate “notch” development on the SR-5 reflector.
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Figure 6.38: Map view of the low- to moderate-relief R-4 unconformity. Refer to Plate 
5 for additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Contour interval is 2 m. Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and 
barrier oceanic shoreline is shown by thick lines seaward of the lagoonal 
mainland shoreline. Stippled areas delineate where the R-4 surface has been 
removed by SR-1 and (or) SR-3 erosion. Note contrast between inshore 
variable-relief and offshore smooth-relief morphologies of the R-4 surface.
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reflectors of subunit C l. In the rest of the study area, subunit C l tends to thin onto small- 
scale R-4 topographic highs. Evidence for low-ielief broad channelling and scouring (as is 
found in the inshore element) is noticeably absent. Internal reflectors are spaced at 0.8 to 
1.0 ms intervals, and the unit as a whole appears as a semi-opaque non-noisy reflector 
package. However, in shore-proximal regions (landward of Line 23), the upper part of 
subunit C l becomes acoustically noisy, reflector continuity decreases, and reflector 
amplitudes become more variable. The contact between the upper acoustically-noisy and 
lower acoustically-quiet parts of subunit Cl is gradational on graphic records. Further 
offshore, the acoustically noisy upper part of subunit Cl is very thin to absent. Its absence 
is probably due to removal by the overlying R-2 or SR-3 unconformities.
Seismic unit C therefore consists of two distinct subunits. The inshore subunit C2 
is interpreted to be approximately coeval with the offshore subunit, and is truncated by the 
R-2 and SR-3 surfaces over the inner shelf (see discussion in Chapter 7). Preserved 
gradational contact between the subunits occurs beneath and just seaward (within 3 km) of 
the modem barrier island chain. Because of no land-seismic coverage, and extensive SR-3 
incision immediately seaward of the barrier coastline, widespread delineation of this unit C 
internal boundary was not possible. The contact is thus largely inferred to be a low-relief 
subhorizontal to gently dipping surface.
Strata of seismic unit C are bounded above by either the R-2 or SR-3 surfaces, and 
below by the R-4 surface. Angular truncation frequently characterizes the contact between 
seismic unit C and the SR-3 surface. However, toplap and apparent truncation by the SR-3 
surface can be observed in localized areas beneath the modem lagoon (Fig. 6.37). In areas 
where the R-2 and SR-3 surfaces have been removed by SR-1 incision, seismic unit C is 
capped by the modem seabed (SR-1). Seismic unit C is extensively developed beneath the 
modem lagoons and inner shelf, where it occurs at depths ranging from 0 m MSL to -28 m 
MSL. The unit is locally absent along tidal channels within the barrier lagoon due to SR-1
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incision (Line 5). Basal contours of the unit pass beneath and landward of the modem 
Iagoonal mainland shoreline. For this reason, and unlike seismic units A and B, the unit is 
interpreted to be present in the subsurface landward of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. 
The total thickness of the unit ranges from 0 to 16.5 m (Figs 6.28 - 6.31). Maximum 
thicknesses are attained in a broad linear NE-SW trending belt beneath the modem Iagoonal 
system, landward of the barrier coastline.
The geometry of seismic unit C is determined by relief developed on the R-2 and R- 
4 surfaces, and by the vertical distance between these two surfaces. In areas where R-2 is 
erosively truncated at the seabed, topographic features on the SR-1 surface influence 
geometry. Because of the undulating low-relief characteristics of the bounding 
unconformity reflectors (R-2, R-4), seismic unit C has a concave-up tabular geometry in 
strike section (Fig. 6.31). Offshore, the unit thins and shallows to the northeast and 
southwest, principally due to shallowing of the basal bounding R-4 reflector; thicknesses 
range from 2.5 to 7 m, while average thickness is approximately 3.5 m. The deepest 
occurrence of seismic unit C lies approximately 25 km east of Wreck Island. In dip 
section, the unit appears as a seaward-thinning wedge (Figs 6.28, 6.29). This wedge 
geometry is influenced by an apparent unit C depocenter that causes thicker development of 
the unit in a coast-parallel belt landward and beneath the Holocene barrier island chain 
(referred to above).
Seaward of the barrier coastline, seismic unit C is locally absent from the 
Quaternary record along elongate coast-oblique meandering depressions up to 5 km in 
width. Absence of unit C from these meandering tracts is due exclusively to incision by the 
SR-3 surface. This effect is most severe along the southern parts of the study area where a 
high-relief E-W trending SR-3 elongate depression causes extensive truncation. Seismic 
data collected south of Fishermans Island, at the southern tip of the Delmarva Peninsula, 
shows extensive removal of seismic unit C, and the underlying R-4 reflector, by strata of
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seismic unit B. Therefore, the landward extent of unit C, based on its preserved record and 
the gradient of its basal unconformity (R-4), was not directly observed in this region along- 
strike and west of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline.
6.1.7 Reflector R-4
The acoustic signature of the low-relief R-4 reflector is that of a continuous, peak- 
trough-peak, medium to high amplitude, reflection. Occasionally, the reflection is of low 
amplitude and difficult to detect on graphic records. Beneath the modem lagoon, R-4 may 
have a single strong reverberatory peak associated with it, particularly when underlain by 
seismic unit D. The reflector locally merges with the R-6 reflection offshore; in these 
areas, resolution of the R-4 and R-6 reflectors as distinct reflection events is difficult.
Reflector R-4 has a regional occurrence beneath the Iagoonal and inner shelf areas 
of the study region (Plate 5; Fig. 6.38). It is separated from reflector SR-3 by seismic unit 
C (Figs 6.31, 6.33, 6.34). The largely planar, sub-horizontal to gently dipping, surface 
ranges in elevation from approximately -7 m MSL beneath the landward parts of the lagoon 
to just over -28 m MSL along the eastern edge of the study area. Maximum relief (across 
the study area) is 22 m. Contours on the R-4 surface are generally subparallel to the NE- 
SW trend of the southern Delmarva Peninsula and the modem barrier island chain. The 
topographic expression of this surface is very similar to that of the R-2 surface. It dips 
southeastward at an average dip of 0.03°. The “seismic stratotype” for the R-4 surface is 
located on seismic line 9*, waypoint 350 (Appendix C3).
In the central and northern portions of the study area, the R-4 reflector surface may 
be subdivided into three topographic elements (Fig. 6.38). Beneath the modem lagoon 
(Hog Island Bay to South Bay), the R-4 surface possesses significant local relief (up to 4 
m) controlled by the presence of small elongate depressions and highs. These linear
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features are up to 7 km in length and 1 km in width, and result from preferential erosion of 
the R-4 surface into underlying seismic unit D. These NE-SW trending small topographic 
irregularities are most apparent between the modem Machipongo River channel and South 
Bay areas. Beneath South Bay, a large N-S trending depression in the R-4 surface 
(defined by the 13 m depth contour) is developed, and attains depths of -20 m MSL. This 
topographic low extends northward from this area towards Hog Island Bay and Upshur 
Neck, and opens to the southeast beneath northern Smith Island. In the Fowling Point 
area, positive relief of up to 4 m is associated with seaward deflection of the R4 contours.
The second topographic element is located beneath the modem barrier islands 
(Parramore, Hog, Cobb, Wreck, Ship Shoal, and Myrtle) in the northern two thirds of the 
study area. This element is characterized by a broad elongate NE-SW trending topographic 
high (35 km x 7 km) defined by the 13 m contour. It occurs just seaward of the large 
topographic depression discussed above. Definitive identification of this topographic high 
was not possible beneath the modem barrier islands due to lack of seismic coverage. 
Landward and seaward flanks of this topographic high (defined by the 12 through 16 m 
depth contours) possess gradients of up to 0.13°, and are steepest just east of Hog Island 
(Plate 5; Fig. 6.38). South of Myrtle Island, this topographic high is not developed.
The third topographic component of the R-4 surface lies seaward of the 17 m depth 
contour (Fig. 6.38). This element generally has coast-parallel contours and a low 0.03° 
gradient. South of the latitude of Ship Shoal Inlet, a large NE-SW trending low-relief 
topographic high is developed seaward of the 23 m depth contour An intervening swale on 
the landward side of this high (defined by the 23 m depth contour) opens to the northeast
The R-4 surface occurs at depths of -6.5 m MSL or more along the landward 
margin of the modem lagoon. Between Fishermans Island and the southern terminus of 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula, the R-4 surface is truncated by the SR-3 surface east of 
the Iagoonal mainland shoreline trend (just northeast of Skidmore Island). This truncation
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of the R-4 surface, which was surveyed in a navigation channel, prevented recognition of 
the R-4 surface landward of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline trend. However, because of 
its -7 m MSL elevation along the Iagoonal mainland shoreline, the R-4 surface is infenred to 
pass beneath the landward margin of the modem Iagoonal system.
The R-4 surface is extensively truncated by shore-normal and shore-oblique 
trending depressions on the SR-3 surface (Fig. 6.38). Large tracts of the R-4 surface are 
removed east of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and seaward of Quinby, Machipongo, Sand 
Shoal, New, and Ship Shoal Inlets. The modem seabed (SR-1) incises the R-4 surface at 
tidal channel confluences, and at other localized areas within tidal channels. The R-4 
surface, and overlying seismic unit C, are truncated by the R-2 surface and (or) by the 
seabed 15 km seaward of Hog Island. Over the remainder of the offshore region, R-4 is 
overlain by at least 3 m of strata (seismic units A, B, C).
6.1.8 Seismic Unit D
Seismic unit D occurs as a unit that ranges from 0 to 9.5 ms in thickness, averaging 
approximately 5 ms in thickness. Its acoustic signature is characterized by long continuous 
medium to high-amplitude internal reflectors with a 0.5 to 1 ms spacing. Reflectors are sub­
parallel to converging, and sub-horizontal in aspect. They drape the underlying SR-5 
surface, and onlap SR-5 topographic highs. Small “v” and “w” shaped topographic 
depressions on the basal bounding SR-5 surface (see below) are not mimicked by the 
generally planar sub-horizontal internal reflectors of seismic unit D. Lowermost parts of 
seismic unit D show a drape Fill within small-scale “v" and “w” shaped irregularities on the 
SR-5 surface. The seawardmost occurrence of seismic unit D (beneath northern Wreck 
Island) is locally represented by a dipping clinoform reflector package with internal dips of 
up to 6.5° north. This subunit of seismic unit D is developed within channel-shaped
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depressions on the SR-5 surface that have horizontal dimensions of 200 m to 350 m, and 
vertical relief of up to 8 m.
Strata of seismic unit D are bounded above by the SR-3 or R-4 surfaces, and 
below by the SR-5 surface. The unit locally crops out within Sand Shoal Channel. Absent 
from the shoreface and inner shelf, unit D subcrops beneath stratigraphically higher seismic 
units over a limited area of approximately 165 km2, landward of Myrtle, Ship Shoal, 
Wreck, and Cobb Islands. Unit D ranges in thickness from 0 to 8 m beneath Mockhom 
and Ramshom Channels, and South and Outlet Bays. Average thickness is approximately 
4 m. The maximum coast-parallel and coast-normal dimensions of the unit are 18.5 km 
and 12.5 km, respectively.
Relief on both the R-4 and SR-5 surfaces determines the distribution of seismic unit 
D. It is thickest in association with depressions on the SR-5 surface, and thin to absent 
where the SR-5 surface shallows abruptly to the east and west, beneath and along the 
seaward and landward limits of the modem lagoon, respectively. It is truncated by 
topographic depressions on the R-4 surface (section 6.1.7) that reach depths of -18 m to - 
20 m MSL. The limited distribution of the unit can be attributed to its preservation in two 
coast-parallel longitudinally-offset linear depressions (9 to 12 km long, up to 5 km wide) 
on the SR-5 surface. These depressions have not been removed by erosion associated with 
development of the R-4 surface. Like overlying unit C, seismic unit D is truncated by 
shore-oblique meandering SR-3 depressions seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth and 
tidal inlets. Beneath the modem lagoon, seismic unit D is locally removed along the tidal 
channel thalwegs of Mockhom, Ship Shoal, Sand Shoal, Ramshom, and Machipongo 
Channels.
The shallowest occurrence of seismic unit D (-9 m MSL) is beneath Ramshom 
Channel, approximately 1 km east of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. The deepest 
occurrence of the unit (-23 m MSL) lies just west of Wreck Island. In dip section, unit D
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occurs as either two 4.5 km wide “u” shaped wedges (Figs 6.28, 6.29), or as a single 12.5 
km wide “w” shaped wedge. In strike section, the unit is an elongate broad (18.5 km) 
wedge filling a broad low-relief depression on the SR-5 surface. The upper boundary of 
seismic unit D is a flat to undulating, smooth, low-relief (R-4) surface. The lower SR-5 
boundary possesses abundant small-scale topographic irregularities in the form of “v” or 
“w” shaped notches up to 5 ms in relief (Fig. 6.37).
The absence of seismic unit D in the northern part of the study area, where the 
overlying R-4 surface occurs at relatively shallow depths, suggests that the unit D 
depocenter was restricted to areas south of Fowling Point Marsh and northern Outlet Bay. 
Absence of unit D seaward of the Holocene barrier island chain indicates that either the unit 
was not developed seaward of its present subcrop belt, or that it occurred at shallower 
depths in the subsurface and was subsequently planed off by erosion associated with 
development of the R-4 surface. The rapid shallowing of the basal SR-5 boundary in an 
eastward direction just west of Wreck Island suggests that the former was probably the 
case.
6.1.9 Reflector SR-5
Reflector SR-5 was identified solely beneath the modem lagoon landward of 
Myrtle, Ship Shoal, Wreck, and Cobb islands (Plate 6; Fig. 6.39). On graphic records, the 
moderate-relief SR-5 surface appears as a distinct, continuous, high-amplitude, peak- 
trough-peak, positive-polarity reflection. The reflection is weak (low amplitude) to 
indistinct in localized areas on the landward side of northern Wreck Island where small 
shore-oblique, 200 m to 350 m wide, 8 m deep, channel-like topographic depressions 
occur on the SR-5 surface. The SR-5 reflection is also locally associated with one or two 
strong reverberatory peaks (beneath the modem lagoon; Fig. 6.37), particularly where it
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Figure 6.39: Map view of the moderate-relief SR-5 unconformity. Refer to Plate 6 
for additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and barrier oceanic shoreline is 
shown by thick lines seaward of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. Stippled 
areas delineate where the SR-5 surface has been removed by post SR-5 
erosional surfaces.
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overlies seismic unit H. The SR-5 reflector is sub-horizontal to gently dipping in aspect. 
A principal characteristic of the reflector is the presence of small “v” shaped and “w” 
shaped localized depressions (incisions or notches) on the order of 10 to 20 m in width, 
and up to 5 m in depth. The “seismic stratotype” for the SR-5 surface is located on seismic 
line 9*, waypoint 350 (Appendix C4).
The SR-5 surface is separated from the R-4 surface by strata of seismic unit D. It 
subcrops the R-4 surface, and is truncated by the latter at an average distance of 1.5 km 
seaward of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. It is similarly truncated north of Cobb Bay 
and northern Ramshom Channel, beneath and just seaward of Wreck Island, and south of 
southern South Bay and the Mockhom Channel - Magothy Bay divide. Its total outcrop 
area is approximately 165 km2, compared to the approximately 2000 km 2 regional 
occurrences of most other major reflectors identified in this study. Elevations on the SR-5 
surface range from -10 m MSL to -23 m MSL, and the surface has a crenulated appearance 
in dip section (Figs 6.28,6.29). Although the SR-5 surface is dominantly truncated by the 
R-4 surface, it is locally truncated by the seabed (SR-1), within Sand Shoal, Mockhom, 
and Ship Shoal Channels.
The subcrop belt of the SR-5 surface is determined by the location of associated 
topographic lows. Outside of the subcrop area, all evidence of the SR-5 surface has been 
removed by erosion associated with the R-4 surface so that determination of the original 
extent of the SR-5 surface is not possible. The SR-5 surface therefore appears in map view 
as a NE-SW trending, low relief, depression containing two smaller longitudinally-offset 
elongate depressions (9 km and 12 km, respectively) possessing similar trends.
6.1.10 Seismic UnitE
Seismic unit E is a generally tabular unit with long continuous, and short
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discontinuous, medium- to high-amplitude, sub-parallel, horizontal to gently dipping, 
internal reflectors. Internal reflectors are spaced at 0.5 to 1.0 ms intervals. Seismic unit E 
is significantly noisier than overlying seismic unit D. Internal reflections are thus of more 
variable amplitude, and are less individually distinct, than those of overlying seismic unit D 
(Figs 6.33, 6.34, 6.37).
Seaward of the modem barrier island chain, internal reflectors have dominantly low 
to medium amplitudes, with continuity over horizontal distances of 1 to 3 km. Low- 
amplitude reflector character causes the unit to appear semi-opaque in offshore areas (Fig. 
6.34) where internal reflectors may be very indistinct. Due to frequent truncation of unit E 
by the overlying SR-5 and R-4 surfaces, its noisy character, and the generally close vertical 
proximity of the R-4 and R-6 surfaces (causing interference), determination of lap 
relationships within the unit was difficult. On the coast-parallel seismic line 25 (waypoint 
47), seismic unit E onlaps the R-6 reflector in a southward direction.
Strata of seismic unit E are bounded above and below by the R-4 and R-6 reflector 
surfaces, respectively. These strata occur at depths ranging from -6 m MSL to -30 m 
MSL. The unit ranges from 0 to 6 m in thickness (Figs 6.28 - 6.31), with maximum 
thicknesses in the central part of the study area, just seaward of Hog Island (Fig. 6.28).
Relief on the R-4 and R-6 surfaces, and the vertical separation between these 
surfaces, determines the geometry of seismic unit E. In dip section (Figs 6.28 - 6.30), unit 
E appears as a 2 m thick undulating tabular wedge bounded by the sub-parallel seaward- 
dipping R-4 and R-6 surfaces. In strike section (Fig. 6.31) from 14 km offshore, seismic 
unit E is a variably thick tabular wedge with an average thickness of 2 m. The unit 
shallows to -25 to -27 m MSL towards the northeast and southwest in response to 
shallowing of the bounding R-4 and R-6 surfaces. The shallowest occurrence of seismic 
unit E is approximately -6 m MSL along the landward side of Ramshom Channel (Fig. 
6.29). Maximum depth to the top of the unit is -28 m MSL along the outer edges of the
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study area seaward of Wreck Island (Fig. 6.29).
Beneath the modem lagoon, the SR-5 reflector locally forms the upper boundary to 
the unit (Fig. 6.29); the contact is unconformable. Unit E also crops out along the 
thalwegs of Mockhom, Ramshom, and Ship Shoal Channels within the modem lagoons. 
Large tracts of unit E are truncated by seismic units C and D beneath Hog Island, Outlet, 
Cobb, Magothy, and South Bays (Figs 6.28, 6.29). In the northeastern part of the study 
area, seismic unit E crops out at the seabed (Line 25, Line 38) where it is capped by the SR- 
1 (seabed) surface. Seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and tidal inlets to the north, 
seismic unit E is truncated by erosional scars associated with the SR-3 surface.
6.1.11 Reflector R-6
The R-6 reflector is a low-relief, planar to gently undulating, surface developed 
throughout the study area (Plate 7; Fig. 6.40). On graphic records, the R-6 surface is a 
medium- to high-amplitude, discontinuous to continuous, peak-trough-peak, positive- 
polarity reflection. Generally, the second peak of the peak-trough-peak triplet is stronger 
than the first peak. There is a distinct lack of the channel-like topographic depressions and 
“v” and “w” shaped notches that are associated with the SR-3 and SR-5 surfaces, 
respectively. The “seismic stratotype” for the R-6 surface is located on seismic line 26, 
waypoint 65 (Appendix C5).
The R-6 reflector is separated from the SR-5 reflector by strata of seismic unit E. 
The surface dips east-southeastward with an average dip of 0.03° (Plate 7; Fig. 6.40). The 
surface ranges in elevation from just less than -8 m MSL along the landward margins of the 
lagoon, to -30 m MSL approximately 25 km seaward of the modem barrier coastline. 
Greatest depths to R-6 are encountered due east of Wreck Island; in the northeastern and 
southwestern parts of the study area, the surface becomes shallower (Fig. 6.31).
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Figure 6.40: Map view of the low-relief R-6 unconformity. Refer to Plate 7 for 
additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level 
(MSL). Contour interval is 2 m. Modem marsh areas not shown for 
clarity, and barrier oceanic shoreline is shown by thick lines seaward of the 
Iagoonal mainland shoreline. Stippled areas delineate where the R-6 surface 
has been removed by overlying unconformities (SR-1 through SR-5). 
Most erosional removal due to SR-3, R-4, and SR-5 incision.
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Landward of the modem oceanic coastline, contours on the R-6 surface are parallel 
to the trend of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. Offshore, contour trends are more 
irregular, but generally trend south-southwestward to north-northeastward. Behind the 
modem barrier coastline, the R-6 surface is steeper (0.05°) than it is in offshore regions 
(0.030). In coast-parallel section, the R-6 surface is gently concave-upward in aspect and 
is deepest east of Sand Shoal Inlet.
Large areas of the R-6 surface are erosively truncated by the SR-3, R-4, and SR-5 
surfaces beneath the modem lagoon. Consequently, elevations of the R-6 surface could 
not be ascertained directly adjacent to, and beneath, the modem Iagoonal mainland 
shoreline. The R-6 surface is interpreted to pass westward beneath the Iagoonal mainland 
shoreline, because of the 0.05° regional inshore gradient, and its occurrence at a depth of - 
10 m MSL along the Iagoonal mainland shoreline.
Seaward of the modem barrier island chain, large tracts of the R-6 surface remain 
preserved. It is in these areas that the R-6 surface is most easily identified on graphic 
records. Erosional truncation offshore is restricted to incision associated with shore- 
normal to shore-oblique trending SR-3 depressions, and with localized truncation by the R- 
4 surface. Along the southern boundary of the study area, the R-6 surface is extensively 
truncated by incision associated with the SR-3 surface.
6.1.12 Seismic UnitF
Seismic unit F has an acoustic signature that is very variable over short horizontal 
distances. Internal reflectors are either undetectable, with the result that the unit appears as 
a massive opaque pale-colored seismically quiet unit, or the unit may locally possess short 
discontinuous to continuous low- to high-amplitude dipping reflectors that infill
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topographic lows on the SR-7 surface (Plate 8). Channel structures are pervasive within 
the unit, and there is a distinct lack of continuous horizontal reflections with lengths in 
excess of 200 m.
Seismic unit F is an areally-restricted irregular (in cross-section) unit that ranges 
from 0 ms to 11 ms (0 m to 9.3 m) in thickness. Its subcrop area beneath the R-6 reflector 
is limited to approximately 65 km2 in the extreme east-central part of the study area. The 
subcrop boundaries are located where the SR-7 surface shallows and becomes truncated by 
the R-6 surface. The unit occurs in a moderate-relief topographic depression (defined by 
the SR-7 surface) that opens and deepens to the east-southeast. The top of the unit is 
encountered at depths ranging from -29 m MSL to -31 m MSL, which is controlled by 
depth to the R-6 reflector. Depths to the base of unit F range from -31 m MSL to -39 m 
MSL, being controlled by relief on the SR-7 surface.
The R-6 surface generally forms the upper boundary to seismic unit F. However, 
local topographic depressions on the SR-3 surface may form the upper boundary. The 
lower boundary to the unit is defined exclusively by the SR-7 surface (see below).
Relief on the R-6 and SR-7 surfaces, and the vertical separation between these two 
surfaces, determines the geometry of seismic unit F. In dip and strike section, it has a 
wedge-shaped geometry, a relatively flat concave-up upper surface, and a higher-relief 
crenulated lower surface with maximum local relief of up to 6 m over short horizontal 
distances.
6.1.13 Reflector SR-7
The moderate-relief SR-7 surface is characterized by a variable acoustic expression. 
In topographically low areas, the SR-7 reflection usually occurs as a medium- to high- 
amplitude peak-trough-peak discontinuous event with relief of up to 6 m. A single strong
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reverberatory peak may follow the peak-trough-peak triplet. Higher elevation parts of the 
SR-7 surface are represented by a discontinuous low-amplitude peak-trough-peak reflection 
that is occasionally difficult to distinguish. The SR-7 surface possesses significant small- 
scale topographic irregularity throughout its limited area of occurrence. The “seismic 
stratotype” for the SR-7 surface is located on seismic line 37, waypoint 17 (Appendix C6).
Reflector SR-7 underlies seismic unit F. The subcrop area of the SR-7 surface, 
beneath the R-6 surface, is limited to approximately 65 km2, and is confined to the extreme 
east-central region of the study area (Plate 8; Figs 6.29, 6.41). Contours on the SR-7 
surface range from -31 m MSL to -39 m MSL, and define a localized topographic 
depression that opens to the east-southeast. The SR-7 surface is a non-planar 
topographically-irregular surface with local relief ranging from 1 m to 6 m over short 
horizontal distances. The original landward extent of the SR-7 surface could not be 
ascertained because of extensive erosional truncation by the R-6 and SR-3 surfaces.
6.1.14 Seismic UnitG
The acoustic characteristics of seismic unit G indicate that the unit consists of two 
vertically stacked subunits with significandy different seismic expressions. These subunits 
are best developed and most apparent offshore (Fig. 6.34), where the upper subunit (G2) 
attains thicknesses of up to 4 m, similar to those of the underlying G1 subunit. The G2 
subunit is absent landward of a line running approximately north-south at a distance of 7.5 
to 22 km offshore. The lower G1 subunit is present throughout the study area.
Seismic unit G1 onlaps and drapes low-relief (1 to 4 m) broad topographic 
depressions on the R-8 surface. The unit is semi-opaque in appearance, and contains 
discontinuous low- to medium-amplitude, sub-horizontal, parallel to sub-parallel, internal 
reflectors. Evidence of channelling and prograding clinoform reflections is absent
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Figure 6.41: Map view of the moderate-relief SR-7 unconformity. Refer to Plate 8
for additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and barrier oceanic shoreline is 
shown by thick lines seaward of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. Stippled 
areas delineate where the SR-7 surface has been removed by post SR-7 
erosional surfaces.
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Subunit G1 is seismically quieter, or “brighter”, than subunit G2. The lowermost parts of 
subunit G1 possess medium-amplitude reflectors that are continuous over horizontal 
distances of up to 1.5 km. These lower G1 continuous internal reflectors were observed to 
onlap the underlying R-8 surface in strike sections. Subunit G1 thins against, or pinches 
out onto, broad low-relief topographic highs on the R-8 surface. The stratigraphically 
higher subunit G2 may then rest directly on R-8 topographic highs.
The contact between subunits G1 and G2 is, in most areas, apparently conformable; 
however, evidence of low-angle truncation of subunit G1 was observed on Line 24, 
waypoints 23-27. The contact (the R-8a surface) is marked by a peak-trough-peak, 
medium- to high-amplitude, reflection event. The R-8a reflection is either distinct and 
continuous over horizontal distances of 1 to 3 km, or occurs as a more discontinuous low- 
amplitude reflection that can be difficult to distinguish. The G1-G2 contact shallows to -22 
m MSL in the northern part of the study area, where it is truncated by the R-6 surface. The 
R-8a surface is absent from the western half of the study area (beneath the modem lagoons 
and inner shoreface) due to SR-6 truncation. The semi-planar contact shows very 
subdued, low-relief, broad, topographic depressions (relief up to 1 m; horizontal 
dimensions of 200 to 500 m) where similar features are developed on the underlying R-8 
surface.
The upper G2 subunit occurs as an acoustically noisy package of medium- and high- 
amplitude, short, discontinuous, parallel, horizontal to gently dipping, reflectors. Its 0 to 4 
m thickness is controlled by the degree of truncation by the overlying low-relief R-6 
surface. Reflectors within the subunit become continuous at horizontal scales of up to 3 
km in localized areas. Reflections within the lower parts of the subunit are generally more 
continuous and of higher amplitude than those of the upper parts. Reflections within the 
upper parts are occasionally very discontinuous, occurring as short, horizontal, parallel, 
high-amplitude events. Locally, low-angle dipping clinoforms may be present. Unit G2 is
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absent along the northern edge of the study area where shallowing of the G1-G2 contact 
leads to truncation of G2 by the R-6 reflector. Landward of a line running north-south 
from approximately 7.5 km offshore of Hog Island to approximately 22 km offshore of 
Smith Island, subunit G2 is absent because of truncation by the R-6 surface. This 
boundary also marks the landward limit of development of the R-8a surface.
Strata of seismic unit G are generally bounded above by the R-6 surface, and below 
by the R-8 erosional surface exclusively (Figs 6.28 - 6.31, 6.33, 6.34). The unit is 
present throughout the study area, being encountered beneath the lagoons and inner shelf. 
Basal contours of the unit pass beneath and landward of the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. 
Consequently, the unit is interpreted to extend westward in the subsurface, beneath the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula. Depths to the top of the unit range from -7 m MSL along the 
landward edge of the modem lagoon, to -30 m MSL at a distance of 25 km seaward of Hog 
Island. Depths to the base of the unit range from -8 m MSL to -36 m MSL over the same 
region. The unit attains thicknesses of up to 7.5 m, generally increasing in thickness in the 
offshore direction. Average thickness is approximately 3 m (Figs 6.28 - 6.31).
Relief on the R-6 and R-8 surfaces, and their vertical separation, determines the 
geometry of seismic unit G. Because R-6 and R-8 are relatively planar seaward-dipping 
low-relief surfaces, seismic unit G occurs as a seaward-dipping tabular layer, with an 
average dip of 0.03° to the southeast in the central part of the study area. In strike section 
(Fig. 6.31), the unit appears as a concave-upward tabular layer, with maximum depths 
occurring east and southeast of Wreck Island. The degree of truncation by the overlying R- 
6 surface appears to be the principal control on preservation of unit G. Unit G shows a 
significant and relatively sudden increase in thickness (by up to 5 m) approximately 15 to 
25 km offshore (Figs 6.28 - 6.30). In this area, the basal R-8 boundary suddenly 
steepens, while the overlying R-6 surface maintains a constant seaward gradient.
Unit G maintains a thickness ranging from 2.5 to 5.5 m adjacent to, and beneath,
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the Iagoonal mainland shoreline. As such, unit G is the thickest Quaternary seismic unit 
encountered beneath the landward part of the study area (with the exception of localized 
thick accumulations of the stratigraphically deeper H, I, and J seismic units.
Beneath the modem lagoon, unit G is locally truncated by the SR-1, SR-3, R-4, 
and SR-5 surfaces, particularly beneath South Bay, Outlet Bay, Sand Shoal Channel, and 
Mockhom Channel. SR-1 and SR-3 incision within Iagoonal areas is largely restricted to 
the thalwegs of modem tidal channels. On the shoreface, seismic unit G is truncated by 
shore-oblique trending SR-3 topographic depressions. Incision by the SR-3 surface is 
most marked in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and in an east to east-northeast 
trending belt extending from the Bay mouth to the eastern edge of the study area (Fig.
6.30). Because of its depth of occurrence, seismic unit G is less severely eroded by the SR- 
3 surface than are younger overlying seismic stratigraphic units. In the extreme east-central 
part of the study area, unit G is truncated by a 65 km 2 SR-7 topographic depression that 
defines the base of seismic unit F (Fig. 6.42).
6.1.15 Reflector R-8
The acoustic signature of the low-relief R-8 surface is similar to the R-6 surface. 
The reflection is a continuous, high-amplitude, peak-trough-peak, positive-polarity 
reflection occupying up to 1.0 ms in two-way-travel-time thickness. The reflector 
commonly truncates strata of underlying seismic unit H, and is onlapped by overlying 
seismic unit G (subunits G1 and G2).
The low-relief R-8 surface is very similar in aspect to reflector R-6 (Fig. 6.42). It 
is a relatively planar surface that underlies reflector R-6, and dips east-southeastward with 
an average gradient of 0.040. in strike section 14 km offshore (Fig. 6.31), R-8 shows up 
to 10 m of relief over a shore-parallel distance of 50 km. This relief is associated with a
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Figure 6.42: Map view of the low-relief R-8 unconformity. Refer to Plate 9 for 
additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level 
(MSL). Contour interval is 2 m. Modem marsh areas not shown for 
clarity, and barrier oceanic shoreline is shown by thick lines seaward of the 
lagoonal mainland shoreline. Stippled areas delineate where the R-8 surface 
has been removed by overlying unconformities (SR-1 through SR-7). 
Most erosional removal due to SR-3, R-4, and SR-5 incision. Large 
erosional zone along east-central edge of diagram due to SR-7 incision.
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broad depression lying southeast of Wreck Island. Reflector R-8 is separated from 
reflector R-6, and locally from reflector SR-7, by strata of seismic unit G (Figs 6.28 - 
6.31). A steeper inshore region (0.06°) occurs landward of the modem oceanic coastline, 
while offshore the surface becomes flatter (0.03°). Elevations of the R-8 surface range 
from -6 m MSL along the lagoonal mainland shoreline, to -36 m MSL along the eastern 
boundary of the study area (Plate 9; Fig. 6.42). The “seismic stratotype” for the R-8 
surface is located on seismic line 26, waypoint 65 (Appendix C7).
The R-8 surface may be subdivided into two physiographic regions (Fig. 6.42). 
Landward of the modem oceanic coastline, contours on the R-8 surface are generally 
subparallel to the trend of the lagoonal mainland shoreline, and regional dip averages 0.06° 
to the southeast. However, directly landward of Sand Shoal Inlet, westward inflection of 
the R-8 contours produces a broad (4 to 8 km in coast-parallel length) topographic 
depression that opens to the southeast, with 2 m of relief. As a result, the -13 m MSL 
contour passes beneath the mainland peninsula in the vicinity of Oyster (Fig. 6.42). To the 
north and south, elevations on the R-8 surface range from -6 m MSL to -9 m MSL along 
the lagoonal mainland shoreline. The R-8 surface is interpreted to pass westward beneath 
the eastern flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
Seaward of the modem barrier island chain, the lower gradient (0.03°) R-8 surface 
possesses small-scale topographic irregularities. This offshore region is characterized by 
localized embayment, ridge, and small mound features on the R-8 unconformity (Figs 6.28 -
6.30). The features are most apparent between the -30 m MSL and -36 m MSL contours. 
The ridge features are subparallel to regional contour trends and form broad intervening 
linear depressions that open to the northeast.
Landward of the modem oceanic coastline, the R-8 surface is truncated by erosion 
associated with the SR-5 surface, particularly in the South Bay, Cobb Bay, Sand Shoal
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Channel, and Ramshom Channel areas (Fig. 6.42). Erosion associated with the SR-1 and 
SR-3 surfaces is less widespread and tends to be limited to tidal channel thalwegs. 
Offshore, the R-8 surface is well preserved (Figs 6.33, 6.34). The largest area of 
truncation is directly associated with the subcrop distribution of the SR-7 surface (Fig. 
6.29). Incision associated with the SR-3 surface is largely limited to areas immediately 
seaward of Quinby, Machipongo, and Sand Shoal Inlets (Fig. 6.29). Along the southern 
boundary of the study area, erosion associated with the SR-3 surface is severe, as is also 
the case for pre-SR-3 reflectors overlying R-8. Truncation of the R-8 surface in this area 
defines a gentle arc that curves southeastward from Fishermans Island to a point 
approximately 20 km offshore, and then curves towards the northeast (Fig. 6.36). Incision 
patterns mimic the trends of topographic depressions on the SR-3 surface.
6.1.16 Seismic Unit H
Seismic unit H bears a lot of similarity to the stratigraphically higher seismic unit B, 
and to the stratigraphically lower seismic units I and J. The acoustic signature of seismic 
unit H is vertically and laterally variable, as the unit consists of four component seismic 
facies units (see Section 6.3). The lower parts of seismic unit H are restricted to areas 
where linear topographic depressions, with depths attaining -60 m MSL and relief of up to 
45 m, exist on the SR-9 surface (Fig. 6.37). Volumetrically, these topographic-low- 
infilling strata represent a significant proportion of the preserved record of unit H.
Within topographic depressions, particularly within a large E-W trending feature 
traversing the study area, seismic unit H is represented by a lower subunit (subunit HI; up 
to 11.5 m thick) of very discontinuous, short, noisy, chaotic reflections that arc 
acoustically similar to seismic unit B l. Strata of subunit HI are conformably to 
unconformably overlain by a package of reflectors (subunit H2) that attains a thickness of
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up to 7.5 m. The reflectors of subunit H2 are subhorizontal, long, continuous, of medium 
amplitude, are parallel-spaced (at approximately 1 ms intervals), and onlap the walls of 
topographic depressions. Subunit H2 is acoustically very similar to subunit B2.
Subunits HI and H2 are in turn overlain by subunit H3, consisting of long, 
continuous, gently dipping, sigmoidal and oblique-tangential clinoform reflectors that fill 
the upper parts of topographic depressions, and may overlap adjacent interfluves. Subunit 
H3 is acoustically similar to the stratigraphically higher subunit B3, and attains thicknesses 
of up to 27 m within topographic depressions. The dipping clinoform reflectors of subunit 
H3, possessing multidirectional gentle dips, commonly onlap and downlap the SR-9 
surface within topographic depressions and over adjacent interfluves; they also onlap the 
H2-H3 boundary which possesses up to 15 m of local in-depression relief in strike section. 
Towards the top of topographic depressions, H3 reflectors become sub-horizontal, and 
develop a parallel to divergent reflector configuration. Reflectors within H3 prograde into 
the SR-9 depression from the southern flanks (northward apparent dips); the upper parts of 
H3 may prograde across the SR-9 depression onto the northern flanks. Subunit H3 
partially to totally truncates the two underlying subunits over large areas, so that they 
generally have a very patchy distribution within the SR-9 topographic depressions. Within 
H3, localized erosional surfaces are developed, and separate internal clinoform packages. 
Strata of subunit H3 locally crop out at the seabed within Sand Shoal and southern 
Ramshom Channels.
The uppermost sections of SR-9 topographic depressions arc reoccupied by small 
scale cut-and-fill features containing smaller-scale, shorter (less than 600 m horizontal 
extent), continuous, subhorizontal to gently dipping oblique-tangential, high-amplitudc 
reflectors (subunit H4). The subcrop belt of H4 has a similar trend to the larger SR-9 
depression in which it occurs. This subunit usually ranges from 1 to 7 m in thickness, and 
tends to be seismically noisier than H3. However, thicknesses are very variable, and a
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maximum thickness of 20 m is observed 18 km offshore (Fig. 6.34).
The upper parts of seismic unit H are represented by a locally developed, tabular, 5 
m thick subunit (H5) dominated by oblique-tangential reflectors. This subunit was 
observed on Line 9*, waypoints 359-384, and on Line 15*, waypoints 512-518. Subunit 
H5 rests unconformably on subunit H3, and is probably coeval with subunit H4, but the 
latter relationship is uncertain due to the relatively restricted occurrence of H5 beneath Ship 
Shoal Channel, Sand Shoal Channel, and South Bay where subunit H4 is absent. A 
probable correlative of this subunit is also observed 7 km offshore, within the upper part of 
the principal SR-9 linear topographic depression (Appendix J); here it pinches out along- 
strike between the R-8 and SR-9 surfaces. Clinoforms within H5 have apparent dips to the 
east and southeast.
On topographic highs offshore, seismic unit H is usually thinly developed (subunit 
H6; generally less than 5 to 8 m). The seismic expression of unit H (subunit H6) is more 
varied over topographic highs. Generally, reflectors are shorter and of variable amplitude. 
Small topographic irregularities on the SR-9 surface (up to 5 m deep; up to 0.5 km in 
horizontal dimension) are onlapped and (or) draped by subunit H6 strata that are depression- 
distal, temporal equivalents of subunits H2, H3, H4, and H5. Adjacent to major 
topographic depressions, sigmoidal and oblique-tangential clinoforms of subunit H3 
prograde from proximal areas onto flatter distal inter-depression regions of the SR-9 
surface.
Offshore, unit H is bounded at its base by the SR-9 surface, and is capped the R-8 
surface, and locally by the SR-7 and SR-3 surfaces. Beneath the modem lagoon, seismic 
unit H is bounded above by the R-6, SR-5, and SR-3 surfaces. Strata of seismic unit H 
are absent where SR-9 is truncated by R-8 or younger unconformities, and reach maximum 
thicknesses of 36 m beneath South Bay. Its component strata are found at depths ranging 
from -10 m MSL (along the landward margins of the lagoon) to -60 m MSL beneath New
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Inlet.
Relief on the R-8 and SR-9 surfaces beneath the lagoon and offshore regions of the 
study area determines the geometry of seismic unit H. In both dip and strike sections (Figs 
6.28 - 6.31), seismic unit H possesses an irregular geometry. The base of unit H, defined 
by the generally seaward-dipping crenulated high-relief SR-9 surface, possesses significant 
relief (up to 45 m over a horizontal distance of 0.7 km) caused by depressions entrenched 
into underlying strata. The upper boundary of the unit, largely defined by the R-8 surface, 
has significantly less relief than the basal boundary.
6.1.17 Reflector SR-9
The acoustic signature of the high-relief SR-9 surface is a continuous, high- to very- 
high amplitude, peak-trough-peak, positive-polarity reflection. The reflection occasionally 
has a single strong reverberatory peak following the second triplet peak. The reflection 
event occupies a two-way-travel-time interval of 0.8 to 1.0 ms (for frequencies band-pass 
filtered between 1000 and 3000 Hz). Small scale local relief features (less than 5 m) cause 
the reflection to have a “jagged” and bumpy appearance over horizontal distances of 1 km 
or more. The reflection is occasionally indistinct (due to signal losses) in areas where large 
topographic depressions result in the reflector occurring at depths in excess of -60 m MSL. 
The “seismic stratotype” for the SR-9 reflector is located on seismic line 5, waypoint 4 
(Appendix C8).
Reflector SR-9 is a very-high-relief regionally widespread surface identified 
beneath the lagoons and inner shelf region of the study area. It is illustrated within the 
context of a schematic shelf seismic stratigraphic section in Fig. 6.43, and also on Plate 10 
and Fig. 6.44. The development of high-relief topographic depressions is the principal 
characteristic of the SR-9 surface. For this reason, the surface bears much similarity
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Figure 6.43: Schematic 3-D sequence-stratigraphic section of the Virginia inner shelf and 
coastal zone. SR-1 represents the modem seabed, and SR-11 represents the 
base of the Quaternary section. Section ranges from 10 m to 59 m in 
thickness, depending on geographic location; vertical and horizontal scales 
are non-linear. Latitudinally, the section extends from southern Smith 
Island to northern Hog Island. The southern Delmarva Peninsula is in the 
background, and modem barrier island chain is in foreground. Holocene 
marsh areas are not shown. Note development of Sequence I inlet-retreat 
scars seaward of modem tidal inlets. Cape Charles (SR-3), Eastville (SR- 
9), Belle Haven (SR-10), and Exmore (SR-11) paleochannels are shown. 
Vertical and horizontal scales are variable.
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Sequence
Figure 6.44: Map view of the high-relief SR-9 unconformity. Refer to Plate 10 
for significant improvement in topographic detail. Depths in meters below 
mean sea level. Modern marsh areas not shown for clarity, and barrier 
oceanic shoreline is shown by thick lines seaward of the lagoonal mainland 
shoreline. Hatchured areas delineate where the SR-9 surface has been 
removed by post SR-9 erosional surfaces.
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to the high-relief SR-3 surface. The SR-9 surface commonly illustrates angular truncation 
of underlying strata of seismic units I and J, because of local relief of up to 45 m associated 
with linear topographic depressions. Topographic depressions on the SR-9 surface also 
incise up to 30 m into the Tertiary section. Onlap of the SR-9 surface by overlying strata of 
seismic unit H can frequently be seen along the flanks of topographic depressions, and also 
over positive-relief features on the broad topographically-higher parts of SR-9. 
Downlapping of seismic unit H strata onto the SR-9 surface occurs within large linear 
topographic depressions.
SR-9 is separated from reflector R-8 by strata of seismic unit H. Locally, unit H is 
absent due to R-6 incision. The SR-9 surface is a highly dissected surface, but generally 
slopes southeastward from elevations of -10 m MSL beneath the lagoonal mainland 
shoreline to -35 m MSL along the eastern edge of the study area. However, this 0.04° 
average gradient is severely dissected by high-relief linear elongate depressions, trending 
NW-SE and E-W, that extend across the coastal zone and inner shelf (Figs 6.28 - 6.31, 
6.37). These depressions incise to depths of -60 m MSL just seaward of Ship Shoal Inlet 
(Fig. 6.44). Local relief of up to 31 m is associated with these depressions, and local 
gradients can attain 6°.
The largest and highest-relief SR-9 topographic depression extends from the 
lagoonal mainland shoreline adjacent to southern Ramshom channel (east of Eastville, 
Northampton County) southeastward beneath Sand Shoal Channel and South Bay, and 
passes beneath the shoreface seaward of New Inlet and Ship Shoal Island, a distance of 41 
km. Maximum axial depths of -60 m MSL are recorded in this area. The average axial 
gradient for this depression approaches 0°, as axial depths are similar at its eastern and 
western edges. Sinuosity, defined as the ratio of channel length to valley length (Schumm, 
1993), has a value of 1.1 (non sinuous) within the study area. Three kilometers seaward
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of Ship Shoal Island, the 4 km wide depression changes direction, and heads eastward and 
offshore. Offshore, axial depths remain at approximately -55 m MSL (Fig. 6.43). This 
major SR-9 topographic feature is “fed” by shallower and narrower depressions that extend 
into the northwestern and southeastern regions of the study area Overall, the dissected SR- 
9 surface illustrated a dendritic pattern of linear elongate topographic lows. The northern 
part of the study area possesses a lower density of linear depressions than the southern 
region.
Along the lagoonal mainland shoreline, the SR-9 surface generally occurs at depths 
ranging from -10 m MSL to -15 m MSL. However, depths attaining -57 m MSL occur in 
association with the major topographic depression (discussed above) that passes beneath 
the lagoonal mainland shoreline between Oyster navigation channel and southern Ramshom 
Channel. The SR-9 surface is therefore inferred to pass beneath and landward of the 
lagoonal mainland shoreline, based on these depths of occurrence and the low 0.040 
regional gradient
Seaward of the modem oceanic coastline, the -30 m MSL contour on the SR-9 
surface is inflected on either side of the principal E-W trending topographic depression 
(discussed above). On the south side of the depression, the -30 m MSL contour extends 
approximately 5.5 km further seaward than does the same contour on the northern side of 
the depression. The -30 m MSL contour thus defines a large topographic high in the 
southern part of the study area that extends seaward from beneath the tip of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula and Fishermans Island. The seaward limit of this high is defined by a 
narrow (2 km wide; 40 - 45 m deep) SR-9 linear depression that extends from the 
Chesapeake Bay mouth northeastward to intersect the larger E-W trending depression. The 
former depression appears to be partly reoccupied by a major SR-3 topographic depression 
that trends offshore in the same direction (Figs 6.36,6.44).
The SR-9 surface is areally widespread, and shows only minimal erosive removal
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by overlying unconformity surfaces. In the east-central part of the study area, the surface 
is truncated by the SR-7 surface over an area of approximately 30 km2 (Fig. 6.44). 
Truncation by the R-8 surface is limited to six localized areas, all but one occurring 
seaward of the modem oceanic coastline. The largest of these eroded areas is developed on 
the southerly topographic high, discussed above, where approximately 17.5 km2 of the SR- 
9 surface has been removed (Fig. 6.44). SR-3 removal occurs seaward of the Chesapeake 
Bay mouth, where a major SR-3 topographic depression appears to overlie and truncate a 
narrow (2 km wide) SW-NE trending SR-9 linear depression (discussed above). Localized 
SR-3 incision also occurs in the channel thalweg of the Great Machipongo Inlet, and in the 
vicinity of Great Machipongo and Sand Shoal Inlets. SR-1 incision is restricted to very 
localized small areas within modem tidal channel thalwegs (e.g. the Oyster navigation 
channel and Ramshom Channel confluence).
6.1.18 Seismic Unit I
Seismic unit I is similar to the stratigraphically higher seismic units B and H, and to 
the stratigraphically lower seismic unit J. The acoustic signature of seismic unit I is 
consequently variable in the vertical and lateral dimension, as the unit consists of several 
component seismic facies units (see Section 6.3). The lower parts of seismic unit I 
(subunits II and 12) are restricted to the large NW-SE trending linear topographic 
depression that controls the subcrop pattern of unit I (Figs 6.28, 6.29, 6.31). Axial 
depths of this depression range from -40 m MSL to -55 m MSL, and relief of up to 25 m 
exists landward of, and beneath, Hog Island Bay (Plate 11; Fig. 6.45). Volumetrically, 
these topographic-low-infilling strata represent at least 80% of the preserved record of unit 
I.
Within the large NW-SE trending depression traversing the study area, seismic unit
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Figure 6.45: Map view of the high-relief SR-10 unconformity. Refer to Plate 11 
for additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and barrier oceanic shoreline is 
shown by thick lines seaward of the lagoonal mainland shoreline. Stippled 
areas delineate where the SR-10 surface has been removed by post SR-10 
erosional surfaces.
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I is represented by a lower subunit (subunit II; up to 9.5 m thick) of very discontinuous, 
short, noisy, chaotic reflections that are acoustically similar to seismic units B1 and HI. 
Internal reflectors onlap SR-10, while reflector amplitude increases, and reflector continuity 
decreases, in the upper part of the subunit. Strata of subunit II are apparent-conformably 
to unconformably overlain by subunit 12 that attains a thickness of up to 8.5 m (Fig. 6.45). 
The 11-12 contact exhibits relief of up to 6 m across the NW-SE trending topographic low 
within which unit I is largely confined. The contact bears a close similarity to the 
stratigraphically higher SR-5 surface that separates seismic units D and E. Both surfaces 
are similar in that they possess low relief, are overlain by acoustically similar reflector 
packages (units D and 12), and possess small scale (less than 3 m deep, less than 25 m 
wide) “v” shaped notches or incisions. Beneath the Machipongo River area, this subunit 
attains a thickness of 11 m when the overlying subunit 13 is not developed (see below) The 
reflectors of subunit 12 are subhorizontal in aspect, long, continuous, of low to medium 
amplitude, are parallel-spaced to slightly divergent (at 0.5 to 1 ms intervals), and onlap the 
walls of topographic depressions. Subunit 12 is acoustically similar to seismic subunits B2 
and H2.
Subunit 12 is overlain by subunit 13, consisting of long, continuous, gently 
dipping, sigmoidal and oblique-tangential clinoform reflectors that fill the upper parts of the 
SR-10 topographic depression, and locally onlap adjacent interfluves. Subunit 13 is 
acoustically similar to the stratigraphically higher subunits B3 and H3, and attains 
thicknesses of up to 30 m. The dipping clinoform reflectors of subunit 13, possessing 
multidirectional gentle dips, commonly onlap and downlap the SR-10 surface within 
topographic depressions and over adjacent interfluves; they also onlap and downlap the 12- 
13 boundary which shows in-depression local relief of 20 m in strike section. 13 
clinoforms generally prograde into the SR-10 depression from the southern flanks, with 
apparent dips to the north. Towards the top of the topographic depression, 13 reflectors
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become sub-horizontal, and develop a parallel and slightly divergent reflector 
configuration. Landward-prograding sigmoidal and oblique-tangential clinoform reflectors 
also occur in the upper part of subunit 13. Subunit 13 partially to totally truncates the two 
underlying subunits, so that they generally have a patchy distribution within the SR-10 
topographic depression. Strata of subunit 13 locally crop out at the seabed within Great 
Machipongo Channel.
Subunit 14, the expected acoustic equivalent of seismic subunits B4 and H4, is not 
found within unit I landward of Hog Island. Inner shoreface records locally have poor 
resolution and high noise levels, and subunit 14 was not detected. Within the upper parts 
of seismic unit I, the clinoformal and diverging to subparallel reflectors of subunit 13 are 
locally toplapped by a 3 m thick subunit 15. Subunit 15 is believed to be coeval with 
subunit 14. This subunit consists of low-amplitude, continuous, horizontal, parallel 
reflectors (in dip section). It may be genetically equivalent to subunit H5 in the overlying 
sequence. Lack of strike-oriented sections prohibited recognition of clinoform structures 
within 15. On topographic highs adjacent to the depression-confined subcrop belt of 
subunits II through 15, seismic unit I is represented by a thinly developed (less than 6 m) 
subunit 16. In these areas, reflectors are discontinuous, of low to medium amplitude, and 
onlap the low-gradient higher-elevation parts of the SR-10 surface. These reflectors are 
probable depression-distal, time-correlatives of subunits 12 through 15.
Unit I is bounded at its base by the SR-10 surface, and is capped the SR-9 surface, 
and locally by the R-8 and SR-3 surfaces. Strata of unit I are absent where SR-10 is 
truncated by SR-9 or younger unconformities, and reaches maximum thicknesses of 36 m 
beneath Great Machipongo Channel. Its component strata are found at depths ranging from 
-17 m MSL (adjacent to Fowling Point Marsh) to -55 m MSL beneath Great Machipongo 
Channel.
Relief on the SR-9 and SR-10 surfaces determines the geometry of seismic unit I.
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It is consequently restricted in areal development to the 200 km2 area defined by the line of 
intersection of the SR-9 surface with the underlying SR-10 semi-horizontal hemi- 
cylindrical surface. In both dip and strike sections (Figs 6.28, 6.29, 6.31), seismic unit I 
possesses a veiy irregular geometry (similar to that of units B, H and J) that is determined 
by its strongly crenulated bounding surfaces (Fig. 6.31). The basal seaward-dipping 
crenulated high-relief SR-10 surface possesses moderate relief (up to 18 m over a 
horizontal distance of 0.2 km; 2.5° gradient) that is deeply entrenched into underlying 
Tertiary strata. Relief on the overlying SR-9 surface, in the subcrop area of unit I, is 
significantly more subdued than in areas to the south that are proximal to major SR-9 relief 
features.
6.1.19 Reflector SR-10
The acoustic expression of the high-relief, limited-subcrop, SR-10 surface is very 
similar to that of the overlying SR-9 and underlying SR-10 surfaces. The surface occurs as 
a medium- to high-amplitude, continuous to discontinuous, peak-trough-peak, positive- 
polarity reflection event A single reverberatory peak frequently follows the second peak of 
the triplet. Shallower occurrences of the reflector (-17 to -20 m MSL) tend to be more 
continuous and of higher amplitude than deeper occurrences (-25 to -50 m MSL) associated 
with a major NW-SE trending topographic depression. The seismic stratotype” for the SR- 
10 surface is located on seismic line 43, waypoint 4 (Appendix C9).
Where the reflector occurs at shallower depths (-17 to -20 m MSL), small-scale 
topographic irregularities are not as abundant as on the overlying genetically similar SR-9 
surface. Within a large NW-SE trending topographic depression beneath Hog Island Bay, 
with which the preserved SR-10 surface is directly associated, the reflector surface may
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become very indistinct at horizontal scales of 102 to 103 meters, largely due to gas presence 
in overlying sediments.
The high-relief SR-10 surface (Plate 11; Fig. 6.45) occurs as an areally restricted 
linear depression beneath the Greens Creek, Machipongo River, Hog Island Bay, and 
Great Machipongo Inlet areas, extending seaward beneath the inner shoreface where it is 
truncated by the SR-9 surface. The SR-10 surface subcrops SR-9 and trends NW-SE as a 
5.5 to 7.5 km wide, 34 km long, valley-like depression (Figs 6.28, 6.29, 6.31). It has a 
morphologic similarity to the large E-W trending linear SR-9 depression discussed above. 
The axis of this depression ranges in depth from -40 m MSL to -55 m MSL, increasing in 
the offshore direction; the average gradient is approximately 0.020 SE. Axial depth beneath 
the lagoonal mainland shoreline averages -40 m MSL, which is approximately 15 m 
shallower than that of the similarly large SR-9 depression located 13 km to the south. As 
was the case for the SR-9 surface, the SR-10 surface is inferred to pass beneath the 
landward margin of the lagoon.
The SR-10 surface possesses a maximum relief of 35 m beneath southern Hog 
Island Bay. Outside of its limited 200 km2 subcrop area in the northern and central part of 
the study area, the surface has been extensively truncated by the overlying SR-9 surface. 
Consequently, intervening seismic unit I has a restricted areal development (discussed 
above). The truncation is most apparent 4 to 20 km seaward of Ship Shoal Island, where 
the NW-SE trending SR-10 depression is truncated as it obliquely converges with the 
principal E-W trending topographic depression on the SR-9 surface. (Plate 11; Fig. 6.45). 
Further seaward, the SR-10 surface is not distinguishable due to reoccupation by the SR-9 
surface.
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6.1.20 Seismic Unit J
Seismic unit J is the stratigraphically lowest Quaternary seismic unit encountered 
beneath the coastal zone and inner shelf. In local areas, it is also found at the lowest 
elevations (-71 m MSL; Fig. 6.46). Seismic unit J is acoustically similar to the 
stratigraphically higher seismic units B H, and I. The acoustic signature of seismic unit J is 
variable in the vertical and lateral dimension, as the unit consists of several component 
seismic facies units (see Chapter 7). The development and occurrence of seismic unit J is 
closely associated with a large linear SR-11 topographic depression (see below) that 
controls its subcrop pattern (Figs 6.28, 6.31,6.46). Axial depths of this depression range 
from -50 m MSL to -71 m MSL, and maximum relief of 35 m was encountered 9 km 
seaward of southern Hog Island (Plate 12; Fig. 6.46). Volumetrically, and as was the case 
for units B, H, and I, these topographic-low-infilling strata represent the majority of the 
preserved record of unit J.
Within the large NW-E trending depression traversing the study area, seismic unit J 
is represented by a lower subunit (subunit J l;  up to 6.5 m thick) of discontinuous, short, 
noisy, variable dip, chaotic reflections that are acoustically similar to seismic units B 1, H 1 
and II. Internal reflectors within J l onlap SR-11. J l is very discontinuous in subcrop, 
and is restricted to small pockets within the thalwegs of the NW-E trending topographic 
depression. Subunit J2 overlies subunit Jl and attains thicknesses of up to 8.5 m. It is 
frequently absent due to removal by the J2/J3 unconformity. Due to its depth of occurrence 
in the lower parts of unit J, subunit J2 is often difficult to distinguish from the underlying 
Jl unit. It is characterized by long, continuous, noisy, low- to high-amplitude reflectors. 
The semi-horizontal J1/J2 contact, though difficult to resolve, has irregular relief and is 
inferred to be erosional.
Subunit J l is overlain by subunit J3, which consists of long, continuous (up to 2
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Figure 6.46: Map view of the high-relief SR-11 unconformity. Refer to Plate 12 
for additional topographic detail. Depths in meters below mean sea level. 
Modem marsh areas not shown for clarity, and barrier oceanic shoreline is 
shown by thick lines seaward of the lagoonal mainland shoreline. Stippled 
areas delineate where the SR-11 surface has been removed by post SR-11 
(SR-10, SR-9 and R-8) erosional surfaces.
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km), gently dipping, sigmoidal and oblique-tangential clinoform reflectors that fill the 
upper parts of the SR-11 topographic depression. Subunit J2, whose presence would be 
expected based on the occurrence of acoustically similar units (B2, H 2 ,12) higher in the 
stratigraphic section, was not observed. J3 reflectors locally onlap in an updip direction, 
and laterally onto adjacent interfluves. Maximum dips of 4° are obtained in strike (N-S) 
section, while updip reflector gradients are typically 1° or less. Reflectors also locally 
downlap in a downdip direction, and downlap laterally onto depression flanks and the J l- 
J3 contact which has local relief of up to 8 m. Subunit J3 is acoustically similar to the 
stratigraphically higher subunits B3, H3, and 13, and attains thicknesses of up to 36 m. J3 
clinoforms generally prograde northward (apparent dip) into the SR-11 depression from the 
southern flank (Line 38; Fig. 6.34), a feature shared with the stratigraphically higher B3, 
H3, and 13 subunits. Towards the top of the topographic depression, J3 reflectors become 
sub-horizontal in aspect, with gentle northward apparent dips, and develop a parallel and 
slightly divergent reflector configuration. J3 reflectors characteristically occur as landward- 
prograding sigmoidal and oblique-tangential clinoform reflectors when seen in dip section 
subparallel to the depression axis (Line 38, waypoints 40-43). Subunit J3 is inferred to 
have totally removed the intervening J2 subunit. J3 has extensively removed large tracts of 
J l so that the latter generally has a very patchy distribution within the SR-11 topographic 
depression.
Subunit J4, the expected acoustic equivalent of seismic subunits B4 and H4, is 
absent within unit J; an expected subunit J5 is also absent. Severe erosional truncation of 
unit J by the overlying SR-9 unconformity throughout the study area is responsible for the 
absence of these otherwise expected subunits J4 and J5. Fifteen kilometers offshore of 
Hog Island (Fig. 6.34), the low-gradient-reflector upper part of subunit J3 is also erosively 
removed by SR-9.
On topographically higher areas adjacent to the depression-confined subcrop belt of
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subunits J l through J3, unit J is represented by the thinly developed (less than 8 m) 
subunit J6. In these areas, subunit J6 is characterized by discontinuous, variable 
amplitude, short reflectors that onlap the low-gradient higher-elevation parts of the SR-11 
surface. This reflector package is interpreted to be genetically similar to subunit J2, but 
developed at a later stage on higher-elevation parts of the SR-11 surface; it is probably 
coeval with subunit J3.
Unit J is bounded at its base by the SR-11 surface, and is principally capped by the 
SR-9 surface; only locally beneath Hog Island Bay is unit J capped by the SR-10 surface. 
Strata of unit J vary in thickness from 0 m (where SR-11 is truncated by SR-10 or younger 
unconformities) to 39 m, reaching maximum thicknesses 1.3 km seaward of central Hog 
Island. Its component strata are found at depths ranging from -19 m MSL (on a depression 
flank beneath the Machipongo River, just south of Bell Neck) to -71 m MSL seaward of 
southern Hog Island.
Because the unit’s capping SR-10 surface has been extensively removed by the SR- 
9 surface, the geometry of seismic unit J is determined by relief on the SR-9 and SR-11 
surfaces and the vertical separation between the two. It is consequently restricted in areal 
development to the 550 km2 area defined by the line of intersection of the SR-9 and SR-10 
surfaces with the underlying SR-11 semi-horizontal hemi-cylindrical-shaped surface. In 
both dip and strike sections (Figs 6.28, 6.31), seismic unit J possesses a very irregular 
geometry (similar to that of units B, H and I) that is determined by its strongly crenulated 
basal-bounding, and less crenulated SR-9 capping, surfaces (Fig. 6.31). The basal 
seaward-dipping crenulated high-relief SR-11 surface possesses relief of up to 35 m over a 
horizontal distance of 0.4 km (5.4° gradient; Line 6, waypoint 7.7) that is deeply 
entrenched into underlying Tertiary strata. Relief on the overlying SR-9 surface in the 
subcrop area of unit J, is significantly more subdued than in areas to the south that are 
proximal to major SR-9 relief features.
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6.1.21 Reflector SR-11
The SR-11 reflector represents the lowermost Quaternary erosional surface 
encountered beneath the coastal zone and inner shelf. The acoustic expression of the high- 
relief, limited-subcrop, SR-11 surface is very similar to that of the overlying SR-9 and SR- 
10 surfaces. The surface occurs as a high-amplitude, continuous to discontinuous, peak- 
trough-peak, positive-polarity reflection event The first peak is usually of lower amplitude 
than the second. A single strong reverberatory peak frequently follows the second peak of 
the triplet. Consequently, the SR-11 acoustic signature may occupy 1.7 m of vertical 
thickness (2ms twtt) on graphic records.
Where the reflector occurs at shallower depths (-30 to -40 m MSL), medium-scale 
topographic irregularities (102 m in horizontal dimension; 10* m in vertical dimension) 
cause the SR-11 surface to have an irregular “rugged” appearance. At depths in excess of - 
40 m MSL, reflector continuity and amplitude are highest, particularly when SR-11 is 
overlain by seismic unit J3. When SR-11 is overlain by unit J 1, it tends to be 
discontinuous and of medium amplitude. Within a large NW-E trending topographic 
depression the SR-11 reflector surface may become very indistinct at horizontal scales of 
102 to 103 meters, largely due to difficulty of signal penetration through 59 m of overlying 
Quaternary sediments. The seismic stratotype” for the SR-11 surface is located on seismic 
line 6, waypoint 7 (Appendix CIO).
The high-relief SR-11 surface (Plate 12; Fig. 6.46) occurs as a curved linear 
depression trending NW-SE beneath the Machipongo River, Hog Island Bay, and northern 
Hog Island areas, extending eastward and then east-northeastward beneath the inner 
shoreface and inner shelf. The subcrop occurrence of SR-11 is restricted to the area north 
of the NW-SE trending SR-10, and the E-W trending SR-9, linear topographic depressions
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discussed above. Evidence of the SR-11 surface is thus absent in areas to the south of 37° 
10’ N Latitude (ie., south of Ship Shoal Inlet). The SR-11 surface subcrops over an area 
of approximately 550 km2 beneath Upshur Neck, Hog Island Bay and the offshore area to 
the east. The SR-11 surface subcrops SR-9 and trends NW-SE as a 4 to 6 km wide, 41 
km long, valley-like depression (Figs 6.28, 6.31). It thus bears a morphologic similarity 
to the large overlying linear E-W trending and NW-SE trending SR-9 and SR-10 
topographic depressions. The axis of the SR-11 depression is the deepest Quaternary 
erosional surface encountered in this study, ranging in depth from -50 m MSL to -71 m 
MSL, becoming deeper in the offshore direction. The average axial gradient is 
approximately 0.03° SE; sinuosity has a value of 1.1 Axial depth beneath the lagoonal 
mainland shoreline averages -50 m MSL, which is approximately 10 m shallower than that 
of the similarly large SR-10 depression located 1 to 7 km to the south. As was the case for 
the SR-9 and SR-10 surfaces, the SR-11 surface is inferred to pass beneath the landward 
margin of the lagoon, just southeast of Exmore.
The SR-11 surface possesses maximum relief of 35 m, 9 km seaward of southern 
Hog Island. Outside of its restricted 550 km2 subcrop area in the northern portion of the 
study area, the surface has been extensively truncated and removed by the overlying SR-9 
surface. The cross-cutting relationship between the SR-9 and SR-11 surfaces are best seen 
offshore, particularly on lines 25 and 38. On seismic line 25, waypoint 51 (Fig. 6.34), the 
low-relief northern region of the SR-9 surface angularly truncates a steeply dipping SR-11 
surface along the flanks of the NW-E trending SR-11 topographic depression. Cross­
cutting relationships beneath the modem lagoon are more subtle. The intervening seismic 
unit J consequently has a restricted areal development (discussed above) controlled by the 
occurrence of topographic lows on SR-11.
Unlike the case for overlying SR-10, the large linear NW-E trending SR-11
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topographic depression has not been reoccupied by SR-9 and SR-10 topographic 
depressions. The northern edges of the SR-11 depression could not be precisely 
determined landward of northern Hog Island and southern Parramore Island due to lack of 
seismic coverage along this northern edge of the study area. For this reason, depression 
width is largely inferred beneath much of the lagoon, and based on observed widths 
offshore. However, data from seismic lines 43 and 44 (in the vicinity of the Machipongo 
River and Upshur Neck) provides information on thalweg or near-thalweg depths adjacent 
to the landward margin of the modem lagoon. Occurrences of isolated erosional 
“windows” in the SR-9 surface in the southern part of the study area (Fig. 6.44; Plate 10) 
reveal the presence of an erosional surface that may conceivably be of SR-11 age. The lack 
of continuity between these “windows” and the regions of more extensive development of 
both the SR-10 and SR-11 surfaces to the north makes definitive correlation difficult.
6 .2  Sequence Stratigraphy
The preceding seismic interpretation and description of eleven unconformity 
surfaces and ten informal seismic units (previously summarized in Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.27) 
may be described within a sequence stratigraphic framework of depositional sequences and 
unconformities.
The sequence stratigraphic interpretation of the Virginia inner shelf seismic 
stratigraphic record is illustrated in Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.47. On the basis of unconformity 
morphology and reflector lap relationships, the record is divisible into six depositional 
sequences (as defined in Chapter 2.2), labelled Sequences I through VI. These 
depositional sequences are capped and floored by sequence bounding unconformities (Figs 
6.27 and 6.47). These unconformities are marked by regionally developed reflector 
surfaces that result from either fluvial erosion (“SR” surfaces), or marine (ravinement)
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Table 6.3: Depositional sequences, component seismic units and subunits, intra­
sequence unconformities, and component depositional environments for the 
Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone stratigraphic record. Component 
depositional environments determined from relative stratigraphic positions 
of seismic units (see discussion in Section 6.3). For ease of illustration, 
sequences are shown with SR fluvial erosion surfaces defining the top and 
base of each sequence. TRU (transgressive ravinement unconformity), 
RRU (regressive ravinement unconformity), and MFS (maximum flooding 
surface) represent widespread intra-sequence marine unconformities or 
diastems. The TRU and RRU may truncate SR surfaces and serve as the 
sequence boundary over large areas. TRS (tidal ravinement surface) and 
ETS (estuarine transgressive surface) represent paleoestuary-restricted 
erosional surfaces that may locally form the sequence boundary at the base 
of complex incised-valley fills. Component depositional environments 
within sequences are inferred based on their relationships to adjacent intra­
sequence or sequence-bounding unconformities.
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C2 Regressive coastal zone 
C1 and inner shelf
D Transgressive lagoon
h i
E Transgressive shelf 
F Small bay mouth
IV
G2 Highstand /  regressive shelf
G1 transgressive shelf
H6 Estuary floor/flank 
H5 H4 H3 Estuary mouth
H2 Upper to middle estuary
................................... ...................................CTC.................................  ..............................
H1 Fluvial
V
16 Estuary floor/flank 
15 13 Estuary mouth




J6  Estuary floor/flank 
J3  Estuary mouth
J 2  Upper to middle estuary 
J1 Fluvial
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Figure 6.47: Schematic sequence-stratigraphic column for the Virginia inner shelf and 
coastal zone. Diagram illustrates sequence-bounding and intra-sequence 
unconformity (reflector) surfaces and intervening depositional sequences 
identified. Sequence boundaries (generally “SR” surfaces) are fluvial 
erosion surfaces that have been variably modified during transgression by 
the tidal ravinement or wave ravinement surfaces. SR-1 represents the 
modem seabed, and SR-11 represents the base of the Quaternary section. 
RRU is a regressive ravinement unconformity, and TRU is the 
transgressive ravinement unconformity; MFS is the maximum flooding 
surface. The tidal ravinement surface (TRS) and estuarine transgressive 
surface (ETS) are restricted to regions within paleovalley boundaries. 
Vertical scale is variable, and all cross-cutting and truncational relationships 
are not necessarily shown. Section ranges from 10 m to 59 m in thickness, 
depending on geographic location.
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erosion (“R” surfaces). Regionally developed (but potentially only locally preserved) 
transgressive and regressive ravinement surfaces (“R” surfaces) also occur within 
sequences. The “SR” and “R” surfaces were initially used in Section 6.1 to subdivide the 
seismic stratigraphic record into ten informal allostratigraphic seismic units. Areally 
restricted unconformities within seismic units were used to help delineate seismic subunits 
(Section 6.1), particularly within incised-valley fill successions. The six depositional 
sequences identified thus contain, or are bounded by, fluvial erosion surfaces and 
regressive or transgressive ravinement surfaces, in addition to geographically restricted 
(paleovalley-associated) erosional surfaces. The latter surfaces are referred to below (and 
in Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.47) as the estuarine transgressive surface (or bay ravinement) and 
the tidal ravinement surface.
The implication of this sequence stratigraphic interpretation is that the Quaternary 
section beneath the Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone records six transgressive- 
regressive sea-level cycles. Each of the six depositional sequences is the accumulation 
product of a single marine transgression, highstand, and subsequent regression. Due to 
subsequent erosion, each depositional sequence does not necessarily record all three phases 
of its generative transgressive-regressive sea-level cycle. A depositional record of the 
regressive phase is absent from all sequences with the exception of Sequences II and IV.
Six depositional sequences represents the minimum number that is supported by 
data observation. It is possible that individual transgressive ravinements within the 
stratigraphic section (the “R” surfaces of Figs 6.27 and 6.47) may have removed one or 
more, previously developed, fluvially incised, lowstand surfaces. However, there is no 
definitive seismic stratigraphic evidence to indicate that more than six sequences are, or 
were originally, developed. Locally, however. Sequences I, II, and III are capped or 
floored by ravinement surfaces.
The stratigraphic record contains four high-relief fluvially eroded unconformities
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(SR-3, SR-9, SR-10 and SR-11). These are interpreted to represent lowstand, fluvially 
incised, erosional surfaces that have also been modified during subsequent transgression 
by shoreface incision and tidal-inlet or estuary-mouth reactivation. Paleovalley dimensions 
(10’s of kilometers long, up to 5 kilometers wide, up to 40 m of relief) support the 
interpretation that they were high-order drainage conduits for some or all of the six Coastal 
Plain- and Piedmont- watersheds that now feed directly into the modem Chesapeake Bay 
via the Susquehanna, Patuxent, Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and James rivers. These 
high-relief unconformities are interpreted to have formed initially during high-frequency 
Quaternary glacioeustatic lowstands when sea level dropped at least 50 m to 70 m below 
present mean sea level (based on maximum thalweg depths associated with linear 
topographic lows on these surfaces). Subsequent transgression has modified these 
surfaces to varying degrees; most modification is associated with paleovalley widening or 
re-entrenchment as tidal inlets and estuary mouths migrated up the submerging paleovalleys 
and paleotributaries. On paleovalley flanks, the small-scale “jagged” relief irregularities on 
the fluvial erosion surface indicates that the fluvial erosion surface was not significantly 
modified by shoreface erosion during transgression. The fluvial erosion surface has thus 
been preserved as a “fossil” bay floor, still showing evidence of small stream incisions. 
The fluvial erosion surface thus appears to have been minimally affected by bay ravinement 
(estuarine transgressive surface) erosion, and is overlain by a blanket of estuarine deposits 
of the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge. The fluvial erosion surface at the base of Sequence 
II (base of seismic unit D) has a similar expression; here, “v” and “w” shaped notches 
(indicative of fluvial or tidal channel incisions) are developed on the SR-5 surface, and are 
draped by unit D lagoonal facies. The linear topographic depressions associated with the 
SR-3, SR-9, SR-10, and SR-11 subaerial surfaces (discussed in Section 6.1) are 
interpreted to represent high-order fluvial paleovalleys that traversed this outer Coastal 
Plain setting during sea-level lowstands. Each of these “SR” surfaces therefore has a large
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shore-oblique trending paleovalley associated with it. Narrower linear depressions that 
feed into principal paleovalleys on “SR” surfaces are interpreted to have been fluvial 
tributaries that were also subjected to modification during transgression. Small 
paleotributaries were subject to either tidal-inlet modification, or to abandonment and infill 
within lagoonal settings without subsequent tidal-inlet modification. The latter process 
affected lower-order tributaries located on interfluve highs; these paleotributaries were able 
to accumulate drape-type fills associated with vertical accretion in lagoonal settings.
Significant proportions of the intervening sequences, particularly the 
strati graphical ly lower parts associated with large paleovalleys, consist of complex incised- 
valley fills that contain one or more intra-valley transgressive erosional surfaces and a large 
number of reactivation surfaces (local diastems). This is especially the case for Sequences 
IV, V and VI which are otherwise extensively truncated outside of paleovalley areas (see 
discussion below). The incised-valley fills, and valley-proximal deposits on adjacent 
interfluves, accumulated during transgression in depositional environments ranging from 
fluvial through estuarine, to estuary-mouth and shoreface. Estuarine transgressive, and 
tidal ravinement erosional surfaces within complex valley fills generally delineate the upper 
and lower boundaries of seismic units and seismic facies (Fig. 6.47). Simple valley fills 
(channel-drape or channel-onlap reflector patterns in cross-channel section) are not 
characteristic of the large incised valleys of this study area. However, low-order tributary 
streams, that were submerged during the later stages of transgression, may illustrate simple 
fill patterns. These drape- and onlap-type fills indicate vertical and limited lateral migration 
of tributary channels during infilling within lagoonal environments. This type of fill is best 
seen in back-barrier abandoned tidal channels within Sequence I that were not overprinted 
by tidal inlet processes.
Two additional moderate-relief surfaces (SR-5 and SR-7) are also interpreted to 
represent fluvially-incised landscapes (also subsequently modified during transgression)
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that formed during glacially-induced sea-level lowstands (Fig. 6.47). The lower relief 
characteristics of these surfaces, and the lack of high-relief paleovalley structures, indicates 
that either the magnitude of sea-level fall was not as great as that associated with 
development of the “SR” surfaces in Sequences I, IV, V, and VI, or that high-order fluvial 
drainage axes during these two periods of subaerial exposure were located outside (to the 
south of) the study area. As a result, the study area during these time periods would have 
been located within newly-created small watersheds, topographically isolated from the 
larger Coastal Plain watersheds updip by the Susquehanna and its tributary river systems, 
and possibly by a proto southern Delmarva Peninsula. Consequently, only low-order 
drainage systems developed on the SR-5 and SR-7 surfaces, and these have been 
significantly modified during subsequent transgression. The lack of preserved interfluves 
and the limited subcrop areas of these fluvial erosion surfaces (165 km2 and 65 km2, 
respectively) suggests that shoreface erosion during subsequent transgression was severe.
As a group, the six moderate- to high-relief “SR” surfaces define the 
unconformable bases of six depositional sequences identified within the Quaternary 
section. However, the SR-3, SR-5, SR-7, and SR-9 unconformities do not everywhere 
define the lower sequence boundary of their respective sequences (Sequences I, II, III, and 
IV). Within specific parts of the study area, these fluvial erosion surfaces are truncated by 
intra-sequence ravinements (R-2, R-4, R-6, and R-8, respectively). The ravinements then 
become the basal sequence boundaries and mark large breaks in deposition; they then 
assume the role of unconformity rather than diastem. The stratigraphically highest surface, 
the SR-1 surface, is the modem seabed that forms the upper (still evolving) sequence 
boundary to Sequence I, and the cap to the Quaternary stratigraphic section.
Within the six sequences, five low-relief seaward-dipping erosional surfaces (R-2, 
R-4, R-6, R-8a, and R-8) are interpreted to represent marine unconformity surfaces created 
during periods of erosional shoreface retreat or progradation (Fig. 6.47). The R-2, R-4, R-
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6, and R-8 unconformities (“TRU” surfaces of Fig. 6.47) are transgressive ravinements 
that were incised during transgressions of a paleoshelf. The R-4 unconformity (“RRU” 
surface of Fig. 6.47) represents a moderate-relief regressive ravinement created during 
latest highstand to early regression. The lack of evidence for significant erosion associated 
with the R-8a surface suggests that it may be a “maximum flooding”, or “downlap” surface 
(Vail, 1987; Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Swift et al., 1991b; Thome and Swift, 1991a; 
Chapter 2.2), rather than a regressive ravinement R-4 may be interpreted as the regressive 
equivalent of a transgressive ravinement (Stamp, 1921; Swift, 1968; Dominguez and 
Wanless, 1991; Swift et al., 1991a; Posamentier et al., 1992). The R-4 surface shows 
more variability in topographic expression, in dip section, than the R-8a surface. A 
moderate-relief, peninsula-proximal, crenulated, R-4 surface is located beneath the modem 
lagoonal system. Distally (seaward of the modem barrier island chain), the R-4 surface 
possesses significantly less relief, and erosional truncation of underlying strata is not as 
apparent as in peninsula-proximal locations. The stratigraphically lower R-8a maximum 
flooding surface is topographically similar to the distal parts of R-4, but does not have a 
peninsula-proximal expression where more significant erosion might identify it as a 
regressive ravinement. R-8a is absent in areas landward of a line 7 to 20 km offshore due 
to truncation by the overlying R-6 transgressive ravinement
The complex incised-valley fill successions within Sequences I, IV, V, and VI 
contain paleovalley-confined transgressive erosional surfaces. These surfaces (see Chapter
2.2 and discussion below) are referred to as the estuarine transgressive surface and the tidal 
ravinement surface (Fig. 6.47). The former, also referred to as a bay ravinement 
(Nummedal and Swift, 1987), is cut by a landward-migrating estuarine shoreface, while 
the latter is cut by a laterally- and landward-migrating tidal-scour trench (or trenches) at the 
estuary mouth. The uppermost parts of incised-valley fill successions may also have 
localized convex-upward erosional surfaces (e.g. local channel-base diastems created by
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small flood- and ebb-tidal channels on estuaiy-mouth shoals), and localized pre-ravinement 
downlap surfaces within and adjacent to the paleoestuary. These surfaces, in sequence 
stratigraphic terminology, belong within the transgressive systems tract. In the regime 
model of Thorne and Swift (1991b), these incised-valley fill deposits are the pre- 
ravinement, back-barrier (estuarine) wedge of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract.
Figures 6.28 through 6.31, and Fig. 6.47 indicate that the Quaternary stratigraphic 
section beneath the Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone consists of a series of stacked 
fluvial erosion surfaces (sequence-bounding, “SR” reflector surfaces, such as the SR-3, 
SR-5, SR-7, SR-9, SR-10, and SR-11 surfaces), transgressive ravinement surfaces 
(generally intra-sequence, “R” reflector surfaces, such as the R-2, R-6, and R-8 surfaces), 
a regressive ravinement surface (the R-4 surface), and a probable maximum flooding 
surface (the R-8a surface). The lower part of the section is dominated by three closely 
stacked and mutually truncating fluvial erosion surfaces (SR-9, SR-10, SR-11) that define 
the bases of sequences IV, V, and VI. While maximum sequence thicknesses may attain 
40 m in association with fluvial paleovalleys incised into these sequence-bounding basal 
unconformities (Fig. 6.27), Sequences IV, V, and VI do not exceed 10 m in thickness on 
interfluves, and may in fact be absent over large areas.
The central part of the Quaternary section is represented by two stacked 
transgressive ravinements (R-6, R-8), two low-relief fluvial erosion surfaces (SR-5, SR- 
7), a regressive ravinement unconformity (R-4), and a probable maximum flooding surface 
(R-8a). SR-5 and SR-7 define the bases of sequences II and III, respectively. R-4, R-6, 
R-8a and R-8, are intra-sequence unconformities within Sequences II, III, and IV, 
respectively. Average thicknesses of Sequences II and III are on the order of 5 to 10 m.
The uppermost part of the stratigraphic section consists of a fluvial unconformity - 
transgressive ravinement unconformity pair (SR-3, R-2), and the modem seabed (SR-1). 
These surfaces are associated with Sequence I, which is floored by the high-relief SR-3
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fluvial unconformity, and is capped by the low- to moderate-relief SR-1 seabed surface. 
Like underlying sequences, Sequence I averages approximately 5 to 10 m in thickness, and 
is thickest where paleovalleys are developed.
As mentioned above, specific sequences may be, and frequently are, bounded by 
surfaces other than fluvial erosion surfaces because transgressive and regressive 
ravinement surfaces frequently truncate their associated underlying fluvial unconformities 
over large parts of the study area. The ravinement surfaces concerned then temporarily 
become the sequence boundaries. However, it is possible for the sequence boundary to be 
marked by a composite unconformity, consisting of a ravinement surface collapsed onto a 
fluvial erosion surface. The feature of ravinement unconformity cannibalization of the 
stratigraphically lower fluvial unconformity is particularly the case for the SR-5/R-4 lower 
boundary to Sequence II, and for the SR-7/R-6 lower boundary to Sequence III (Figs 
6.39, 6.41). R-2 truncation of the SR-3 fluvial unconformity is also evident, to a lesser 
extent, in Sequence I (Fig. 6.36). This cannibalizauon effect, coupled with the topographic 
characteristics of fluvial unconformities (crenulated, high-relief surfaces with linear 
paleovalley trends) and ravinement unconformities (gently dipping, low-relief pseudo- 
planar surfaces), has resulted in a distinct pattern of sequence geometries and thicknesses 
within the stratigraphic section. The lower part of the section consists of a series of three 
variable-thickness, crenulated-lower-surface, depositional sequences (Sequences IV, V, 
and VI) with strong coast-oblique thickness trends influenced by paleovalley development. 
These sequences attain maximum thicknesses of 36 to 39 m. The central part of the section 
consists of two thin, tabular to wedge-shaped sequences (Sequences II and III), of 
relatively constant to slowly-varying thickness in dip and strike directions; maximum 
sequence thickness ranges from 9 to 15 m. The uppermost part of the section consists of a 
single, variable-thickness, crenulated-lower-surface depositional sequence (Sequence I) 
that is geometrically very similar to Sequences IV, V, and VI. Sequence I also has well-
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developed trends in thickness variation (maximum thickness of 40 m), caused by coast- 
oblique trending fluvial paleovalleys and inlet retreat scars.
6.2.1 Depositional Sequence I
Sequence I is bounded above by the modem seabed (SR-1) surface, and below by 
the fluvially incised (and transgression modified) SR-3 surface (Plates 2, 4; Figs 6.32, 
6.36). Within the sequence, a transgressive ravinement (R-2) surface separates underlying 
fluvial-paralic deposits from overlying transgressive marine strata (Plate 3; Fig. 6.35). The 
sequence averages 5 to 7 m in thickness and reaches a maximum thickness of 40 m just 
seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth. Minimum thicknesses are encountered along the 
landward margin of the modem lagoonal system, which forms the leading edge of the 
Holocene transgression, and at two localities approximately 16 km seaward of Wreck and 
Fishermans Islands, respectively (Fig. 6.36).
Sequence I incorporates seismic units A and B. The intra-sequence R-2 
transgressive ravinement unconformity separates the superjacent seismic unit A from the 
subjacent seismic unit B. Adjacent to tidal inlets, proximal regions of the R-2 surface 
develop small-scale relief irregularities, and contours are deflected seaward by the sediment 
bulge associated with ebb-tidal deltas (Fig. 6.35; Plate 3). At ebb-tidal deltas, the R-2 
surface climbs up onto the ebb delta where it becomes unresolvable on seismic records (see 
Section 6.1.3). As described in Swift et al. (1991a), this surface conceptually extends 
across the delta-top platform within flood-dominated tidal channels. Proximal parts of R-2 
therefore overlie ebb-tidal delta deposits, rather than underlie them, as suggested by Kraft 
et al. (1987) for the Delaware coast Regions located further seaward, but still adjacent to 
ebb-deltas (i.e. in the vicinity of the delta front) may be buried by sediments that are shed 
off the ebb tidal delta and moulded into shoreface (delta-associated) sand ridges (Fig.
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6.48). Along barrier island shorelines, the R-2 ravinement can extend across the subaerial 
barrier island as the floor of washover chutes (Swift et al., 1991a).
Unit A is a seaward-thinning unit (Figs 6.28 to 6.31). It represents post- 
ravinement transgressive marine deposits accumulating on a shoreface to inner shelf 
setting. It thins to 1 m or less at distances of 22 to 30 km offshore of the barrier coastline 
and is inferred to pinch out against the barrier island shoreline. At any given distance 
offshore, unit A generally becomes thicker in a southward direction as the SR-1 and R-2 
surfaces diverge vertically. Maximum thickness of post R-2 (upper Sequence I) deposits 
occurs just seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth (Section 6.1.2). Unit A possesses a 
convex-upward tabular geometry that pinches out at the barrier coastline, and also at the 22 
to 25 m depth contours. It does not possess the seaward-thickening wedge geometry that 
is generally assumed characteristic of a transgressive inner shelf sand sheet. Seaward of 
the 25 m depth contour in the northern part of the study area, the SR-1 and R-2 surfaces 
often could not be resolved individually. In terms of the Thome and Swift (1991b) regime 
model, seismic unit A comprises the back-step shelf wedge component of the back-step 
wedge geometric systems tract.
It is inferred that R-2 is a proto-ravinement surface, and that the true (wave) 
ravinement (with an overlying transgressive sand sheet) occurs at depths greater than -22 to 
-25 m MSL and just outside of the study area. Post R-2 strata in this proximal shelf setting 
therefore serve as a periodic sediment source for the post-ravinement transgressive sand 
sheet further offshore. Post R-2 strata may be only partly preserved as the shoreface and 
tracking ravinement continue to propagate landward. Strata of seismic unit A therefore 
comprise an ephemeral shoreface sand wedge (Figs 6.33,6.48) that represents an inlier of 
the Holocene transgressive sand sheet. The shoreface sand wedge is bounded seaward by 
a sediment-starved belt (absent to very thin unit A; SR-1 and R-2 not resolvable 
individually) that diverges from the barrier coastline in a southerly direction as the
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Figure 6.48: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a swell-filtered Geopulse™ 
high-resolution graphic record (Line 23, waypoint 18) showing ebb-tidal 
delta sourced sand ridges developed adjacent to Quinby Inlet ebb-tidal delta. 
Profile is located 8 km seaward of Hog Island and ESE of the Quinby Inlet 
delta front, and shows rapid shallowing of the R-2 transgressive ravinement 
onto the distal delta region. Note truncation of Sequence II by the R-2 
ravinement in a seaward direction, and the truncation of latest Sequence IV 
deposits (post R-8a ravinement, G2 strata) in a landward direction. 
Extreme left side of figure shows transition of R-2 ravinement surface into 
delta-top tidal channels. Sequence III deposits are well developed in this 
northern locality. Note development of long-path first-order and second- 
order “w”-type seabed multiples at approximately 38 ms and 56 ms (twtt), 
respectively. Profile trends W-E. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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Chesapeake Bay estuary-mouth shoal complex is approached. The shoreface sand wedge 
is inferred to be sourced by erosional shoreface retreat, sediment shed off inlet ebb-tidal 
deltas, and sediment accumulations at the littoral convergence zone in the vicinity of the 
Chesapeake Bay mouth entrance.
The R-2 steep zone at the 16 to 18 m depth contours (Plate 3; Section 6.1.3) is 
associated with thick overlying deposits of seismic unit A. These unit A deposits are 
associated with shoreface sand ridges (e.g. the Smith Island Shoals), that are developed 
landward of the “scarp” crest but also spill over onto the slopes of the “scarp” (Fig. 6.48). 
This perturbation in R-2 surface relief may indicate and early to mid Holocene change in the 
rate of relative sea-level rise (see Fig. 18, in Niedoroda et al., 1985). Alternatively, it may 
just represent a retardation in the rate of landward shoreface translation induced by ebb-tidal 
delta buttressing of the modem coastline. If the former is true, a local sea-level curve 
developed for the Chesapeake Bay area (Colman et al., 1992) would indicate that the 
stillstand (and subsequent marine flooding event) occurred 6 to 7 ka. However, there is no 
evidence for stillstand aggradational or progradational deposition beneath the R-2 steep 
zone; instead, regressive Sequence II deposits are partly to totally truncated along the toe of 
this “scarp” (Plate 3; Fig. 6.48). Sequence I pre-ravinement deposits are extensively 
truncated by the R-2 ravinement seaward of this scarp. The R-2 surface serves as a source 
diastem to seismic unit A, and separates this transgressive shoreface-shelf depositional 
system from underlying estuarine and lagoonal depositional systems (Swift et al., 1991a).
Seismic unit B, and its component subunits, comprise the lower part of Sequence I. 
Unit B represents complex incised-valley fill, pre-ravinement, transgressive deposits that 
accumulated in fluvial and estuarine settings during the early stages of marine transgression 
into high-order fluvial paleovalleys, and in lagoonal and tidal inlet settings during the later 
stages of transgression when paleotributaries on high-order interfluves were flooded. It 
thus represents the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge component of the back-step wedge
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geometric systems tract (Thome and Swift, 1991b). Greatest accumulations of Unit B 
occur beneath and seaward of the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth which is located above a 
major SR-3 paleovalley. Within and adjacent to paleovalleys, seismic unit B contains two 
erosional surfaces that are important in terms of sequence stratigraphy (Fig. 6.49). The 
lower surface conformably to unconformably separates subunits B1 and B2, and is 
interpreted to represent a low-relief estuarine transgressive surface (or bay ravinement) that 
developed within the flooding paleovalley during transgression. The leading edge of this 
surface is still being incised along the Chesapeake Bay shoreline through wave- and tide- 
induced scouring along the bay shoreface (a shallower, lower energy, analog of the oceanic 
shoreface). The surface is created by landward and updip migration of a bayline (or bay 
shoreline) in response to rising sea level (see Chapter 2.2; Posamentier et al., 1988; 
Anderson et al., 1992; Allen and Posamentier, 1993).
Within Sequence I, the estuarine transgressive surface separates transgressive 
fluvial (B l) strata of the paleovalley thalweg from overlying transgressive estuarine (B2) 
strata (see Section 6.3). It represents the second transgressive surface, and the first major 
paralic-marine flooding event within the incised-valley fill (Fig. 6.49). The first 
transgressive surface is marked by the underlying lowstand-incised SR-3 fluvial 
unconformity which is directly overlain by transgressive fluvial strata on this updip basin 
margin setting. The estuarine transgressive surface has a low preservation potential; within 
the principal SR-3 paleovalley, the estuarine transgressive surface and superjacent B2 
deposits are commonly truncated by the overlying tidal ravinement surface.
The estuarine transgressive surface is absent from tidal inlets and lagoons on barrier 
coastlines. Beneath the modem lagoonal system, the Bl fluvial facies were not developed, 
and lagoonal strata (the lagoonal facies equivalent of subunit B2 estuarine strata) rest 
directly on the SR-3 fluvially incised lowstand surface (Chapter 2.2). Beneath the 
shoreface, the distal (basinward) parts of paleotributaries to the principal SR-3 paleovalley
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Figure 6.49: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a high-resolution graphic
record (Line 28, waypoint 5) from the Chesapeake Bay mouth showing 
principal SR-3 paleovalley and overlying Depositional Sequence I. 
Sequence I consists of seismic subunits B l, B2, and B3 in this incised- 
valley fill section. Fluvially-incised sequence boundary is only locally 
overlain by subunit B 1 fluvial facies. Estuarine facies of subunit B2 rest 
directly on the sequence boundary within this particular strike section of the 
SR-3 paleovalley. The estuarine transgressive surface (ETS) separates 
subunits Bl from B2. The tidal ravinement surface (TRS) separates 
subunits B2 and B3. Several diastems are developed within B3 and B4, 
related to estuary-mouth shoal and tidal channel development. Note 
development of long-path first-order and second-order “w”-type seabed 
multiples, and peg-leg-type SR-3 multiples. Vertical opaque bar with 
darker steps, in the center of each profile, shows TVG marks (see Chapter 
5.1.4). Profile trends NE-SW, and is located between Chesapeake Channel 
and Nautilus Shoals. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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have been significantly modified by tidal inlet processes that re-entrenched and widened 
these smaller channels as they were overridden by tidal inlets during sea-level rise. Re­
entrenchment of antecedent fluvial valleys at tidal inlet throats is significant along this 
coastline because of high-velocity ebb and flood flows at tidal inlets. These high-velocity 
flows are induced by columnation of the tidal prism and tidal flows by extensive marsh 
development within the lagoon (Oertel and Dunstan, 1981). Consequendy, those channels 
now submerged and preserved beneath the inner shelf contain dominandy inlet-associated 
facies (tidal delta, shoal, and spit deposits; seismic unit B3), while B l- and B2-equivalents, 
and the associated planar estuarine transgressive surface, are notably absent.
Where subunit B2 is preserved in paleo-estuary successions, it is separated from 
subunit B3 by a moderate-relief, crenulated, erosion surface that varies significantly in 
depth over short distances, but generally deepens laterally towards the paleovalley axis. 
Subunit B3 onlaps and downlaps this erosional surface (Section 6.1.18). The surface is 
interpreted to be a tidal ravinement unconformity (Allen and Posamentier, 1993; Chapter 
2.2) that develops in estuary-mouth settings (Fig. 6.49). This tidal ravinement surface, 
created by a tidal scour trench at estuary mouths, is the third transgressive surface within 
Sequence I incised-valley fills.
As described in Chapter 2.2, the tidal ravinement surface generally separates 
estuarine strata, deposited in relatively quiescent upper and middle estuary environments, 
from overlying sandier, higher-energy, estuary-mouth spit, shoal, and tidal-delta deposits 
sourced by longshore / littoral transport (see Section 6.3). As a result, the surface is 
overlain by downlapping sigmoidal, oblique-tangential, and diverging clinoforms (subunit 
B3), and is underlain by horizontally layered strata (subunit B2), indicative of the two 
different depositional environments (Fig. 6.49). The tidal ravinement commonly merges 
with the fluvial unconformity and the estuarine transgressive surface, particularly along 
paleovalley flanks, so that subunits Bl and B2 may be locally absent. Active tidal scouring
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at estuary mouths (e.g. at the modem Chesapeake Channel at the Chesapeake Bay mouth) 
can result in significant relief being associated with the tidal ravinement surface. The 
modem analog to the Sequence I tidal ravinement-creating process is the tidally-flushed 
Chesapeake Channel. At this estuary-mouth location, the Chesapeake Channel is incising a 
tidal ravinement (as the estuary mouth moves laterally and landward) that is being 
penecontemporaneously buried by landward- and southward-prograding estuary-mouth 
spits and shoals of seismic units B3 and B4. Within Sequence I, relief associated with the 
tidal ravinement surface may attain 20 m.
At tidal inlet settings on barrier coastlines, an analogous surface is created as a tidal 
inlet throat migrates landward during transgression (referred to as the inlet scour diastem by 
Swift et al., 1991a). In these settings, the tidal ravinement removes almost all record of the 
original paleotributary by inlet throat re-entrenchment and lateral migration. Subunit B3 in 
these settings is a scaled-down inlet-associated facies equivalent of B3 developed in estuary 
mouth areas. Sequence I paleotributaries preserved beneath the inner shelf are thus largely 
filled with B3-equivalent facies and record the inlet retreat scars of landward-migrating 
inlets (Fig. 6.50). Lower order paleotributaries with shore-subparallel trends contain 
simple valley fills (channel-drape or channel-onlap in cross-section; Fig. 6.50) consisting 
of seismic unit B6. On interfluves between the principal SR-3 paleoestuary and feeder 
paleotributaries, subunit B6 also accumulated outside of back-barrier tidal channel 
locations. Accumulation occurred contemporaneously with, or slightly later than, 
accumulation of subunits Bl through B4 strata in major paleovalley depressions; deposits 
of subunits B l through B6 are part of the back-step wedge component of the back-step 
wedge geometric systems tract (Thome and Swift, 1991b).
The uppermost parts of Sequence I incised-valley fills in estuarine settings contain 
numerous diastems. These probably formed as late stage shoals and tidal channels migrated 
across the upper surface of subunits B3 and B4 in an estuary-mouth setting (see Ludwick,
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Figure 6.50: Schematic illustration of the principal internal reflector characteristics 
associated with broad estuary mouth, migrating tidal inlet, and abandoned 
lagoonal tidal channel features within Depositional Sequence II. Also 
shown are the various intra-channel seismic units defined on the basis of 
these reflection patterns.
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1972,1974,1975). B4 strata are separated from B3 strata by a low-relief erosional surface 
of probable similar origin that is best preserved in the immediate vicinity of the Chesapeake 
Bay mouth (Fig. 6.49). Further offshore, the B3-B4 contact is extensively removed by the 
R-2 ravinement, or by modem seabed (SR-1) scour where the ravinement has also been 
truncated.
6.2.2 Depositional Sequence II
Sequence II is bounded above and below by the SR-3 and SR-5 surfaces, 
respectively (Plates 4 ,6 ; Figs 6.36, 6.39). Where SR-3 has been erosively truncated, the 
sequence may be capped by the R-2 or SR-1 surfaces. Where the basal SR-5 unconformity 
is absent due to R-4 erosion, which occurs over most of the study area, the R-4 regressive 
ravinement surface becomes the basal unconformity to the sequence (Table 6.2; Plate 5, 
Fig. 6.38). The sequence averages 4 to 6 m in thickness, and attains a maximum thickness 
of 15 m beneath South Bay (Fig. 6.51).
Sequence II consists of seismic unit C (subunits Cl and C2), and seismic unit D, 
which are separated from each other by the R-4 regressive ravinement (where unit D is 
developed). The R-4 regressive ravinement is divisible into proximal and distal regions 
(with respect to distance from the Delmarva Peninsula axis) on the basis of topographic 
expression. The transition between inner and outer R-4 is located beneath the modem 
barrier island chain and was not directly observable on seismic data. The R-4 ravinement is 
interpreted to have been incised during late highstand to early regression when falling sea 
level resulted in littoral zone incision, downcutting of the seabed, and removal of a 
previously developed transgressive ravinement and associated post-ravinement 
transgressive deposits.
Outer R-4 possesses low relief, is overlain by marine inner shelf strata of subunit
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Figure 6.51: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a high-resolution graphic
record (Line 9*, waypoints 350-353) from South Bay showing 
principal SR-5 lowstand surface and overlying Depositional Sequences I 
and II. Sequence II consists of seismic subunit C2 and unit D in this 
section. Note development of “v” and “w” shaped notches (indicated by 
black arrows) developed on the SR-5 lowstand unconformity. Also note 
development of weak long-path First-order “w”-type seabed multiple. 
Profile trends NNE-SSW. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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C l, and is best developed beneath the lower shoreface and inner shelf. Inner R-4 
possesses more relief than outer R-4, and is overlain by subunit C2; it is restricted in 
subcrop to a perched location beneath the modem lagoonal system. While outer R-4 is 
geometrically similar in appearance to the R-8a maximum flooding surface in Sequence IV, 
proximal (inner) parts of R-4 show higher relief and significantly different lap relationships 
with both immediately underlying and overlying strata. This expression of the proximal 
regions of a regressive shoreface unconformity is unique to Sequence II.
Inner R-4 has moderate relief (locally 3m / km), and overlying strata of seismic unit 
C2 downlap the unconformity. The hummocky relief of the inner R-4 surface suggests that 
it is an erosional surface that was incised into underlying strata (lower Sequence II, and 
Sequences HI and IV) before being buried penecontemporaneously by seaward-prograding 
downlapping deposits of subunit C2. It developed during latest highstand to early 
regression as falling sea level induced wave and tidal current scour of the shoreface. 
Overlying C2 stmta are the result of coastal beach-ridge plain progradation accompanying 
sea-level fall. Inner R-4 is thus the result of a “forced” regression (Posamentier et al., 
1992), where falling sea level induced development of a falling sea-level strandplain that 
stepped downward and basinward (Dominguez and Wanless, 1991; Swift et al., 1991a). 
This strandplain is floored by the R-4 regressive ravinement. Under “forced” regression 
conditions, sediment supply (S) exceeds accommodation (A) as is the case for regressions 
generally. However, under the forced regression conditions that created R-4 and permitted 
deposition of the overlying regressive C 1 and C2 subunits, AS/At was either greater than or 
equal to zero (>0), or was less than zero (<0), while the corresponding values of AA/At 
were either less than zero (<0), or much less than zero (« 0 ) , respectively (Posamentier et 
al., 1992). Thus, the rate of decrease of accommodation always exceeded sediment 
supply; the AA/At term was negative because of sea-level fall.
Beneath the modem shoreface and inner shelf, depositional Sequence II consists
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exclusively of seismic subunit C l, while subunit C2 and Unit D are absent. However, 
reflection patterns within the upper parts of C l suggest a gradual facies change that may 
represent a vertical facies transition to distal correlatives of subunit C2 (see Section 6.3). 
Landward of the modem barrier island chain, Sequence II consists of unit D and subunit 
C2; a featheredge of subunit Cl may be developed beneath the seaward side of the modem 
lagoonal system and beneath the barrier islands (Fig. 6.47).
The stratigraphically lowest seismic unit within depositional sequence II, unit D, 
occurs between the SR-5 lowstand fluvially-incised unconformity, and the shallower R-4 
regressive ravinement. The unit subcrops beneath the modem barrier lagoon and is 
consequently capped by moderate-relief proximal parts of the R-4 surface. Unit D 
represents deposition in a barrier-lagoon (paralic) setting during a Pleistocene transgression 
over this part of the shelf. A characteristic of the fluvial erosion surface developed at the 
base of unit D (the SR-5 surface) is the presence of small “v” and “w” shaped notches. 
This feature appears to be a visual characteristic of fluvial erosion surfaces when the latter 
are overlain by estuarine or lagoonal deposits, as the SR-10 surface at the base of Sequence 
V has a similar expression.
In sequence stratigraphic terminology, unit D is part of the transgressive systems 
tract, while subunits C l and C2 are part of the highstand systems tract. In the regime 
model of Thome and Swift (1991b), unit D comprises the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge 
component of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract, while subunits C l and C2 are 
coastal and shoreface deposits of the offlap wedge geometric systems tract The regressive 
shoreface-shelf depositional system deposits of subunits C l and C2 are separated from the 
transgressive lagoonal depositional system deposits of D1 by the R-4 regressive 
ravinement.
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6.2.3 Depositional Sequence HI
Sequence HI is bounded at its top and base by the moderate to high relief SR-5 and 
SR-7 fluvial-erosion unconformities, respectively (Plates 6, 8; Figs 6.39, 6.41). Outside 
of the area beneath the modem lagoonal system, SR-5 is absent due to R-4 erosion, and the 
latter surface forms the upper sequence boundary to depositional sequence III (Plate 5; Fig. 
6.38). As SR-7 is confined in subcrop to the extreme east-central part of the study area, 
the R-6 transgressive ravinement defines the basal sequence boundary to depositional 
sequence III over extensive areas. The sequence averages 3 to 5 m in thickness (Fig. 
6.52), and attains a maximum thickness of 9 m in the east-central part of the study area,
26.5 km east of New Inlet.
Depositional sequence III consists exclusively of seismic unit E, with the exception 
of the 65 km2 area in the east-central part of the study area where the subjacent SR-7 fluvial 
erosion surface and overlying seismic unit F are developed (Plate 8). R-6 is a transgressive 
ravinement surface onlapped by unit E, and unit E is therefore interpreted to have 
accumulated in a post-ravinement shelf depositional environment (transgressive systems 
tract). In the Thome and Swift (1991b) regime model. Sequence HI is represented solely 
by the back-step wedge geometric systems tract. The back-step shelf wedge is widely 
developed above the R-6 transgressive ravinement, while the back-barrier (estuarine) 
wedge is only locally preserved in the east-central part of the study area. Highstand 
deposits (offlap wedge geometric systems tract deposits) are not recorded within Sequence 
III. The underlying seismic unit F is a complex channel-fill succession, and represents 
early-transgressive, pre-ravinement, deposits that accumulated in paralic-estuarine 
depositional environments. Sequence ID, like Sequence I, therefore contains a depositional 
record of the transgressive half-cycle only; highstand deposits are absent, presumably 
having been removed by fluvial erosion associated with the development of SR-5, and
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Figure 6.52: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a swell-filtered Geopulse 
high-resolution graphic record showing geometry of Depositional Sequence 
III. The basal unconformity to Sequence III, the moderate-relief SR-7 
surface, is interpreted to truncate the R-8 ravinement. SR-7 is truncated by 
the intra-Sequence III R-6 transgressive ravinement over most of the study 
area. Internal facies components are discussed in Section 6.3. Profile 
trends in a shore-normal direction, from NW to SE, 22 km offshore of 
Wreck Island. Note development of strong long-path first-order “w” -type 
seabed multiple at 50 to 60 ms (twtt). Compare with Fig. 6.63b which 
shows an enlarged view of the ridge structure. Location of transect shown 
in Fig. 6.26.
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marine erosion associated with development of R-6.
6.2.4 Depositional Sequence IV
Sequence IV is bounded above by the moderate-relief SR-7 surface, and below by 
the high-relief SR-9 surface (Plates 8, 10; Figs 6.41, 6.44). Both are interpreted to be 
fluvial erosion surfaces, the latter being associated with a larger watershed than the former. 
Outside of the 65 km2 subcrop area of the SR-7 surface, the low-relief R-6 transgressive 
ravinement is frequently the upper boundary to depositional sequence IV (Fig. 6.40). 
Sequence IV averages 10 to 12 m in thickness, and attains a maximum thickness of 38 m 
beneath South Bay (Fig. 6.53).
The upper part of Sequence IV consists of seismic subunits G1 and G2 which 
accumulated in post-ravinement inner shelf settings. The G1 subunit is separated from the 
overlying G2 subunit by the conformable to disconformable low-relief R-8a maximum 
flooding surface. This surface separates transgressive G1 strata from highstand to 
regressive G2 strata. The lower parts of depositional sequence IV consist of seismic unit H 
and component subunits (subunits HI through H6). This latter unit represents a complex 
incised-valley fill, and associated interfluve-capping deposits, similar to that of Sequence I, 
and is separated from subunits G1 and G2 by the R-8 transgressive ravinement. In 
sequence stratigraphic terminology, units G1 and H are both part of the transgressive 
systems tract, while G2 is part of the highstand systems tract. Subunits G1 and H also 
comprise the back-step wedge geometric systems tract, representing the back-step shelf 
wedge and back-barrier (estuarine) wedge components, respectively (Thome and Swift, 
1991b). Subunit G2 represents an inner shelf expression of the offlap wedge geometric 
systems tract
The G1-G2 contact (R-8a surface) does not show distinct onlap reflector patterns
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Figure 6.53: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a G eopulseT M  high- 
resolution graphic record (Line 5, waypoint 4) from Sand Shoal Channel 
showing principal SR-9 paleovalley and overlying Depositional Sequences 
I, II, and IV. Sequence IV consists of seismic subunits HI and H3 in this 
incised-valley Fill section. SR-9 is the fluvially-incised sequence boundary. 
Estuary mouth facies of subunit H3 rest directly on the sequence boundary 
on the flanks of the SR-9 paleovalley. The tidal ravinement surface (TRS) 
separates subunits H2 and H3. Several reactivation surfaces are developed 
within H3, related to estuary-mouth delta, shoal, and tidal channel 
development. Sigmoidal, oblique-tangential and divergent clinoforms of 
H3 have an apparent eastward dip. Note development of long-path first- 
order “wv-type seabed multiple, and long-path peg-leg internal SR-5 
multiple. Profile trends E-W. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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with respect to the overlying G2 subunit. However, it is locally erosional, and G2 is 
significantly noisier (shorter, less continuous reflectors) than underlying G l. Within G2, 
reflector continuity and parallelism decrease upward, and reflector amplitude increases. 
These acoustic characteristics may be interpreted to indicate deposition in a higher energy 
regime where stratal continuity may be lower, and lithology more variable (consisting of 
interbedded sands and muds). The fact that G2 is also locally overlain by the fluvially- 
incised SR-7 surface (where the latter is still preserved) lends support to the interpretation 
that significant shallowing occurs across the G1-G2 contact, and that the contact marks a 
change from G l transgressive conditions to G2 highstand to regressive conditions. The R- 
8a contact is not extensively preserved, as it is frequently truncated by the overlying R-6 
transgressive ravinement (and locally by the SR-7 fluvial unconformity). In dip- and strike- 
section, the R-8a surface is sandwiched between the variably-separated R-6 and R-8 
transgressive ravinements.
R-8a, in reality, potentially represents either a maximum flooding surface or the 
stratigraphically higher regressive ravinement unconformity. The lack of significant relief 
and obvious truncation of subjacent strata, precludes its assignment as the proximal part of 
a high-energy regressive ravinement (as was the case for R-4). Because it is the first 
relatively widespread erosional surface above Gl transgressive shelf deposits, and because 
it lacks evidence of significant clinoformal reflector patterns suggestive of coastal 
progradation (and regressive ravinement development), R-8a is inferred to be a maximum 
flooding surface. It thus marks an inner shelf regime change from accommodation- 
dominated conditions (¥>1) to increasingly supply-dominated conditions (¥<1).
Sequence IV is geometrically similar to sequences I, V, and VI. It also contains 
two significant internal erosion surfaces within the complex incised-valley fill of the large 
SR-9 paleovalley. The lower surface, separating subunits HI and H2, is the relatively 
planar, gently dipping, estuarine transgressive surface that developed within the flooding
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paleovalley during transgression. It separates remnants of transgressive fluvial strata (HI) 
in the paleovalley thalweg from overlying transgressive estuarine strata (H2; see Section 
6.3), and represents the first major flooding event within the incised-valley fill. This 
surface also represents the second transgressive surface within the incised-valley fill. The 
lowermost transgressive surface is the lowstand-incised SR-9 fluvial unconformity that is 
directly overlain by transgressive fluvial strata (subunit HI). H2 deposits above the 
estuarine transgressive surface attain thicknesses of up to 24 m within Sequence IV. This 
constitutes the largest accumulation of estuarine strata observed within the Quaternary 
stratigraphic column. However, accumulations of this magnitude are restricted to localized 
regions within the high-relief SR-9 paleovalley where subsequent incision by the tidal 
ravinement has not been severe. In shallower paleotributaries developed on higher- 
elevation areas of the SR-9 surface, neither subunit HI nor the estuarine transgressive 
surface occur.
Subunits H2 and H3 are separated from each other by a moderate-relief, erosional, 
tidal ravinement surface (Allen and Posamentier, 1993; see also Chapter 2.2). It is the third 
transgressive surface within Sequence IV, when it does not truncate the underlying fluvial 
erosion surface and estuarine transgressive surface. As described in Chapter 2.2, this 
surface generally separates estuarine strata, deposited in relatively quiescent upper and 
middle estuary environments, from overlying sandier estuary-mouth spit, shoal, and tidal- 
delta deposits sourced by longshore / littoral transport. Active tidal scouring at paleo- 
estuary mouths result in significant relief (up to 15 m beneath South Bay) being associated 
with the tidal ravinement surface. Most of the complex fill of the principal SR-9 
paleovalley consists of post-tidal ravinement H3 deposits, with H3 clinoforms having up to 
24 m of relief (beneath Sand Shoal Channel). The tidal ravinement is generally not 
distinguishable from the underlying fluvial unconformity within large areas of the SR-9 
incised valley. This is due to re-entrenchment of the fluvial paleovalley by the tidally-
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scoured estuary mouth.
Paleotributaries developed on higher-elevation parts of the SR-9 surface, and that 
fed into the principal SR-9 paleovalley, are almost exclusively filled by H3-equivalent 
(prograding clinoform) deposits that accumulated in small coastal inlet settings; an inlet- 
base diastem forms the basal sequence boundary at these localities, and H2-equivalent 
lagoonal strata are thus absent.
The pre- R-8, paleovalley-fill part of Sequence IV contains a planar, paleovalley- 
associated, downlap surface that defines the base of subunit H5 (Figs 6.47, 6.54). H5 is 
interpreted to be correlative with subunit H4 that developed in tidal-channel-proximal areas 
where tidal scouring was more active (Section 6.1.16). This surface is developed south of 
the northern edge of the main paleovalley axis on the SR-9 surface, and is best preserved 
inshore (within 7 km of the modem barrier coastline), where overlying H5 strata attain 
thicknesses of up to 5 m; offshore, this surface is truncated by the R-8 transgressive 
ravinement. The H5 basal surface is interpreted to be an intra-sequence downlap surface 
locally developed within the transgressive incised-valley fill, because of its localized 
occurrence, and because of its direct association with paleovalleys. Thus, it is not a 
regional downlap surface marking the start of highstand conditions. Conceptually, it is the 
result of a localized “normal” regression (Chapter 2.2; Posamentier et al., 1992), 
associated with excess sediment supply in the vicinity of a paleo-estuary mouth (probably 
associated with prograding estuary margin spits). The downlap surface and overlying 
subunit H5 strata formed under stable or rising sea level conditions where AS/At and AA/At 
were both > 0, with AS/At being > AA/At (i.e. where S, sediment supply, exceeds A, 
accommodation).
Strata of subunit H6 are interpreted to be along-strike, distal facies equivalents of 
subunit H2, and are located on SR-9 interfluves. Subunit H6 rests on a “jagged” relief SR- 
9 unconformity, which suggests that H6 deposits are pre-ravinement in origin, and that
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Figure 6.54: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a high-resolution graphic 
record (Line 9*, waypoints 375-377) beneath Sand Shoal Inlet showing the 
downlap surface (DS) developed at the base of seismic subunit H5, within 
the Sequence IV incised-valley fill. Note that H5 oblique-tangential 
clinoforms have an apparent dip to the east, as also do the larger clinoforms 
within subjacent subunit H3. ETS is the estuarine transgressive surface, 
and TRS is the tidal ravinement surface (incised by a baymouth tidal scour 
trench). See Fig. 6.26 for location of profile.
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neither bay shoreface nor oceanic shoreface erosion significantly smoothed irregularities on 
SR-9 interfluves prior to H6 deposition. This unit is thus interpreted to represent estuarine 
deposits that accumulated within a flooding SR-9 paleoestuary, or possibly bay deposits 
that accumulated on an irregular (micro-embayed) coastline. The presence of small 
migrating channel structures, however, is more suggestive of estuarine deposition.
6.2.5 Depositional Sequence V
Sequence V is bounded above and below by the high-relief SR-9 and moderate- 
relief SR-10 fluvial erosion surfaces, respectively (Plates 10, 11; Figs 6.44, 6.45). The 
basal Sr-10 fluvial erosion surface shows evidence of small “v” and “w” shaped notches. 
This notch development is also observable on the SR-5 surface at the base of Sequence II 
(Figs 6.37,6.51); as discussed in Section 6.1, these notches appear to be characteristic of 
fluvial erosion surfaces that are overlain by lagoonal or estuarine (back-barrier (estuarine) 
wedge) deposits. The sequence has a restricted areal development of 200 km2 which is 
controlled by the line of intersection of the flanks of the principal SR-10 paleovalley with 
the overlying SR-9 unconformity surface (Plate 11; Fig. 6.45). Because of the patchy 
occurrence of Sequence V outside of SR-10 paleovalley areas, the average thickness is 
larger than that associated with geometrically similar shallower sequences, at 15 to 20 m. 
Maximum sequence thickness of 36 m is encountered beneath Hog Island Bay (Fig. 6.55).
Depositional Sequence V consists of seismic unit I and component subunits (II, 12, 
13,15, and 16) that are confined to a large coast-oblique trending paleovalley structure. 
Subunit 14 was not observed within the study area. Sequence V deposits, preserved within 
the SR-10 paleovalley and locally on interfluves (Plate 11), consist exclusively of the back- 
barrier (estuarine) wedge component of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract. As
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Figure 6.55: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a Geopulse high-
resolution graphic record (Line 43, waypoint 4) showing geometry of 
Depositional Sequence V. The basal unconformity to Sequence V is the 
moderate-relief SR-10 surface, which is truncated by the Sequence IV SR-9 
basal unconformity over most of the study area. Profiles trend E-W, and 
show the southern flank of the principal SR-10 paleochannel, and is located
2.3 km west of Great Machipongo Channel within Hog Island Bay. ETS is 
the estuarine transgressive surface (bay ravinement), TRS is the tidal 
ravinement surface. Note that post-tidal ravinement deposits (seismic unit 
13) dominate the SR-10 incised-valley fill succession. Seabed acoustic 
return is obscured by short-path multiples and interference from the direct 
return. Location of transects shown in Fig. 6.26.
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back-barrier deposits are not developed, the unit is more specifically a back-step estuarine 
wedge.
Unit I comprises a complex incised-valley fill succession, similar to those 
developed in the lower parts of Sequences I, IV, and VI. Neither wave ravinements nor 
maximum flooding surfaces (Chapter 2.2) are detectable in Sequence V, which indicates 
that the sequence, as preserved, represents pre-ravinement paralic to lower estuary mouth 
depositional environments. Late transgressive inner shelf and highstand deposits are 
absent. Paleotributary-associated deposits (distal facies equivalents of 12 and 13) are rare 
within Sequence V, because SR-10 interfluves and low-relief paleotributaries have been 
extensively truncated by SR-9 erosion (Plate 11).
Strata of subunit 15 are locally developed within the incised-valley fill and are 
genetically similar to H5 strata in that they represent estuary-mouth spit and shoal deposits 
that developed during the later stages of transgression. Interfluve-capping deposits 
(subunit 16) have limited preservation along strike from the incised-valley fills, are 
correlative with subunit 12, and are genetically similar to the H6 deposits of Sequence IV.
The incised-valley fill that represents the bulk of Sequence V contains both an 
estuarine transgressive surface and a tidal ravinement surface (Figs 6.47,6.55). The lower 
estuarine transgressive surface, separating subunits II and 12, developed within the 
paleovalley during transgressive flooding. It shows evidence of erosion; however, the 
section in Fig. 6.55 illustrates an almost conformable contact with underlying subunit II. 
The surface is generally difficult to resolve within the lower parts of Sequence V. Data 
from just east of Fowling Point Marsh indicate that thinly developed II strata result in the 
estuarine transgressive surface being difficult to distinguish from the fluvial erosion surface 
within the SR-10 paleovalley axis. The estuarine transgressive surface represents the 
second transgressive surface within the incised-valley fill. The lowermost transgressive 
surface is the lowstand-incised SR-10 fluvial unconformity, which is only locally
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preserved within the paleovalley thalweg. Generally, both the fluvial erosion surface and 
the estuarine transgressive surface are truncated by the stratigraphically higher tidal 
ravinement surface which then assumes the role of transgressive surface.
Subunits 12 and 13 are separated from each other by a moderate-relief tidal 
ravinement surface. Low points on this surface tend to meander laterally within the 
paleovalley boundaries in an updip or downdip direction. 13 strata prograde across the 
paleovalley from the southern flank, and dip up-channel and down-channel. Clinoform 
continuity indicates that 13 developed during the later stages of valley flooding, once 
adjacent interfluves were flooded. Subunit 13 both onlaps and downlaps the tidal 
ravinement surface, and the contact with underlying subunit 12 is erosional (Section 
6.1.18). It is the third transgressive surface within Sequence V. The tidal ravinement 
generally separates estuarine strata, deposited in relatively quiescent upper and middle 
estuary environments, from overlying sandier estuary-mouth spit, shoal, and tidal delta 
deposits sourced by longshore / littoral transport (see discussion in Chapter 2.2). 
However, within Sequence V, as was also the case for Sequence IV, the tidal ravinement 
surface merges with, and locally truncates, the original lowstand fluvially incised sequence 
boundary. At paleochannel flanks, the tidal ravinement frequently serves as the sequence 
boundary, suggesting that estuary-mouth lateral migration during transgression greatly 
widened the original fluvially-incised cross-sectional profile. Active tidal scouring at 
estuary mouths (e.g. at mutually-evasive flood and ebb tidal channels) results in significant 
relief (up to 20 m) being associated with the tidal ravinement surface.
6.2.6 Depositional Sequence VI
Sequence VI is interpreted to be the deepest and oldest Quaternary sequence 
developed on this region of the Middle Atlantic inner shelf. It is bounded above by the
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high-relief SR-9 fluvial unconformity (and locally by the SR-10 fluvial unconformity), and 
is bounded below by the equally high-relief SR-11 fluvial erosion surface (Plates 10, 11, 
12; Figs 6.44, 6.45, 6.46). The sequence is developed over a subcrop area of 550 km 2 in 
the northern part of the study area. Its subcrop occurrence is determined by the line of 
intersection of the flanks of the principal SR-11 paleovalley with the overlying SR-10 or 
SR-9 surfaces. Its subcrop occurrence is closely tied to the SR-11 paleovalley trend, and 
therefore its average thickness is also slightly higher than sequences I and IV, at 20 m. 
Maximum sequence thickness is 39 m, which is attained beneath the shoreface 4 km 
seaward of northern Hog Island.
Internally, Sequence VI consists of seismic unit J (consisting of subunits J l, J2, J3 
and J6), which is a complex incised-valley fill and interfluve succession similar to those 
developed in Sequences I, IV, and V (Fig. 6.56). There is no evidence of a wave 
ravinement or overlying maximum flooding surface, neither within the channel-fill 
sequence nor on adjacent interfluves. Sequence VI thus consists of back-barrier (estuarine) 
wedge deposits confined within high-relief paleochannel trends. In the lower parts of 
Sequence VI, within paleovalley fills, a subhorizontal estuarine transgressive surface 
separates fluvial strata (subunit J l)  from overlying estuarine strata (subunit J2). 
Paleotributaries and broader depressions that open into the principal SR-11 paleovalley do 
not contain discernible lagoonal facies equivalents of subunit J2.
Higher in the incised-valley fill succession, a tidal ravinement separates subunit J2 
(and locally J l)  from the overlying subunit J3. This ravinement is significantly erosional, 
as evidenced by the limited subcrop of the intervening subunit J2 and its associated 
(capping) estuarine flooding surface. Consequently, estuary-mouth spit, shoal, and tidal- 
delta deposits (subunit J3) frequently rest directly on transgressive fluvial deposits (subunit 
J l) . Along paleovalley flanks, the tidal ravinement merges with the sequence boundary 
(the lowstand SR-11 fluvial erosion surface) and subunits J l and J2 pinch out.
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Figure 6.56: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a Geopulse™  high- 
resolution graphic record (Line 6, waypoint 7) from seaward of Hog Island 
showing principal SR-11 paleovalley and overlying Depositional Sequences 
I, III, IV, and VI. Sequence VI consists of seismic subunits Jl and J3 in 
this incised-valley fill section. SR-11 is the fluvially-incised sequence 
boundary. J3 rests directly on the sequence boundary on the flanks of the 
SR-11 paleovalley. The tidal ravinement surface (TRS) separates subunits 
Jl and J3. Several reactivation surfaces are developed within J3, related to 
estuary-mouth delta, shoal, and tidal channel development. Note 
development of long-path first-order and second-order “w”-type seabed 
multiple. Profile trends NE-SW. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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The absence of a wave ravinement and a downlap surface in Sequence VI suggests 
that removal of the upper parts of the sequence by SR-9 and (or) SR-10 was severe. 
Sequence VI therefore consists principally of pre-ravinement transgressive deposits that 
accumulated in fluvial through estuary-mouth depositional environments. On topographic 
highs adjacent to the SR-11 paleovalley, subunit J6 strata are developed. Though 
genetically similar to J2, these estuarine deposits are inferred to have accumulated on 
topographically higher areas (outside of valley thalwegs) during the later stages of 
transgression of a paleoestuary. The presence of J6 strata on paleochannel flanks may 
suggest significant accumulation of estuarine deposits prior to subsequent removal by the 
tidal ravinement surface. Thus, estuarine deposits may originally have developed 
thicknesses similar to those of Sequence IV’s subunit H2 (which has observable 
thicknesses of 24 m). Tidal inlet facies equivalents of subunit J3 occupy most of the lower 
reaches of paleotributaries that feed into the SR-11 paleovalley. Adjacent to SR-11 
paleovalleys, J3 deposits extend out of the paleovalley onto adjacent low-elevation parts of 
interfluves.
6 .3  Seismic Facies Analysis
Within the sequence stratigraphic framework of unconformity surfaces developed in 
Chapter 6.2 (Table 6.3, Fig. 6.47), intra-sequence seismic facies units were defined, using 
the methodology described in Chapter 5.2.4 (Fig. 5.24).
Eleven seismic facies units (SF 1 through SF 11) were identified on the basis of the 
six defining criteria listed in Chapter 5.2.4. These six criteria, as a group, semi-uniquely 
define intra-sequence seismic facies units (seismic facies) that are consistently identifiable at 
one or more localities within the study area. The criteria describe variation in reflector and 
reflector-group acoustic characteristics that are believed to result from changes in geologic
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parameters such as lithology, porosity, fluid saturation, compaction, etc. The six criteria 
are 1) internal reflector configuration, 2) internal reflector continuity, 3) internal reflector 
amplitude, 4) reflector group acoustic expression, 5) geometries of upper and lower 
bounding surfaces and 6) reflector group external form. These criteria were chosen 
because they permitted consistent classification of strata on the Virginia inner shelf on the 
basis of acoustic properties. These criteria may therefore be used to identify seismic facies 
and seismic units in future high-resolution reflection-seismic surveys on the Virginia shelf 
and adjacent areas, as they are independent of survey system parameters such as receiver 
gain and threshold settings (that frequently vary within and between geophysical surveys).
The seismic facies identified in this study are the result of deposition in fluvial, 
estuarine, and shallow marine shelf systems. In theory, each seismic facies corresponds to 
a lithofacies unit (Vail et al., 1977), but this simple assumption is problematic when 
interpreting high-resolution seismic reflection data. Lithofacies develop in response to 
sediment deposition within specific depositional environments, which comprise a part of 
deposidonal systems. Due to the gradational nature of lithofacies boundaries at large spatial 
scales, lithofacies may merge with other lithofacies along strike, or up and down dip, to 
generate depositional systems. Depositional systems are assemblages of process-related 
facies (Brown and Fisher, 1977); they are bounded by source diastems or source 
unconformities (Swift et al., 1991a). Thus, in transgressive systems, for example, the 
estuarine depositional system is generally separated from the laterally adjacent lagoonal 
depositional system by inlet channel-base diastems, and is separated from the underlying 
fluvial depositional system by the estuarine transgressive surface (bay ravinement). The 
shoreface-shelf depositional system is separated from the lagoonal depositional system by 
the transgressive ravinement (Swift et al., 1991a). Depositional systems combine with 
adjacent depositional systems to build systems tracts that are bounded by more regionally 
developed unconformities or diastems (Thome and Swift, 1991b); systems tracts, in turn,
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fit together to build depositional sequences that are bounded by inter-regional 
unconformities. The relationships between seismic facies and depositional systems, as 
observed beneath the Virginia inner shelf, are schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.57.
On the Virginia inner shelf, seismic facies within the six thin Quaternary 
depositional sequences are constrained vertically by numerous unconformities developed 
within the stratigraphic section, rarely show gradational facies contacts, and could be 
argued to represent depositional systems (Fig. 6.57). The disconformable nature of most 
seismic facies boundaries indicates significant erosion during lowstands and 
transgressions. During transgression in particular, seismic facies-bounding unconformities 
served as source diastems (Swift et al., 1991a) to build subjacent and (or) superjacent 
lithofacies. Thus, for example, within incised-valley fills, vertically stacked seismic facies 
2 through 4 within the estuarine depositional system are separated from each other by non- 
regional erosional surfaces (the tidal ravinement surface, and tidal-scour diastems); the 
seismic facies units may be construed to represent depositional subsystems developed 
within a larger estuarine depositional system. However, within the lower parts of incised- 
valley fills, the erosional estuarine transgressive surface separates the fluvial depositional 
system (Seismic Facies 1) from the overlying estuarine depositional system (Seismic Facies 
2, 3, and 4). This type of contact is thus a depositional systems boundary, and represents 
a more significant hiatus and change in depositional environment than depositional 
subsystem boundaries such as the tidal ravinement surface. Within shoreface-shelf 
depositional systems, gradational facies changes were observed in the prograding coastal 
depositional system of seismic subunits C l (Seismic Facies 11) and C2 (Seismic Facies 7); 
this example suggests that the seismic facies may correlate with lithofacies.
The seismic facies of this study, therefore, have “generalized” lithofacies 
equivalents at a certain spatial or resolution scale. In detail, however, the “transgressive 
shelf sands” seismic facies (Seismic Facies 9), for example, probably contains internal
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Figure 6.57: Schematic illustration of the development of transgressive seismic facies 
within generalized lagoonal and shoreface - inner shelf depositional systems 
(a), and within fluvial, estuarine, and lagoonal depositional systems (b) 
beneath the Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone. FTD indicates a flood- 
tidal delta. Illustration is based on Sequence I; depositional systems are 
composed of numerous subsystems and lithofacies (not distinguished).
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lithofacies variations that are not detectable on the seismic data but may be identifiable in 
core and outcrop data. This would suggest that Seismic Facies 9 actually correlates with a 
depositional system (the transgressive shoreface-shelf system), rather than with an 
individual lithofacies unit Similarly, Seismic Facies 1 (transgressive fluvial deposits) does 
not contain seismically resolvable component lithofacies that are developed within a fluvial 
depositional system, and thus probably correlates with a depositional system also. 
Conversely, two seismic facies (Seismic Facies 6 and 8) were identified within lagoonal 
deposits (lagoonal depositional system), and three seismic facies (Seismic Facies 2 ,3 , and 
4) were identified within the estuarine depositional system, thus bringing seismic facies 
units closer to the scale of specific lithofacies, i.e. to the depositional subsystem scale. 
Because of this complexity, subsequent tables and figures incorporate the qualifier 
“deposit*’ for each seismic facies description, with the realization that seismic facies may be 
correlative with either a lithofacies, with a depositional subsystem, or with a depositional 
system (composed of more than one lithofacies).
A particular seismic facies will be represented by more than one seismic unit, and 
therefore occur in more than one depositional sequence, provided that the depositional 
sequences concerned consist of similar internal depositional environments. The broad 
seismic facies described in this section thus correlate directly with one or more of the 
seismic units or subunits described in Section 6.1 (Tables 6.2, 6.3; Fig. 6.27). In review. 
Section 6.1 saw subdivision of the seismic stratigraphic record into seismic units and 
subunits (A through J); these seismic units and subunits were then assigned to particular 
depositional sequences (Section 6.2). Based on the six criteria described above, seismic 
facies were defined that were not necessarily unique to a particular depositional sequence. 
Table 6.4 depicts seismic facies one through eleven, their correlative seismic units and 
subunits, and the depositional sequences within which they are developed.
Following identification and geometric description of seismic facies units using the
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Table 6.4: Listing of seismic facies identified beneath the Virginia inner shelf, with
correlative seismic units, geometric systems tracts, and depositional 
sequences in which they are encountered. Seismic facies and geometric 
systems tracts are not unique to any particular depositional sequence, while 
seismic units and subunits are unique to specific sequences. Seismic Facies 
1 through 6 are directly associated with channel structures (paleovalleys, 
paleotributaries, or tidal channels), and Seismic Facies 7 through 11 are 
associated with interfluve (distal-to-channel) settings. Geometric systems 
tracts are represented by the back-step wedge (BSW) geometric systems 
tract, which is subdivided into the back-barrier-estuarine (BB-E) and back- 
step shelf wedge (SW) components, and by the offlap wedge (OW) 
geometric systems tract, after Thome and Swift (1991b).
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Seism ic F acies Correlative Seism ic  
Unit /  Subunit
G eom etric 




Transgressive fluvial deposits B1, H1, 11, J1 BSW (BB-E) I. IV. V. VI
2
Transgressive upper to middle 
estuary deposits
B2, H2, H6, 
12,16, J2, J6
BSW (BB-E) I. IV. V. VI
3
Estuary-mouth and tidal delta 
deposits
B3, H3, 13, J3 BSW (BB-E) I, IV. V. VI
4
Estuary-mouth shoal deposits B4, H4, H 5 ,15 BSW (BB-E) i. r v .v
5
Transgressive tidal inlet 
deposits
B6, parts of BSW (BB-E) I
6
Lagoonal (and estuarine) 
abandoned channel deposits
B6, H6, parts of BSW (BB-E) I. IV
7




Lagoonal, vertically accreted 
deposits
B6, parts of, D, F BSW (BB-E) i. ii, in
9
Transgressive shelf and 
shoreface deposits
A, E, G1 BSW (SW) I. IV
1 0
Highstand to early regressive 
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six criteria listed above, a geologic interpretation was applied. Each seismic facies unit was 
also expressed in terms of the seismic units or subunits with which it was directly 
correlative. Using relative position within a depositional sequence, and its association with 
intra-sequence or sequence-bounding unconformities, a depositional environment and 
geometric systems tract location was inferred for each seismic facies unit. Critical to this 
step were the seismic facies characteristics as described by the six defining criteria, and the 
relationship of the seismic facies to the fluvial, estuarine transgressive, tidal ravinement, 
transgressive ravinement, regressive ravinement, or maximum flooding unconformity 
surfaces. This permitted inferences to be made concerning probable environment of 
deposition and lithologic characteristics. As the Quaternary stratigraphic record on the 
Atlantic Coastal Plain is known to consist exclusively of siliciclastic deposits, with the 
exception of minor oyster reef and shell-lag horizons, carbonate depositional environments 
and lithologies were excluded from the list of possibles.
Seismic facies developed beneath the Virginia inner shelf and coastal zone may be 
broadly subdivided into (1) those that are associated with incised valleys or tributaries, and 
(2) those that are distal to these features. Volumetrically, the former group is the more 
important, principally due to the large sediment volumes that incised valleys and adjacent 
lowlands can accommodate. As the lower part of the Quaternary stratigraphic section is 
dominated by incised-valley fills (Sequences IV, V, and VI), incised-valley-associated 
seismic facies are most prevalent in the lower half of the section (Figs 6.27, 6.47; Table 
6.2,6.3). However, Sequence I, the stratigraphically highest sequence, is also dominated 
by incised-valley-associated facies. Within the four incised-valley-associated depositional 
sequences (Sequences I, IV, V, VI), seismic facies within the incised valleys and on their 
adjacent interfluves are transgressive deposits that belong to the back-barrier (estuarine) 
wedge component of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract (Thome and Swift, 
1991b) and possess a characteristic “ribbed” lower sequence boundary. At
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stratigraphically higher positions within two of these four sequences (Sequences I and IV), 
the thinner back-step shelf wedge is developed, and is characterized by transgressive 
shoreface and shelf sands. Back-step shelf wedge deposits are not developed in the two 
lowermost depositional sequences (Sequences V and VI). Offlap wedge geometric systems 
tract deposits (equivalent to highstand systems tract deposits of the Vail model) are 
developed in the uppermost parts of Sequences II and IV. Sequences II and III are 
characterized by distal-to-paleovalley seismic facies development. These two sequences 
have significantly thinner back-barrier (estuarine) wedge deposits, due to extensive 
truncation of the low-relief SR-5 and SR-7 fluvial erosion surfaces by regressive and 
transgressive ravinements, respectively. Sequence III has a well developed back-step shelf 
wedge succession, but does not possess overlying offlap wedge geometric systems tract 
deposits due to truncation by the overlying sequence boundary. Sequence II shows an 
absence of back-step shelf wedge deposits, and back-barrier (estuarine) wedge deposits are 
directly capped by highstand to early regressive progradational coastal facies of the offlap 
wedge geometric systems tract.
The 11 seismic facies units identified in this study are illustrated in Figs 6.58 
through 6.68. Seismic facies one through six are directly associated with paleochannel, 
paleotributary, or tidal inlet structures. The remainder are not directly associated with these 
channel structures, and develop in channel-distal locations (i.e., on interfluves). Figure 
6.69 illustrates the relative positioning of these facies within an “ideal”, or compound, 
sequence that incorporates all of the seismic facies observed within the shelf record of six 
Quaternary depositional sequences.
Seismic facies within the Quaternary section have predictable associations with 
particular types of basal erosional surfaces, due to the large number of unconformities, and 
the thinness of intervening sequences. Because of the different origins and topographic 
characteristics of marine and fluvial unconformities, seismic facies may thus be
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geometrically classified on the basis of external architecture (a reflection on whether or not 
a particular facies is associated with incised channel structures). Utilizing the continuity or 
otherwise of internal stratification, and the type of upper and lower facies-bounding 
surfaces, in addition to unconformity type, each seismic facies was assigned a semi-unique 
slot in a hierarchical scheme. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 illustrate plots for the 11 seismic facies 
identified, where seismic facies are initially subdivided into those with a tabular- or wedge- 
shaped geometry (distal to channels), and those with a hemi-cylindrical (non-tabular) 
geometry that are associated with channels.
While seismic facies are associated with a unique basal unconformity, their upper 
boundaries may be defined by one or more types of unconformity, depending on relative 
degrees of truncation. Seismic Facies 11, for example, is capped by the moderate-relief, 
crenulated, modern seabed when developed in Sequence I; deeper in the Quaternary 
section, this facies may be capped by fluvial erosion surfaces or by transgressive 
ravinements. Similarly, other seabed-capped seismic facies developed in Sequence I 
possess various types of unconformity caps when developed in deeper sequences; this in 
turn affects the three-dimensional geometries of the seismic facies.
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Figure 6.58: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 1 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a Geopulse high-resolution graphic record (Line 6, waypoint 7) 
from seaward of Hog Island showing acoustic expression of Seismic 
Facies 1. Also shown are the principal SR-11 paleovalley, overlying 
Depositional Sequences I, III, IV, and VI. Seismic facies 1 is located in 
the thalweg of an SR-11 paleovalley, within Sequence VI, and results from 
accumulation of fluvial deposits during transgression. Seismic facies 2 has 
been removed by the tidal ravinement surface (TRS) that now separates 
seismic facies 1 and 3. Note development of long-path first-order and 
second-order ‘V ’-type seabed multiple. Profile trends NE-SW. Compare 
with Fig. 6.56. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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Amplitude
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Upper Boundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Low-relief, gently seaw ard dipping, planar to gently undulating, conformable to 
slightly unconformable,usually continuous, medium amplitude reflection; the 
estuarine transgressive surface that records the retreat path of a  landward, 
up-estuary, migrating bayline
Lower B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
High relief, irregular, seaward-dipping depression, marked by a  continuous to 
discontinuous, variable-amplitude reflection; associated with towstand fluvially 
incised unconformity (SR-3, SR-9, SR-10, SR-11)
Group External 
Form
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Interpretation
Pre-ravinement transgressive alluvial plain deposits located within the 
stratigraphically lower parts of shore-oblique trending fluvial paleovalleys. The 
basal part of transgressive incised-valley fill successions. Very discontinuous in dip 
section due to removal by overlying Seismic Facies 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.59: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 2 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a swell-filtered Geopulse high-resolution graphic record (Line 
28, waypoint 5) from the Chesapeake Bay mouth showing acoustic 
expression of Seismic Facies 2. Also shown are Seismic Facies 1, 3, and 
4, all developed within Sequence I. Estuarine Seismic Facies 2 rests 
directly on the SR-3 sequence boundary within this particular strike section 
of the SR-3 paleovalley. Fluvial Seismic Facies 1 is locally present on the 
left side of the figure. The estuarine transgressive surface (ETS) separates 
Seismic Facies 1 from Seismic Facies 2. The tidal ravinement surface 
(TRS) separates Seismic Facies 2 from Seismic Facies 3. Several diastems 
are developed within Seismic Facies 3 and 4, related to estuary-mouth shoal 
and tidal channel development. Note development of long-path first-order 
and second-order “w”-type seabed multiples, and peg-leg-type SR-3 
multiples. Profile trends NE-SW, and is located between Chesapeake 
Channel and Nautilus Shoals. Compare with Fig. 6.49. See Fig. 6.26 for 
location.
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Lower Boundary 
Characteristics
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amplitude reflection; the estuarine transgressive surface: On flanks: irregular, 




Laterally restricted, cross-shelf elongated, variably thick, hemicylindrical wedge 




B2, H 2 ,12. J2, H 6 ,16, J6
Interpretation
Pre-ravinement paralic transgressive estuarine deposits preserved within the lower 
thalweg parts, and flanks and bay floors, of incised valleys. An estuarine 
equivalent of lagoonal Seismic Facies 8. Deposited under relatively quiescent 
upper to middle estuarine conditions during valley flooding. The second 
com ponent of incised-valley fill successions.
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Figure 6.60: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 3 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a Geopulse high-resolution graphic record (Line 42, waypoint 
12) located 300 m landward of Wreck Island showing acoustic expression 
of Seismic Facies 3 and 7. Also shown are the principal SR-9 paleovalley, 
overlying Depositional Sequences I, II, III, and IV. Seismic Facies 3 is 
located within an SR-9 paleovalley, within Sequence IV, and results from 
accumulation of estuary-mouth deposits during transgression. Seismic 
Facies 3 clinoforms are continuous over a vertical distance of approximately 
20 m, and are separated from Seismic Facies 2 by the tidal ravinement 
surface (TRS). Seismic Facies 7 represents progradational coastal plain 
deposits of seismic unit C2. In this coast-parallel section, apparent dips 
within Seismic Facies 3 are low-angle northward. Profile trends N-S. 
See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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Interpretation
Post-tidal ravinement, pre-wave ravinement, transgressive estuary mouth and 
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incised-valley fill successions. A m egascale equivalent of Seismic Facies 5
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Figure 6.61: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 4 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) sections of a 
swell-filtered Geopulse high-resolution graphic record (Line 25, waypoint 
43) showing acoustic expression of Seismic Facies 4. Also shown are 
Depositional Sequences I, II, III, and IV. This example of Seismic Facies 
4 is located within an SR-9 paleovalley, within Sequence IV, and results 
from tidal channel reactivation of the estuary mouth sands of Seismic 
Facies 3. Southward-prograding Seismic Facies 4 clinoforms are 
continuous over a vertical distance of approximately 8 m, and are separated 
from Seismic Facies 3 by a tidal channel diastem. Note development of a 
strong long-path, first-order, “w”-type seabed multiple that partly obscures 
the base of Seismic Facies 4. Long-path, first-order, peg-leg type internal 
multiples of the R-4 and R-6 ravinements are developed within SR-9 
Seismic Facies 3 deposits. Profile trends NE-SW and is located 17.5 km 
seaward of northern Smith Island. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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Figure 6.62: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 5 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a swell-filtered high-resolution Geopulse graphic record (Line 
38, waypoint 32) showing acoustic expression of Seismic Facies 5 within a 
tidal-inlet scar, located beneath the inner shoreface 3.5 km seaward of 
central Hog Island. Figure also shows Depositional Sequences I, II, III, 
IV, and VI. Clinoforms of Seismic Facies 5 result from accumulation of 
spit and tidal delta deposits within inlet mouth and ebb-tidal delta settings 
during transgression. Note development of strong long-path first-order and 
second-order “w”-type seabed multiples. Profile trends NW-SE. Inlet 
retreat path is illustrated on Fig. 6.36. Profile is located just southeast of 
the Great Machipongo Inlet ebb-tidal delta front. Uninterpreted (d) and 
interpreted (e) sections show the modem (active) expression of Seismic 
Facies 5 as it develops on the landward side of Sand Shoal Inlet. See Fig. 
6.26 for location.
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Moderate- to high-relief, seaw ard  dipping, variable amplitude, continuous to 
discontinuous reflector associated  with a  transgression-modified, lowstand-incised 
paleotributary
G roup External 
Form
Laterally-restricted, generally narrow, variable width, variable relief, sinuous, cross­
shelf elongated, anastom osing, hemicylindrical to broad 'u* shaped  w edge
C orrelative 
S e ism ic  Units
Distal, along-strike equivalent of Seismic Unit B3 estuary mouth 
san d s (B6)
Interpretation
Pre-ravinement, post-inlet throat diastem, tidal inlet fill facies formed under similar 
dynamic conditions to estuarine Seismic Facies 3, but further up-coast away from 
major estuarine embayments. Results from lateral channel migration a t inlets, 
consisting of spit and tidal delta deposits. A correlative of lagoonal SF  8  .
Records the retreat path of landward migrating tidal inlets
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SEQUENCE III 
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SEQUENCE IV 
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Figure 6.63: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 6 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b), digitally filtered (c), and 
interpreted (d) sections of a GeopulseTM  high-resolution graphic record 
showing acoustic expression of Seismic Facies 6. Profile trends in a shore- 
normal direction, from NW to SE, and shows a NE-SW trending ridge 
structure located 22 km offshore of Wreck Island, (b) uninterpreted swell- 
filtered graphic record of Line 37, waypoint 17. (c) Filtered digitized record 
obtained from the analog data used in (b); provided by J.M. Rine at ESRI- 
USC. Note improved resolution and delineation of buried SR-3 
paleotributary channel, (d) interpreted record showing component 
depositional sequences, seismic units, and seismic facies. Note erosive 
seabed on northwest flank of ridge structure, truncating R-2 ravinement and 
SR-3 subaerial interfluve surface. Diagrams principally illustrate the 
acoustic signature of seismic facies 6, the drape/onlap channel-fill facies that 
develops in lagoonal tidal channels that become filled and abandoned prior 
to landward passage of the transgressive ravinement. Note thin 
development of seismic unit A (seismic facies 9), at less than 2 m. 
Compare with Fig. 6.52. Location of transect shown in Fig. 6.26.
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(A)
Intra-Sequence 
^ —  transgressive ravinement
Lowstand-incised J q v ' ----- J  I f  5 TO 20 M
subaerial uncontormity 
(Sequence Boundary)
10 TO 1000 M ,
SEISMIC FACIES 6
Reterence Figure(s): 6.52, 6.63c
Internal Reflector 
Configuration
Divergent towards channel-axis, drape-fill configuration, reflectors onlap flanks of 
small paleotributary depressions, reflectors truncated by upper boundary
Internal Reflector 
Continuity
Continuous within paleotributary depressions (<500 m)
Internal Reflector 
Am plitude
Low to medium amplitude
F ac ies A coustic  
E x p ressio n
Generally noisy, occasionally chaotic pattern, prone to acoustic turbidity due to 
biogenic g as
Upper B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Gently undulating, seaw ard dipping, low-relief, moderate to high-amplitude 
reflector associated  with an erosional transgressive ravinement unconformity ( R-2, 
R-8), or with the m odem  lagoon floor.
Lower B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
High-relief, seaw ard  dipping, crenulated, m oderate to high-amplitude reflector 
associated with a  fluvial unconformity (SR-3, SR-9)
G roup External 
Form
Sinuous, coast-oblique trending, narrow, hemicylindrical wedge, deepening 
seaward; truncated seaward by Seismic Facies 5
C orrelative 
Seism ic  Unit
lower, localized parts of B6, and possibly H6; correlative with 
tidal-channel-proximal parts (Seismic Facies 5) of Seismic Unit B6
Interpretation
Transgressive, pre-ravinement, lagoonal deposits that accum ulated within 
paleotributaries a s  they were flooded during transgression, filled in by vertical and 
lateral accretion processes, and ultimately abandoned; not overprinted by tidal 
inlet facies SF 5; representative of the upper reaches of paleotributaries; 
gradational facies contact with Seismic Facies 8
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Figure 6.64: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 7 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a Geopulse™ high-resolution graphic record showing acoustic 
expression of Seismic Facies 7. Profile (Line 16, waypoint 546) trends 
NW-SE within Magothy Bay, adjacent to the southwestern margin of the 
study area. This updip location shows southeastward-prograding, low- 
relief, (chaotic, discontinuous) clinoforms within Seismic Facies 7 
(superjacent to the R-4 ravinement). Refer to Figs 6.60c and 6.65c for the 
typical acoustic expression of Seismic Facies 7. Location of transect shown 
in Fig. 6.26.
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(A)'  ' lowstand-incised tluvial unconformity , locally se a  bed
regressive ravinement unconformity
1 km  ^ Dip Section 
SEISMIC FACIES 7
Reference Figure(s): 6.60c, 6.64c, 6.65c
Internal R eflector 
Configuration
Sigmoid, oblique-tangential, and diverging clinoforms, variable dips (<6 degrees) in 
dip- and strike- directions, mound or ridge patterns, lower boundary downlapped, 
channels
Internal R eflector 
Continuity
Continuous up to 2 km, particularly with increasing distance seaward; 
continuity decreases to 10*2 m scale or less in updip locations
Internal R eflector 
Am plitude
Low to high amplitude (ie. variable); updip locations show 
higher amplitudes
F ac ies  Seism ic  
E x p ress io n
noisy, commonly opaque, stratified; updip regions noisier and darker
Upper B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Moderate- to high-relief, crenulated, seaward dipping, medium- to 
high-amplitude reflector associated with a  fluvially-incised lowstand surface 
(SR-3) showing truncation or toplap relationships
Lower B oundary  
C h a rac te ris tic s
Low- to moderate-relief, seaward dipping, undulating, medium- to high-amplitude 
reflector that defines a  broad crenulated depression; created by a  regressive 
ravinement surface (R-4)
G roup External 
Form
Seaward- and landward- shallowing, coast-parallel, broad convex-downward, 
broad "u" or "w" shaped, wedge with an anastom osing pattern of basal-surface 
m eandering depressions
C orrelative 
S e ism ic  U nits
C2; landward correlative of Seismic Unit C1
Interpretation
A regressive coastal plain prograding (beach ridge/deltaic) deposit that 
accumulated during latest highstand to early regression a s  a  coastline started to 
prograde seaward in response to dropping sea  level ("forced" regressive 
deposits). Updip, short, low-continuity, high-amplitude internal clinoforms step 
basinward and downward
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Figure 6.65: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 8 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a Geopulse high-resolution graphic record (Line 42, waypoint 
13.5) located 300 m landward of Wreck Island showing acoustic 
expression of Seismic Facies 8. Also shown are Depositional Sequences I, 
II, III, and IV, and internal Seismic Facies 6, 7 and 9. Seismic Facies 7 
clinoforms are continuous over a vertical distance of approximately 10 m. 
Within underlying Sequence IV, Seismic Facies 3 clinoforms are seen to 
prograde northward out of the SR-9 paleovalley (located 1500 m to the 
south, on Fig. 6. 60b). Note change in acoustic characteristics (increased 
noise content) of Seismic Facies 3 vertically, and in a distal (northward) 
direction. Profile trends NE-SW. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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(A) regressive ravinement unconformity, 
locally sea  bed
— -
1 km fluvially-incised lowstand surface 
SEISMIC FACIES 8
Reference Figure(s): 6.60c, 6.65c
Internal Reflector 
Configuration
Subparallel to divergent, horizontal to subhorizontal reflectors that drape-fill and 
onlap concave-up lower boundary. Limited, localized, small-scale channelization 
towards b ase
Internal R eflector 
Continuity
Continuous, up to 2 km
Internal Reflector 
Amplitude
Medium to high amplitude
Facies A coustic  
E xpression
Stratified opaque with regularly-spaced internal reflectors; quiet
Upper Boundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Moderate-relief, continuous, smooth, medium- to high-amplitude reflector 
surface, associated with with low variable dips and occasional low-relief 
meandering linear depressions; an intra-Sequence regressive ravinement 
unconformity (R-4)
Lower B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Low- to moderate-relief, planar to undulating, high-amplitude reflector associated 
with a  broad, concave-up depression with small V  and 'w ' shaped notches (up 




Thin, coast-parallel, elongate, 'u ' or "w' shaped biconvex lens that occupies a  




B6 - interfluve parts of, D, F
Interpretation
Pre-ravinement paralic unit deposited in low-energy, lagoonal environment with 
vertical accretion dominating. Localized a reas adjacent to basal no tches can show 
lateral accretion patterns. An along-strike, non-channelized equivalent of estuarine 
Seismic Facies 2. Distal parts p ossess laterally-prograding clinoforms (dips £ 6.5 
deg.) of paleoinlet origin (correlative with Seismic Facies 5).
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Figure 6.66: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 9 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a, b), and uninterpreted (c) and interpreted (d) 
sections of a Geopulse™ high-resolution graphic record (Line 23, waypoint 
22) from 15 km seaward of Great Machipongo Inlet. Schematic diagrams 
(a) and (b) represent the buried and modern inner shelf-shoreface 
expressions of Seismic Facies 9, respectively; (b), (c), and (d) illustrate the 
modem shoreface sand wedge, with surficial shoreface sand ridges, that 
reaches maximum thicknesses of approximately 8 m. Intra-ridge 
reflections within Seismic Facies 9 locally downlap in updip and downdip 
directions. In the buried record, Seismic Facies 9 appears as shown in Figs 
6.65c and 6.67c. Note development of strong first order seabed “w” type 
multiple at approximately -25 m MSL, and weaker second order variety at 
approximately -40 m MSL. Compare with Fig. 6.33. Profile location 
shown in Fig. 6.26.
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(A)
regressive ravinement unconformity 
or maximum flooding surface
. /
1 TO 5 KM




Reference Figure(s): 6.65c, 6.66c, 6.67c
Internal Reflector 
Configuration
Subparallel, subhorizontal to gently dipping, reflections that onlap and locally 
downlap the lower boundary, truncation by upper boundary, no channelization
Internal Reflector 
Continuity
Continuous to very continuous, up to 3 km
Internal Reflector 
Amplitude






Gently undulating, seaward dipping, low-relief, low- to medium-amplitude reflector 
associated with an erosional regressive ravinement unconformity ( R-4), or 
amaximum flooding surface (R-8a)
Lower Boundary 
C haracteristics
Seaward-dipping, planar to gently-undulating, low-relief, medium-amplitude 
reflector associated with a  transgressive ravinement unconformity (R-6, R-8); 
broad sw ales (1 to 4 m relief) are  drape-filled or downlapped by overlying SF 9 
strata in strike section
Group External 
Form
Gently seaward dipping generally tabular w edge with broad undulating sw ales on 
upper and lower boundaries; broad concave-up 'dish* sh ape  in strike section
Correlative 
S eism ic Unit
A, E, G1
Interpretation
Post-ravinement onlapping transgressive inner shelf sandy marine deposits, 
located basinward of a  ‘shoreface sand w edge', if the latter is developed. No 
evidence of ebb-tidal delta-associated deposition
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Figure 6.67: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 10 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria (a), and uninterpreted (b) and interpreted (c) 
sections of a swell-filtered Geopulse™ high-resolution graphic record (Line 
25, waypoint 46) showing acoustic expression of Seismic Facies 10. 
Record also shows Sequences I, II, IV, and VI. Sequence III is truncated 
by R-4 regressive ravinement. Seismic Facies 10 represents highstand to 
early regressive inner shelf deposits. Depths assume acoustic velocities of 
1500 m/s and 1700 m/s for the water and sediment columns, respectively. 
Profile trends NE-SW, and is located 20 km seaward of Ship Shoal Island. 
Location shown in Fig. 6.26.
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(A) ^
maximum flooding surface  — ------
i 1 TO 5 KM i 
SEISMIC FACIES 10 '
R eference Figure(s): 6.67c
Internal R eflector 
Configuration
Parallel to subparallel and divergent gently-seaward dipping, conformable with lower 
boundary (draping), local low-angle clinoforms near top, truncated by upper 
boundary
Internal R eflector 
Continuity
Short and discontinuous; continuity d ecreases towards top of unit (<200 m)
Internal Reflector 
A m plitude
Medium amplitude in lower part, high amplitude in upper part of 
unit
F ac ies A coustic  
E x p ress io n
Noisy, particularly towards top of unit, with increasingly 
chaotic pattern
U pper B oundary 
C h a rac te r is tic s
Gently undulating, seaw ard dipping, low-relief, medium- to high-amplitude reflector 
associated  with an  erosional transgressive ravinement unconformity ( R-6) 
showing low-angle truncation of SF 10. Lack of intervening lowstand-incised SR-7 
surface over most of study area  indicates significant erosion associated  with R-6
Lower B oundary 
C h a rac te r is tic s
Difficult to resolve; generally a continuous seaward-dipping, sub-planar, low-relief 
reflector associated with a  maximum flooding surface (R-8a) that locally m erges 
with underlying R-8 low-relief (1 to 4 m) topographic highs; broad sw ales are 
drape-filled by overlying divergent-pattem SF 10 strata in dip and strike section
G roup External 
Form
Thin tabular biconvex wedge, thins and thickens laterally due to erosional relief on 
upper boundary, frequently thins to a  feather-edge and is occasionally absent 
where R-6 and R-8 merge
C orrelative 
S e ism ic  Unit
G2
Interpretation
Highstand to early regressive inner shelf deposits. A regressive mud-rich? sandy 
unit of shallower-water origin than subjacent seismic unit G1. Unit is developed 
offshore only, (due to rapid shallowing of lower boundary at points 7.5 km 
seaw ard of Hog Is. to 22 km seaward of Smith Is.)
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Figure 6.68: Characteristics of Seismic Facies 11 in terms of the six graphic record- 
derived defining criteria. Refer to Figs 6.66 (c) and 6.66 (d) for examples 
of the acoustic expression of this facies on graphic records.





I in ternal R eflector 
Configuration
Parallel to convergent, seaw ard and southward dipping, downlapping (down dip and 
along strike), locally onlapping updip onto highs, no channelization o r scour features
Internal R eflector 
Continuity
Continuous (1 to 6 km); decreases towards top of unit in shore-proximal 
regions
Internal R eflector 
Am plitude
Low to medium amplitude; more variable towards top of unit in shore-proximal 
regions
F ac ies A coustic  
E x p ressio n
Semi-opaque, non noisy, stratified; noisier in upper parts in 
shore-proximal regions
Upper B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Gently undulating, seaward dipping, low-relief, variable amplitude reflector 
associated with an  erosional transgressive ravinement unconformity ( R-2).
Lower B oundary 
C h a rac te ris tic s
Low-relief, seaward and southward dipping, gently undulating, low- to 
medium-amplitude reflector associated with a  regressive ravinement 
unconformity (R-4)
G roup External 
Form
Broad, shallow, dish-shaped, tabular, biconvex, seaward-thinning, 
seaward-dipping, unit shallowing and thinning to the  northeast and southwest
C orrelative 
Seism ic  Unit
C1; distal (otfshore) correlative of Seismic Unit C2; differs from Seismic Unit G2 
(Seismic Facies 10) in that downlapping reflectors a re  not apparent in the latter
Interpretation
Regressive, stratified, downlapping inner shelf deposits located distal to 
prograding coastal plain deposits of Seismic Facies 7. Thickest accumulations in 
north-central parts of study area (seaward of Hog Island). Gradational facies 
contact with overlying Seismic Facies 7 (Seismic Unit C2), in a  landward direction, 
and vertically
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Figure 6.69: Schematic 2-D illustration of an idealized (relatively complete), basin 
margin Quaternary depositional sequence, including spatial relationships of 
intra-sequence seismic facies, developed beneath the Virginia inner shelf. 
The idealized sequence, shown in oblique section, incorporates elements of 
the six identified sequences, but is most closely approximated by Sequence 
IV. Note that seismic facies may correspond to individual depositional 
systems, subsystems, or to probable lithofacies within depositional systems 
(see discussion in Section 6.3). Spatial associations of Seismic Facies (SF) 
one through eleven are shown. Tabular-wedge seismic facies geometries 
are separated from non-tabular facies geometries by the transgressive 
ravinement (see Tables 6.5 and 6.6). Intra-sequence unconformities, or 
diastems, are either of regional extent (RRU, regressive ravinement 
unconformity; TRU, transgressive ravinement unconformity), or of 
localized extent (ETS, estuarine transgressive surface; TRS, tidal 
ravinement surface; ECBD, estuary-mouth channel-base diastem; ICBD, 
inlet channel-base diastem). Note that the basal sequence boundary (SB) 
can be a simple fluvial erosion surface (FES), or a composite erosional 
surface, being represented by more than one unconformity. Geometric 
systems tract terminology after Thome and Swift (1991b).
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updip
FES (SB) TRU RRU
downdip
MFS




Shelf fronted by embayed 
estuarine coastline_____
FES (SB) Shelf fronted by non-embayed 
or barrier coastline
INTERVAL 1: Back-step wedge geometric systems tract, back-barrier (estuarine) 
component; bounded by subjacent fluvial erosion surface and by superjacent transgressive 
ravinement; represented by fluvial, estuarine, and lagoonal depositional systems
INTERVAL Z■ Back-step wedge geometric systems tract, back-step shelf wedge component; 
bounded by subjacent transgressive ravinement and by supeijacent regressive ravinement 
(inshore), or by maximum flooding surface (further offshore); represented by transgressive 
shoreface-shelf depositional system
INTERVAL £  Offlap wedge geometric systems tract; bounded by subjacent regressive 
ravinement (inshore), or by maximum flooding surface (offshore), and by superjacent 
fluvial erosion surface; represented by highstand to regressive shoreface-shelf 
depositional system
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Table 6.5: Table showing subdivision of nontabular, paleovalley-associated type
seismic facies identified on the Virginia inner shelf. Facies are assigned to 
semi-unique locations within depositional sequences on the basis of internal 
stratification and on the origin of upper and lower bounding unconformities 
in a fully developed sequence. Compare with tabular- and wedge-geometry 
type seismic facies in Table 6.6.
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E x te r n a l
S h a p e
I n te r n a l
S t r a t i f i c a t io n
U p p e r
S u r f a c e
L o w e r
S u r f a c e
S e i s m ic
F a c i e s I n t e r p r e t a t i o n
S B
Continuous
N o n - T a b u l a r /















4 Estuary mouth spit and
shoal deposits
3 Transgressive estuary-mouth 
and tidal delta deposits
„ Transgressive upper to 
middle estuary deposits
5 Pre-ravinement, post inlet- 
throat-diastem, migrating 
tidal inlet fill deposits
6 Transgressive lagoonal and 
estuarine abandoned-tidal- 
channel fill deposits
-► 1 Transgressive fluvial 
deposits
SB = seabed; R = regressive ravinement; T = transgressive tidal ravinement or estuarine 
transgressive surface; S =fluvially incised unconformity
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Table 6.6: Table showing subdivision of tabular- to wedge-geometry type seismic
facies identified on the Virginia inner shelf. Facies are assigned to semi­
unique locations within depositional sequences on the basis of internal 
stratification and on the origin of upper and lower bounding unconformities 
in a fully developed sequence. Compare with non-tabular and paleovalley- 
associated type seismic facies in Table 6.5.












Continuous 9 Post-ravinement onlapping 
shelf and shoreface deposits
*  8 Pre-ravinement lagoonal 
deposits
7 Prograding beach ridge to 
deltaic coastal plain unit
Tabular /Wedge 11 Regressive downlapping inner 
shelf deposits
S B
Highstand to early 
regressive inner shelf 
deposits
Discontinuous
SB = seabed; R = regressive ravinement; T = transgressive ravinement 
S = fluviaily incised unconformity; M = maximum flooding surface
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CHAPTER 7 
Discussion
7.1 Sequence Stratigraphic Summary
The results presented in Chapter 6 indicate that the Quaternary stratigraphic record 
on the Virginia inner shelf consists of six depositional sequences (Sequences I through VI). 
These fourth to fifth order sequences (Van Wagoner et al., 1990) are the result of 
Pleistocene glacioeustatic fluctuations, and possess differing architectural styles within the 
study area, and probably further seaward on the shelf. Sequence architectural style and 
internal structure were influenced by depositional and erosional processes within the 
Chesapeake Basin during six Quaternary glacioeustatic cycles, and by the progressive 
constriction of successive generations of the Pleistocene Chesapeake seaway.
Architecturally, the depositional sequences may be subdivided into two types. The 
first type is represented by pseudo-planar, tabular wedges with low-relief undulations on 
their upper and lower bounding surfaces (Sequences II and III). These planar-wedge 
architectured sequences are typified by offlap wedge (not always wholly preserved) and 
back-step wedge (back-step shelf wedge component) geometric systems tract development. 
This type of sequence geometry, and internal seismic facies development, are indicative of 
sequence development on shelves fronted by large-scale headlands (rather than by 
estuaries); the record of severe fluvial entrenchment during sea-level lowstands is sparse. 
The second type of sequence architecture is represented by shore-oblique trending, 
hemicylindrical “plugs” with poorly-developed to extensive, laterally-attached, tabular
332
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flanges (Sequences I, IV, V, VI). These non-planar architectured sequences are typified by 
back-step wedge geometric systems tract development, in which the back-barrier 
(estuarine) wedge is more completely developed than the back-step shelf wedge 
component. The offlap wedge geometric systems tract has minimal preservation, being 
only locally developed within Sequence IV. This type of sequence geometry, and internal 
geometric systems tract and seismic facies development, is the product of sequence 
development on continental shelves fronted by major estuarine embayments; there is a 
preserved record of deep fluvial entrenchment during glacioeustatic drawdown. The latter 
sequences are strongly influenced in their architectural style, as well as in their internal 
structure, by the development of high-relief fluvially-incised unconformities at their bases. 
The absence of these high-relief crenulated bases to Sequences II and III, suggests that a 
significant change occurred in Chesapeake Basin paleogeography at the Sequence III - 
Sequence IV boundary.
The interpretation of significant change in Quaternary paleogeography is supported 
by the observed vertical transition from back-step wedge (back-barrier-estuarine) geometric 
systems tract, estuarine depositional system-dominated, sequences in the lower part of the 
Quaternary section, to overlying back-step wedge (back-step shelf wedge) geometric 
systems tract, shoreface-shelf depositional system-dominated, sequences. The shallowest 
sequence, Sequence I, however, represents a return to estuarine depositional system- 
dominated conditions. This vertical change in the section, seaward of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula, can also be expressed in terms of a change in the regime ratio, ¥ 
(Thome and Swift, 1991b). In general terms, the estuarine depositional system-dominated 
sequences (Sequences I, IV, V, and VI) were supply dominated (¥<1), while the shoreface- 
shelf depositional system-dominated sequences, excluding the upper part of Sequence II, 
were accommodation dominated (¥>1).
During the six major transgressive events that initiated the development of each of
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the six sequences, marine flooding accompanied by erosion and deposition was extensive. 
Lowstand-incised fluvial valleys and adjacent interfluves were flooded and modified to 
varying degrees by estuarine erosion and marine erosion associated with estuarine 
transgressive, tidal ravinement, and wave ravinement unconformities. The areal 
distributions of Sequence IV, V, and VI transgressive estuarine deposits suggest that the 
Chesapeake Basin, during Middle to Late Pleistocene transgressions, initially had bay 
mouth widths up to three times greater than the modern baymouth. The extensive 
distribution of Sequence IV deposits, in particular, supports this interpretation that the 
baymouth may have extended from Cape Henry to the northern limit of the study area 
during Sequence IV time, a distance of more than 65 km. Since late Sequence VI time, 
when the baymouth was probably widest, the baymouth area has been progressively 
reduced in width to its present-day 18.5 km width. This inference is supported by the non- 
estuarine nature of intervening Sequence II and III deposits (offlap wedge and back-step 
shelf wedge, geometric systems tract-dominated) basinward of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula.
During major glacioeustatically induced regressive events, and subsequent 
lowstands, fluvial entrenchment was a major characteristic of basin margin response to 
drop in baselevel. Seaward-extending high-order fluvial valleys, sourced by an established 
Piedmont drainage network, incised up to 45 m into underlying sequences on the inner 
shelf. The degree of entrenchment was similar for Sequences I, IV, V, and VI, with the 
Sequence IV paleovalley showing the greatest relief (45 m). The principal Sequence VI 
paleovalley shows the greatest depth-to-thalweg beneath the modem shelf (-71 m MSL; 
approximately 10 m deeper than Sequence I, IV, and V paleovalleys). Regressive and 
highstand coastal progradation deposits (offlap wedge geometric systems tract) have limited 
development, and occur only within Sequences II and IV. Sequence II consists principally 
of regressive coastal strand plain (offlap wedge geometric systems tract) deposits. In other
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sequences, however, marine and subaerial erosion accompanying regression and lowstand 
removed most or all of the preceding highstand and early regressive deposits.
Each sequence is defined at its base by a transgressive surface. Depending on 
geographic location, the transgressive surface may be represented by a fluvial erosion 
surface, an estuarine transgressive surface, a tidal ravinement surface, or a transgressive 
wave ravinement surface. However, Sequence II is floored by a regressive ravinement (R- 
4) over most of its subcrop area; only at updip localities beneath the modem Iagoonal 
system is the original fluvial erosion surface (SR-5) still preserved. Sequences I, IV, V 
and VI are floored by (modified) fluvial erosion surfaces, which were subjected to 
estuarine and (or) tidal inlet erosional modification during subsequent transgressions. 
Consequently the original fluvially incised unconformities have been significantly 
overprinted by scouring and submarine erosion as estuarine, estuary mouth, and tidal-inlet 
environments migrated up dip and landward during periods of sea-level rise. The original, 
fluvially carved, floors of paleovalleys are only locally preserved within isolated parts of 
paleovalley thalwegs beneath Seismic Facies 1 deposits; paleovalley flanks were 
significantly modified by the tidal ravinement during transgressive reactivation. Tidal 
reactivation is expressed as a widening or deepening of the antecedent fluvial valley. Thus, 
the original fluvially incised unconformity is often indistinguishable from the overlying 
intra-channel tidal ravinement surface on paleovalley flanks, and the sequence boundary 
may locally be a composite surface created by collapse of one or more intra-sequence 
unconformities onto the fluvial erosion surface. Paleotributaries in Sequence I have 
generally been the most severely modified by transgressive erosional processes, having 
been reactivated by tidal current scouring at tidal inlets (inlet-base diastems). However, the 
updip, lower order, paleotributary channels were frequently infilled and abandoned in 
estuarine or Iagoonal settings prior to landward passage of an oceanic shoreface; they thus 
preserve the fluvial erosion surface at their bases.
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The Quaternary stratigraphic section possesses four high-relief fluvial erosion 
surfaces that define the bases of Sequences I, IV, V, and VI (see Section 6.2). The large 
paleovalleys developed on these surfaces have distinctly shore-oblique trends that follow a 
down-dip direction within the Chesapeake Basin, and are deeply entrenched into 
underlying Quaternary or Tertiary strata. From the base of Sequence VI to the base of 
Sequence I, each of the principal paleovalleys shows a southward shift, or displacement, 
relative to the principal paleovalleys of underlying sequences (Fig. 7.70). Comparison of 
Figs 6.44 and 6.45 indicates that seaward of the modem barrier island chain, the SR-10 
paleovalley has been reoccupied by the SR-9 paleovalley. This reoccupation has removed 
most of the record of the development of the SR-10 paleovalley seaward of a point 17 km 
offshore of Myrtle Island, and is critical to a re-evaluation of the published Delmarva 
Peninsula stratigraphic development model (see Section 7.3). Comparison of Figs 6.36 
and 6.44 reveals that further south, a tributary on the southern flank of the SR-9 
paleovalley has been partly reoccupied by the principal SR-3 paleovalley.
The SR-9 surface is the most extensively preserved of the four high-relief sequence 
basal unconformities (SR-3, SR-9, SR-10, SR-11). It has truncated large tracts of the 
underlying SR-10 and SR-11 fluvial unconformities, particularly the interfluve components 
of these (latter) surfaces, and is in turn only locally truncated by the overlying R-8 
transgressive ravinement unconformity.
On the basinward side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, the SR-9 fluvially 
incised unconformity represents the last major lowstand erosional surface that is associated 
with a large, high-relief, paleovalley. The SR-3 paleovalley, higher in the stratigraphic 
section (Sequence I), is located beneath the northern part of the modem Chesapeake Bay 
mouth, south of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, approximately 15 km south of the 
principal SR-9 paleovalley (Fig. 7.70). The SR-3 fluvial unconformity directly seaward of 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula shows evidence only for the development of smaller
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Figure 7.70: Diagram illustrating the sequential southward offset of the principal 
paleovalleys associated with the SR-11, SR-10, SR-9, and SR-3 lowstand 
unconformities. Map is a composite of the four lowstand surfaces, with 
interfluve areas (between paleovalleys) not shown for clarity.
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paleotributaries, most of which ultimately feed into the principal SR-3 paleovalley towards, 
and basinward of, the eastern edge of the study area. (Fig. 6.36).
Between the SR-3 and SR-9 lowstand unconformities, there is a lack of evidence in 
Sequences II and III for significant fluvial incision on the seaward side of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula. The moderate-relief SR-5 and SR-7 subaerial unconformities are only 
locally observed (Figs 6.39,6.41), and traceable paleovalley trends could not be identified. 
This low-relief characteristic of the post SR-9 subaerial unconformities on the basinward 
side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula suggests that this portion of the Virginia inner 
shelf became (partly) shielded from the direct effects of Piedmont- and Coastal Plain- 
draining high-order fluvial streams subsequent to SR-9 time. The seismic stratigraphic 
record on the seaward side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula may therefore be interpreted 
to record a major change in paleogeography of the inner shelf, that resulted in post- 
Sequence IV depositional architectures being distinctly different from those of Sequences 
IV, V, and VI.
7.1.1 Depositional Sequences V and VI
The shelf Quaternary stratigraphic record on the north side of the Chesapeake Bay 
mouth consists of a succession of architecturally distinct depositional sequences. The 
lower part of the shelf stratigraphic record consists of Depositional Sequences V and VI 
that are directly associated with high-relief fluvial unconformities (SR-10, SR-11). The 
relief of the basal unconformities influenced accumulation thicknesses, preservation 
potential, and the types of seismic facies that developed. The majority of Sequence V and 
VI deposits are directly or indirectly associated with the paleovalleys developed on their 
lower bounding surfaces (Fig. 7.71).
Sequence V and VI deposits that accumulated outside of paleovalleys were
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Figure 7.71: Schematic 3-D representation of Sequence VI and Sequence V depositional 
architecture and internal seismic facies development. Both depositional 
sequences are extensively bounded by fluvial erosion surfaces, and 
restricted in preservation to areas within and immediately adjacent to fluvial 
paleovalleys. Refer to Fig. 6.69 for an illustration of seismic facies 
development in a complete depositional sequence. Vertical and horizontal 
dimensions are variable. All Seismic Facies contacts are diastemic or 
erosional.
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extensively removed by erosion accompanying the next lowstand event The evidence for 
shoreface erosion during the transgressive part of each sea-level cycle is absent from 
Sequences V and VI; this is probably due to erosion by the next lowstand unconformity. 
The jagged and irregular-relief characteristics of paleovalley-proximal regions of the SR-10 
and SR-11 fluvial erosion surfaces indicates that the topographically higher parts of 
Sequence V and VI basal lowstand unconformities were not severely affected by oceanic 
shoreface erosive processes and were not planed off by transgressive wave ravinements. 
In effect, interfluves were capped and buried by estuarine deposits prior to partial 
truncation by the overlying ravinement. Subsequently the fluvial erosion surface, marking 
the base of the next overlying sequence, removed the oceanic ravinement. Consequently, 
unlike Sequences I and IV, Sequences V and VI do not possess well-developed interfluve 
accumulations (laterally-attached paleovalley flanges).
Thickest accumulations of Sequence V and VI deposits occur within the large 
(principal) paleovalley boundaries developed on the lower bounding fluvial unconformities 
(SR-10 and SR-11, respectively). Because of severe truncation by overlying sequence 
boundaries. Sequences V and VI are poorly preserved outside of the immediate vicinity of 
paleovalleys. This effect accounts for the shore-oblique trending subcrop pattern of these 
sequences (discussed in Chapter 6). Because the two sequences do not show evidence of 
an intra-sequence ravinement unconformity, facies development and sequence architecture 
on interfluves were strongly controlled by basal unconformity relief and by estuarine 
erosional and depositional processes. As the basal unconformity flooded during 
transgression, a succession of fluvial (Seismic Facies 1), estuarine (Seismic Facies 2), and 
estuary-mouth and adjacent shoreface (Seismic Facies 3 and 4) deposits accumulated in the 
submerging paleovalleys (Fig. 7.71). Seismic Facies 1 is restricted in development to the 
lowermost parts of paleovalley thalwegs, and has been extensively removed by overlying 
transgressive surfaces that define the bases of Seismic Facies 2 and 3 (Figs 6.57, 6.58).
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Maximum thickness of Seismic Facies is approximately 10 m. Estuarine Seismic Facies 2 
deposits have a less restricted occurrence within paleovalleys and on adjacent paleovalley 
flanks. The extensive development of this facies on channel-distal parts of the SR-11 
surface indicates that the Sequence VI paleoestuary was larger than the modem Chesapeake 
Bay estuary. Seismic Facies 2 deposits are separated from Seismic Facies 1 deposits by 
the low-relief, erosional estuarine transgressive surface (bay ravinement). Within 
paleovalleys, Seismic Facies 2 is characterized by subhorizontal, continuous, low- to 
medium-amplitude, reflections. On the flanks of paleovalleys and over immediately 
adjacent, lower elevation, parts of interfluves, this seismic facies becomes noisier (variable 
amplitude, discontinuous, subhorizontal to gently-dipping reflectors) due to a probable 
change in lithologic character in a channel-distal direction. Seismic Facies 2 is truncated by 
the tidal ravinement surface within paleovalleys and in paleovalley-proximal areas. This 
intra-sequence unconformity, carved by an estuary-mouth tidal-scour trench, defines the 
moderate-relief base of Seismic Facies 3 (Fig. 6.57). The estuary-mouth tidal-delta and 
spit sands of Seismic Facies 3, and the estuary mouth shoal and spit sands of Seismic 
Facies 4 are, volumetrically, the largest component of incised-valley fill successions. 
Seismic Facies 3, while dominantly confined within paleovalleys, occasionally spills out 
onto adjacent, paleovalley-proximal, topographically-low interfluve areas, suggesting that 
paleovalleys were completely submerged, within the broader confines of a paleoestuary, 
prior to initiation of Seismic Facies 3 deposition.
Sequences V and VI are, in the terminology of Thorne and Swift (1991b), 
represented solely by the back-barrier (estuarine) component of the back-step wedge 
geometric systems tract. Seismic Facies 1, within the back-barrier wedge, defines a fluvial 
depositional system. Seismic Facies 2 through 4 within the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge 
define the estuarine depositional system as it is expressed in Sequences V and VI, and also 
as expressed in overlying Sequences I and IV, on this Atlantic inner shelf region (Fig.
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7.71). The estuarine depositional system is characterized by a number of internal (intra­
sequence) unconformities and diastems that subdivide it into generalized seismic facies 
(Seismic Facies 2 ,3 , and 4). Thus, the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge can be subdivided 
into four allostratigraphic units (Seismic Facies 1 through 4), each possessing a unique 
architecture (see Section 6.3).
7.1.2 Depositional Sequence IV
Sequences V and VI are erosively truncated by the SR-10 and SR-9 subaerial 
unconformities, without the preservation of intra-sequence post-ravinement transgressive 
inner shelf, and highstand coastal to inner shelf, deposits. Depositional Sequence IV, 
conversely, represents a more complete depositional record of a transgressive-regressive 
sea-level cycle than the architecturally similar Sequences V and VI (Table 6.3; Fig. 6.47). 
Sequence IV possesses pre- and post-ravinement strata (seismic units H and G l) in 
addition to the highstand or early regressive strata of seismic subunit G2. A transgressive 
ravinement (R-8) and a probable maximum flooding surface (R-8a) are developed in the 
upper part of Sequence IV. Sequence IV truncation by the overlying SR-7 fluvially incised 
sequence boundary is not severe because of the minimal degree of fluvial entrenchment 
associated with the latter. However, due to extensive truncation of the SR-7 fluvial 
unconformity, Sequence IV is almost exclusively capped by the Sequence III, relatively 
planar R-6 transgressive ravinement, which then assumes the role of upper sequence 
boundary.
Sequence IV is the most complete depositional sequence developed beneath the 
inner shelf and coastal zone. It contains highstand to early regressive deposits (seismic unit 
G2; Seismic Facies 10), and is, therefore, also stratigraphically more complete than the 
most recent Sequence I, which has yet to be modified by future lowstand and transgressive
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events. The lower, pre-ravinement part of Sequence IV, directly associated with the large 
SR-9 paleovalley structure, has a similar geometry, and facies development as the 
underlying Sequences V and VI; Seismic Facies 1 through 4 are thus developed (Fig.
7.72). However, because of the more complete preservation of the SR-9 unconformity on 
interfluve areas, compared to the more restricted preservation of Sequence V (SR-10) and 
VI (SR-11) interfluves, Seismic Facies 2 strata are present outside of the immediate area of 
paleovalley occurrence. This preservation of Sequence IV deposits on interfluves distal to 
paleovalleys gives Sequence IV the geometric appearance of a hemicylindrical wedge with 
laterally-attached, distally-thinning (in a strike direction), flanges (Fig. 7.72). Sequence IV 
thus possesses a significant volume of back-barrier (estuarine) wedge deposits, the lower, 
pre-ravinement, component of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract. As was also 
the case for Sequences V and VI, the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge component illustrates 
pronounced preservation as a shore-normal trending “plug”.
Figures 6.60 and 6.65 show that Seismic Facies 3 extends laterally outside of the 
immediate vicinity of the SR-9 paleovalley, and progrades distally over adjacent interfluve 
areas. However, with increasing distance from the principal paleovalley, the acoustic 
character of Seismic Facies 3 changes. Within the paleovalley, Seismic Facies 3 consists 
of long, continuous, low- to medium-amplitude, reflections indicative of large, gently 
dipping, high-relief, clinoforms. Distally, on adjacent interfluves, the facies is 
characterized by shorter, variable amplitude, lower-relief clinoforms that prograde distally 
with increasing angles of repose. This change in acoustic character with increasing 
distance from the paleovalley axis is interpreted to result from increasing lithologic 
heterogeneity. Further in the distal direction, and particularly in the northern part of the 
study area, Seismic Facies 3 merges gradationally with Seismic Facies 2, which represents 
deposition on a broad estuary floor. On interfluve areas adjacent to the SR-9 paleovalley, 
the SR-9 sequence boundary is overlain by Seismic Facies 3, without preservation of
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Figure 7.72: Schematic 3-D representation of Sequence IV depositional architecture and 
internal seismic facies development. Sequence IV is floored by a fluvial 
erosion surface, and generally capped by a transgressive ravinement. 
Sequence IV is the most complete depositional sequence developed beneath 
the Virginia inner shelf. Refer to Fig. 6.69 for an illustration of internal 
facies development in a complete sequence. Note development of laterally- 
attached paleovalley flanges (consisting principally of back-barrier 
(estuarine) wedge deposits. Vertical and horizontal dimensions are variable. 
In this Figure, all Seismic Facies contacts are erosional.
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intervening Seismic Facies 2; the sequence boundary in these areas is defined by the tidal 
ravinement surface. Laterally, in paleovalley-distal locations, Seismic Facies 3 appears to 
grade into Seismic Facies 2, and the erosional tidal ravinement surface becomes indistinct
In extreme paleovalley-distal locations, in the northernmost part of the study area, 
the SR-9 surface occurs as a very low relief (± 2 m), locally smooth, erosional surface that 
suggests only minor fluvial entrenchment; the sequence boundary in these areas are 
probably significantly modified by the estuarine transgressive surface (bay ravinement). 
This may indicate that the northern part of the study area was not traversed by piedmont- 
draining streams, and that this northern interfluve area may have been isolated from 
piedmont-draining fluvial systems by a topographically-high region, such as an ancestral 
Delmarva Peninsula (see discussion in Section 7.3).
The intra-sequence R-8 transgressive ravinement separates the paleovalley- 
associated seismic facies, and the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge, of lower Sequence IV 
from the tabular to wedge geometries of post-ravinement transgressive and highstand inner 
shelf facies (seismic subunits G1 and G2; Seismic Facies 9 and 10; back-step shelf wedge 
and offlap wedge) of upper Sequence IV. The R-8 transgressive ravinement everywhere 
truncates the paleovalley-associated early transgressive facies of lower Sequence IV.
Immediately above the R-8 transgressive ravinement, seismic subunit G1 
transgressive inner shelf deposits are developed. These deposits, characterized by very 
continuous, low- to medium-amplitude, subparallel, subhorizontal, internal reflections, 
accumulated in outer shoreface to inner shelf settings. Lack of localized clinoform 
reflection packages within the unit suggests these strata were deposited in a shelf 
environment distal to the influence of ebb-tidal delta deposition (absence of delta foresets). 
G1 strata are therefore post-ravinement transgressive sand sheet deposits. They are back- 
step shelf wedge strata, the upper component of the back-step wedge geometric systems 
tract. This transgressive shoreface-shelf depositional system (back-step shelf wedge) is
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thinly preserved in comparison with the underlying estuarine and fluvial depositional 
systems (back-barrier (estuarine) wedge).
Seismic subunit G1 is capped by the (patchily distributed) R-8a disconformity 
which is interpreted to represent a maximum flooding surface. This maximum flooding 
surface is directly overlain by seismic subunit G2 (Seismic Facies 10), which is 
characterized by discontinuous, subparallel, medium- to high-amplitude, internal 
reflections. Subunit G2 is an acoustically noisier reflector package than subunit G l. G2 
strata are interpreted to have been deposited on the inner shelf during highstand to early 
regressive conditions, as discussed in Chapter 6. The occasional presence of low-angle 
clinoforms indicates the influence of coastal zone processes (e.g. ebb-tidal delta deposition, 
shoreface-attached sand ridges), probably accompanying coastal zone progradation. 
Subunit G2 constitutes shoreface and inner shelf deposits of the offlap wedge geometric 
systems tract (Thome and Swift, 1991b), and possesses a patchy distribution due to 
truncation by the overlying R-6 and SR-7 unconformities.
Subunit G2, and Sequence IV generally, are truncated by the overlying SR-7 
subaerial unconformity. However, due to extensive truncation of the latter by the R-6 
transgressive ravinement, SR-7 is only locally preserved in the east-central part of the study 
area (Fig. 6.41). Consequently, the intra-Sequence III R-6 transgressive ravinement 
defines the top of G2, and the upper sequence boundary to Sequence IV.
7.1.3 Depositional Sequence HI
Unconformity SR-7 is the fluvially-incised unconformity that defines the base of 
Sequence III. However, as it is extensively truncated by the Sequence III R-6 
transgressive ravinement, the latter unconformity defines the base of Sequence III over 
most of the study area. Sequence III has a very thin tabular to wedge shaped geometry that
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is distinctly different to the architecture of underlying Sequences IV, V, and VI. The lack 
of a major fluvial paleovalley at the base of the sequence has a strong influence on sequence 
architecture and component internal seismic facies.
Sequence III is the thinnest depositional sequence encountered in the study area, 
possessing a maximum thickness of nine meters. It is largely represented by seismic unit 
E, a post-ravinement, transgressive inner shelf succession of strata belonging to Seismic 
Facies 9 (Fig. 7.73). In the east-central part of the study area, unit E is underlain by pre- 
ravinement micro-embayed coastal or Iagoonal deposits of seismic unit F (Seismic Facies 2 
and 5?). Sequence in , therefore, is dominated by the back-step shelf wedge component of 
the back-step wedge geometric systems tract that backsteps on top of the R-6 transgressive 
ravinement. The lower component of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract, the 
back-barrier (estuarine) wedge, has a very limited (65 km2) development in the east-central 
part of the study area; it has been extensively truncated by the R-6 ravinement. Sequence 
III is frequently truncated by Sequences I and II beneath the upper shoreface, and beneath 
the modem Iagoonal system. Highstand deposits are not developed.
The development of the SR-7 subaerial unconformity, though very restricted in 
preservation, is used as evidence that Sequence III is not a parasequence component of an 
expanded Sequence IV. Such an (expanded) Sequence IV would have developed during a 
transgression that began with flooding of the SR-9 surface, and during subsequent 
regression, prior to lowstand incision of the SR-5 subaerial unconformity. Major SR-7 
fluvial paleovalleys, which would necessarily have served as conduits for the Piedmont- 
draining Susquehanna, Patuxent, Potomac, Rappahannock, and York fluvial systems 
during SR-7 lowstand, are inferred to have been located to the south of the study area. 
This inference is made because the SR-7 lowstand surface preserved seaward of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula shows only minor relief. This suggests that the study area, 
during SR-7 time, was part of a local drainage basin topographically shielded from the
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Figure 7.73: Schematic 3-D representation of Sequence IE depositional architecture and 
internal seismic facies development. Sequence III is floored principally by 
a transgressive ravinement, and generally capped by a regressive 
ravinement. Sequence HI has a tabular geometry, and is not associated with 
paleovalleys. Refer to Fig. 6.69 for an illustration of internal facies 
development in a complete depositional sequence. Vertical and horizontal 
dimensions are variable. Seismic Facies contacts are erosional.
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larger Piedmont catchment basins. High-relief, deeply incising, Piedmont-draining streams 
would probably have exited the Chesapeake Basin beneath the modem bay mouth. The 
record of these paleovalleys has been removed by the principal SR-3 paleovalley beneath 
the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth.
7.1.4 Depositional Sequence II
The lower boundary to Sequence II, and the upper boundary to Sequence III is 
extensively defined by the R-4 regressive ravinement unconformity. However, beneath the 
modem Iagoonal system, the SR-5 moderate-relief lowstand unconformity locally defines 
the basal boundary of Sequence II. The limited development of the SR-5 fluvial 
unconformity, and the fact that the R-4 regressive ravinement defines the sequence basal 
unconformity over large areas, indicates that, directly seaward of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula, fluvial development accompanying subaerial exposure and development of SR-5 
was minimal. However, Piedmont-draining streams were probably located just south of 
the study area, beneath the Chesapeake Bay mouth (a scenario similar to the SR- 
7 surface).
The fact that a regressive ravinement defines the sequence basal unconformity 
suggests that post-ravinement transgressive shelf deposits, that would have developed prior 
to development of the R-4 regressive ravinement, are absent from Sequence II. This in turn 
implies that pre R-4, transgressive marine deposits (nearer the base of Sequence II) 
were originally probably only thinly developed, and were subsequently removed during 
early regression that resulted in incision of the R-4 unconformity. The R-4 regressive 
ravinement also removed all evidence of any underlying (preceding) maximum flooding 
surface and transgressive ravinement. Consequently, the only record of transgressive 
deposits within Sequence II are the Iagoonal strata of seismic unit D (Seismic Facies 8) that
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are restricted in development to an area beneath the modem Iagoonal system. Their limited 
development, and stratigraphic isolation from penecontemporaneous transgressive deposits 
makes correlation difficult. However, on the basis of seismic character (Fig. 6.51; 6.65), 
and on the association of unit D with the superjacent R-4 regressive ravinement and the 
subjacent SR-5 subaerial unconformity, unit D is interpreted to represent pre R-4 
transgressive-lagoonal strata. The stratigraphic development of the inner shelf and coastal 
zone during the transgressive phase of Sequence II (of which unit D is the only remaining 
record) is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.74. Stages A through F indicate how 
transgressive Iagoonal strata (seismic unit D) may be preserved in an isolated window 
beneath regressive shoreface deposits of seismic unit C2.
Sequence n, like Sequence III, is a tabular-shaped sequence (Fig. 7.75). In terms 
of facies development. Sequence II lacks Seismic Facies 1 through 4 that are ordinarily 
associated with incised-valley fills, due to the absence of large paleochannel structures at 
the base of the sequence. The sequence is dominated by latest highstand to regressive 
deposits (seismic subunits Cl and C2; Seismic Facies 11 and 7), with minimal preservation 
of pre-ravinement transgressive deposits (seismic unit D; Seismic Facies 8). Transgressive 
inner shelf post-ravinement deposits are absent (Fig. 7.75). The localized development of 
seismic unit D is the product of fine-grained Iagoonal deposition (vertical accretion) on the 
SR-5 fluvial unconformity that accompanied transgressive flooding. Lack of significant 
channelization at the base of the unit, and the drape/onlapping characteristics of internal 
reflectors, suggest that deposition occurred in a low-energy Iagoonal setting rather than in 
an estuarine setting (Figs 6.37, 6.65). Basinward regions of unit D show the influence of 
tidal-inlet environments, in that Seismic Facies 5 deposits are preserved beneath the 
landward side of Wreck Island.
Sequence II is volumetrically dominated by latest highstand to early regressive 
deposits, identified on seismic records as seismic subunits Cl and C2 (Seismic Facies 11
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Figure 7.74: Schematic illustration of the development and preservation of transgressive 
Iagoonal deposits of seismic unit D (Depositional Sequence II; Seismic 
Facies 8) beneath the R-4 regressive ravinement surface. During stages A 
through D, a transgressive barrier migrates landward and over Unit D 
transgressive Iagoonal strata. Barrier is trailed by a shoreface sand wedge 
and a post-ravinement transgressive shelf sand sheet. The associated 
transgressive ravinement (not preserved) is a precursor to the R-4 
regressive ravinement that ultimately caps seismic unit D. During stage E, 
barrier accretes against mainland (southern Delmarva Peninsula), and the 
Iagoonal succession also pinches out against the mainland. Subsequent 
highstand and regression (stage F) results in active scouring of the upper 
shoreface, accompanied by development of a prograding beach ridge strand 
plain (C2 strata). A regressive marine ravinement (R-4 surface) removes 
all record of preceding post-lagoonal transgressive strata as falling sea level 
results in coastline progradation. Unit D transgressive Iagoonal strata are 
then unconformably capped by regressive C2 strata. Cl deposits, coeval 
with C2 deposits, accumulate in more distal settings on the lower shoreface 
and inner shelf. Labels tl through t6 indicate successive time intervals 
during transgression and highstand/regression; tr is the transgressive 
ravinement (not preserved); rr is the regressive ravinement (R-4); open 
arrows indicate relative sea-level change direction.
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Figure 7.75: Schematic 3-D representation of Sequence II depositional architecture and 
internal seismic facies development Sequence II is floored principally by 
a regressive ravinement, and generally capped by a fluvial erosion surface. 
Sequence II has a tabular geometry, and is not associated with paleovalleys. 
Vertical and horizontal dimensions are variable. See Fig. 6.69 for seismic 
facies development within a complete depositional sequence. Seismic 
Facies 7 to 11 transition is gradational; other seismic facies contacts are 
erosional.
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and 7, respectively). These subunits are separated from the underlying unit D lagoonal 
strata by the R-4 regressive ravinement surface. Subunit C2, the updip, coast-proximal 
correlative of subunit C l, is characterized by downlapping reflectors, prograding 
clinoforms, mound structures, and occasional small channels (Figs 6.37, 6.60, 6.64, 
6.65). Internal reflectors decrease in continuity, and increase in amplitude, in a landward 
direction as well as vertically upward within the subunit.
C2 is developed above and landward of the underlying lagoonal unit D and is 
interpreted to have been deposited in a high-energy, ocean-facing, coastal environment 
where sediment supply was abundant. Internal reflector configurations (Figs 6.51,6.65) 
are indicative of a regressive beach ridge to possibly deltaic coastal plain depositional 
environment. Moderate relief developed on the basal R-4 ravinement along the western 
(landward) limits of its detection suggest active current scouring on a high-energy oceanic 
shoreface; this shoreface was ultimately buried by the overlying prograding beach ridge 
(strand plain) deposits (subunit C2) that migrated basinward during regression. Moderate 
relief on the landward part of the R-4 surface may alternatively indicate sustained sea-level 
highstand, or a very slow rate of sea-level fall, during the time of initial R-4 development 
and C2 deposition.
C2 deposits are developed beneath the landward margins of the modem lagoon. 
This suggests that the associated regressive paleoshoreface / paleoshoreline (now buried by 
C2 strata) was at one time located at least as far west as the modem lagoonal mainland 
shoreline. This in turn necessitates that the precursor to R-4, a transgressive barrier 
shoreface (no longer preserved) that migrated landward during the transgressive part of the 
Sequence II sea-level cycle, was located at a similar, or further westward, location (Fig. 
7.74). Unit D lagoonal deposits that developed behind this transgressive barrier shoreface 
were ultimately transgressed and buried by the coeval barrier shoreface (Fig. 7.74).
The preservation of up to 8 m of seismic unit D lagoonal deposits indicates that
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either relative sea-level rise rate during transgression of the R-4 precursor ravinement was 
relatively high, or that the SR-5 floored lagoon was relatively deep compared to modem 
lagoons in the same locality (or a combination of both). The absence of the pre R-4 
transgressive ravinement that overcapped seismic unit D indicates, as alluded to earlier, that 
R-4 regressive shoreface incision was probably severe. The linear topographic high on the 
R-4 surface beneath the modem barrier island chain (Fig. 6.38) suggests that the R-4 
regressive shoreface may have been strongly influenced by fluvial scour associated with the 
Machipongo River during the early regressive stage of Sequence II.
In a basinward direction, the R-4 ravinement becomes smoother, and is overlain by 
parallel to subparallel, downlapping, continuous reflections characteristic of subunit Cl 
(Fig. 6.68). Subunit Cl regressive deposits are the distal (seaward) correlatives of subunit 
C2, and accumulated on the lower shoreface and inner shelf. The lack of channelization 
and clinoform reflectors within subunit Cl suggests deposition offshore, away from the 
direct influence of tidal-delta deposition. During continued regression, subunit C2 became 
acoustically noisier, and prograding clinoforms no longer typified the internal structure of 
distal parts of subunit C2. This lower energy distal equivalent of updip subunit C2 
continued to prograde seaward over earlier subunit Cl deposits. A possible increase in the 
rate of sea-level fall during this latter part of the Sequence II sea-level cycle left the thicker, 
scour-based, highstand to early regressive C2 deposits stranded at updip locations, and 
permitted a lower-energy regressive shoreface and C2-equivalent deposits to migrate 
seaward over, and generally truncate (by shoreface incision) earlier C 1 strata. A seaward 
and downward shift in the shoreface profile accompanying regression resulted in truncation 
of earliest C l deposits that were correlatives of proximal (high-energy shoreface) C2 
deposits. The contact between regressive lower energy C2 deposits and coeval C l deposits 
(to seaward) is a gradational (vertical) facies contact. This scenario is illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 7.76.
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Figure7.76: Schematic illustration of the development of regressive C l and C2 
shoreface and inner shelf deposits (Depositional Sequence II; Seismic 
Facies 11 and 7, respectively) in response to sea-level fall. C l and C2 
overlie transgressive lagoonal deposits of seismic unit D. Figure is a 
continuation of Fig. 7.74 (f), and illustrates the effect of continued sea-level 
fall on the development of Sequence II. Labels t6 through tl7  indicate 
successive time intervals during regression, and paleoshoreface positions.
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Beneath the inner shelf, subunit C l passes vertically and gradationally upward into 
a noisier reflector package (shorter, more discontinuous, higher amplitude, reflections). 
This transition in acoustic character is interpreted to represent a facies transition from inner 
shelf C l strata to more coast-proximal facies of low-energy C2 (Fig. 7.76). These lower 
energy C2-equivalent strata are thinly developed, and are frequently truncated by the 
overlying SR-3 sequence boundary. Thus C2 is best represented by the higher energy, 
updip, clinoform-dominated facies along the western margins of the study area.
Seismic unit D (Seismic Facies 10) represents a lagoonal system restricted in 
development to areas south of Great Machipongo Inlet. A topographic high on the 
overlying R-4 ravinement in areas to the east and west of northern and central Hog Island, 
without subjacent preservation of seismic unit D, illustrates that the original unit D lagoonal 
system was not developed much further north than its present subcrop limits (Fig. 6.39). 
The underlying R-6 transgressive ravinement and associated Sequence Ed deposits are also 
located at higher elevations in the northern part of the study area (Fig. 6.40). Thus, during 
the Sequence II transgression, this area may have been a relatively shallow shoreface, or an 
eroding headland, to which downdrift unit D-correlative transgressive barriers or barrier 
spits were attached. Continued transgression permitted subsequent welding of these 
transgressive barriers to the mainland peninsula (Fig 7.74), the record of which was 
ultimately removed by the regressive R-4 ravinement. In areas to the north of Great 
Machipongo Inlet, seismic unit C2 (Seismic Facies 7) is not as thickly developed as it is to 
the south, and re-entrenchment by the regressive R-4 ravinement is less severe.
Sequence II is thus dominated by regressive coastal strand plain and shoreface 
deposits of the offlap wedge geometric systems tract (subunits C l and C2). These offlap 
wedge deposits rest directly on the regressive R-4 ravinement that has removed all evidence 
of any previously developed Sequence III maximum flooding surface and transgressive 
ravinement. R-4 has also removed all record of any back-step shelf wedge (back-stcp
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wedge geometric systems tract) deposits. Seismic unit D represents the back-barrier 
(estuarine) component of a back-step shelf wedge, and is unique in that it is directly 
overlain by the offlap wedge geometric systems tract (subunits C l and C2) without 
preservation of intervening back-step shelf wedge deposits. This implies that significant 
marine erosion accompanied the Sequence II highstand-tumaround and early regression. 
This cannibalization of all but the roots of the back-step wedge geometric systems tract may 
be a characteristic coastal process on this type of Sequence II, non-embayed, shelf setting. 
The dissimilarity between the Sequence II and Sequence IV highstand-tumaround records 
arises because the Sequence IV highstand shoreface was probably located much farther to 
the west (the western side of the Chesapeake Bay?) than the Sequence II highstand 
shoreface. Thus the study area, during Sequence IV highstand, was located basinward of 
the lower shoreface and was not subjected to the severe incision that characterizes the 
landward parts of Sequence n.
7.1.5 Depositional Sequence I
Sequence I is separated from Sequence II by the SR-3 fluvially-incised lowstand 
unconformity. Due east of the modem barrier island chain, SR-3 possesses significantly 
more relief than the underlying SR-5 and SR-7 unconformities, a feature that resulted from 
tidal inlet scour accompanying transgression of low-order fluvial streams. Beneath and 
seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, the surface possesses a wide, high-relief, 
paleochannel structure (Fig. 6.36, 7.70) into which most of the smaller paleotributary 
channels on the seaward side of the peninsula appear to drain.
Architecturally, and in terms of seismic facies development, Sequence I is very 
similar to Sequences IV, V, and VI. However, highstand deposits (as developed in 
Sequence IV) are not developed in Sequence I. Sequence I consists of transgressive, pre-
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ravinement, paleovalley-associated, Seismic Facies 1 through 4, and 6 through 8, and also 
post-ravinement, transgressive shoreface and inner shelf deposits (Seismic Facies 9). 
Sequence I thus has the geometry of a hemicylindrical wedge with laterally-attached 
interfluve deposits (flanges) that pinch out in a valley-distal direction, similar to that of 
Sequence IV (Fig. 7.77). However, the degree of lateral flange development is more 
pronounced as Sequence I has not yet been subjected to lowstand erosion. As a result, the 
lagoonal depositional system is well developed along-strike of the shore-normal trending 
estuarine depositional system
Pre-ravinement strata are separated from post-ravinement strata by the R-2 
transgressive ravinement (Fig. 6.35) that is developed seaward of the modem oceanic 
coastline. R-2 is interpreted to be the erosional, Holocene-age, transgressive ravinement 
on the basis of the observations that (1) R-2 is the shallowest unconformity-surface 
observed on seismic data, (2) it is a relatively planar seaward-dipping surface (Fig. 6.35) 
which is a common characteristic of ravinement surfaces and (3), it is onlapped and 
downlapped by overlying shelf siliciclastic sediments.
Seismic unit A overlies the R-2 ravinement. It is variable in thickness, ranging 
from being absent, to 8 m thick beneath ridge structures (Figs 6.30, 6.31, 6.33). Seismic 
unit A is interpreted to represent sandy shoreface deposits that constitute a shoreface sand 
wedge (Fig. 6.66), as described in Chapter 6.1.2. In coast-proximal areas, sand is 
supplied to this shoreface sand wedge from barrier retreat and from ebb-tidal deltas (Fig. 
6.48). These sands comprise the back-step shelf wedge component of the back-step wedge 
geometric systems tract, and are accumulating in a transgressive shoreface-shelf 
depositional system. The thicknesses associated with seismic unit A are within the range of 
typical values for shoreface sand ridges on the Atlantic inner shelf (see Fig. 9 in Swift and 
Thome, 1991).
Pre-ravinement transgressive deposits (seismic unit B) are located subjacent to the
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Figure 7.77: Schematic 3-D representation of Sequence I depositional architecture and
internal seismic facies development. Sequence I is floored principally by 
the SR-3 fluvial erosion surface, and capped by the modern seabed. 
Sequence I has a hemicylindrical wedge (with well-developed, laterally- 
attached flanges) geometry. Vertical and horizontal dimensions are 
variable. See Fig. 6.69 for seismic facies development within a complete 
depositional sequence. ICBD and ECBD are the inlet channel-base 
diastem, and the estuarine ebb-flood channel-base diastem, respectively. In 
this Figure, all Seismic Facies contacts are erosional.
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R-2 ravinement beneath the shoreface, and directly beneath the seabed within the modem 
lagoonal system. Seismic subunit B accumulated in an estuarine depositional system in the 
vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and in a lagoonal depositional system on the 
seaward side of the Delmarva Peninsula. The deposits thus comprise the back-barrier 
(estuarine) wedge, and are volumetrically more important than the overlying back-step shelf 
wedge (Seismic unit A).
Subunit B1 accumulated in a fluvial system either during the drop and lowstand of 
sea level associated with the incision of SR-3, or, more probably, during subsequent rise in 
sea level. It is represented by the irregularly-bedded Seismic Facies 1. Subunit B2 
accumulated in middle to upper estuarine depositional settings dominated by vertical 
accretion, and is represented by Seismic Facies 2. The conformable to unconformable 
B1/B2 contact was created by landward (up-estuary) migration of a bayline during 
estuarine flooding (Miall, 1991; Anderson et al., 1992; Allen and Posamentier, 1993). 
Subunit B3 accumulated in estuary-entrance environments, and is represented by Seismic 
Facies 3 (Fig. 6.60). In these settings, wave-induced littoral transport at estuary margins 
and tidal-influenced estuary-mouth sediment transport were active processes. Cross­
channel, landward and seaward dipping, progradational clinoforms characterize this part 
(subunit B3) of the complex incised-valley fill. Subunit B3 accumulated under high 
sediment supply conditions, and frequently represents the greatest thickness of the incised- 
valley fill components (e.g. 21 m; Table 6.2). Subunits B4 and B5 are late transgressive to 
local-highstand estuary-mouth deposits that have limited vertical thicknesses (Table 6.2). 
These subunits are interpreted to be the depositional products of migrating ebb and flood 
tidal channels in the vicinity of an estuary mouth or paleo-estuary mouth. Along the eastern 
edge of the study area, seaward of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, only the lower parts of 
these subunits are preserved. Upper parts are generally truncated by the R-2 ravinement or 
by the SR-1 seabed.
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The paleovalley-associated seismic facies of Sequence I (Table 6.5; Figs 6.58-6.61) 
are restricted to the large SR-3 paleovalley structure that traverses the southern part of the 
study area (Figs 7.70, 7.77). The Sequence I paleovalley, like its northern (older) 
counterparts in Sequences IV, V, and VI, served as a high-order drainage conduit for 
Piedmont-draining streams during a more recent glacioeustatic lowstand. The SR-3 
interfluve area to the north, on the seaward side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, 
shows evidence of topographic shielding from Piedmont drainage systems, in that only 
minor paleotributaries are developed. The northern, interfluve, parts of the SR-3 fluvial 
unconformity thus show similarities to the SR-5 and SR-7 unconformities in terms of the 
relative relief developed. However, relief associated with SR-3 paleotributaries in these 
areas is significantly greater.
SR-3 paleotributary geometry seaward of the modem barrier island chain has been 
severely modified by tidal scour that occurred at barrier inlets during the most recent, 
Holocene, transgression. As a result, most of these channel structures are filled by 
migrating inlet spit fill (Fig. 6.62). Occasionally, smaller paleotributaries were filled and 
abandoned in lagoons prior to landward passage of the shoreface, and contain a 
characteristic drape fill (Fig. 6.63). Fluvial deposits of Seismic Facies 1 were not observed 
in Sequence I transgression-reactivated paleotributaries (Figs 6.62, 6.63) because tidal 
scour (to depths of -30 m MSL) at inlet throats can significantly deepen and widen the 
antecedent valleys.
SR-3 sinuous channel structures developed to the north of the Bay mouth area 
represent the inlet retreat pathways of tidal inlets during the Holocene transgression. South 
of the latitude of central Cobb Island (see discussion on the “northern drainage divide” in 
Chapter 6.1.5), all inlet retreat scars converge towards the principal SR-3 paleovalley in an 
offshore direction. There is a noticeably chaotic inlet retreat path pattern located seaward of 
Wreck and Myrtle Islands (Fig. 6.36). This pattern suggests that, at least in the southern
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part of the study area, the paleotributary network had a strong coast-parallel element, in 
terms of the trend directions of successively higher-order streams. An originally shore- 
subparallel paleotributary (to the SR-3 paleovalley) that extended southeastward from 
beneath the Cobb Bay (Eckichy Channel) area, may have been “captured” by a shore- 
normal migrating tidal inlet and associated tidal catchment basin during transgression, in the 
area seaward of Wreck and Myrtle Islands.
Northward of central Cobb Island, the inlet retreat path pattern suggests that an 
antecedent paleotributary system drained away from the principal SR-3 paleovalley, 
towards the northeast (Fig. 6.36). The antecedent drainage divide (discussed as the 
“northern drainage divide” in Chapter 6.1.5) that extends from Fowling Point, beneath 
Cobb Island, and subsequently eastward offshore, has been extensively truncated by the R- 
2 ravinement. Most of this truncation occurs seaward of the -10 m MSL depth contour on 
the SR-3 surface (Fig. 6.36). This drainage divide separates the northern inlet retreat path 
network from the similar network seaward of Wreck and Myrtle Islands. Examination of 
the upper boundary to Sequence I, the SR-1 seabed surface (Fig. 6.32; Chapter 6.1.1) 
reveals that inflections of the -18 m MSL bathymetric contours in the seaward part of the 
study area overlie the two principal inlet-retreat path scars (discussed above) on either side 
of the large antecedent drainage divide. Inflections developed on deeper bathymetric 
contours can be traced across the outer shelf. The inflection pattern suggests that the 
northern inlet-retreat path network extends seaward towards the Washington Canyon, 
while the southern retreat path network converges with the principal SR-3 paleovalley that 
extends towards the Norfolk Canyon.
The Sequence I basal unconformity serves as a recent analog to the older SR-9, SR- 
10, and SR-11 lowstand unconformities. Truncation by the overlying intra-sequence 
ravinement has not yet removed all record of SR-3 interfluves and associated capping unit 
B6 deposits, though truncation has been extensive seaward of the -10 m MSL depth
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contour on the SR-3 surface. The complex acoustic patterns resulting from intersection of 
mutually oblique lowstand-fluvial and transgressive-inlet channel systems illustrates the 
problems associated with reconstructing lowstand drainage systems in older sequences. 
Over large parts of the study area, Sequence I is solely represented by post-ravinement 
transgressive shoreface sand deposits that rest directly on Sequence II; in these areas (Fig.
6.36), the R-2 ravinement serves as the sequence boundary and the basal unconformity to 
the Holocene section. Thick accumulations of Sequence I are principally represented by 
pre-ravinement tidal inlet and estuary-mouth facies (Seismic Facies 5, and 3 and 4, 
respectively). Interfluvial facies (Seismic Facies 8) are most completely preserved beneath 
the modern lagoon which has not yet been overprinted with tidal inlet processes and 
associated facies, and has not yet been truncated by the transgressive ravinement.
7.2  Correlation of the Offshore Seismic Stratigraphic Record with
Onshore Lithostratigraphy
7.2.1 Sequence Stratigraphic Framework of the southern Delmarva Peninsula
Six depositional sequences are developed beneath the Virginia inner shelf and 
coastal zone (Table 6.3; Fig. 6.47). On the adjacent, updip, southern Delmarva Peninsula, 
a sequence stratigraphic reinterpretation of the lithostratigraphy (published by Mixon, 
1985) indicates that not more than three depositional sequences are preserved. The 
published lithostratigraphic record for the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Fig. 3.8; Chapter 
3) is thus subdivided, on a preliminary basis, into three depositional sequences. These 
sequences contain transgressive and highstand deposits and, defined on the basis of 
peninsular lithostratigraphic records, are here informally designated as the Accomack, 
Nassawadox-Wachapreague, and (unnamed) Holocene Sequences (Fig. 7.78; see also Fig. 
3.8). Each sequence records a lowstand incision event with concomitant paleovalley
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Figure 7.78: Correlation of the southern Delmarva Peninsula lithostratigraphic record 
with the shelf seismic stratigraphic record. Sequence boundary correlations 
are shown with bold lines, intra-sequence correlations shown with light 
(dashed) lines. The lower sequence boundaries to Sequences 13 and III are 
principally defined by the R-4 and R-6 ravinement unconformities, 
respectively. Sequence V does not have an identified correlative on, or 
beneath, the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Peninsular lithostratigraphic 
section and chronology based on Mixon (1985), and is discussed further in 
Section 7.3.3.
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development, followed by transgressive estuarine and (or) inner shelf deposition. 
Highstand to regressive deposits are developed only within the Accomack and Nassawadox- 
Wachapreague Sequences.
The Accomack and Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequences contain transgressive 
through highstand, and transgressive through early regressive deposits, respectively. Both 
sequences are floored by high-relief sequence boundaries, the Exmore and Eastville fluvial 
unconformities, respectively. The youngest Holocene Sequence is also floored by a high- 
relief sequence boundary which, in the Chesapeake Bay mouth area, is defined by the Cape 
Charles paleochannel (Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988,1990). Beneath the 
lagoons on the oceanic and bay sides of the Delmarva Peninsula, the Holocene sequence 
boundary occurs as a shallower, lower relief, unconformity surface (Fig. 6.36; Shideler et 
al., 1984; Foyle and Oertel, 1992,1993; Oertel et al., 1992).
The Accomack Sequence consists of the Exmore paleochannel incised-valley fill, 
consisting of transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits, and the overlying highstand 
deposits of the Accomack barrier spit (Fig 7.78). No flanking regressive deposits of 
similar age have been identified on the Delmarva Peninsula. The absence of flanking 
regressive deposits may be due to subsequent erosion associated with development of the 
Nassawadox-Wachapreague fluvially incised basal unconformity, and intra-sequence 
transgressive ravinement unconformities.
The Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence consists of the Eastville paleochannel 
incised-valley fill (transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits of the Stumptown Member), 
an overlying highstand barrier spit (Butlers Bluff Member) and correlative highstand 
backbarrier (Occohannock Member) and inner shelf (Joynes Neck Sand) deposits, and 
regressive coastal deposits of the Kent Island and Wachapreague Formations. Mixon 
(1985) suggested that the Occohannock Member and the Joynes Neck Sand were probably 
“separated in time from the formation of the Nassawadox barrier spit by a minor fluctuation
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in sea level.” The Joynes Neck Sand and Occohannock Member are bounded landward by 
shoreline scarps (the Kiptopeke-Metompkin and Cheriton scarps, respectively), 
presumably associated with transgressive ravinements, and they may be interpreted to 
represent transgressive components within the Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence on 
the basis of known peninsular stratigraphy. The absence of identified subaerial 
unconformities at their bases (Mixon, 1985) precludes assigning the Occohannock Member 
and the Joynes Neck Sand to a separate (fourth) depositional sequence on the basis of 
peninsular lithostratigraphy alone. However, the offshore seismic stratigraphic record is 
critical to a reinterpretation of these deposits (see discussion in Section 7.3 below).
In the uppermost parts of the Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence, the Kent 
Island Formation (on the bay side of the Delmarva Peninsula) and the correlative regressive 
Wachapreague Formation (on the oceanic side of the peninsula) were suggested by Mixon 
(1985) to have been deposited during a stillstand or minor transgressive event, during 
overall regression, subsequent to deposition of the Nassawadox Formation. The units are 
bounded updip by the Pungoteague and Mappsburg scarps, respectively. As there is no 
lithologic evidence on the Delmarva Peninsula of a basal fluvially-incised unconformity at 
the bases of these units, they may also be interpreted to represent transgressive components 
within the Eastville-Nassawadox Sequence (on the basis of peninsular lithostratigraphy), 
rather than separate sequences. The offshore seismic stratigraphic record is also critical to a 
reinterpretation of these deposits (see discussion in Section 7.3 below).
The geomorphic expression (in map view) of the Kent Island Formation 
(Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence) in Accomack County suggests that the unit is 
multicyclic. While the unit is bounded updip by the Pungoteague scarp, the outcrop tract of 
the Kent Island Formation contains two large arcuate trends that are observable on landsat 
images (EOSC, 1987). These trends have the appearance of shoreline scarps, and thus 
suggest a multicyclic origin for the unit (Fig. 7.79). This in turn has implications for
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Figure 7.79: Satellite image of the southern Delmarva Peninsula showing trends of 
shoreline scarps. Metompkin and Kiptopeke scarps bound the outcrop tract 
of the Accomack Barrier spit. Mappsburg and Cheriton scarps bound the 
outcrop tract of the Nassawadox barrier spit. Harborton and Hopkins 
trends are possible shoreline scarps located within the outcrop tract of the 
Kent Island Formation. Westward deflection of the northern part of the 
Cheriton scarp inferred from topographic and satellite evidence; branch 
extending to southern tip of the Ames Ridge shoreline is that mapped by 
Mixon (1985). Satellite image from EOSC, Lanham, Md. (1987); 
shoreline scarp trends from Mixon (1985) and Mixon et al. (1989).
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correlation of the Kent Island Formation with the Wachapreague Formation on the eastern 
side of the peninsula, since Mixon (1985) interpreted the two as being coeval.
The southern arcuate trend, here referred to as the Harborton arc, appears to diverge 
from the Pungoteague scarp in the vicinity of Onancock where there is a deflection on the 
Pungoteague scarp trend (Figs 3.8, 7.79). The Harborton arc, approximately following 
the 1.5 m contour, then runs southwestward, along the peninsula side of Nadua Creek 
(controlling its orientation), to be truncated by the modem bay shoreline at Craddock Neck.
The northern arcuate trend, here referred to as the Hopkins arc, diverges from the 
Pungoteague scarp in the vicinity of Bloxom, Accomack County, and arcs in a west- 
southwestward direction (Fig 7.79). It marks the landward limit of Holocene marsh, and 
is truncated at the bay shoreline at Onancock and Chesconessex creeks (Fig. 1.4). The arc 
trends along a line of coastal sand ridges of uncertain age (Mixon, 1985).
These two probable shoreline trends within the outcrop belt of the Kent Island 
Formation raise the question as to whether the correlative Wachapreague Formation (on the 
eastern side of the peninsula) is also multicyclic (see discussion below). A multicyclic 
origin for the Kent Island Formation may explain the significant lithologic variation 
observed along strike in northern and southern Accomack Counties (see Mixon, 1985). 
These lithologic variations could arise from mapping across arcuate shoreline trends such 
as the Harborton and Hopkins arcs.
The Holocene Sequence consists of unnamed transgressive lagoonal, beach, and 
barrier island deposits on the bay and oceanic flanks of the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
Correlation of the shelf seismic stratigraphic record with established Coastal Plain 
lithostratigraphy relied on the use of published map and core data from the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula (Sinnott and Tibbitts, 1968; Hess, 1977; Mixon, 1985; Mixon et al., 
1989; Oertel et al., 1989b, 1992; Shideler et al., 1984; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987), on 
seismic stratigraphic data from the lower Chesapeake Bay and bay mouth areas (Colman
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and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988,1990), and on drillhole 
data from the Chesapeake Bay mouth (Harrison et al., 1965; Meisburger, 1972). The 
internal seismic reflection characteristics of identified shelf seismic units and depositional 
sequences were compared with the internal lithologic structure and depositional origin of 
mapped and cored allostratigraphic units on the adjacent emerged coastal plain. Correlation 
of shelf sequence-bounding and intra-sequence unconformities (ravinements and fluvial 
erosion surfaces) with identified or proposed peninsular alloformation boundaries 
(unconformities) was also undertaken. Published seismic stratigraphic data from the lower 
Chesapeake Bay (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al.,
1988,1990), that had been correlated with Delmarva Peninsula lithostratigraphy (Mixon, 
1985), was correlated with the seismic data of this study. Relative elevations of shelf 
seismic stratigraphic units and coastal plain lithostratigraphic units were also used in 
correlation, particularly when correlations using the aforementioned procedures were not 
definitive.
High-relief, fluvially-incised lowstand unconformities serve as easily recognizable 
surfaces (or events) within both Coastal Plain lithostratigraphic sections (Peebles et al., 
1984; Johnson et al., 1987,1993) and inner shelf and coastal seismic stratigraphic sections 
(this study; Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988, 
1990). These lowstand unconformities and their associated incised paleovalleys are here 
used as the principal means by which the shelf and Coastal Plain stratigraphic records are 
correlated.
Two Pleistocene incised fluvial paleovalleys are known to occur beneath the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula, and have been correlated with incised paleovalley traces 
beneath the Chesapeake Bay (Chapters 2.1, 3.3, 3.4). Both paleovalleys trend in a NW- 
SE direction, passing beneath the peninsula in the vicinity of the towns of Exmore and 
Eastville, respectively (Figs 1.3, 7.70). The northern paleovalley, passing beneath the
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town of Exmore, is referred to as the Exmore paleochannel, and was believed to be the 
oldest by Colman and Mixon (1988) and Colman et al. (1990). The second paleovalley, 
located 25 km to the south beneath the town of Eastville, is referred to as the Eastville 
paleochannel (Mixon, 1985; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1990), and is 
interpreted to be younger than the Exmore paleochannel. Thirty kilometers to the south of 
the Eastville paleochannel, beneath the northern side of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, 
Colman and Hobbs (1987) and Colman and Mixon (1988) identified a third, and youngest, 
buried Pleistocene paleovalley, referred to as the Cape Charles paleochannel.
7.2.2 Correlation of Basal Sequence Boundaries SR-3, SR-9, SR-10, and SR-11
The three large Exmore, Eastville, and Cape Charles paleochannels were incised 
during separate Pleistocene glacial lowstands, when the Chesapeake Basin and continental 
shelf were subaerially exposed. Colman and Mixon (1988) and Colman et al. (1990) 
believed that the paleochannels represented ancestral channels of the Susquehanna River, 
and all possess similar thalweg depths (-45 to -61 m MSL) and cross-sectional widths (2-6 
km). These incised paleovalleys, that are located along the western boundary of the present 
study area, traversed the present coastal zone and inner shelf to shelf-edge shorelines 
during Quaternary glacioeustatic lowstands. They must, therefore, be correlatable with the 
basal sequence boundary paleovalleys of Sequences I, IV, V, and VI that were identified in 
this study beneath the coastal zone and inner shelf.
The Sequence VI basal (SR-11) paleovalley of this study is interpreted to be 
correlative with the Exmore paleochannel (Fig. 7.78). This inference is made principally 
on the basis of geographic association. The SR-11 paleovalley, in the vicinity of the town 
of Willis Wharf at the northwestern margin of the study area, is on a direct line of 
intersection with the Exmore paleochannel that extends southeastward from Exmore
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towards northern Hog Island Bay (Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1990). 
Channel widths and thalweg depths for the two paleovalleys are consistent with this 
correlation.
The Sequence V basal (SR-10) paleovalley does not have an identified correlative 
paleochannel beneath the Delmarva Peninsula. This may be due to the sparsity of drillhole 
data on the peninsula along a line of landward extrapolation of the SR-10 paleovalley trend. 
There is thus no direct evidence to contradict the interpretation that the paleovalley does 
pass beneath the peninsula. A northwestward extrapolation of the SR-10 paleovalley trend 
would place the SR-10 paleovalley adjacent to, and on the southern flank of, the Exmore 
paleochannel beneath the peninsula. Analysis of the Eastville paleochannel trend beneath 
the lower Chesapeake Bay, as published by Colman et al. (1990), reveals that an “Eastville 
age” paleotributary pair feeds into the eastern side of the Eastville paleochannel at a latitude 
just south of the Exmore paleochannel trend (Fig. 7.80). The lack of seismic coverage 
close to the western (bay) shoreline of the Delmarva Peninsula (see Fig. 1, in Colman et 
al., 1990) does not preclude the possibility that this paleotributary pair may in fact be a 
large paleochannel that is also along trend from the SR-10 paleovalley of this study (Figs 
7.70, 7.78). However, this interpretation implies that the Eastville paleochannel beneath 
the Chesapeake Bay represents more than one generation of fluvial incision; this implication 
is discussed further in Section 7.3. The SR-10 paleovalley is here informally referred to as 
the Beile Haven paleochannel.
The Sequence IV basal (SR-9) paleovalley of this study is interpreted to be 
correlative with the Eastville paleochannel (Fig. 7.73). The Eastville paleochannel (Mixon, 
1985) extends southeastward beneath the peninsula, and the town of Eastville, to a location 
adjacent to the landward edge of Ramshom Channel in the modem barrier lagoon (Colman 
et al., 1990). Ramshom Channel marks the western limit of SR-9 paleovalley detection in 
this study. Channel widths and thalweg depths for the SR-9 and Eastville paleovalleys are
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Figure 7.80: Illustration of the traces of ancestral paleochannels of the 
Susquehanna River beneath the Chesapeake Bay and the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula. Figure is modified from Colman et al. (1990), and is based on 
data presented in Mixon (1985), Colman and Hobbs (1987, 1988), and 
Colman and Mixon (1988). Exmore and Eastville paleochannel locations 
beneath the Delmarva Peninsula based on core data (Mixon, 1985); 
paleochannel locations beneath the Chesapeake Bay floor based on seismic 
profile data. The SR-10 (Belle Haven) paleovalley of this study has not 
previously been detected beneath the bay or peninsula. It is inferred to 
cross northwestward beneath the peninsula and link with an Eastville-age 
tributary pair on the Delmarva side of the Eastville paleochannel, just south 
of the Exmore paleochannel trend. The chronostratigraphic implications of 
this inference for the stratigraphic development of the Chesapeake Basin are 
discussed in Section 7.3. Refer to Fig. 7.70 for seaward extensions of the 
SR-11 (Exmore), SR-10 (Belle Haven), SR-9 (Eastville), and SR-3 (Cape 
Charles) paleochannels as identified in this study.
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again consistent with this correlation.
The Sequence I basal (SR-3) paleovalley is interpreted to be correlative with the 
Cape Charles paleochannel (Fig. 7.78) as described by Colman and Hobbs (1987). The 
Cape Charles paleochannel, in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, is on a line of 
intersection with the SR-3 paleovalley identified southward and seaward of Fishermans 
Island. Seismic Lines 28 and 34 of this study, located in the Bay mouth area (Plate 1), 
intersect seismic lines collected by Colman and Hobbs (1987) on which the Cape Charles 
paleochannel is defined. Harrison et al. (1965) and Meisburger (1972) used drillhole data 
along the path of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel to identify a large channel beneath the 
northern side of the Chesapeake Bay mouth. Depths to the base and flanks of this buried 
channel are very similar to those encountered for the SR-3 paleovalley (on Seismic Line 34, 
running seaward of, and parallel to, the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel; Plate 1). Channel 
widths and thalweg depths for the SR-3 and Cape Charles paleovalleys are thus consistent 
with the correlation.
The relative chronologic framework established by linking the SR-3, SR-9, and SR- 
11 lowstand unconformities, identified on seismic data from beneath the shelf, with the 
fluvially incised Exmore, Eastville, and Cape Charles paleochannels known to exist 
beneath and just south of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, serves to temporally constrain 
the development of the six shelf Quaternary depositional sequences. The six depositional 
sequences thus accumulated during “post-Exmore” (SR-11) time, a time interval during 
which the highstand deposits that now constitute the southern Delmarva Peninsula also 
accumulated. The SR-3, SR-9, and SR-11 paleovalley correlations serve as the “anchor 
points” that physically tie together the shelf seismic stratigraphic, and peninsular 
lithostratigraphic, records. However, the chronology assigned to the Exmore, Eastville, 
and Cape Charles paleochannels by Colman and Mixon (1988) and Colman et al. (1990) 
does not necessarily have to constrain the shelf seismic stratigraphic record, particularly in
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light of the disparity in number of depositional sequences between the peninsular and shelf 
regions, and the absence of a sub-peninsular correlative to the SR-10 paleovalley (see 
discussion in Section 7.3). Regardless of absolute ages, Sequences V and VI accumulated 
subsequent to incision of the Exmore unconformity, and prior to incision of the Eastville 
unconformity. Sequence IV accumulated subsequent to Eastville unconformity incision, 
and prior to incision of the Cape Charles unconformity (as also did Sequences II and III). 
Sequence I accumulated subsequent to incision of the Cape Charles unconformity.
7.2.3 Depositional Sequence I / Holocene Sequence
Sequence I consists of a lower-bounding, fluvially-incised, sequence boundary (the 
SR-3 unconformity), an internal transgressive ravinement (R-2), and internal strata that are 
exclusively of transgressive origin (Figs 6.47, 7.77). The basal sequence boundary (the 
SR-3 unconformity) is the stratigraphically highest fluvially-incised unconformity 
encountered in this study and is correlated with the Cape Charles paleochannel and 
associated unconformity surface. The intra-sequence transgressive fluvial, estuarine, and 
lagoonal deposits (seismic unit B) and post-ravinement inner shelf and shoreface deposits 
(seismic unit A) have identifiable correlative lithostratigraphic units located along the 
eastern side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. The lower (pre R-2 ravinement) part of 
Sequence I of this study (back-barrier (estuarine) wedge) is correlated with the Holocene 
depositional sequence as recognized within the modem lagoonal system (Mixon, 1985; 
Section 7.1.5). The upper (post R-2 ravinement) part of Sequence I represents 
transgressive inner shelf and shoreface sands that rest on the Holocene transgressive R-2 
ravinement seaward of the barrier island chain (back-step shelf wedge). The SR-3 
lowstand unconformity, correlative with the Cape Charles unconformity surface, is thus 
overlain by transgressive lagoonal strata within the modem lagoonal system. In the Bay
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mouth area, the SR-3 (Cape Charles) unconformity is overlain by transgressive fluvial and 
estuarine deposits (seismic units B1-B4) that accumulated principally during the Holocene 
marine transgression. A regional sea-level curve developed by Colman et al. (1992) for the 
Chesapeake Bay area indicates that the Cape Charles paleochannel did not begin to flood 
until earliest Holocene time. Seaward of the modem oceanic shoreline, transgressive 
lagoonal strata are partly to totally truncated by the Holocene R-2 ravinement (Fig. 6.35), 
as also are the estuarine deposits of the Bay mouth area.
7.2.4 Deposiuonal Sequences II and III /  Upper Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence.
The Sequence II and Sequence III basal sequence boundaries (the SR-5 and SR-7 
unconformities, respectively) do not have known correlative surfaces beneath the Delmarva 
Peninsula. These unconformities cannot, therefore, be used to directly correlate the 
Sequence II and III shelf seismic stratigraphic record with the peninsular lithostratigraphic 
section. However, because these two fluvially-incised unconformities are developed 
between the SR-3 (Cape Charles) and SR-9 (Eastville) fluvial erosion surfaces. Sequences 
II and III necessarily accumulated subsequent to incision of the Eastville unconformity, and 
prior to incision of the Cape Charles unconformity; this imposes a relative chronologic 
framework on their times of accumulation.
The SR-5 and SR-7 unconformities are also problematic in that they are only locally 
preserved beneath the western and east-central parts of the study area, respectively (Figs 
6.39, 6.41). Their localized preservation is due to extensive truncation by overlying intra­
sequence ravinements (the R-4 and R-6 ravinements, respectively), as discussed in Chapter 
6.1, and in the previous section. The basal unconformities for Sequences II and III are 
thus likely to be represented by ravinement surfaces (with associated shoreline scarps 
developed where these ravinements crop out) on the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Two
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post-Eastville, pre-Cape Charles age shoreline scarps are known to crop out on the eastern 
flanks of the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Demarest and Leatherman, 1985; Mixon, 1985; 
Mixon et al., 1989). These scarps are referred to as the Kiptopeke-Metompkin and 
Mappsburg scarps, respectively (Chapter 3; Fig. 3.8). The Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp 
marks the landward limit of occurrence of the transgressive Joynes Neck Sand while the 
Mappsburg scarp marks the landward limit of occurrence of the Wachapreague Formation 
(both of the Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence).
To more accurately correlate offshore Sequences II and III with peninsular 
lithostratigraphy, it is necessary to compare the internal seismic characteristics of these 
sequences with the lithologic structure and depositional origin of possible correlative units 
(of post-Eastville, pre-Cape Charles age) developed on the peninsula. Lithologic 
descriptions of the Wachapreague Formation (Mixon, 1985) indicate that it is a regressive 
beach ridge unit, also informally known (partly) as the Bell Neck sand ridge complex, 
whose upper surface is marked by a surficial succession “of barriers and narrow lagoons” 
(Mixon, 1985). These surficial ridge structures are up to 1 km in width, up to 19 km in 
length, and have up to 3 m of ridge-swale relief (Mixon, 1985; Oertel et al., 1993; Chapter 
3.3). The surficial ridges and swales are developed within the “upper lithic unit” (Mixon, 
1985), and are located on the middle to lower elevation (seaward) parts of the peninsula- 
parallel, 0.3 to 4.5 km wide, Wachapreague Formation outcrop tract (Bell Neck and 
Upshur Neck areas in Fig. 1.3). The formation type section (core W-l in Mixon (1985); 
Fig 3.6), which suggests that the unit is solely of regressive origin, is also located within 
the seaward part of the Wachapreague Formation outcrop tract (on Upshur Neck; Fig. 1.3). 
As was discussed briefly in Chapter 3.4, the geomorphic expression of the associated 
Mappsburg shoreline scarp (that defines the landward limit of Wachapreague Formation 
outcrop) suggests that it may have been incised during transgression, rather than having 
been incised during a minor stillstand during overall regression (as indicated by Mixon,
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1985). The scarp has an average slope of 1.5° in the vicinity of Oyster, Nassawadox 
County. The absence of ridge and swale structures within the landwardmost parts of the 
Wachapreague Formation outcrop tract (adjacent to the Mappsburg scarp) does not preclude 
the possibility that the scarp-proximal parts of the Wachapreague Formation are 
transgressive.
The proposed transgressive-regressive origin for the Wachapreague Formation is 
supported by cooling-upward pollen and faunal assemblages within the unit (Mixon, 
1985). The thickness and depth of occurrence of beach ridge sands and gravels in the 
upper parts of the Wachapreague Formation decreases significantly towards the Mappsburg 
scarp (W -l, W-2, EX-24, and N-3 core logs; in Hess, 1977). USGS core W -l from 
Upshur Neck (Fig. 1.3), which is the furthest seaward core obtained from the 
Wachapreague Formation, has the greatest thicknesses of both the “upper lithic” unit 
gravelly sands (5.2 m) and the “lower lithic unit” silty sands (6 m). At the W-l site (2600 
m from the Mappsburg scarp), the base of the gravelly sands, associated with regressive 
beach ridges, is encountered at a depth of -10 m. Directly adjacent to the scarp, an absence 
of regressive ridges again does not preclude the possibility that the most scarp-proximal 
parts of the Wachapreague Formation are transgressive in origin.
The Mixon (1985) W-l core from the type section for the Wachapreague Formation 
contains an internal, probable ravinement, unconformity that is identifiable in core logs 
(Hess, 1977; Mixon, 1985). This unconformity separates the coarse gravelly “upper lithic 
unit” from the silty fine sand “lower lithic unit” . Based on the development of two 
probable shoreline scarps within the Bay-side correlative Kent Island Formation, it may be 
argued that the Wachapreague Formation is also multicyclic. The lower-elevation, outer 
surficial ridge- and swale-dominated, stratigraphically higher, seaward, parts of the 
Wachapreague Formation (upper lithic unit) may thus have formed during highstand and 
regression. The Mappsburg scarp-proximal, inner (stratigraphically lower), Wachapreague
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deposits (lower lithic unit) would then likely have accumulated during the preceding 
transgressive half-cycle.
The internal acoustic characteristics of seismic subunit C2 of this study (upper 
Sequence II) bear a significant resemblance to the lithologic and geomorphic descriptions of 
the Wachapreague Formation (Fig. 7.75). Within subunit C2, ridge and mound structures 
beneath the modem lagoonal system possess similar dimensions to the ridges and swales of 
the upper and outer parts of the Wachapreague Formation (as described by Mixon, 1985). 
Seismic Line 43 (Plate 1), trending oblique to the trend of the Wachapreague Formation 
ridges of Fowling Point marsh, illustrate crest-swale relief of 1.5 m over horizontal 
distances of 350 to 400 m. Lower crest-swale relief is evident over horizontal distances of 
approximately 50 m. Unit C2 also rests on a regressive ravinement unconformity (the R-4 
ravinement), which would also be expected to be the case for the regressive part of the 
Wachapreague Formation. The R-4 ravinement is the shallowest ravinement encountered 
in this study, having been incised during a highstand to early regression prior to 
subsequent exposure of overlying progradational coastal plain deposits and incision of the 
overlying SR-3 (Cape Charles) subaerial unconformity. R-4 is also the shallowest 
regional, non-subaerial, unconformity encountered in the study area.
Subunit C2 of this study, and its seaward correlative, subunit C l, are proposed to 
be the shelf seismic stratigraphic equivalents of the upper, regressive part, of the 
Wachapreague Formation (i.e. the “upper lithic unit” of Mixon, 1985). The basal R-4 
regressive ravinement unconformity is inferred to crop out along the linear to arcuate 3 m 
(10 foot) contour that separates the inner (stratigraphically lower), transgressive, scarp- 
proximal parts of the Wachapreague outcrop tract (“bl” tract of Mixon, 1985) from the 
outer, regressive, scarp-distal parts (“br” tract of Mixon, 1985). This regressive 
ravinement is inferred to be coincident with the intra-Wachapreague unconformity that 
separates the coarse sand and gravel “upper lithic unit” from the silty sand “lower lithic
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unit” (terms of Mixon, 1985). The Bell Neck, Upshur Neck, and Bradford Neck ridges of 
the outer Wachapreague outcrop tract are thus regressive geomorphic features that stepped 
seaward and downward during a Pleistocene sea-level fall.
During continued sea-level fall, beach ridges and (or) deltaic deposits (wave 
dominated) prograded downdrift to the south, sourced by a seaward-extending 
Machipongo River, and by emerging headlands to the north. Thickest accumulations of 
seismic subunit C2 deposits thus occur to the south and southeast of the Willis Wharf area 
(Fig. 1.3) where the re-entrenching R-4 regressive ravinement removed all evidence of its 
transgressive precursor. Downdrift, distal correlatives of the Wachapreague strand plain 
are inferred to make up the core of Mockhom Island in the southern part of the study area 
(Fig. 1.3). During early regression, beach ridges and deltaic deposits (subunit C2) would 
have welded onto the Wachapreague shoreface (Mappsburg Scarp) at points in the vicinity 
of Willis Wharf and Fowling Point marsh. Subaerial ridges are not well developed along 
the scarp between Fowling Point and Fishermans Island. Those ridges that ultimately did 
develop during continued sea-level fall (and southward, downdrift, depocenter migration) 
are now mostly buried beneath Holocene marshes in South Bay. Sand ridges that built 
Mockhom Island are interpreted to be downdrift and seaward extensions of the regressive 
C2 coastal plain sequence.
The transgressive ravinement associated with the Mappsburg scarp (that defines the 
base of the Wachapreague Formation and the transgressive “lower lithic unit”) is inferred to 
be truncated by the regressive R-4 ravinement beneath the coastal zone and inner shelf, as it 
was not observed on seismic data. However, the early, interpreted transgressive, 
Wachapreague shoreface deposits would be preserved beneath the inner Wachapreague 
outcrop tract, between the Mappsburg scarp (toe elevation 4.5 m) and the seaward R-4 
outcrop line at the 3 m contour.
Seismic unit D of this study contains transgressive lagoonal deposits (Chapter 6.3,
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Section 7.1; Figs 7.74, 7.76). It represents the lowermost, transgressive, component of 
Depositional Sequence II. This unit, restricted in development to beneath the modem 
lagoonal system, is directly overlain by regressive C2 deposits throughout its subcrop area 
(without preserved intervening transgressive deposits). It is separated from C2 deposits by 
the regressive R-4 ravinement. Deposition of seismic unit D is thus correlated with the 
same transgressive event that led to deposition of the transgressive lower Wachapreague 
Formation (i.e. the “lower lithic unit” of Mixon, 1985). Seismic unit D represents back 
barrier lagoonal deposits that were buried by a landward-migrating barrier spit (Section 7.1; 
Fig. 7.74). The absence of geomorphic evidence for this barrier spit along the seaward- 
facing Mappsburg scarp suggests that this barrier did not weld to a peninsular 
paleoheadland (as suggested by Fig. 7.71), but that it was abandoned and drowned during 
the Final stages of transgression. This barrier overstep (drowning, abandonment, and 
submarine reworking) mechanism has been described by Penland et al. (1985) for the 
barrier island arcs adjacent to the Mississippi Delta, Gulf of Mexico (see also Swift et al., 
1991a).
Stratigraphically below the Wachapreague Formation and the R-4 ravinement, the 
ravinement-floored Joynes Neck Sand is believed to be approximately coeval with the 
Nassawadox barrier spit (Mixon, 1985). The Joynes Neck Sand does not have an 
identified basal fluvial erosion surface associated with it, within the peninsular 
lithostratigraphic section (Fig. 7.78). The shoreline scarp associated with the transgressive 
ravinement basal unconformity to the Joynes Neck Sand crops out as the very distinct 
Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp (toe elevation of 7 to 8 m) along the eastern side of the 
Delmarva Peninsula. The scarp is locally truncated by the Mappsburg scarp between 
Oyster (Nassawadox County) and Bradford Neck (Accomack County; Figs 1.3, 3.8; 
Mixon, 1985).
The R-6 transgressive ravinement of this study defines the base of Sequence III
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over most of the study area (Fig. 7.73). Only in the east-central part of the study area does 
a small subcrop of the basal SR-7 (transgression-modified) fluvial erosion surface occur. 
The R-6 ravinement is extensively truncated by the R-4 regressive ravinement beneath the 
landward side of the modem lagoon, seaward of the area where the Mappsburg scarp 
truncates the Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp. The R-6 transgressive ravinement is correlated 
with the Kiptopeke-Metompkin shoreline scarp. The transgressive seismic unit E shelf 
deposits of Sequence III are correlated with the Joynes Neck Sand as preserved on the 
eastern flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. The lower part of Sequence III, 
consisting of pre-ravinement transgressive seismic unit F strata (restricted to the east-central 
part of the study area), does not have a correlative lithostratigraphic unit on the flank of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula. The absence of a lithostratigraphic correlative is the result of 
extensive truncation of unit F deposits (by the R-6 ravinement) that originally would have 
developed on the updip parts of the moderate-relief subaerial SR-7 unconformity. The 
Joynes Neck Sand on the southern Delmarva Peninsula thus represents the late 
transgressive record of Sequence in  deposition, while pre-ravinement early Sequence III 
deposits are only locally preserved 30 km offshore.
It may be argued that the R-6 ravinement is correlative with the Mappsburg scarp. 
However, the two are believed not correlative for several reasons. Firstly, this correlation 
would suggest that the underlying transgressive R-8 ravinement is coeval with the 
Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp; this would pose problems in explaining the presence and 
sourcing of the relatively thick post R-8 transgressive, highstand, and early regressive 
deposits (seismic unit G) that occur within the upper parts of Sequence IV. Landward 
deflections of the R-8 ravinement beneath the modem lagoon in the vicinity of Oyster (Fig. 
6.42) can be used as geomorphic evidence to suggest that the R-8 ravinement does not 
shallow rapidly beneath the eastern flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula to tie in with 
the very linear Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp. The absence of evidence for shoreface
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depositional environments in post R-8 transgressive seismic subunit G1 (ebb-tidal deltas 
and downlapping shoreface sands) also suggests that the R-8-associated shoreface was 
located further west than the location of the Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp. Finally, post R- 
8a maximum flooding surface, highstand to early regressive shoreface deposits of seismic 
subunit G2 do not have correlative regressive coastal deposits preserved on the eastern 
flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
7.2.5 Depositional Sequence IV / Lower Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence
The basal sequence boundary to Depositional Sequence IV, the SR-9 unconformity, 
has been correlated with the Eastville paleochannel (Section 7.2.2). Sequence IV deposits, 
consisting of transgressive, pre-ravinement, fluvial and estuarine strata (seismic unit H), 
post-ravinement transgressive inner shelf deposits (seismic subunit G l), and highstand to 
early regressive coastal to inner shelf deposits (seismic subunit G2), have correlative 
lithostratigraphic units beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula (fig. 7.72).
The upper Sequence IV, seismic unit G, of this study consists of a lower 
transgressive subunit, G l, and an upper highstand to regressive subunit, G2. These 
deposits occur stratigraphically above the regional R-8 transgressive ravinement (Figs 
6.42, 7.72) which caps Sequence IV incised-valley fill fluvial and estuarine deposits 
(Stumptown Member) of the Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence. As discussed in 
Section 7.1, the R-8 ravinement marks a significant change in depositional sequence 
geometries (Figs 6.43,6.47) on the shelf seismic stratigraphic record, and probably marks 
a major change in Chesapeake Basin paleogeography.
The Kiptopeke-Metompkin scarp is the highest and most landward shoreline scarp 
developed on the southern Delmarva Peninsula, and has already been correlated (see 
discussion in Section 7.2.4) with the R-6 transgressive ravinement. Thus, the R-8
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transgressive ravinement is here inferred to pass beneath the Delmarva Peninsula. This 
implies that the associated shoreface during R-8 time was located west of the Delmarva 
Peninsula, and that the southern Delmarva Peninsula was not developed to its present 
extent. A distant western shoreface location would also permit development of the 
relatively thick transgressive shelf deposits (Unit G l) that do not show evidence of coast- 
proximal (ebb-tidal delta and regressive shoreface) depositional environments.
Landward deflections of R-8 contours above the SR-9 paleovalley trend (beneath 
the landwardmost parts of the modem lagoon; Figs 6.42, 6.44) suggest that the R-8 
ravinement developed in a broad open-estuarine setting as the underlying SR-9 lowstand 
paleovalley and adjacent lowlands became submerged during marine transgression. The 
subjacent Sequence IV deposits of seismic unit H thus represent the transgressive, incised- 
valley fill deposits of the Eastville (SR-9) paleovalley. Therefore, unit H is correlative with 
the Stumptown Member of the Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence on the peninsula. 
Subsequent to landward passage of the transgressive R-8 ravinement, transgressive inner 
shelf deposits (seismic subunit G l) accumulated seaward of the R-8 shoreface. In the 
upper part of Sequence IV, the R-8a maximum flooding surface separates subjacent, post R- 
8, seismic subunit G l transgressive shelf deposits from superjacent, post R-8a, seismic 
subunit G2, highstand to early regressive deposits. The latter are observed beneath the 
inner shelf, and are interpreted to be distal (seaward) correlatives of the highstand 
Nassawadox barrier spit sands developed in the Nassawadox-Wachapreague Sequence. 
G2 deposits would have developed above the R-8a maximum flooding surface as the 
Nassawadox barrier spit prograded southward along the western margin of the study area. 
Nassawadox barrier spit deposits would have downlapped the R-8a surface to the west, 
south, and east, with spit-associated deposits decreasing rapidly in thickness away from the 
axis of the spit.
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7.2.6 Depositional Sequence V / Belle Haven Sequence
The basal sequence boundary of Depositional Sequence V (the SR-10 
unconformity) is defined by the Belle Haven lowstand unconformity. Neither the Belle 
Haven unconformity, nor overlying Sequence V deposits, have known correlatives beneath 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Sequence V (seismic unit I; Fig. 6.47) consists 
exclusively of transgressive fluvial and estuarine, pre-ravinement deposits (Fig. 7.71). 
Due to extensive truncation by the SR-9 unconformity, post-ravinement transgressive and 
highstand deposits are not preserved. As will be discussed in Section 7.3, the presence of 
Depositional Sequence V necessitates a revision of the currently accepted stratigraphic 
model for the southern Delmarva Peninsula.
7.2.7 Depositional Sequence VI / Accomack Sequence
The basal sequence boundary of Sequence VI (the SR-11 unconformity) correlates 
with the Exmore unconformity and associated Exmore paleochannel (Mixon, 1985; Colman 
and Mixon, 1988). Only the lower, pre-ravinement, fluvial and estuarine, transgressive 
lower components of Sequence VI are preserved beneath the inner shelf and coastal zone 
(seismic unit J, Fig. 6.47; Fig. 7.71). Extensive truncation of SR-11 by the SR-9 
subaerial unconformity has removed all evidence of any post-ravinement, transgressive, 
shelf deposits that may have developed. Seismic unit J beneath the inner shelf is correlated 
with the incised-valley fill of the Exmore paleochannel beneath the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula. Late transgressive to highstand Accomack barrier-spit deposits on the peninsula 
(upper part of the Accomack Sequence) do not have offshore seismic stratigraphic 
correlatives. The absence of offshore correlatives is interpreted to be due to subsequent 
truncation by the SR-9 subaerial unconformity (see discussion in Section 7.3).
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7 .3  Implications for the Stratigraphic Development of the Chesapeake
Basin and Delmarva Peninsula.
Correlation of the offshore seismic stratigraphic record with the peninsular 
allostratigraphic record (Fig. 7.78) suggests that the peninsular lithostratigraphy-based 
stratigraphic model (Mixon, 1985; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Mixon et al., 1989; Colman 
et al., 1990) is inaccurate. The disparity in number of depositional sequences identified in 
the two areas, and satellite evidence indicative of previously unmapped probable shoreline 
trends within the outcrop tract of the Kent Island Formation, also suggest that the currently 
accepted model for the stratigraphic development of the Delmarva Peninsula (Mixon, 1985; 
Colman and Mixon, 1988) may need revision. Lack of evidence for peninsular correlatives 
to Depositional Sequence V, and the lower parts of Sequences II and III, which 
accumulated during major transgressive-regressive sea-level cycles, also necessitates re­
examination of the Colman and Mixon (1988) stratigraphic model. The Sequence V 
lowstand unconformity is also critical because the principal SR-10 (Belle Haven) 
paleovalley has been reoccupied by the SR-9 (Eastville) paleovalley at a point 17 km 
seaward of Myrtle Island (Fig. 7.70). The Eastville paleochannel at the base of Sequence 
IV (Eastville surface) is also critical to a re-evaluation of the model because landward parts 
of this paleovalley lie within an older paleovalley structure that was probably incised 
during, or prior to SR-11 (Exmore) time (Fig. 7.81). The Exmore and Belle Haven 
paleochannels beneath the inner shelf are the only fluvial channels in this study that do not 
show evidence of multiple lowstand reoccupation.
The Sequence I Cape Charles paleochannel (SR-3 unconformity) shows seismic 
evidence of reoccupying an older paleovalley trend that crosses beneath the inner shelf in a 
northeastward direction to the Chesapeake Bay mouth area (Fig. 6.44). This older 
paleovalley was mapped as a paleotributary of the SR-9 Eastville paleochannel (Fig. 6.44), 
with which it intersects at a point approximately 27 km offshore of Myrtle Island. Thus,
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Figure 7.81: Uninterpreted (a) and interpreted (b) sections of a G eopulseTM  high- 
resolution graphic record (Line 21, waypoint 16) illustrating reoccupation of 
an older paleochannel by the SR-9 (Eastville) paleochannel. Eastville 
paleochannel thalweg is located to the left of the diagram, which shows 
northern flanks of the Eastville paleochannel overlying the flanks of an 
older, probable SR-11 (Exmore) paleochannel. Note development of long- 
path first-order seabed (M l) and internal peg-leg type (M) multiples. 
Profile trends NE-SW. Profile located near junction of northern Mockhom 
Channel and western Sand Shoal Channel. See Fig. 6.26 for location.
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during “Eastville” time, the modern bay mouth was an exit area for at least one Coastal 
Plain- and Piedmont-draining lowstand fluvial drainage system that probably fed into the 
principal Eastville paleovalley further offshore and to the north (see Section 7.3.2).
During SR-5 and SR-7 time, lowstand fluvial drainage passed out of the 
Chesapeake Basin beneath the modem bay mouth area, although no direct seismic 
stratigraphic evidence of this was seen on the collected data. Cape Charles (SR-3) 
paleochannel widths in excess of 4.5 km, with incision depths of up to -50 m MSL (Fig.
6.36) probably removed all evidence of SR-5 and SR-7 paleovalley development beneath 
the bay mouth area. As a result, only isolated subcrops of the SR-5 and SR-7 sequence 
boundaries are developed, principally along the seaward side of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula. Previously published maps showing the trend of the Cape Charles paleochannel 
in the bay mouth area (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al.,
1988,1990) show the Cape Charles paleochannel taking a southeasterly route on the inner 
shelf. However, this study indicates that the Cape Charles paleochannel actually drained 
northeastward on the inner shelf. As the southern margin of the Cape Charles paleochannel 
was not detected in the seawardmost parts of the study area, it is possible that published 
Cape Charles paleochannel trends are actually the trends of older fluvial systems. The 
divergence in mapped trends between this work and earlier works may indicate that the bay 
mouth and inner parts of the adjacent shelf record a very complex pattern of different-aged 
fluvial systems.
This work indicates that large, fluvially-incised paleochannels seaward and south of 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula show evidence of fluvial reoccupation during successive 
glacioeustatic lowstands. However, published literature on the stratigraphic development 
of the southern Delmarva Peninsula favors the interpretation that the transgressive, 
highstand, and early regressive deposits on and beneath the peninsula accumulated during 
only two glacioeustatic cycles; the Exmore and Eastville paleochannels were incised during
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the lowstand parts of these cycles. The Cape Charles paleochannel incision and fill beneath 
the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth represents the third, most recent, glacioeustatic cycle 
that is believed to have affected the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Fig. 7.78).
Interpretation of the seismic data from this study indicates that there is a record of 
six glacioeustatic cycles preserved beneath the inner shelf and coastal zone. This seismic 
stratigraphic evidence necessitates a re-evaluation of the currently accepted Colman and 
Mixon (1988) model.
7.3.1 Overview oftheColmanand Mixon Model
The Colman and Mixon model is summarized in Fig. 7.82. The model has evolved 
from the collective works of Mixon (1985), Colman and Hobbs (1987), Colman and 
Mixon (1988), and Colman et al. (1988, 1990), and is based on USGS cores from the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula and on seismic profile data from beneath the Chesapeake 
Bay. The latter works have been easily fitted to the three-cycle Colman and Mixon model 
because the seismic data from beneath the Chesapeake Bay illustrate a record of three 
apparent lowstand-incision and early-transgressive paleochannel-filling events; there is a 
lack of preserved post-ravinement deposits within the bay which might have contradicted a 
three-cycle model. Additionally, the complex nature of the paleochannel patterns beneath 
the Chesapeake Bay may be re-interpreted to reconstruct more than three generations of 
fluvial incision. However, the Colman and Mixon model does not explain the six-cycle 
record observed beneath the inner shelf and coastal zone.
The Colman and Mixon model views the paleochannels beneath the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula as having been incised by re-entrenchment of the Susquehanna River 
during two Middle to Late Pleistocene glacioeustatic lowstands. No reference was made to 
the possibility that some of these paleochannels may have been originally incised by other
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Figure 7.82: Diagrammatic illustration of the Colman and Mixon model for the 
stratigraphic development of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Modem 
configuration of bay and oceanic coastlines is shown as a template. 
Note that Pleistocene highstand shorelines in areas other than on the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula are not shown for highstand intervals (b) and 
(d); oceanic shorelines during Pleistocene lowstands (a, c, e) are located 
below shelf edge. Model based on Colman and Hobbs (1987), Colman and 
Mixon (1988), and Colman et al. (1988, 1990). (a) stage 7/11 lowstand 
incision of the Exmore paleochannel beneath the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula and Chesapeake Bay; paleochannel trend seaward of the lagoonal 
mainland shoreline is extrapolated, (b) stage 8/12 highstand development 
of the Accomack barrier spit extending as far south as the Ames Ridge 
shoreline (Mixon, 1985). (c) stage 6 lowstand incision of the Eastville 
paleochannel; paleochannel trend seaward of the lagoonal mainland 
shoreline is extrapolated, (d) stage 5e development of the Nassawadox 
barrier spit, which is flanked by the transgressive Joynes Neck Sand and 
Occohannock Member, and the regressive Wachapreague Formation and 
Kent Island Formation (not shown), (e) stage 2 lowstand incision of the 
Cape Charles paleochannel. (f) modern transgressive conditions in the 
Chesapeake Bay area showing tidally flushed Chesapeake and Thimble 
Shoals estuary-mouth channels.
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Piedmont-draining rivers that also enter the Chesapeake Basin, such as the Patuxent, 
Potomac, Rappahannock, York and James. These rivers, particularly the Potomac, 
Rappahannock, and York must have passed seaward independently beneath different parts 
of what is now the Delmarva Peninsula during one or more Pleistocene lowstands. This 
explains why the stage 6 Eastville paleochannel (chronology of Colman and Mixon, 1988), 
for example, sits within an older (smaller) paleochannel that may have originally been 
incised by an ancestral Rappahannock River (Fig. 7.81). The oldest, suspected 
Susquehanna paleochannel trends are located beneath the northern Delmarva Peninsula in 
Delaware and Maryland. These probable late Pliocene? and Early Pleistocene trends were 
identified by Hansen (1966), Harrison (1972), Weigle (1972), and Schubel and Zabawa 
(1973). Successively younger generations of the Susquehanna River were displaced 
southward during intervening highstand and lowstand events.
Continued debate continues, concerning the timing of Exmore and Eastville 
paleochannel incision and the age of their transgressive fills. However, each paleochannel 
and its associated fill sequence is considered to be the product of a single sea-level cycle. 
Thus, each paleochannel is filled by transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits, and 
capped (on the Delmarva Peninsula) by a highstand, southward-prograding, mega-spit (the 
Accomack and Nassawadox barrier spits, respectively). The Cape Charles paleochannel is 
generally accepted as having been incised during the late Wisconsinan glacial lowstand 
(oxygen isotope stage 2; Colman and Mixon, 1988), and is currently accumulating 
estuarine (hinterland-derived) and transgressive estuary mouth (inner shelf-sourced) 
deposits.
The Exmore incised-valley fill and capping Accomack barrier spit, and the Eastville 
incised-valley fill (Stumptown Member) and capping Nassawadox barrier spit (Butlers 
Bluff Member), are perceived to record the transgressive and highstand phases of two 
separate, but not necessarily successive, glacioeustatic cycles (Colman and Mixon, 1988;
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Colman et al., 1990). While Mixon (1985) and Szabo (1985) originally suggested that the 
Exmore paleochannel incision and the Accomack highstand cap developed during oxygen 
isotope stages 8 and 7, respectively, Colman and Mixon (1988) suggested that a stage 11 
and 10 origin was more likely (see discussion in Chapter 3.4). Wehmiller et al. (1988) 
used amino acid ratios from Mercenaria within the Shirley Formation on the western side of 
the Chesapeake Bay (Fig. 3.2) to suggest that the (questionably) correlative Accomack 
barrier spit on the southern Delmarva Peninsula was a stage 13 deposit (see discussion in 
Chapter 3.2). Demarest and Leatherman (1985), using topographic trend analysis, 
suggested that the Accomack barrier spit was in existence prior to stage 15 (i.e. pre 600 
ka). Aminostratigraphic model age assignments presented by Wehmiller et al. (1988) 
suggested that the Exmore paleochannel was incised prior to stage 13. Also in support of 
an older age for the Exmore incision event, Groot et al. (1990) presented 
aminostratigraphic age estimates for the upper parts of the Omar Formation (in Delaware) 
that ranged from 100 ka to 500 ka (stage 5 to stage 13); they suggested that the Exmore 
paleochannel may have been incised during stage 16 (as its valley-fill deposits predate 
aminozone lid). Aminozone lid has been proposed to span oxygen isotope stages 11 
through 15 (400 to 600 ka) in terms of a probable age range. Thus the Exmore 
paleochannel, overlain by Accomack Member and located within the upper part of the Omar 
Formation, was probably incised between oxygen isotope stages 8 and 16, with the older 
date being more probable.
Following incision of the Exmore paleochannel during SR-11 lowstand (Fig. 
7.82a), the fluvial paleochannel and adjacent interfluves were filled by transgressive fluvial 
and estuarine deposits (lower Accomack Member, Omar Formation). The highstand 
Accomack barrier spit (upper Accomack Member) then prograded southward from the 
northern flank of the mouth of the flooded Chesapeake Bay, and partially restricted the 
ancestral bay mouth entrance (Fig. 7.82b). The southern tip of the Accomack barrier spit
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capped the Exmore paleochannel in the bay mouth area. During a subsequent stage 6 
lowstand, a newly incising Susquehanna river was deflected approximately 30 km 
southward around the southern terminus of the topographic high associated with the 
Accomack barrier spit (Fig. 7.82c). According to the Colman and Mixon model, this stage 
6 lowstand resulted in incision of the Eastville paleochannel. During subsequent sea-level 
rise, the Eastville paleochannel was filled by transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits of 
the Stumptown Member (Nassawadox Formation) as the Chesapeake Bay area was again 
subjected to marine flooding. At the mouth of this younger ancestral Chesapeake Bay, a 
stage 5e highstand southward progradation of the Nassawadox barrier spit (Butlers Bluff 
Member, Nassawadox Formation) capped the Eastville fluvial paleochannel and restricted 
the bay entrance to a width approximating that of today (Fig. 7.82d). Also during stage 5e, 
the estuarine Occohannock Member of the Nassawadox Formation, and the shoreface to 
inner shelf Joynes Neck Sand deposits, accumulated on the landward and seaward flanks 
of the Nassawadox barrier spit, respectively.
During subsequent regression, the Wachapreague and Kent Island Formations were 
deposited against the eastern and western flanks of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, 
respectively. During the following late Wisconsinan stage 2 glacial lowstand of sea level, 
the re-entrenching Susquehanna River was deflected approximately 30 km around the 
southern terminus of the Nassawadox barrier spit, and exited the Chesapeake Bay area 
beneath the modem baymouth (Fig. 7.82e); there is no evidence of stage 4 lowstand 
drainage development
During modem Holocene transgressive to highstand conditions, the antecedent 
fluvial Cape Charles paleochannel has been filled by estuarine, spit, and shoal deposits at 
the northern side of the Chesapeake Bay entrance (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and 
Mixon, 1988). Spit growth is believed to have displaced evolving estuarine tidal channels 
southward out of the antecedent Cape Charles paleochannel depression (Fig. 7.820; today
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the tidal-flushed Chesapeake Channel is located 12 km to the south of the antecedent fluvial 
axis located beneath Fishermans Island (Fig 7.82f; Colman and Hobbs, 1987).
7.3.2 The Shelf Seismic Stratigraphic Record
The shelf seismic stratigraphic record indicates that the stratigraphic development of 
the Chesapeake Basin and southern Delmarva Peninsula is more complex than that 
suggested by the Colman and Mixon model (Section 7.3.1). The shelf seismic 
stratigraphic record calls for an additional major glacioeustatic lowstand between Exmore 
(stage 8/14?) and Eastville (stage 6?) times. The shelf record also shows evidence for two 
eustatic fluctuations during the time interval between Eastville (SR-9) paleochannel and 
Cape Charles (SR-3) paleochannel incision; these events resulted in incision of the SR-5 
and SR-7 fluvial unconformities, which are not recognized on or beneath the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula and have only a limited preservation offshore.
To resolve the conflict concerning the number of incised paleovalleys developed 
beneath the inner shelf and beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula, a revised model for 
the stratigraphic development of the southern Delmarva Peninsula is presented in Section 
7.3.3; a chronologic framework is applied to the model in Section 7.3.4. This model 
represents a significant re-evaluation of the currently accepted Colman and Mixon model, 
and necessitates a field-based reappraisal of peninsular lithostratigraphy. It recognizes that, 
during multiple Pleistocene lowstand events, the Chesapeake Basin was fed by at least six 
large Piedmont-draining rivers; the Susquehanna, Patuxent, Potomac, Rappahannock, 
York, and James Rivers. These rivers traversed the lowstand Chesapeake Basin and 
subaerially exposed inner shelf either as separate streams, or coalesced with each other 
within the Chesapeake Basin, or on the shelf further seaward, to define a large dendritic 
drainage network.
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It is inferred that at least some of these streams coalesced prior to passing beneath 
the modern-day trend of the southern Delmarva Peninsula to define a smaller number of 
higher order streams exiting the basin beneath the modem shoreface and inner shelf. The 
number of higher-order streams decreased progressively through the Pleistocene. This was 
due to stream capture and coalescing events during the early regressive phases of each 
glacioeustatic cycle. Southward deflection of the Susquehanna River, and its resultant 
intersection of adjacent Chesapeake Basin drainages, was forced by the development of the 
positive relief Delmarva Peninsula which progressively restricted the bay mouth width. 
Lateral diversion, or deflection, of re-entrenching rivers during late regression and 
lowstand (caused by the generation of positive relief associated with Delmarva Peninsula 
mega-spit development during highstand), was an important process determining the 
number and locations of paleochannels that traversed the Chesapeake Basin and inner shelf. 
The James River, currently feeding into the southernmost parts of the Chesapeake Bay, 
may not have coalesced with its northerly counterparts until much further out on the 
lowstand shelf. Swift et al. (1972) suggested that the James River may have remained as a 
separate stream that traversed the shelf in a southeastward direction, joining streams 
draining the North Carolina Piedmont and Coastal Plain. During intervening highstands, 
the Chesapeake Basin was flooded to create several generations of a large coastal 
cmbayment, here referred to as the Chesapeake seaway.
7.3.3 Proposed Model for the Pleistocene Development of the Chesapeake Basin and
Delmarva Peninsula
Within the study area, the Exmore (SR-11) paleochannel is the only paleovalley that 
does not show evidence of multiple fluvial reoccupation; it thus appears to have been 
incised and fluvially occupied during only one glacioeustatic lowstand. However, a sharp 
bend, or “kink”, in the Exmore paleochannel trend in the northern part of the Chesapeake
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Bay, at latitude 38° 10’ (Figs 7.80, 7.82a), suggests that an Exmore precursor may have 
been in existence prior to SR-11 time, exiting the Chesapeake Basin beneath the Maryland 
sector of the Delmarva Peninsula. During “Exmore” time, the Exmore paleochannel 
drained a large part of the northern Chesapeake Basin, and is inferred to have been fed by 
the Susquehanna, Patuxent, and Potomac Rivers (Fig. 7.83a). The Rappahannock River is 
inferred, on the basis of its line-of-intersection with the Eastville paleochannel trend 
beneath the shelf and peninsula, to have traversed the lowstand Chesapeake Basin via a 
precursor to the stage 6? Eastville paleochannel; it thus crossed beneath the Delmarva 
Peninsula within the Eastville paleochannel, and it probably merged with the Exmore 
paleochannel on the inner shelf at a point at least 40 km seaward of the modem oceanic 
shoreline (Fig. 7.83a). This implies that fluvial drainage other than that associated with the 
Susquehanna River was responsible for an original (pre-stage 6) incision of the Eastville 
paleochannel; evidence for this is illustrated in Fig. 7.81. A similar line of reasoning 
applies to the Cape Charles paleochannel (Fig. 6.44); it partly sits within an Eastville-age 
paleotributary, and may have originally have been incised by an ancestral York River.
Published data from beneath the Chesapeake Bay (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; 
Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1988), as well as paleodrainage networks 
reconstructed by Colman et al. (1990; see Fig. 7.80) indicate that the York River did not 
merge with the Rappahannock River to exit the Chesapeake Basin within the Eastville 
paleochannel during the Middle Pleistocene; it is thus inferred (in the following 
palaeogeographic reconstructions) that the York River drained to the southeast during 
multiple Middle Pleistocene lowstands, along or beneath the southern margin to the modem 
Chesapeake Bay (Fig. 7.83). However, during the Late Pleistocene (Eastville time), there 
is seismic stratigraphic evidence to indicate that the York River became a tributary to the 
Eastville system (Fig. 6.44); an SR-9 paleotributary from beneath the modem bay mouth 
area joins the SR-9 Eastville paleochannel offshore. The James River is inferred to have
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Figure 7.83: Diagrammatic illustration of the revised model for the stratigraphic 
development of the southern Delmarva Peninsula and lowstand drainage 
systems. Modem configuration of bay and oceanic coastlines is shown as a 
template. Note that Pleistocene highstand shorelines in areas other than on 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula are not shown for highstand intervals (b, 
d, f); oceanic shorelines during Pleistocene lowstands (a, c, e, g, h) are 
located below shelf edge. Paleochannel trends beneath the Chesapeake Bay 
based on Colman and Mixon (1988). (a) SR-11 lowstand incision of the 
Exmore paleochannel beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula and 
Chesapeake Bay by the Susquehanna-Potomac system; Rappahannock 
River is a probable tributary to the Exmore paleochannel and has incised an 
early precursor of the Eastville paleochannel on the seaward side of the 
Delmarva Peninsula; York and James Rivers exit the Chesapeake Basin 
beneath the bay mouth area, (b) highstand development of the Accomack 
barrier spit extending as far south as the Ames Ridge shoreline, and capping 
the Exmore paleochannel. (c) SR-10 lowstand incision of the Belle Haven 
paleochannel; Rappahannock River is a tributary to the Belle Haven 
paleochannel and has reoccupied an early precursor of the Eastville 
paleochannel on the seaward side of the Delmarva Peninsula; York and 
James Rivers exit the Chesapeake Basin beneath the bay mouth area, (d) 
highstand development of an initial phase of the Nassawadox barrier spit 
(Nass I), capping the Belle Haven paleochannel. (e) SR-9 lowstand 
incision of the Eastville paleochannel, and deflection of the Susquehanna- 
Potomac system to capture the Rappahannock drainage beneath the 
Chesapeake Bay; York River is now a paleotributary to the Eastville 
paleochannel, joining the latter offshore; James River exits the Chesapeake 
Basin beneath the bay mouth area, (f) highstand development of a second 
phase of the Nassawadox barrier spit (Nass II), capping the Eastville 
paleochannel. (g) lowstand Chesapeake Basin configuration during SR-7 
and SR-5 time; York River drainage was captured by the Potomac - 
Rappahannock system during regression preceding SR-7 time; antecedent 
SR-9 York River paleotributary is now the principal drainage channel for 
the Susquehanna-York system, (h) SR-3 lowstand incision of the Cape 
Charles paleochannel, and the Susquehanna-York system, that reoccupies 
the antecedent SR-5 and SR-7 drainage networks; small isolated drainage 
basins on the seaward side of the Delmarva Peninsula feed into the Cape 
Charles paleochannel.
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exited the lowstand Chesapeake Basin beneath, or south of, the modem bay mouth (see 
Swift et al., 1977).
During the Middle Pleistocene, lowstand exposure of the Chesapeake Basin 
resulted in the Susquehanna-Potomac system draining the northern part of the Chesapeake 
Basin through the Exmore paleochannel prior to development of the Accomack barrier spit. 
The paleochannel traversed beneath the southern Delmarva Peninsula and inner shelf as 
shown in Fig. 7.78a. The system was sourced by the Susquehanna, Patuxent, and 
Potomac Rivers that coalesced to form a single high-order stream prior to crossing beneath 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula. The Rappahannock River exited the basin through the 
Eastville paleochannel which was a probable tributaiy to the Exmore paleochannel, joining 
the latter at least 40 km offshore. The ancestral Rappahannock River thus incised a 
precursor to the larger Eastville paleochannel that developed during a subsequent lowstand. 
The York and James Rivers drained the southern flanks of the Chesapeake Basin, and 
passed seaward beneath the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth. This lowstand event resulted 
in incision of the high-relief SR-11 unconformity (Fig. 6.46), by subaerial weathering and 
erosion on interfluves, and by fluvial erosion within low- to high-order fluvial streams. 
Beneath the eastern flanks of the Chesapeake Bay, the Susquehanna-Potomac system 
occupied the Exmore paleochannel trend, as shown in the reconstruction by Colman et al. 
(1990) and in Fig. 7.80.
During the following transgression, the Chesapeake Basin was subjected to marine 
flooding, and seismic subunits J1 through J6 accumulated within the flooding antecedent 
SR-11 (Exmore) paleochannel, within the precursor to the Eastville paleochannel, and on 
adjacent interfluves. Flooding created a broad estuary, the Chesapeake seaway, whose bay 
mouth was probably in excess of 100 km wide (extending from south of the southern 
margin of the modem Chesapeake Bay to north of the Exmore paleochannel). During 
highstand, the Accomack barrier spit prograded from headlands in Delaware and Maryland,
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capped the Exmore paleochannel along the trend of the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Fig. 
7.83b), and extended as far south as the Ames Ridge Shoreline (see also Fig. 3.8). 
Beneath the inner shelf, a correlative seismic unit to the Accomack barrier spit was not 
identified. The absence of Accomack barrier spit highstand deposits beneath the inner shelf 
is the product of subsequent subaerial truncation by the SR-9 lowstand unconformity, and 
also due to the expected limited development of spit-associated deposits on the updip and 
downdip flanks of this linear highstand spit feature. Sequence VI beneath the inner shelf is 
thus represented principally by the pre-highstand, transgressive deposits of the Accomack 
Sequence (Fig. 7.71); Sequence VI is, therefore, a thick incised-valley fill succession that 
has a limited lateral extent (in the coast-parallel direction) beneath the inner shelf.
During the subsequent post-Sequence VI regression and lowstand, the 
Susquehanna-Potomac system was deflected around the southern terminus of the 
Accomack barrier spit, as the latter feature was now a linear topographic high. Thus the re- 
entrenching Susquehanna-Potomac was diverted approximately 15 km southward (on the 
bay side of the Delmarva Peninsula), within the partially restricted Chesapeake Basin, and 
exited the basin via the Belle Haven (SR-10) paleochannel (Fig. 7.83c). Since the Belle 
Haven paleochannel just skirts the southern flank of the Exmore paleochannel directly 
beneath the Delmarva Peninsula and modem coastal lagoon, the Accomack barrier spit did 
not extend more than two to three kilometers south of the Exmore paleochannel’s southern 
flank during the preceding highstand. The deflection of the Susquehanna-Potomac system 
did not result in capture of the Rappahannock drainage by the former. Thus, a precursor to 
the Eastville paleochannel also existed during this lime, and is inferred to have been a 
paleotributary to the Susquehanna-Potomac system; it was again the drainage conduit for 
the ancestral Rappahannock river (as during the previous SR-11 lowstand). Seismic 
stratigraphic data suggest that the Rappahannock-Eastville paleotributary joined the Belle 
Haven paleochannel approximately 17 km seaward of Myrtle Island (Figs 7.70; 7.83c).
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Beneath the upper bay, the Susquehanna-Potomac system is inferred to have occupied the 
Eastville paleovalley trend (as reconstructed by Colman et al., 1990), which lies 
approximately 10 km west of the Exmore trend (Figs 7.80, 7.83c). However, in the 
vicinity of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, at latitude 37° 40’, the Susquehanna-Potomac 
diverged from the Eastville trend at a previously interpreted (Colman et al., 1990) tributary- 
pair junction (Fig. 7.80; 7.83c). During this time, the SR-10 fluvial unconformity 
developed within the study area. Extensive truncation by the overlying SR-9 (Eastville) 
unconformity has left only the lowest-elevation parts of the SR-10 surface preserved (i.e. 
those parts directly associated with the Belle Haven paleochannel).
During subsequent interglacial conditions, transgression and sea-level highstand 
resulted in flooding of the Chesapeake Basin and redevelopment of a broad estuary, the 
Chesapeake seaway. The width of the ancestral baymouth was probably similar to that 
present during Exmore time. Transgression led to deposition of transgressive incised- 
valley fill deposits within the Belle Haven paleochannel. Continued transgression and 
highstand permitted development of an initial phase of the Nassawadox barrier spit (Butlers 
Bluff Member) which restricted the mouth of the Chesapeake seaway by a further 10 km 
(Fig. 7.83d). The Nassawadox barrier spit (phase 1) prograded as far south as the latitude 
of Eastville and southern Hog Island. Seismic stratigraphic evidence of highstand 
Nassawadox barrier spit (phase I) development is not seen beneath the inner shelf and 
coastal zone for the same reasons as discussed above in connection with the Accomack 
barrier spit. Thus, Sequence V beneath the study area is solely represented by the incised- 
valley fill transgressive deposits that accumulated within the Belle Haven paleochannel. 
Outside of the immediate vicinity of the paleochannel, transgressive Sequence V deposits 
are very poorly preserved and occur only as isolated small windows (Fig. 6.45; Plate 11).
Regression and lowstand subsequent to the initial phase of Nassawadox barrier spit 
development re-exposed the floor of the Chesapeake seaway. The phase 1 Nassawadox
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barrier spit extended the linear topographic high that was initially formed by the Accomack 
barrier spit. The re-entrenching Susquehanna-Potomac system was deflected 
approximately 15 km southward of its preceding (Belle Haven time) crossing point beneath 
the proto-peninsula (Fig. 7.83e). This southward deflection is inferred to have resulted in 
the Susquehanna-Potomac system capturing the Rappahannock River within the 
Chesapeake Basin and landward of the proto-peninsula. The enlarged Susquehanna- 
Rappahannock system curved around the southern terminus of the (phase 1) Nassawadox 
barrier spit, and reoccupied and reincised an antecedent paleotributary to the (now filled) 
Belle Haven paleochannel as sea level continued to fall (Fig. 6.44). This incision event 
created the Eastville paleochannel. The Eastville paleochannel beneath the shelf and 
peninsula now served as the principal drainage conduit for the Chesapeake Basin, and 
fluvial re-entrenchment removed most of the evidence for the existence of previous 
generations of the Eastville paleochannel (Fig. 6.46); however, isolated remnants of 
previous generations can be observed along the updip flanks of the Eastville paleochannel 
(Fig. 7.81). A southern tributary to the Eastville paleochannel (Fig. 6.44) that appears to 
pass beneath the modem bay mouth is inferred to have been the seaward extension of the 
York River during Eastville time; this paleotributary does not show evidence of having 
been in existence prior to Eastville time. Beneath the Chesapeake Bay, the Susquehanna- 
Rappahannock system occupied the Eastville trend as reconstructed by Colman et al. 
(1990) and shown in Fig. 7.80. Continued regression, lowstand, and early transgression 
permitted development of the SR-9 fluvial erosion surface throughout the study area.
The SR-9, or Eastville, unconformity, is the most obvious subaerial unconformity 
seen on seismic records, and may have been associated with an extended lowstand interval 
(compared to other subaerial unconformities within the section). The northern parts of the 
SR-9 unconformity, on the north side of the Eastville paleochannel, show subdued relief 
with minimal evidence for fluvial entrenchment. This northern part of SR-9 subcrop thus
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shows the effects of topographic shielding of the SR-9 paleolandscape, by the Accomack 
and early Nassawadox barrier spits, from the direct effects of fluvial incision associated 
with Piedmont-draining streams.
During post SR-9 transgression and highstand (Fig. 7.83f), the Eastville 
paleochannel was filled with transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits of the Stumptown 
Member (Nassawadox Formation; seismic units HI through H5); adjacent interfluves 
became submerged to form the floor of the Chesapeake seaway, and accumulated estuarine 
deposits of seismic units H2 and H6. Continued transgression led to landward passage of 
the R-8 transgressive ravinement which was onlapped by transgressive shelf deposits of 
seismic subunit G l. Along-trend of the developing southern Delmarva Peninsula, the 
broad seaway mouth was then capped by a second phase of development of the 
Nassawadox barrier spit (Nassawadox Formation). Evidence of this event is preserved 
beneath the shelf as seismic subunit G2 highstand to early regressive deposits. The 
transgressive shelf deposits (subunit G l) are separated from the overlying highstand to 
early regressive spit and distal-spit correlatives (subunit G2) by the R-8a maximum 
flooding surface.
The extensive preservation of Sequence IV deposits occurs because subsequent 
erosion during later lowstand events (SR-3, SR-5, SR-7) was less severe than during SR-9 
and SR-10 lowstands. Less severe erosion occurred because the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula isolated the central and northern parts of the study area from re-entrenchment by 
Piedmont-draining fluvial systems. Post Sequence IV lowstand fluvial paleochannels were 
deflected southward within the Chesapeake Basin (on the landward side of the Delmarva 
Peninsula) to exit the area beneath the modem bay mouth (see discussion below). 
Therefore, Sequence IV deposits represent the most complete record of a glacioeustatic 
cycle preserved on the Virginia inner shelf. The lower part of the sequence contains a thick 
incised-valley fill succession that has a restricted occurrence in the coast-parallel direction.
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Lower Sequence IV is capped by areally extensive transgressive shelf, and highstand to 
early regressive shelf and coastal, deposits that are developed throughout the study area.
Subsequent to Nassawadox barrier spit (phase II) development, two lowstand 
events are recorded in the shelf seismic stratigraphic record as the moderate-relief SR-5 and 
SR-7 fluvial erosion surfaces. The magnitude of sea-level fall may have approached that 
associated with incision of the Exmore, Eastville, and Belle Haven paleochannels. 
However, during SR-5 and SR-7 time, the Virginia inner shelf directly seaward of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula was topographically isolated from the Piedmont-draining 
fluvial systems of the Chesapeake Basin. This isolation was caused by the topographic 
high associated with the compound transgressive and highstand deposits of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula, and inhibited development of high-relief fluvial erosion surfaces.
During SR-7 lowstand time, the linear, topographic high of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula restricted the severity of lowstand fluvial entrenchment on the inner parts of the 
Virginia shelf (north of the modem bay mouth). Fluvial drainage systems that did develop 
were smaller than earlier Pleistocene systems, and had their western headwaters bounded 
by the eastern slope of the Delmarva Peninsula topographic high. Thus, during SR-7 time, 
the modem bay mouth area must have been the exitway for the Susquehanna- 
Rappahannock River system. The Delmarva Peninsula high would have caused a 20 km 
southward deflection of the re-entrenching SR-7 Susquehanna-Rappahannock system so 
that the high-order trunk stream was redirected around the southern terminus of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula (Fig. 7.83g). This deflection of the Susquehanna- 
Rappahannock within the Chesapeake Basin resulted in capture of the York River drainage. 
The increased catchment basin of the enlarged Susquehanna-York system then exited the 
Chesapeake Basin in the area beneath the modem bay mouth. The Susquehanna-York 
system is inferred to have re-incised the York River’s antecedent (SR-9) fluvial channel 
that was a York River tributary to the Eastville paleochannel during, and possibly prior to,
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Eastville time (Figs 7.83f, 7.83g). Beneath the Chesapeake Bay, the SR-7 and subsequent 
SR-5 drainage networks probably served as templates for the later SR-3 (Cape Charles) 
network. The principal trunk Susquehanna-York paleochannel would have trended beneath 
the western side of the bay, beneath the Cape Charles system, as reconstructed by Colman 
et al. (1990) and as shown in Fig. 7.80.
During subsequent transgression, seismic units E and F of Depositional Sequence 
III onlapped onto the SR-7 fluvial erosion surface. Maximum shoreline transgression 
during this sea-level cycle incised the Kiptopeke-Metompkin shoreline scarp along the 
eastern flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Accomack and Nassawadox barrier 
spits), and created the R-6 transgressive ravinement. Sequence III transgression is inferred 
to have been an accommodation-dominated (¥>1), erosional transgression (Swift, 1968; 
Thome and Swift, 1991b) that removed practically all record of the lowstand-incised SR-7 
subaerial unconformity. Only in the east-central part of the study area are pre-ravinement 
Sequence III deposits, and the basal SR-7 unconformity, preserved. The principal SR-7 
paleochannel, serving as the cross-shelf conduit for the Susquehanna-York system, was a 
precursor to the more recent SR-5, and subsequently the SR-3 (Cape Charles paleochannel) 
systems, and is inferred to have been reoccupied and overprinted by these later generations 
of the Susquehanna-York system. Seaward of the Delmarva Peninsula, SR-7 
paleodrainage patterns could not be reconstructed due to extensive truncation by the R-6 
ravinement (Fig. 6.41; Plate 8).
During sea-level lowstand following the development of Depositional Sequence III, 
the SR-5 fluvial erosion surface was incised (Fig. 7.83g). Conditions during SR-5 
lowstand were probably very similar to those during the SR-7 lowstand in that small 
drainage basins developed on the seaward side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. 
Erosion associated with incision of the R-4 ravinement has removed most of the record of 
SR-5 paleodrainage (Fig. 6.39; Plate 6). Again, Piedmont drainage systems would have
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exited the Chesapeake Basin beneath the modem bay mouth. Beneath the Chesapeake Bay, 
the principal trunk stream was probably a precursor to the SR-3 Cape Charles paleochannel 
(Colman et al., 1990; Fig. 7.80). During the subsequent erosional transgression that 
removed practically all evidence of pre-ravinement Sequence II deposits, Sequence II back- 
step wedge and offlap wedge deposits accumulated on the inner shelf (seismic units C and 
D), and ultimately against the seaward flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. At an 
unknown time during transgression, a barrier coastline developed (see Section 7.1.4). 
This barrier coastline may have developed during transgression of the inner parts of the 
study area (approximately represented by the preserved subcrop extent of the SR-5 fluvial 
erosion surface), or may have developed earlier during transgression of the outer shelf. 
Barrier islands or spits associated with this paralic system were ultimately overstepped 
during the latter stages of transgression (Fig. 7.74) as the oceanic shoreline encroached 
onto the southern Delmarva Peninsula and incised the Mappsburg scarp. Consequently, a 
welded barrier succession has not to date been identified beneath the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula. Seismic unit D lagoonal strata are the only remaining evidence of the Sequence 
II transgressive event. These lagoonal strata, directly overlain by regressive coastal 
deposits of upper Sequence II (seismic subunit C2), are isolated along the seaward flank of 
the southern Delmarva Peninsula, resting on the SR-5 fluvial erosion surface (Plate 6).
Following Sequence II transgression, subsequent regression resulted in truncation 
of a Sequence II (unnamed) transgressive ravinement by the R-4 regressive ravinement. 
Sequence II sea-level highstand and early regression appears to have been characterized by 
a supply-dominated regime (¥<1) where sediment supply was sufficient to construct a 
thick, prograding, coastal plain unit (seismic subunit C2) along the western parts of the 
study area. At the landwardmost, higher relief, parts of the R-4 ravinement, coast-parallel 
trending depressions can be seen to originate beneath Hog Island Bay (Fig. 6.38; Plate 5). 
These features suggest that, during Sequence II highstand, the ancestral Machipongo River
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may have contributed to the relief on the R-4 surface, and may also have contributed some 
of the large volume of sediment that comprises subunit C2 and its seaward correlative, 
subunit C l.
Sea-level lowstand at the end of Sequence II time resulted in incision of the SR-3 
fluvial erosion surface which is believed to have been incised during oxygen isotope stage 
2. Lowstand paleogeography at this time was probably very similar to that of the SR-5 and 
SR-7 lowstands. Fluvial drainage of the stage 2 Susquehanna-York system exited the 
Chesapeake Basin beneath the modem bay mouth area (Fig. 7.83h) within the Cape 
Charles paleochannel. The trend of the Cape Charles paleochannel beneath the shoreface 
and inner shelf is inferred to follow, and overprint, SR-5 and SR-7 Susquehanna-York 
precursors. It also follows, and partly reoccupies, an Eastville age (SR-9) paleotributary 
that served as the York River paleotributary channel during, and possibly prior to, Eastville 
time. Small, local drainage basins developed on the seaward side of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula (Figs 6.36, 7.83h; Plate 4).
Paleotributaries that developed south of Cobb Island drained towards the Cape 
Charles paleochannel, while those to the north of Cobb Island (see discussion on the 
“northern drainage divide” in Chapter 6.1.5) appear to have drained towards the northeast 
in the direction of the Washington Canyon (Figs 6.36, 7.83h, 7.84). Oertel and Kraft 
(1994) have suggested that a stage 2 “Chincoteague valley” extended southward from 
Chincoteague Bay, towards the Chesapeake Bay region; the northeast-trending drainage 
network may have fed into this stage 2 paleovalley. Paleotributary orientation immediately 
adjacent to the seaward flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula was influenced by the 
coast-subparallel topographic trends associated with late Sequence II highstand to early 
regressive beach ridge coastal plain development. Further offshore, evidence of this 
antecedent ridge control is absent as a dendritic pattern is developed (Figs 7.83h, 7.84). 
This suggests that the highstand to early regressive C2 deposits of Sequence II are
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Figure 7.84: Interpreted fluvial drainage pattern developed on the lowstand SR-3 (Cape 
Charles) fluvial unconformity (approximately 18 ka). Compare with Plate 
4 which shows contouring in higher detail. Note that streams south of the 
“northern topographic high” drain towards the Cape Charles paleochannel. 
A trellis drainage pattern adjacent to the flanks of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula changes into a dendritic pattern with increasing distance from the 
peninsula.
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Figure 7.85: Sea-level curve for the Chesapeake Bay region. Adapted from Colman et 
al. (1992), and modified to include additional data sources.
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Figure 7.86: Distribution of inlet- and estuary- associated facies (Seismic Facies 2 
through 5) above the SR-3 (Cape Charles) lowstand unconformity. Within 
Sequence I, inlet and estuarine seismic facies dominate the transgressive 
shelf record.
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restricted in development to areas landward of the modem barrier island chain (see also 
Fig. 7.76).
Figure 7.85 illustrates a sea-level curve for the Chesapeake Bay area, based on 
radiocarbon dates and geomorphic evidence from the mid Atlantic Bight. Transgressive 
flooding of the Cape Charles paleochannel beneath the modem bay mouth and adjacent 
inner shelf was initiated during earliest Holocene time (10 ka). Subsequently, the higher 
elevation paleotributaries on the eastern flank of the southern Delmarva Peninsula started to 
flood approximately 6 to 7 ka. During transgressive flooding of paleotributaries, tidal 
reactivation was an important process. Tidal current scour at landward-migrating tidal 
inlets resulted in significant widening and deepening of the antecedent lowstand-incised 
paleotributaries. The majority of paleotributaries on the inner shelf are now filled with udal- 
inlet spit and tidal delta deposits (Seismic Facies 5), and indicate varied amounts of lateral 
inlet migration during transgression (Fig. 7.86). The occurrence of paleotributary fill 
patterns indicative of channel abandonment and drape-fill in lagoonal to estuarine settings 
(Seismic Facies 6) indicates that Holocene lagoonal systems were developed as far seaward 
as the eastern margins of the study area, and were in existence at least 8 ka (25 km offshore 
of the modem barrier island chain). However, because of significant erosion associated 
with the Holocene transgression, the Holocene back-barrier record (lower Sequence I) is 
thin, and often absent, beneath the inner shelf (Fig. 6.36).
During the late Holocene, the coastal zone adjacent to the eastern flank of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula became flooded, and is now a 12 km wide barrier lagoon 
system within which the lower part of Depositional Sequence I is still accumulating. Just 
seaward, the modem oceanic shoreface is underlain by an ephemeral shoreface sand wedge 
that rests on the Holocene transgressive R-2 ravinement. The sand wedge (upper Sequence 
I; Fig. 6.66), which pinches out in a seaward direction at the 20 m to 22 m isobaths, is 
periodically punctuated by shore-oblique trending Holocene inlet-retreat scars. These inlet-
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retreat scars record the landward passage of tidal inlets up antecedent paleotributary 
channels during transgression. Within inlet-retreat scars, sand wedge thickness is minimal, 
and frequently absent.
7.3.4 Relative Chronology of the Inner Shelf Record of Glacioeustatic Cycles
The shelf seismic stratigraphic signature indicates that six glacioeustatic lowstand 
events are recorded within the shelf Quaternary record. The oldest glacioeustatic lowstand 
is marked by the SR-11 unconformity during which time the Exmore paleochannel was 
incised into the Atlantic continental margin. The relative chronology of sea-level 
fluctuations and concomitant basin-margin stratigraphic response, developed in Section 
7.3.3, was purposely described without assigning definitive dates to specific events. 
However, the post-Exmore stratigraphic record may be tentatively correlated with the 
marine oxygen isotope record, and thereby with depositional and erosional intervals 
recorded on the adjacent coastal plain. However, the Atlantic Coastal Plain contains a 
complex and incomplete record of the latest-transgressive to early-regressive parts of 
Quaternary sea-level cycles; the chronology of erosion and deposition still remains to be 
resolved (Cronin et al., 1981).
The Exmore paleochannel may have been incised as recently as oxygen isotope 
stage 8 (=250 ka; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Section 7.3.1), or perhaps as long ago as 
stage 16 (=630 ka; Wehmiller et al., 1988; Colman et al., 1990; Groot et al., 1990; 
Sections 3.4, 7.3.1). Dating of transgressive marine and paralic sediments above the 
youngest fluvial unconformity, the Cape Charles surface, indicates that deposition occurred 
during the latest Pleistocene to late Holocene interval (Harrison et al., 1965; Meisburger, 
1972; Shideler et al., 1984; Finkelstein, 1986; Finkelstein and Ferland, 1987; Finkelstein 
and Kearney, 1988; Oertel et al., 1989,1992; Van de Plassche, 1990; Finkelstein, 1992).
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The most recent glacial maximum occurred during oxygen isotope stage 2, 
approximately 18 ka, when sea level fell to between -90 and -130 m MSL (Belknap and 
Kraft, 1977; Dillon and Oldale, 1978; Chappell and Shackleton, 1986; Fader, 1987; 
Fairbanks, 1989; Posamentier et al., 1992). Sea-level fall resulted in incision of a fluvial 
unconformity that now underlies Holocene transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits 
beneath the Chesapeake Bay mouth, and underlies lagoonal deposits beneath the barrier 
lagoonal system on the seaward side of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. The Cape 
Charles paleochannel and associated unconformity have been correlated with the stage 2 
glacial lowstand (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 
1990, 1992). By extrapolation, the SR-3 unconformity of this study is inferred to have 
been incised during the same post stage 5e drop in sea level that culminated with the stage 2 
glacial maximum.
Assignment of the transgressive and highstand depositional events of this study to 
specific 8 I80  troughs on the oxygen isotope record (Hays et al., 1976; Emiliani, 1978;
Chappell and Shackleton, 1986), without the use of definitively-dated samples, is 
problematic. It leaves open the possibility of miscorrelation, as the number of 
transgressive to highstand events (six) could be correlated with a relatively large number of 
stages and (or) substages, even restricting correlation to post-stage 16 time. A lack of 
detailed knowledge concerning Atlantic continental margin late Cenozoic tectonics hinders 
attempts at definitively correlating coastal plain stratigraphy to the deep-ocean oxygen 
isotope record. Cronin et al. (1981) suggested that the Atlantic Coastal Plain has been 
subjected to net uplift since the Middle Pleistocene, but proximity to the subsiding 
Baltimore Canyon Trough may have affected the relative rates; recent calculations (Braatz 
and Aubrey, 1987) indicate that relative sea level has been rising at the rate of 
approximately 3 mm per year during the late Holocene. There is continued debate on
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whether or not specific Pleistocene highstands even reached the elevations of the modem 
inner shelf to leave depositional or erosional records of those raised sea levels (Finkelstein 
and Kearney, 1988; Ashley et al., 1991; Anderson et al., 1992; Toscano and York, 1992). 
It is thus possible that highstand deposits on the southern Delmarva Peninsula were not 
deposited during the same regressive-transgressive sea-level cycle that incised the 
immediately-underlying fluvial unconformities. Also, such inner shelf and basin margin 
high-elevation settings record a fraction of the more complete depositional record found in 
deep-ocean cores which were not subjected to periodic subaerial exposure.
Deep-ocean cores, such as equatorial Pacific core V28-238 (illustrated in Fig.
7.87), show evidence of six major glacial lowstands since the beginning of the Middle
Pleistocene (730 ka) that are marked by positive excursions of the 8 '80  curve (Shackleton
and Opdyke, 1973; Emiliani, 1978; Chappell and Shackleton, 1986; Riggs and Belknap, 
1988; Morrison et al., 1991). Middle and Late Pleistocene lowstands are identified in Fig. 
7.87 by even-numbered oxygen isotope stages 2 through 18. Isotope peaks 4, 14 and 18 
are less pronounced than other glacial peaks, and may mark shorter or less severe glacial 
periods that may or may not have effected sequence development on the Atlantic margin. 
Oxygen isotope stage 2, which was associated with a drop in sea-level of 90 to 130 m 
below modern MSL, has an isotope peak, and a peak-trough excursion of similar 
magnitude to those of isotope stages 6, 8, 10, 12, and 16 (Emiliani, 1978). Various
authors have modelled a correlation between change in 8180  values and change in sea level
(Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973; Fairbanks, 1989). These workers suggested that a 0.11 %c
change in 8180  value indicates a 10 m change is sea level. It may thus be argued that
glacial isotope stages 2, 6 ,8 ,10 ,12 , and 16 were marked by approximately
417
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Figure 7.87: Correlation of the Virginia inner shelf seismic stratigraphic record with the 
marine oxygen isotope record of glacial and interglacial stages. 
Depositional sequences and intervening fluvial erosion surfaces (sequence 
boundaries) are indicated. Two alternative fits (Fit A, Fit B) are shown. 
Interglacial sea-level highstands indicated by odd-numbered stages; 
intervening even-numbered stages (not labelled) indicate glacial sea-level 
lowstands. Illustration of Pacific core V28-238 adapted from Shackleton 
and Opdyke (1973), Emiliani (1978), and Riggs and Belknap (1988).
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similar magnitudes of sea-level fall, on the order of 100 m, relative to the preceding 
highstand. However, determining Pleistocene global sea-level highstand elevations, which 
are needed to determine intervening lowstand elevations, is problematic. Beneath the 
Delmarva Peninsula, the Exmore, Belle Haven, and Eastville paleochannels have similar 
maximum depths of incision and paleothalweg relief to the Late Wisconsinan Cape Charles 
paleochannel (=50-70 m, =30 m, respectively) indicating that all developed during major 
glacial lowstands. The depth of entrenchment by major SR-5 and SR-7 lowstand 
paleovalleys is unknown because the associated major Piedmont-draining streams exited 
the region beneath the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth (where they were subsequently 
overprinted by SR-3 incision). Potentially, the SR-5 and SR-7 events may have been 
associated with stadial, rather than full glacial, periods, in which case incision depths may 
not have been as severe as those associated with the SR-3, SR-9, SR-10, and SR-11 
unconformities.
Relative sea levels derived from deep-ocean oxygen isotope stratigraphy and dated 
coral terraces need not necessarily be of the same magnitudes as those recorded (or not 
recorded) on the Atlantic Coastal Plain, due to the influence of local tectonic and isostatic 
effects on basin margins. Cronin et al. (1981) stated that the late Pleistocene chronology of 
transgressive and highstand deposits on the Atlantic Coastal Plain is inconsistent with 
independent estimates of eustatic sea level positions obtained from deep-ocean oxygen 
isotope records and coral terrace records. However, a significant depositional record of the 
last interglacial highstand (stage 5e; =125 ka) is believed to exist on the Atlantic Coastal 
Plain, between New Jersey and North Carolina (the Cape May, Nassawadox, and Tabb 
Formations; Belknap and Wehmiller, 1980; Mixon et al., 1982; Knebel and Circe, 1988; 
Wehmiller et al., 1988; Groot et al., 1990; Ashley et al., 1991; Toscano, 1992; Toscano 
and York, 1992). During stages 7 and 5e, global sea level is assumed to have been at +6 
m MSL, and 5 ±  5 m MSL, respectively (Bloom et al., 1974; Shackleton, 1975; Chappell
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and Shackleton, 1986; Sherman et al, 1993). However, Ward (1985) has emphasized that 
too much faith has been placed in the stage 5e global sea-level elevation. Along the Atlantic 
Coastal Plain, Cronin et al. (1981) estimated that stages 7 and 5e sea levels were at 8.5 ± 
3.5 m MSL and 7.5 ± 1.5 m MSL, respectively; the stage 5a highstand elevation was 
estimated at 6.5 ± 3.5 m MSL (core localities 10, 12,14; Fig. 3.6).
The disparate record of sea-level elevations between the Atlantic Coastal Plain and 
the deep-ocean oxygen isotope cores makes any correlations tentative. Figure 7.87 
indicates two tentative fits of the shelf seismic stratigraphic record with the marine oxygen 
isotope record. The first fit, Fit A, is similar to the currently accepted chronology for the 
Chesapeake Basin (Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 1990). Assignment of the 
Exmore paleochannel incision event to isotope stage 12 is consistent with the Mixon et al. 
(1982) observation that ostracode assemblages within the Accomack Member of the 
overlying Omar Formation suggest deposition subsequent to approximately 400 ka. The 
prevalence of stage 5 deposits on the lower Coastal Plain and Delmarva Peninsula, directly 
capping the Eastville paleochannel, also favors Fit A, thus anchoring the Eastville 
paleochannel incision event to stage 6 (Fig. 7.87). However, this correlation would 
indicate that the SR-7 and SR-5 lowstands were necessarily of lower magnitude than those 
associated with incision of the other subaerial unconformities within the Quaternary section; 
the lowstands may have been associated with the substage 5d and 5b stadials, rather than 
with full glacial intervals. Fit A is also in agreement with the observation of Cronin et al. 
(1981) that warm climatic intervals occurred at 188 ka (Stage 7), 120 ka (stage 5e), 94 ka 
(stage 5c), and 72 ka (stage 5a). Association of the SR-5 lowstand with the 5b stadial 
episode concurs with the general belief that the Wachapreague Formation is a late stage 5 
deposit (Mixon et al., 1989; Toscano, 1992; Toscano and York, 1992), and permits the 
Joynes Neck Sand to have been deposited during the preceding substage 5d-5c 
transgression. However, data presented by Toscano (1992) for the adjacent Maryland
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shelf suggests that sea levels during stadial substages 5b and 5d were at -15 m MSL and - 
10 to -15 m MSL, respectively. These elevations may be difficult to reconcile with the 
lowest-elevation parts of the SR-5 (-23 m MSL) and SR-7 (-39 m MSL) subaerial 
unconformities which suggest that sea level was at least as low as -23 m and -39 m MSL, 
respectively. Toscano and York (1992) suggested that the Maryland inner shelf remained 
submerged during the substage 5d stadial. If the SR-5 and SR-7 paleochannels, inferred to 
have exited the Chesapeake Basin beneath the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth, were 
incised to similar depths as the SR-3, SR-9, SR-10, and SR-11 paleochannels, their 
correlation with substages 5b and 5d is even more problematic. Also, Fit A does not leave 
sufficient time for a suspected multicyclic Kent Island Formation to develop, nor for the 
dual-phase Nassawadox barrier spit to develop (phases I and II; see Sections 7.2.1 and 
7.3.3).
The alternative fit of the shelf seismic stratigraphic record with the marine oxygen 
isotope record (Fit B; Fig. 7.87) assigns the Exmore paleochannel (SR-11 unconformity) 
to stage 16. This Exmore incision date has been tentatively suggested or implied by recent 
aminostratigraphic work on the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Wehmiller et al., 1988; Groot et al., 
1990), by the suspect nature of uranium-series dates within the overlying Accomack 
Member of the Omar Formation, and by topographic trend analysis (Demarest and 
Leatherman, 1985), that collectively suggest an early Middle Pleistocene, or older, date of 
deposition for the Accomack barrier spit. Also pertinent is the known multicyclic origin of 
the Omar Formation in Delaware, the oldest parts of which are believed to have been 
deposited prior to 1.5 ma (Chapter 3.4; Demarest et al., 1981; Demarest and Kraft, 1987).
In Fit B, the stage 16 Susquehanna-Potomac system drained across the subaerially- 
exposed shelf and Chesapeake Basin within the Exmore paleochannel during stage 16. The 
Belle Haven and Eastville paleochannels became the principal drainage conduits for the 
Chesapeake Basin during stages 12 and 10, respectively (Figs 7.83, 7.87). However, a
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smaller precursor to the Eastville paleochannel existed during Belle Haven and Exmore time 
(Fig. 7.81). The precursor served as a drainage conduit for the Rappahannock River (a 
tributary to the Susquehanna-Potomac system during stages 16 and 12) before its capture 
during stage 10 by the Susquehanna-Potomac system. While the SR-3 (Cape Charles) 
paleochannel is still assumed to have been incised during the stage 2 lowstand, the SR-5 
and SR-7 unconformities are tentatively assigned to stages 6 and 8, respectively (Fig.
7.87). This latter assignment contradicts current ideas concerning the ages of the 
Nassawadox barrier spit and younger flanking deposits, but allows assignment of the SR-5 
and SR-7 unconformities to glacial lowstands rather than to lower-magnitude stadial 
lowstands.
7 .4  Sequence Stratigraphy of Estuary-Fronted, Atlantic Shelf Settings
7.4.1 General Framework
The inner shelf seismic stratigraphic record of this study can be broadly subdivided 
into two stacked components on the basis of sequence geometry and seismic facies 
development. These components record a change from an estuary-mouth-dominated mode 
of shelf evolution to a mode of shelf evolution that was less affected by estuarine 
processes, and more closely associated with a non-embayed, or micro-embayed, coast. 
The lower, estuary-associated, part of the record (lower Sequence IV, Sequences V and 
VI) is the product of the early transgressive parts of Pleistocene glacioeustatic cycles that 
flooded broad estuarine embayments, and is dominated by back-barrier (estuarine) wedge 
deposits confined within paleo-estuarine settings (Seismic Facies 1 through 4). The upper 
part of the shelf record, upper Sequence IV through Sequence I, is a record of dominantly 
transgressive inner shelf and highstand to regressive coastal development associated with a
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relatively linear, non-embayed or micro-embayed, coast; it is dominated by back-step shelf 
wedge deposits, and by highstand to regressive strand plain and inner shelf deposits of the 
offlap wedge geometric systems tract (Seismic Facies 5 through 11).
Internal facies development indicates that Sequences VI, V, and lower IV are fluvial 
to dominantly estuarine successions that accumulated during three transgressions of a paleo 
inner shelf whose updip, coast-proximal, bathymetry was strongly influenced by a large 
estuary mouth and associated large-scale coastal embayment (ancestral Chesapeake 
seaways). The Tertiary-Quaternary unconformity at the base of these sequences, when 
seen in strike section (Fig. 6.31), defines a broad Quaternary depositional basin whose 
depocenter was originally located beneath the northern part of the study area during the 
Middle Pleistocene (Exmore, or SR-11, time). Subsequent Pleistocene transgressions and 
regressions resulted in a progressive southward shift of the basin depocenter, the basin 
depocenter axes being marked by the locations of large antecedent fluvial paleovalleys. By 
Sequence IV time, the basin depocenter was displaced 20 to 30 km southward of its 
location during Sequence VI time (Figs 6.31,6.43).
During early Sequence VI, V and IV transgressions, fluvial paleovalleys and 
adjacent interfluves within the axis of the submerging Chesapeake Basin were repeatedly 
flooded to create three separate generations of an ancestral Chesapeake Bay, referred to as 
the Chesapeake seaway. The preserved record of this seaway beneath the inner shelf 
indicates that it was at least 50 to 100 km in width, and thus significantly wider than the 
present bay mouth. During successive Pleistocene highstand events, this bay mouth 
became increasingly constricted, so that by late Sequence IV time, the bay mouth width 
approximated that of the modern Chesapeake Bay mouth (17 km; Fig. 7.83f). As 
illustrated in Fig. 6.31, the Tertiary-Quaternary unconformity shallows towards the modem 
bay mouth and the southern part of the study area, where it subsequently deepens again due 
to SR-3 incision. The Tertiary-Quatemaiy unconformity also shallows to the northwest on
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the north side of the Exmore paleochannel. As seen in strike section seaward of the barrier 
island chain (Fig. 6.31), the lower part of the shelf Quaternary section accumulated in a 
broad depression ranging in elevation from -20 m MSL at its flanks to approximately -35 to 
-40 m MSL at the axis of the basin seaward of Cobb and Hog Islands. Pre-Sequence HI 
deposits, in particular, thicken into the center of this depression, to a thickness of 15 m or 
more. On the depression flanks, pre-Sequence III deposits range in thickness from 5 to 10 
m, and probably thin further onto the northeastern and southwestern flanks of the 
Chesapeake Basin beneath the Maryland and North Carolina inner shelves.
The R-8 reflector is associated with a ravinement unconformity that separates the 
lower estuary-influenced Quaternary record (lower Sequence IV through Sequence VI) 
from the shallower, estuary-distal, shelf record of upper Sequence IV through Sequence I. 
The R-8 unconformity marks a significant change in the seismic stratigraphic expression of 
the shelf record in terms of sequence architecture and facies development. The R-8 
unconformity also marks a change from subjacent depositional systems dominated by the 
back-step wedge geometric systems tract (back-barrier-estuarine component), to 
superjacent depositional systems dominated by back-step wedge geometric systems tract 
(back-step shelf wedge component) and offlap wedge geometric systems tract 
development. In the study area, which lies principally to the east of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula and north of the modem Chesapeake Bay mouth, the R-8 unconformity marks 
the last major marine transgression into a broad-mouthed ancestral Chesapeake seaway. R- 
8 also signifies a change from a supply-dominated (allochthonous), estuary influenced 
regime (Sequences VI, V, and lower IV), to an accommodation-dominated 
(autochthonous), non-estuarine shelf regime during post R-8 time (upper Sequence IV 
through Sequence I). The R-8 incision event thus marks the initiation of a phase of 
isolation of this part of the Virginia inner shelf from the direct effects of Piedmont-draining 
fluvial systems, a phase that persisted from late Sequence IV time through Sequence I time.
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The post R-8 record of upper Sequence IV through Sequence I is thus dominated 
by transgressive, to highstand and regressive, Quaternary deposits indicative of back-step 
wedge (back-step shelf wedge) and offlap wedge development. These geometric systems 
tracts developed on a paleo inner shelf that was fronted by a relatively linear to micro­
embayed coastline. Sediment was most likely sourced by shoreface scour of submerging 
headlands during transgression (accommodation-dominated, autochthonous shelf regime; 
Swift et al., 1991a), and by current scour of the shoaling shoreface and subjacent 
transgressive shelf deposits during regression (supply-dominated, autochthonous regime). 
Lithologically, this upper part of the shelf record is expected to be cleaner (sandier) than the 
estuary-influenced lower part of the Quaternary record (supply-dominated, allochthonous, 
estuary-fronted, shelf regime; Swift et al., 1991a).
Examination of Figs 6.28 through 6.31, and Fig. 6.36, indicates that fine-grained 
Sequence I (Holocene) barrier lagoon deposits are very thin to absent on the inner shelf, 
particularly seaward of the R-2 “scarp” (Plate 3); this further increases the sand-proneness 
of the upper shelf record. The poor preservation of Holocene lagoonal deposits (Seismic 
Facies 8) on the inner shelf is attributed to originally thin accumulations on the broad SR-3 
topographic high to the north of the Chesapeake Bay mouth (Fig. 6.36). Subsequent 
erosion by the Holocene R-2 transgressive ravinement removed large tracts of these thinly 
developed back-barrier wedge deposits so that the roots of migrating inlets (and associated 
fill) dominate the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge component of the Holocene back-step 
wedge geometric systems tract (Fig. 6.29). Subjacent Sequences II and III also illustrate 
low preservation of lagoonal deposits (seismic units D and F); these deposits are restricted 
to small subcrop areas (Figs 6.39, 6.41) on top of the SR-5 and SR-7 unconformities, 
respectively.
Post R-8 deposits accumulated on a relative topographic high (high-order
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interfluve) on the north side of the mouth of the Chesapeake seaway, where accumulation 
thicknesses were lower than in Sequences VI through lower-IV. Consequently, the upper 
part of the Quaternary section is dominated by thin, wedge-shaped, marine, shelf- and 
shoreface-dominated sequences that record transgressive post-ravinement to early- 
regressive, inner shelf and coastal (back-step shelf wedge) lithosomes. In strike section 
offshore (Fig. 6.31), Sequences I through upper-IV are also more homogeneous in 
thickness than pre R-8 sequences, but can still be seen to thin somewhat towards the 
northeast and southwest. Marine unconformities within this section are dominated by a 
series of stacked ravinements that frequently define sequence boundaries (Figs 7.73,7.75, 
7.77). This preservation pattern differs markedly from pre R-8 deposits which record early- 
transgressive pre-ravinement deposition in estuarine settings. Pre R-8 geometries were 
strongly influenced by major relief associated with fluvially incised lowstand 
unconformities with pronounced coast-oblique topographic trends (Figs 7.71,7.72).
The uppermost part of the shelf seismic stratigraphic record (Sequence I) is also 
unique in that it records the only observed occurrence of widespread tidal-inlet deposition. 
These Sequence I deposits accumulated during Holocene transgression of the inner shelf, 
and illustrate that low-order antecedent fluvial streams and associated fluvial deposits have 
been significantly overprinted by tidal-inlet processes. Antecedent paleodrainage in 
Sequence I (Figs 6.36, 7.84), which developed on the isolated eastern flanks of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula, is difficult to reconstruct due to the “smearing” effect caused 
by tidal current erosion and ebb-delta and spit deposition at deep tide-dominated inlets. The 
shelf record of tidal inlet retreat indicates that the amount of lateral inlet migration varied 
spatially and temporally during Holocene transgression of the inner shelf. Inlet retreat 
paths show local areas of widening and narrowing at various points along retreat paths 
(Figs 6.36, 7.84). Inlet-fill deposits account for a large proportion of lower Sequence I 
sediment volume beneath the inner shelf (Fig. 7.86). During the preceding late
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Wisconsinan lowstand, orientations of antecedent fluvial tributaries to the Susquehanna- 
York system (Fig. 7.83h) were influenced by antecedent topographic relief associated with 
Sequence II sand ridge development at updip locations, and by antecedent high-order 
topographic trends further offshore. Generally, however, paleotributary orientations were 
oblique to the axis of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. During Holocene transgression, 
the oblique-trending highs (interfluves) and lows (paleotributaries) were intersected by a 
shore-normal migrating barrier coastline and associated tidal inlets. The resulting 
composite SR-3 erosional unconformity that developed is thus the product of an antecedent 
fluvial drainage network significantly modified by a shore-normal oriented pattern of 
retreating tidal inlets (Figs 6.36,7.84,7.86; Plate 4).
The lower (pre R-8) part of the shelf seismic stratigraphic record is very similar, 
architecturally, to the Quaternary stratigraphic record detected beneath the Chesapeake Bay 
by previous workers (Colman and Hobbs, 1987; Colman and Mixon, 1988; Colman et al., 
1988, 1990) in that it is a record of stacked, high-relief, fluvial unconformities. 
Transgressive ravinements, and post-ravinement transgressive to early regressive deposits, 
are not preserved. Sequences IV through VI thus have irregular, crenulated-base, 
hemicylindrical wedge geometries. Beneath the shelf, these sequences are restricted in the 
coast-parallel direction, and extend offshore as thick hemicylindrical wedges or “plugs”. 
The fluvial unconformities show evidence of significant modification by erosional 
processes occurring in lower-estuary to estuary-mouth settings. Consequently, estuarine 
tidal ravinement surfaces locally define the basal sequence boundaries of Sequences IV, V, 
and VI within paleovalleys. However, on interfluves, the sequence boundary is defined by 
the original (antecedent) fluvial erosion surface that has been variably modified by the 
estuarine transgressive surface.
The upper (post R-8) part of the shelf record is dominated by stacked transgressive 
and regressive ravinements that commonly define sequence boundaries over large areas.
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Sequences are wedge-shaped, and are more continuous in the coast-parallel direction than 
Sequences V and VI. Fluvial unconformities at the bases of these sequences are poorly 
preserved, and show less significant amounts of incision (with the exception of Sequence 
I). This type of seismic signature is indicative of topographic isolation of the paleo inner 
shelf, during post-Sequence IV time, by a large, prograding, highstand, coastal mega-spit 
that evolved into the modem southern Delmarva Peninsula. This mega-spit served as a 
linear topographic high that isolated the post-Sequence IV inner shelf from the direct effects 
of Piedmont- and Coastal Plain-draining fluvial systems. As a result, fluvial drainage 
systems that did develop during lowstand events had their updip drainage divides defined 
by the eastern margin of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Fluvial entrenchment was thus 
significantly less severe than during pre R-8 time when the area was subjected to periodic 
subaerial exposure on the floor of the Chesapeake Basin. During these latter intervals of 
subaerial exposure, the study area was dissected by the large Piedmont-draining 
Susquehanna-Potomac (SR-11 to SR-10 time) and Susquehanna-Rappahannock (SR-9 
time) fluvial systems (Fig. 7.83; Section 7.3.3).
7.4.2 Correlation of the Southern Delmarva Shelf Record with the Regional Shelf Record
On a regional scale within the southern part of the mid Atlantic Bight, the sequence 
stratigraphy of the Virginia inner shelf on the north side of the Chesapeake Bay mouth may 
be seen as a relatively localized Quaternary “expanded section” that developed within the 
confines of the Salisbury Embayment. To the north, the Tertiary-Quaternary contact 
shallows onto broad Tertiary highs on the Maryland and Delaware shelf (Kerhin, 1989; 
Toscano, 1992; Toscano and York, 1992). To the south, on the southern Virginia and 
North Carolina (Va/NC) shelf, the Quaternary section is similar in thickness to that of the 
study area (Swift et al., 1977; Shideler et al., 1972). However, at both of these up- and
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down-strike localities, the Quaternary record has been resolved in less detail, and primarily 
within a non sequence stratigraphic framework. Both adjacent regions show significantly 
less evidence for Pleistocene fluvial entrenchment when compared with the Virginia inner 
shelf section of this study.
On the Maryland inner shelf, the average thickness of the Quaternary section is 
approximately 10 m, and this increases to approximately 30 m on the Va/NC inner shelf; in 
both areas, the deeper Quaternary record has been resolved using seismic data alone, and 
ground-truthing chronologic data have not been obtained. In this study, the average 
thickness of the offshore Quaternary section ranges between 25 and 30 m. Correlation of 
the Virginia shelf record with the regional shelf record is illustrated in Fig. 7.88. Both the 
Maryland and Va/NC Quaternary sections have been subdivided into three sequences 
(Shideler et al., 1972; Toscano, 1992; Toscano and York, 1992). However, these 
sequences defined on the Maryland and Va/NC shelves are probably not true depositional 
sequences in the sequence stratigraphic sense, due to a non sequence stratigraphic approach 
in the case of the former, and lack of seismic resolution in the case of the latter.
On the Maryland shelf, the three Quaternary sequences are designated as Sequence 
Q1 (composite, Early to Middle Pleistocene, stages 9-13?), Sequence Q2 (Late Pleistocene 
stage 5), and Sequence Q3-Q4-Q5 (Late Pleistocene stages 2 to 1). These sequences are 
separated by stage 6 (M2) and stage 2 (M3) lowstand unconformities, respectively (Fig.
7.88). Chronology for the deeper M2 unconformity was assigned solely on the basis of 
the unit occurring subjacent to stage 5 deposits. Sequences Q1 and Q2 on the Maryland 
shelf may be correlative with “composite” Sequences B and C beneath the Va/NC inner 
shelf, respectively; however, Q1 (Maryland) may also be significantly older than B 
(Va/NC). The Maryland shelf M2 and M3 fluvial unconformities appear to be correlative 
with the Va/NC shelf R2 and R3 unconformities, respectively (Fig. 7.88). However, 
Shideler et al. (1972) indicated that their R-2 unconformity was a transgressive ravinement
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Figure 7.88: Correlation of the inner shelf seismic stratigraphic record with regional shelf 
stratigraphy in the central and southern mid Atlantic Bight (Maryland 
to North Carolina). Relative thicknesses are not indicative of true unit 
thicknesses. Dashed, question-marked, correlations where most uncertain.
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surface incised during a stadial-interstadial transition (substages 5d-to-5c, or 5b-to-5a) and 
underlies late Wisconsinan (stage 3?) regressive deposits. This suggests that the M2 and 
R2 unconformities cannot be correlated directly. However, R2 appears to be the basal 
sequence boundary to the penultimate glacial-interglacial cycle that commenced during the 
stage 6-5e transition and that is marked in areas to the north by the M2 (and possibly SR-9) 
fluvial unconformities. The lower parts of the late Wisconsinan to Holocene sequence on 
the Maryland shelf (Q3 and Q4) do not have correlatives preserved beneath the Va/NC 
shelf, but the uppermost part of this sequence, Q5, is correlative with unit D (of Shideler et 
al., 1972) on the Va/NC shelf.
Incorporating the six-sequence record of this study with the three-sequence shelf 
records to the north and south is, like correlation with the oxygen isotope record, 
necessarily tentative. The Holocene transgressive sand sheet (shoreface sand wedge; 
seismic unit A) of this study is correlative with Md shelf unit Q5 and Va/NC shelf unit D. 
Holocene, pre-ravinement, deposits of unit B are correlative with Md shelf units Q3 and 
Q4, but do not have preserved correlatives on the Va/NC shelf (as identified by Shideler et 
al., 1972). The M3 fluvial unconformity of the Md shelf is correlated with the SR-3 
unconformity of this study, while R3 of the Va/NC shelf is correlative with R-2 (this 
study), and with the Holocene ravinement surface (Toscano, 1992) on the Maryland shelf.
Upper unit Q2 (Maryland shelf), unit C (Va/NC shelf), and unit C of this study are 
all believed correlative, on the basis of lithologic descriptions (Mixon, 1985; Toscano, 
1992; Toscano and York, 1992) and similarity of seismic expression. The M2 
unconformity (Maryland shelf) is tentatively correlated with the SR-9 unconformity (this 
study), if a stage 6 incision date is assumed for the SR-9 fluvial erosion surface (Fit A, 
Fig. 7.87). An M2-correlative beneath the Va/NC shelf appears to have been truncated by 
the R2 transgressive ravinement; in fact, the R2 unconformity may be correlative with the R- 
8 or R-6 ravinements of this study. The deep Ml unconformity (Maryland shelf) is
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tentatively correlated with the deep R1 unconformity (Va/NC shelf), and with the SR-11 
unconformity of this study. On the Maryland and Va/NC shelves, M l and R1 are overlain 
by Early to Middle Pleistocene (stages 9-13, & >13; Toscano and York, 1992) and Middle 
Pleistocene to possible Pliocene strata (Shideler et al., 1972), respectively. This is further 
(circumstantial) evidence suggesting that the SR-11 unconformity of this study is 
significantly older than the currently accepted stage 8/12 ages.
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CHAPTER 8 
Summary and Conclusions
This high-resolution, seismic-reflection study of the Virginia inner shelf used 
seismic sequence and seismic facies analysis to resolve the architectures and internal 
seismic facies components of six Quaternary depositional sequences. Sequences I through 
VI (Table 6.3; Figs 6.43, 6.47) are glacioeustatically driven, high-frequency (4th or 5th 
order; 20 to 130 ka period), Holocene to Middle? Pleistocene age depositional sequences. 
Depositional Sequences VI, V, and IV are interpreted to be fourth order scale sequences, 
each representing deposition over time intervals of approximately 100 ka (Fig. 7.87). 
Depending on the relative chronology adopted in Chapter 7.3.4 (Fig. 7.87), Depositional 
Sequences III and II may be of fourth order (Fit B) or fifth order (Fit A) scale. 
Depositional Sequence I has developed in the time interval since the last interglacial 
maximum (oxygen isotope stage 5), and is thus a fourth order sequence.
Sequences are regionally bounded by regressive ravinement, transgressive 
ravinement, or lowstand fluvial unconformities, and are dominated by transgressive 
systems tract (back-step wedge geometric systems tract) deposits. Intra-sequence 
transgressive ravinements are present in Sequences IV and I. These ravinements (R-8 and 
R-2) separate well-developed back-barrier (estuarine) deposits (seismic units H and B, 
respectively) from thinly developed back-step shelf wedge deposits (seismic units G1 and 
A, respectively), within the respective transgressive systems tracts. Sequence IV contains 
the only example of a maximum flooding surface; this diastemic surface is overlain by 
highstand to regressive deposits (seismic unit G2) of the offlap wedge geometric systems
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tract Sequence II contains a well-developed regressive ravinement (R-4) that serves as the 
basal sequence boundary; it is overlain by regressive strand plain and shoreface deposits 
(seismic units C l and C2).
Depositional sequences consist of a specific subset of eleven identified seismic 
facies (Fig. 6.69; Table 6.4) that represent transgressive, highstand, and early regressive 
deposits. Seismic facies are almost exclusively bounded by diastems or unconformities, 
and are more closely related to depositional systems (as defined by Swift et al., 1991a) or 
subsystems, than to specific, intra-system, lithofacies. With the exception of Seismic 
Facies 7 and 11 which illustrate a gradational, interfingering contact (Figs 6.69, 7.76), all 
seismic facies are bounded laterally and vertically by intra-valley, non-regional, diastems, 
or by more regionally developed ravinements and fluvial erosion surfaces. The R-2, R-6, 
and R-8 transgressive ravinements acted as source diastems for immediately overlying 
shoreface and shelf deposits (seismic units A, E, and G l) of the shoreface-shelf 
depositional system; these ravinements also acted as source diastems for subjacent barrier 
overwash deposits (Swift et al., 1991a). However, due to the erosional nature of 
Quaternary marine transgressions on this coast, subjacent barrier overwash, and barrier 
island deposits generally, were not detected beneath ravinements. The tidal ravinement 
surfaces within Sequences VI, V, IV, and I, probably served as source diastems for small 
volumes of Seismic Facies 3-correlative deposits (Fig. 7.77) that accumulated beneath the 
headward, or leading, edge of the tidal ravinement. However, the preserved record of 
Seismic Facies 3 occurs exclusively above tidal ravinement surfaces in all depositional 
sequences; this is believed to be because the maximum landward limit of each intra­
sequence tidal ravinement lay to the west (updip) of the study area.
The seismic data of this study generally did not permit consistent resolution of 
interfingering proximal and distal facies within depositional systems. Thus the data usually 
permitted identification of depositional systems or subsystems rather than individual
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lithofacies; the former appeared on the graphic records as diastem- or unconformity- 
bounded seismic facies. However, an interfmgering seismic facies transition was observed 
in Sequence II, where Seismic Facies 7 graded seaward and vertically into Seismic Facies 
11 (Figs 6.69, 7.75, 7.76). This suggests that Seismic Facies 7 and 11 may be more 
closely related to lithofacies, which represents a higher order of data resolution than can be 
obtained from other seismic facies in the Quaternary section. In Sequence IV, Seismic 
Facies 3 passed laterally out of paleovalleys (Fig. 6.65) and was associated with a change 
in acoustic character that probably indicated gradual changes in component lithofacies. In 
this latter example, therefore, a diastem- or unconformity-bounded (estuary mouth) 
depositional subsystem was seen to have internal structure indicative of lithofacies 
differentiation. This work thus provides a link between conventional seismic exploration, 
where depositional systems and high-frequency depositional sequences are not resolvable 
individually, and outcrop-scale studies where lithofacies and higher orders of organization 
are resolvable.
Volumetrically, seismic facies of the transgressive systems tract, or back-step 
wedge geometric systems tract (Seismic Facies 1-6, 8, and 9; Table 6.4) dominate the 
Quaternary record. Highstand deposits (Seismic Facies 10) are thinly developed within 
Sequence IV, while highstand to early regressive deposits (Seismic Facies 7 and 11) 
dominate Sequence II. The Quaternary-Tertiary unconformity beneath these sequences is 
an inter-regional, multiple-origin, high-relief surface marked principally by the SR-11 
(Exmore), SR-10 (Belle Haven), SR-9 (Eastville), and SR-3 (Cape Charles) 
unconformities that range in depth from mean sea level (0 m MSL) to -72 m MSL. The 
composite Quaternary-Tertiary unconformity was cut by fluvial erosion during regressive 
and lowstand intervals, and by estuarine and marine erosion accompanying transgressions. 
The 25 to 35 m average thickness of the Quaternary section is interpreted to have 
accumulated during the past 650 ka (Middle and Late Pleistocene; post oxygen isotope
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stage 16), in response to six glacioeustatic transgressive-regressive cycles.
The six inner shelf seismic stratigraphic sequences have been tentatively correlated 
with the late-transgressive to early-regressive components of three depositional sequences 
preserved on the southern Delmarva Peninsula (Fig. 7.78), and fitted within a regional 
shelf stratigraphic framework (Fig. 7.88) for the central part of the mid Atlantic Bight. The 
shelf record resolved in this high-resolution study indicates that the Quaternary stratigraphic 
development of the southern Delmarva Peninsula, the adjacent lower Atlantic Coastal Plain, 
and the inner mid Atlantic Bight, is more complex than previous (largely lithostratigraphic) 
work suggests.
Architecturally, the six depositional sequences may be subdivided into two 
categories on the basis of geometry and types of internal seismic facies. The first type is 
represented by pseudo-planar, tabular wedges with low-relief undulations on their upper 
and lower bounding surfaces (Sequences II and III). These planar-wedge sequences are 
typified by offlap wedge (not always wholly preserved) and back-step wedge (back-step 
shelf wedge component) geometric systems tract development; the back-barrier (estuarine) 
wedge is poorly preserved. This type of sequence geometry and internal facies 
development is indicative of sequence development on shelves adjacent to large-scale 
headlands (rather than estuaries); the record of severe fluvial entrenchment during sea-level 
lowstands is consequently sparse. The second type of sequence architecture is represented 
by shore-oblique trending, hemicylindrical, non-tabular wedges (generally less than 5 km 
wide) with variably-developed, laterally-attached, tabular flanges (Sequences I, IV, V, VI). 
These non-planar sequences are typified by the development of back-step wedge geometric 
systems tract development, in which the back-barrier (estuarine) wedge component is more 
completely developed than the back-step shelf wedge component. The offlap wedge 
geometric systems tract has minimal preservation, being only thinly and patchily developed 
within Sequence IV. This type of sequence geometry and internal systems tract and
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seismic facies development is the product of sequence development on continental shelves 
fronted by major estuarine embayments; there is a preserved record of deep fluvial 
entrenchment that occurred during glacioeustatic drawdown. These sequences are strongly 
influenced in their architectural style, as well as in their internal structure, by the 
development of high-relief fluvial erosion surfaces at their bases. The absence of similar 
high-relief crenulated bases to Sequences II and III suggests that a significant 
paleogeographic change occurred in the Chesapeake Basin region late Sequence IV time.
The lower (Middle Pleistocene) part of the inner shelf record consists principally of 
transgressive fluvial and estuarine deposits (Sequences VI through lower IV) that 
accumulated within three generations of the ancestral Chesapeake Bay (the Chesapeake 
seaway). Collectively, the areal distribution of seismic facies in these lower, estuary- 
dominated, sequences is controlled by the elongate, coast-oblique, laterally restricted, 
trends of their containing incised paleovalley, or paleo-estuary floor, depressions (Figs 
7.71, 7.72). Intra-sequence Seismic Facies 1 through 4 have geometries that are 
significantly influenced by stacked, non-regional, unconformities or diastemic surfaces. 
These erosional surfaces, which determine the lateral and vertical dimensions of seismic 
facies, developed within evolving fluvial to dominantly estuarine successions in estuary- 
head and estuary-mouth settings, and were cut by a combination of wave and tidal current 
scour. The estuarine transgressive surface (bay ravinement), cut by shoreface scour at 
estuary margins, separates onlapping (and locally downlapping) upper to middle estuary 
transgressive strata (Seismic Facies 2; Figs 6.59, 7.71, 7.72) from poorly preserved 
subjacent fluvial deposits (Seismic Facies 1; Figs 6.58, 7.71,7.72). Frequently, Seismic 
Facies 1, and the underlying fluvial erosion surface, are absent, and the estuarine 
transgressive surface serves as the sequence boundary.
The tidal ravinement surface is incised in estuary-mouth settings by a bay-mouth 
tidal scour trench (or trenches) that migrates laterally and landward during transgression
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(the modem analog of a baymouth tidal scour trench is the Chesapeake Channel). The 
potentially high-relief tidal ravinement is a crenulated, non-planar surface, which truncates 
underlying Seismic Facies 1 and 2. Thus, the tidal ravinement can serve as the basal 
sequence boundary along paleo-estuary axes. It is downlapped and onlapped by laterally-, 
updip-, and downdip-prograding clinoforms of Seismic Facies 3 (Figs 6.60, 7.71, 7.72). 
Clinoforms within Seismic Facies 3 have up to 24 meters of relief, and volumetrically 
represent the largest component of incised-valley fill successions (Sequences VI, V, lower 
IV, and I) beneath the Virginia shelf.
Subsequent to incision of the tidal ravinement surface, and burial by Seismic Facies 
3, the higher-elevation parts of Seismic Facies 3 can be subjected to incision by channel- 
base diastems as ebb- and flood-dominated tidal channels migrate across estuary-mouth 
shoals. Seismic Facies 4 (Table 6.4; Figs 6.69, 7.71, 7.72) overlies Seismic Facies 3, 
generally separated from the latter by these channel-base diastems, but also by correlative, 
source-proximal, shoal-base downlap surfaces (Fig. 6.54). On adjacent, low-elevation, 
interfluves, the basal sequence boundaries to Sequences VI, V, and IV are marked by the 
original fluvial erosion surfaces that have been only mildly modified by the estuarine 
transgressive surface. These low-elevation interfluves became shallow estuary floors 
during transgression, and are draped by overlying transgressive estuarine deposits (Seismic 
Facies 2 (Table 6.4; Figs 6.59, 6.69, 7.71, 7.72)
During Middle Pleistocene highstands (Late Sequence VI and V time), the ancestral 
baymouth exceeded 100 km in width, probably extending from northern North Carolina to 
north of the latitude where the Exmore (SR-11) paleochannel crosses beneath the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula. During this time, the Suffolk scarp (Fig. 3.6) in southeastern 
Virginia and northern North Carolina may have been cut by an oceanic shoreface. 
Depositional Sequences IV, V, and VI are dominated by the lower-estuary to estuary- 
mouth, Seismic Facies 3 sands (H 3 ,13, J3) because post-ravinement shelf facies were
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removed during subsequent lowstands. The intra-sequence tidal ravinement 
unconformities typically remove most of the record of underlying upper- to middle-estuary 
Seismic Facies 2 deposits (H 2,12, J2). Underlying Seismic Facies 1 fluvial deposits (HI, 
II, J l)  within the paleoestuarine records of Sequences VI, V, and lower IV are very poorly 
preserved, principally due to bay ravinement truncation, but also due to tidal ravinement 
truncation. Thus, the lower part of the shelf Quaternary stratigraphic section may be 
characterized as a record of supply-dominated, allochthonous regime conditions, and is 
associated with a prevalence of fluvially incised sequence boundaries, and non-tabular 
depositional sequence geometries.
Sequence IV is the thickest and most complete sequence preserved beneath the inner 
shelf. The intra-Sequence IV transgressive R-8 ravinement marks a dramatic change in 
sequence architecture and internal facies development within the six-sequence Quaternary 
record. R-8 is the stratigraphicaily lowest ravinement encountered, and marks a change 
from a ( pre R-8) supply-dominated regime, to a (post R-8) accommodation-dominated 
depositional regime. It indicates that the inner shelf evolved from being influenced by a 
broad regional-scale estuarine embayment in the Middle Pleistocene (Chesapeake seaway of 
Sequences VI, V, and lower IV), to a shelf that became isolated (in the study area) from the 
direct influence of the Chesapeake seaway and modem Chesapeake Bay during the Late 
Pleistocene and Holocene (upper Sequence IV, Sequences III, II, and I). This major 
change in paleogeography, namely constriction of the ancestral Chesapeake seaway, was 
caused by southward progradation of the southern Delmarva Peninsula during successive 
Pleistocene highstands.
Upper Sequence IV through Sequence II have tabular wedge geometries (Figs 
7.73,7.75), recording transgressive-shelf, and highstand to regressive coastal deposition. 
Evidence of lagoonal and (or) estuarine deposition (seismic units D and F, respectively) is 
minor, and is limited to isolated remnants that are preserved within small antecedent fluvial
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paleovalleys on the SR-5 and SR-7 surfaces. These small paleotributaries drained into 
larger post SR-9 systems (the Susquehanna-York) that exited the area beneath the modem 
Chesapeake Bay mouth (Fig. 7.83). Thus, the accommodation-dominated upper part of 
the Quaternary record has sequence boundaries defined by transgressive (and regressive) 
ravinements. The stacked ravinement pattern is indicative of significant erosion of the 
lower parts of individual sequences (pre-ravinement lagoonal deposits) accompanying 
successive transgressive events.
Sequences upper-IV through II are dominated by post-ravinement, transgressive 
and highstand deposits, that developed on inner shelf settings not fronted by major 
estuarine embayments. Seismic facies in Sequences III and II are thinner and more laterally 
extensive than Seismic Facies 1 through 4 which dominate Sequences VI through lower- 
IV. Transgressive shoreface and inner shelf sands (Seismic Facies 9; Figs 6.66, 6.69, 
7.72, 7.73) are developed in upper Sequence IV and in Sequence III. Sequence IV is 
capped by a thin (<4 m) tabular wedge of highstand shoreface and shelf deposits that rest 
on the R-8a maximum flooding surface (Seismic Facies 10; Figs 6.67, 6.69, 7.72). This 
thin unit is inferred to be a distal correlative of the peninsular highstand Nassawadox 
barrier spit (Fig. 7.78).
In Sequence III, Seismic Facies 9 onlaps the R-6 transgressive ravinement which 
serves as the Sequence III basal sequence boundary over most of the study area. Lagoonal 
deposits (Seismic Facies 8; Figs 6.65, 6.69, 7.73) are only locally preserved offshore 
between the R-6 and underlying SR-7 unconformities (Plate 8).
Sequence II is dominated by highstand to early regressive strand plain and 
shoreface deposits resting on the R-4 regressive ravinement (Seismic Facies 7 and 11; Figs 
6.64, 6.68, 6.69, 7.75). These deposits are inferred to be correlative with the 
Wachapreague Formation onshore, and they thin in a seaward direction. Thinning is 
inferred to be caused by a combination of factors active during sea-level fall, such as
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decreasing sediment supply as headlands became stranded, an increase in the rate of sea- 
level fall, and ultimately truncation by the overlying SR-3 sequence boundary. Subjacent 
transgressive shelf deposits and their associated transgressive ravinement are not 
preserved, due to removal by the R-4 regressive ravinement. However, pre-ravinement 
lagoonal deposits (Seismic Facies 8) are locally preserved along the western margin of the 
study area, draping the SR-5 fluvial erosion surface (Plate 6).
Holocene Sequence I (Fig. 7.77) is unique in that it illustrates the first appearance 
of widespread lagoonal, back-barrier (estuarine) wedge, deposits, and is the only 
depositional sequence where tidal inlet deposits (associated with a barrier coastline) are 
pervasive. These tidal-inlet deposits (Seismic Facies 5; Figs 6.62, 6.69, 7.77) account for 
most of the volume of Sequence I sediments seaward of the modem oceanic coastline of the 
southern Delmarva Peninsula. These deposits, and the inlet channel scars within which 
they occur, indicate the retreat paths of Holocene tidal inlets across the inner shelf during 
the past eight thousand years. Significant incision depths and limited lateral migration of 
paleoinlets suggests that the Holocene barrier coastline was a tide-dominated system during 
the latter half of the Holocene transgression. Localized areas of increased paleo-inlet scar 
width probably indicate forced inlet migration that occurred when landward-migrating inlets 
intersected established antecedent highs and fluvial paleodrainage channels (Figs 7.84, 
7.86).
Sequence I also has a well-developed post-ravinement record of shoreface and inner 
shelf sand deposition (Seismic Facies 9; Figs 6.66, 6.69, 7.77). These transgressive 
sands are laterally variable in along-coast development (seismic unit A, Fig. 6.31). They 
are best developed between shore-oblique trending paleo-inlet retreat scars. In dip section, 
these transgressive sands have a mounded/convex-upward geometry (seismic unit A, Figs 
6.28-6.31), pinching out at the shoreline and at the 22 m isobath. Pinching out of seismic 
unit A in a seaward direction may be due to the presence of ephemeral “erosional
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windows” on the lower shoreface and inner shelf, created by local sediment starvation 
zones and or by storm current scouring.
Pre-ravinement lagoonal deposits (seismic unit B, Seismic Facies 8, Figs 6.28- 
6.31) within Sequence I are best developed landward of the modern oceanic coastline 
where they have not yet been truncated by the Holocene (R-2) transgressive ravinement. 
Beneath the inner shelf, Holocene lagoonal deposits are poorly preserved, and have been 
extensively truncated by the R-2 ravinement over large areas. Over 300 km2 of the SR-3 
surface and overlying lagoonal (back-barrier wedge) deposits have been truncated by the R- 
2 ravinement (Fig. 6.36; Plate 4). Most of this truncation occurs 7 to 13 km offshore, 
seaward of a low-relief “scarp” trend on the R-2 surface (Plate 3). Truncation is the result 
of intersection of the deeper, seaward parts of the R-2 ravinement with large SR-3 coast- 
oblique-trending highs that controlled the orientation of stage 2 lowstand drainage (Fig. 
6.36).
The formation mechanisms of basal sequence boundaries also show variability 
within the Quaternary record. Tidal scour at migrating tidal inlets has drastically modified 
the topographic expression of the basal unconformity to the Holocene Sequence, 
particularly the expression of low-order antecedent fluvial streams that developed on the 
eastern flanks of the southern Delmarva Peninsula during oxygen isotope stages 2 and 1 
(Fig. 7.83h). Scour by the bay ravinement and tidal ravinement surfaces in the baymouth 
to the south has significantly modified the morphology of the antecedent fluvial erosion 
surface; the sequence boundary is frequently defined by the tidal ravinement or bay 
ravinement surfaces. Shoreface scour accompanying development of the R-2 ravinement 
also had a significant effect on the Holocene basal sequence boundary beneath the inner 
shelf (Fig. 6.36). Current scour at tidal inlets permitted the accumulation of tidal-inlet fill 
deposits (Seismic Facies 5) that are now the dominant lithofacies developed within 
Sequence I. Thus, the SR-3 unconformity is a composite surface created by lowstand
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fluvial entrenchment, by tidal current scour at transgressing tidal inlets (and at tidal-channel 
confluences in lagoonal areas), by wave and tidal current scour within estuaries, and by 
shoreface planation associated with ravinement generation (Figs 7.84,7.86).
The composite origin for the Sequence I basal unconformity is distinguished from 
the Sequence II and III basal unconformities that are mainly ravinement surfaces created by 
erosional shoreface scour accompanying transgression (R-6, R-8) and regression (R-4). 
Basal sequence boundaries for Sequences IV, V, and VI, that were flooded to form broad 
estuary floors during transgressions, have a fluvial imprint that has been overprinted and 
modified by bay ravinements and tidal ravinements. Modification is most severe adjacent 
to the trends of antecedent fluvial paleovalleys, where the tidal ravinement surface has 
frequently removed the original fluvial unconformity. At the margins of paleovalleys, the 
estuarine transgressive surface (bay ravinement) has collapsed onto the fluvial erosion 
surface, so that the two are indistinguishable. In these areas, evidence is lacking for 
significant modification of the antecedent fluvial erosion surface.
A revised model for the stratigraphic development of the southern Delmarva 
Peninsula and Chesapeake Bay area was constructed in Chapter 7.3.3. This model (Fig.
7.83) is founded on the observed disparity between the six-sequence shelf seismic 
stratigraphic record, and the three-sequence peninsular lithostratigraphic record described 
by Mixon (1985) and Colman and Mixon (1988; Fig. 7.78). The more complex shelf 
record identified in this study necessitates a re-evaluation of the three-cycle Colman and 
Mixon model (Chapter 7.3.1), and necessitates a future field-based re-appraisal of southern 
Delmarva Peninsula lithostratigraphy. The revised model recognizes that the Chesapeake 
Basin was fed by six large. Piedmont-draining, rivers during successive Middle and Late 
Pleistocene glacial lowstands. These rivers traversed the Chesapeake Basin and Atlantic 
inner shelf either as separate systems, or coalesced with each other updip or downdip of the 
modem trend of the southern Delmarva Peninsula. Progressive southward growth of the
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Delmarva Peninsula during Middle and Late Pleistocene highstand intervals resulted in a 
southward deflection of the Susquehanna River during intervening lowstand intervals (Fig.
7.83). This resulted in successive capture, by the Susquehanna-Potomac system, of 
adjacent fluvial systems to the south (but still within the Chesapeake Basin). Thus, Early? 
and Middle Pleistocene generations of the Chesapeake Basin were initially drained by 
several consequent Piedmont-draining rivers (Fig. 7.83a). During Late Pleistocene 
lowstands (including the late Wisconsinan glacial lowstand) the area evolved into a more 
restricted basin drained principally by a single, strike-offset, subsequent, drainage system 
(the Susquehanna-York fluvial system; Fig. 7.83h). This system exited the area along the 
southern flanks of the Chesapeake Basin, approximately 40 km to the south of the principal 
drainage axis that was active during SR-11 time.
This high-resolution study reveals the finer details of internal sequence organization 
on estuary-influenced basin margins. These intermediate scales of sequence organization, 
not detectable on conventional multichannel seismic data, strengthen the link between the 
broad assumptions and observations of standard sequence stratigraphy, and the very fine- 
scale resolution that is generally obtained in outcrop studies. This work illustrates that the 
“seismic facies'’ of high-resolution geophysics are not necessarily similar to the seismic 
facies of conventional seismic data, in that the former are more likely to correlate with 
depositional systems, subsystems, and lithofacies. As such, these seismic facies can be 
tied in with lithostratigraphic studies of adjacent coastal plains to provide a better handle on 
stratigraphic and paleogeographic development
Future research on the southern part of the mid Atlantic Bight is necessary to 
augment our knowledge of Quaternary glacioeustasy, and the resultant passive basin- 
margin stratigraphic signature that arises from the interaction of high-frequency sea-level 
oscillations, low rates of basin-margin tectonic subsidence or uplift, and variability in 
sediment supply. At 4^  and 5ll> order sequence time-scales (30-500 ka), this study
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suggests that realistic variations in sediment supply to coastal and inner shelf regions, and 
intra-regional variation in basin margin physiography, can have a significant impact on 
sequence architectural expression and internal seismic facies development Development of 
paleoestuaries on mid-Atlantic type basin margins results in depositional sequences being 
characterized by thick accumulations of pre-ravinement fluvial-estuarine deposits of the 
back-step wedge geometric systems tract. Closing off of estuaries on low-subsidence 
margins causes development of sequences dominated by post-ravinement, back-step shelf 
wedge and (coastal) offlap wedge geometric systems tracts, with poor development of pre- 
ravinement deposits.
A coring program to identify the lithologies and to better constrain the chronology 
for the major erosional and depositional events identified in this study will permit more 
definitive correlations in the along-shelf and updip directions, and allow for testing of the 
alternative model for Chesapeake Basin development presented in Chapter 7. Such work 
would also contribute to our understanding of one of the key problematic parts of Atlantic 
Coastal Plain stratigraphy.
Significant work needs to be undertaken on the southern Delmarva Peninsula, as 
the shelf record indicates that the peninsular record consists of more than three depositional 
sequences. In fact, the shelf record more closely approximates the stratigraphic section on 
the south side of the Chesapeake Bay mouth in terms of the number of transgressive 
allostratigraphic units that are developed. Satellite image (Fig. 7.79) and topographic map 
data suggest that shoreline trends on the Delmarva Peninsula need to be re-evaluated in 
terms of the six-sequence model. This re-evaluation would have important implications for 
the chronology of the Occohannock Member (Nassawadox Formation) and Kent Island 
Formation, and ultimately on the chronostratigraphic development of the southern 
Delmarva Peninsula.
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★
PROGRAM SLANT★
* ANTHONY M. FOYLE NOVEMBER 16 1992 LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT #2 (PARTIAL)
*
* THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS 'ORIGINAL TWO-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME (TWTT) TO A
* REFLECTOR' TO A 'CORRECTED ONE-WAY-DEPTH (OWD) TO REFLECTOR' THAT
* REMOVES GEOMETRIC ERRORS CAUSED BY NON-VERTICAL RAY INCIDENCE FOR
* SHALLOW REFLECTORS. THE PERCENT DECREASE BETWEEN ORIGINAL AND
* CORRECTED ONE-WAY-DEPTHS IS ALSO CALCULATED. DATA IS READ FROM AN
* INPUT FILE CONTAINING TWO TWTT-NUMBERS (MS WATER & MS SEDIMENTS)
* PER LINE. END OF INPUT FILE IS FLAGGED BY (-1 -1). FORMATTED
* OUTPUT IS WRITTEN TO AN OUTPUT FILE (DATA.O). FOR ANY LINE OF
* INPUT DATA, THE SUM OF MS WATER & MS SEDIMENTS MUST EQUAL OR
* EXCEED 2.66 MS (THE 1’ROGRAM ASSUMES A 4 METER EEL - BOOMER PLATE
* SPACING) AND NOT EXCEED 100 MS. CORRECTED DEPTH WILL REMAIN
» MARGINALLY SMALLER THAN REALITY BECAUSE THE MINOR EFFECTS OF
* REFRACTION FOR NON-VERTICAL INCIDENCE AT THE SEDIMENT/SEA
* INTERFACE ARE NOT ACCOUNTED FOR
*
A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
* VARIABLES LIST
* TWTTO=ORIGINAL TWO-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME, OWTTOW=ORIGINAL ONE-WAY-TRAVEL
* TIME THROUGH THE WATER, OWTTOS=ORIGINAL ONE-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME THROUGH
* THE SEDIMENTS, OWDOW=ORIGINAL ONE-WAY-DEPTH OF WATER,
* OWDOS=ORIGINAL ONE-WAY-DEPTH OF SEDIMENTS, OWDOT-ORIGINAL TOTAL
* ONE-WAY-DEPTH TO REFLECTOR (OWDOW+OWDOS), OWTTTC=CORRECTED ONE-WAY
* TRAVEL-TIME-SQUARED, OWTTC=CORRECTED ONE-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME
* TWTTC=CORRECTED TWO-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME
* OWDC=CORRECTED ONE-WAY-DEPTH, TIME(1)“ORIGINAL TWO-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME
* THROUGH WATER, TIME (2) ORIGINAL TWO-WAY-TRAVEL-TIME THROUGH
* SEDIMENTS, PERCEN=PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OWDC AND OWDOT.
* VEL=SOUND VELOCITY (1.5 TO 1.7 M/S) WEIGHTED BY RELATIVE WATER
* COLUMN AND SEDIMENT THICKNESS.
*
*      «_     _____

















 _  — _    _ _ _ _ _ _  —  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  — _ _ _ _ _ _ --------------
* OPENING OF I/O FILES AND READING OF FIRST LINE OF DATA
 *      —    ----------------------------------------------------------
OPEN (UNIT=15,FILE='data.i',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (UNIT=16,FILE='data.o',STATUS"'NEW')
20 READ (15,*) TIME
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** SETUP OF TABLE TITLE AND HEADINGS
WRITE (16,*)
WRITE (16,30)






36 FORMAT (IX, 2X,'------------------------------------ ',14X
* , '    ' )
WRITE (16,40)
40 FORMAT (IX,2X,'WATER',2X, 'SEDIMENT', 5X,' TOTAL',6X,'REFL',
*2X,'VELOCITY',5X,'TOTAL',6X,'REFL', 3X,' PERCENT')
WRITE (16,42)
42 FORMAT (IX, 3X,'TWTT',6X,'TWTT',6X,'TWTT',5X,'DEPTH',7X,'M/S', 
*6X,'TWTT',5X,'DEPTH',3X,'SMALLER')
WRITE (16,*)
* CORRECTION OF DATA













WRITE (16,50) TIME(1), TIME(2), TWTTO, OWDOT, VEL, TWTTC, 
* OWDC, PERCEN 
50 FORMAT (IX,IX,8 (F6.2,4X))
READ (15,*) TIME 
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GEOMETRIC SLANT PATH CORRECTION FOR SEISMIC PROFILE DATA
ORIGINAL CORRECTED
WATER SEDIMENT TOTAL REFL VELOCITY TOTAL REFL PERCENT
TWTT TWTT TWTT DEPTH M/S TWTT DEPTH SMALLER
1.00 2.00 3.00 2.45 1.63 1.39 1.13 53.76
1.00 3.00 4.00 3.30 1.65 2.99 2.46 25.32
1.00 4.00 5.00 4.15 1.66 4.23 3.51 15.33
1.00 5.00 6.00 5.00 1.67 5.38 4.48 10.36
1.00 6.00 7.00 5.85 1.67 6.47 5.41 7.50
1.00 7.00 8.00 6.70 1.68 7.54 6.32 5.69
1.00 8.00 9.00 7.55 1.68 8.60 7.21 4.47
1.00 9.00 10.00 8.40 1.68 9.64 8.10 3.60
1.00 10.00 11.00 9.25 1.68 10.67 8.98 2.97
2.00 10.00 12.00 10.00 1.67 11.70 9.75 2.49
2.00 11.00 13.00 10.85 1.67 12.72 10.62 2.12
2.00 12.00 14.00 11.70 1.67 13.74 11.49 1.82
2.00 13.00 15.00 12.55 1.67 14.76 12.35 1.58
2.00 14 .00 16.00 13.40 1.68 15.78 13.21 1.39
2.00 15.00 17.00 14.25 1.68 16.79 14.07 1.23
5.00 13.00 18.00 14.80 1.64 17.80 14 .64 1.10
5.00 14.00 19.00 15.65 1.65 18.81 15.50 0.98
6.00 14.00 20.00 16.40 1.64 19.82 16.25 0.89
1.00 14.00 21.00 17.15 1.63 20.83 17.01 0.81
10.00 12.00 22.00 17.70 1.61 21.84 17.57 0.73
10.00 13.00 23.00 18.55 1.61 22.85 18.43 0.67
10.00 14.00 24.00 19.40 1.62 23.85 19.28 0.62
10.00 15.00 25.00 20.25 1.62 24.86 20.14 0.57
10.00 16.00 26.00 21.10 1.62 25.86 20.99 0.52
10.00 17.00 27.00 21.95 1.63 26.87 21.84 0.49
10.00 18.00 28.00 22.80 1.63 27.87 22.70 0.45
10.00 19.00 29.00 23.65 1.63 28.88 23.55 0.42
10.00 20.00 30.00 24.50 1.63 29.88 24 .40 0.39
10.00 10.00 20.00 16.00 1.60 19.82 15.86 0.89
10.00 15.00 25.00 20.25 1.62 24.86 20.14 0.57
10.00 20.00 30.00 24.50 1.63 29.88 24.40 0.39
10.00 30.00 40.00 33.00 1.65 39.91 32.93 0.22
10.00 40.00 50.00 41.50 1.66 49.93 41.44 0.14
10.00 50.00 60.00 50.00 1.67 59.94 49.95 0.10
10.00 60.00 70.00 58.50 1.67 69.95 58.46 0.07
10.00 70.00 80.00 67.00 1.68 79.96 66.96 0.06
87.00 5.00 92.00 69.50 1.51 91.96 69.47 0.04
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Abbreviated Field Loqs 8 7.07 51.60
9 7.69 50.70
Data collocted between Nov 10 8.29 49.80




































5 4.05 52.62 17.82 46.05
6 4.95 52.41 25 18.00 45.42
7 5.56 52.30 26 18.70 44.35
8 6.30 51.18 27 19.31 43.42


















48.3513 46.61 18.22 175
14 9.98 45.62 2 18.22 48.48
15 10.45 44.93 3 18.19 48.98
16 10.77 44.46 4 17.87 49.89
17 11.87 43.79 5 17.82 51.12
18 12.22 43.40 6 17.82 52.30
19 12.90 42.97 7 17.40 53.73











42.92 ------ 21.24 40.1216.58 43.05
43~26
4 22.22 40.59
24 17.44 5 23.33 41.35
25 17.77 43.34 6 24.57 40.87 16
26 18.34 42.68 7 25.25 39.99
27 19.00 41.73 8 26.23 38.42
28 19.40 41.20
40.35
-------- 9 27.25 37.56
29 20.11 10 29.00
30.55
37.70 17
30 20.57 ____ 39.71
~____ 39.15
40.02






2 32 19.81 7 30.69 36.30 175
33 18.84 40.82 14 29.50 36.50
34 17.90 41.57 15 28.10 36.65 18
35 17.06 42.29 16 26.50 37.00
36 16.08 43.01 17 25.10 38.10










39 13.28 45.32 20 20.09 38.80
40 12.29 46.02 ----------- 21 19.90 38.5041 11.31 46.86 22 18.85 39.95
42 11.03 47.05 8 1 15.96 53.90 175 20
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2 16.13 53.90 17 17.85 52.67
3 16.57 53.86 ---_ 18 17.90 52.27
4 16.92 53.85 19 17.94 51.10
5 17.25 53.66 20 17.96 50.54 26













9 9 17.61 __ 48.45
48.18
175 20 24 49.50




























































16.54 33 18.02 49.52 27
23 16.25 49.45 34 18.03 49.97









































1 1 1 47.71 44 17.71 50.71
2 19.32 48.05 45 17.77 49.94
3 19.42 47.81
175 _ 2*2_
19 1 17.51 50.92 280 27




12 8 18.30 48.59 175 4 18.56 50.31
9 18.08 48.37 5 19.06 50.25




























------ 11 17.96 52.08



















48.47 16 16.92 53.90









----- 19 14.60 54.81
5 17.82 50.67 20 14.35 55.42














17.42 53.50 24 12.17 55.02
10 17.38 53.72 25 11.82 54.95
1 1 17.68 54.11 26 11.13 55.03
12 1B.24 54.23 27 9.84 55.44
14




15 17.51 53.77 30 8.86 55.28
16 17.58 53.361 31 8.00 55.03
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32 7.6£ 55.03 5C 24.16 29.81
33 7.1 £ 55.39 54 26.10 29.86
34 6.71 55.63 5£ 26.69 30.00
35 6.2C 56.14 56 26.71 31.70
22 36 6.23 56.10 280 30 57 26.71 32.80
37 6.45 55.81 26 1 15.42 31.05 175 43
38 6.56 55.55 59 14.49 32.00
39 8.29 54.95 60 13.07 33.35
40 9.03 55.18 61 11.35 34.72
41 9.64 55.39 62 9.51 36.59
23 1 2.54 51.52 175 31 63 7.87 38.00 44
2 3.81 50.63 64 6.30 39.48
3 5.00 49.65 65 4.15 41.30
4 6.40 48.05 66 2.82 42.70
5 8.58 46.00 32 67 2.83 44.92
6 10.08 44.68 68 2.79 45.75 45
7 11.47 43.30 27 1 17.23 54.75 175 46
8 12.72 42.03 2 17.30 54.60
9 14.90 39.98 33 3 17.75 54.20
10 15.40 39.50 4 17.85 54.15
1 1 16.70 38.33 5 18.35 54.10
12 18.47 36.65 6 18.73 53.80
13 19.35 36.03 7 19.30 53.41
14 21.11 35.92 34 0 19.98 53.41
15 23.77 36.02 9 20.21 53.41
16 26.05 36.00 10 21.12 52.91
17 26.62 35.95 11 21.78 52.70
18 26.67 33.60 35 12 22.51 51.75
19 26.68 33.00 13 22.85 51.44 47
24 20 25.52 33.05 175 35 14 23.44 51.15
21 24.05 33.01 15 23.88 50.90
22 22.60 32.96 16 24.55 50.00
23 20.85 32.93 36 17 24.60 49.70
24 19.45 32.80 18 24.35 49.30
25 18.20 34.00 19 24.00 49.30
26 17.02 35.32 20 23.90 49.10
27 16.12 36.05 21 23.75 48.40
28 14.59 37.41 37 22 23.90 47.28
29 13.09 38.95 23 24.32 46.65
30 11.60 40.41 24 24.50 45.35 48
31 10.46 41.43 25 25.10 45.60
32 8.90 42.79 38 26 25.23 45.00
33 7.04 44.68 27 25.19 48.66
34 5.29 46.29 28 25.16 48.20
35 4.10 47.63 29 25.20 43.80
36 2.63 48.80 39 30 25.10 43.20
37 2.77 47.11 31 25.00 43.20
38 2.83 45.55 32 24.90 42.10
25 39 4.50 44.01 175 33 24.78 42.30
40 5.79 42.70 40 34 24.25 42.75
41 7.17 41.35 35 37 23.7 42.90 49
42 8.90 39.65 28 1 36 58.95 76 1.17 175/280 50
43 10.32 38.40 2 36 59.05 76 1.03
44 11.83 36.85 3 36 59.53 75 59.95
45 13.10 35.55 41 4 0.22 58.50
46 14.59 34.17 5 0.95 57.00
47 16.04 32.88 6 1.57 55.50
48 17.29 31.69 7 2.40 53.76 51
49 18.70 30.17 8 2.50 53.67
50 19.25 29.70 9 3.87 53.35
51 21.01 29.75 42 10 5.18 53.14
52 22.60 29.80 1 1 6.51 52.93
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12 6.54 52.72 138 7.51 52.65
13 6.08 ____ J>1.50
49.90
52 137 7.60 52.45
14 5.63 136 7.87 52.30
15 5.27 48.60 134 8.25 52.00
16 4.66 47.20 132 8.55 51.55
17 4.30 46.10 130 8.75 51.30
18 3.80 44.32 53 129 8.85 51.10















2.32 39.69 122 9.75 49.10






































31 9.09 104 12.78 36.38




























37 12.20 15.26 45.88
38 13.35 45.48 -----------
_  56
90 15.60 45.80
30 39 13.05 43.59" 89 15.75 45.85




11.78 40.75 86 16.35 45.67
11.30
10.76










46 34.02 58 263 8.80 51.75
31 1 X y 175 59 261 8.59 51.51
2 X y 259 8.36 51.15
3 X
X













X 255 7.81 50.48
7 X 254 7.60 50.35
8 X y ------ 253 7.58 50.209 X y 252 7.47 50.03
10 X y 71 299 15.38 43.51
11 X y


































17.56 54.58 ---------------- ------------- 278 13.90 45.95










---------------------- --------------- 264 12.92 47.75
81 301 15.32 43.35
31 146 6.28 53.42 Lines 31 to 17t 303 15.55 43.63
144 6.68 53.28 data Irom Shideler 305 15.68 44.00
142 6.84 53.20 et al., 1984 307 15.93
16.18"
44.30
141 6.90 53.10 309 44.70
140 7.15 52.90 311 16.40 45.00
139 7.30 52.83 1 313 16.61 45.25
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315 16.79 45.61 562 10.60 55.10
317 16.95 45.95 558 10.90 55.75
319 17.11 46.32 557 11.00 55.90
321 17.25 46.68 555 11.15 56.30
323 17.40 47.02 554 11.20 56.30















348 16.85 49.80 4 6.62 44.20




363 16.20 51.50 ------------ 7 4.38 37.95





























































396 7.20 57.60 21 0.69 49.18
393 6.90 58.15 22 0.55 '50.57
392 6.85 58.30 23 0.50 51.78
391 6.90 58.60 24 0.45 53.23
131 467 8.35 54.90 25 0.95 44.49
































491 9.50 54.50 52 11.40 31.51 175















516 11.15 52.45 56 5.70 36.62










1.55 40.20 ----------524 11.80 37 0.04 41.15







































548 10.10 10 18.60 43.10
549 10.15 55.75 11 19.53 41.90
550 10.25 55.90 12 19.55 41.40
552 10.45 56.20 13 19.40 39.75
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17 15.83 33.10 7 21.50 47.90
18 15.12 31.50 8 20.95 48.70
19 14.45 29.80 9 20.35 49.50
37 20 14.05 29.00 175 10 20.15 49.60
21 15.20 28.00 11 29.10 49.60














25 19.45 32.90 41 1.4 30.49 48.23 175 J1.82.8:
26 20.45 34.90 2 30.30 48.20
27 21.30 36.85 ----------- -------- 3 30.15 47.5028 22.20
23.20
24.30
















































































42 25.00 -------- 26.30 46.00
43 25.55 25.75 19 25.70 45.75
44 25.80 26.65 20 25.35 45.70












































4 49.55 8 24.10 48.60







------ 24.65 47.75 -----------













































---- 3 25.35 47.3022.45 45.20 4 25.38 47.70
18 22.10 44.90 ----------- ------ 5 25.35 48.5019 22.00 44.30 6 25.39 49.10
20 21.95 43.70 ----- 7 25.67 49.1021 21.90 43.10
175 IToTaT
8 26.15 48.75






3 21.90 27.40 47.90
4 21.87 48.50 12 27.65 47.65
5 21.77 48.30 13 28.65 47.35
6 21.60 48.00
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APPENDIX C
Seismic Stratotypes for R-2 through SR-11 Unconformities
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APPENDIX Cl
Seismic Stratotype for the R-2 Ravinement Surface
Line 24, waypoint 22
1 17-5
Seismic Unit A SR-1 Seabed  
SurfaceSEQUENCEI Seismic Unit B
R-2 ravinement
R-4 ravinement^ R-6 ravinement------ SR-3 unconformity—^2
leismi n^irGISEQUENCE IV
Seismic Unit H3R-8 ravinement
SR-9 unconformity
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APPENDIX C2
Seismic Stratotype for the SR-3 Fluvial Erosion Surface





SR-3 unconform ity SEQUENCE I
SEQUENCEm
seism ic unit G
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APPENDIX C3
Seismic Stratotype for the R-4 Ravinement Surface




S ea  Level
SEQUENCE I Seismic Unit B
SR-3 SurfaceSR-1 Seabed 
Surface I7.5
SEQUENCE II Seismic Subunit C2
£ 1 5 .7 R-4 ravinem ent
leismic Unit D
24.2 SR-5 Surface
Seismic Subunit H3 SEQUENCE IV
32.7
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APPENDIX C4
Seismic Stratotype for the SR-5 Fluvial Erosion Surface
Line 9*, waypoint 350
NNE SSW
Meters 500
S ea  Level
7 .5 -
: 1 5 .7 -
SEQUENCEI Seismic Unit B
V -




SEQUENCE II Seismic Subunit C2 
SR-5 unconform ity .  R. 4 ravinement
Seismic Unit D
Seismic Subunit H3 SEQUENCE IV
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Seismic Stratotype for the R-6 Ravinement Surface





SR-1 Seabed  Surface
R-6 ravinement
SEQUENCE 1 seismic unit A
SEQUENCE II seismic unit C1
SEQUENCE III seismic unit E
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A PPEN D IX  C 6
Seismic Stratotype for the SR-7 Fluvial Erosion Surface 
Line 37, waypoint 17
m-22.5
±  42.5





Se|smjc Unit A , R-6 ravinement
Seismic Unit B R-2 ravinement R_4  ravjnem ent
SR-1 Seabed Surface \




S R -7  u n c o n f o r m i ty
R-8 ravinement
SR-9 unconformitySEQUENCE VI Seismic Unit J6
SEQUENCE IV 

































Seismic Stratotype for the R-8 Ravinement Surface
Line 26, waypoint 65





SEQUENCE I seismic unit A 
SEQUENCE II seismic unit C1
SEQUENCE III seismic unit E
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APPENDIX C8
Seismic Stratotype for the SR-9 Fluvial Erosion Surface
Line 5, waypoint 4
-  '•Wayppint'4*' 
r ^ > ' i
SEQUENCE I7.5 SEQUENCE II Seismic Subunit C2 Seismic Unit Dseab ed
15.4
SR-3 unconformity
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APPENDIX C9
Seismic Stratotype for the SR-10 Fluvial Erosion Surface
Line 43, waypoint 4
W
• ;oWaypbirit' ■’* ‘ v :r :r: ••-•"%'.•> oW avooint
50






















































Seismic Stratotype for the SR-11 Fluvial Erosion Surface
Line 6, waypoint 7
.l~siS2S
SR-1 Seabed  Surface
Seismic Unit E















TRS Seismic Unit J1
Tertiary
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